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NEW & RECENT PUBLICATIONS
1 Beijing Capital Museum: JINXIU ZHONGHUA: GUDAI SIZHIPIN WENHUA ZHAN. (The Splendour of
China: Exhibition of Ancient Silk Culture). 錦繡中華：古代絲織品文化展. Beijing, 2020. 257 pp. Colour plates
throughout, many full page. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.
£90.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Capital Museum in Beijing exploring the history and heritage of China’s silk culture. A total of 176
exhibits, of which some 170 are textiles plus a number of associated artefacts. This exhibition was exceptional for the extraordinary
assemblage of early textiles on show. Approximately 130 or so dated from the Western Zhou through to the end of the Yuan dynasty.
The remainder Ming and Qing. A wide variety. Exceptional items loaned from museums across China, including items from institutions along the Silk Road, some demonstrating cross-cultural influences. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese.

2 Bischoff, Cordula & Kuhlmann-Hodick, Petra: LA CHINE: DIE CHINA-SAMMLUNG DES 18.
JAHRHUNDERTS IN DRESDNER KUPERSTICH-KABINETT. (China: The China Collection from the 18th
Century Held in the Print Department of the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden). Dresden, 2021. 256 pp. 347
colour illustrations. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.
£55.00
Catalogue of a very interesting exhibition held at the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden showing, for the first time, chinese prints,
paintings, albums and drawings held in the Print Department of the Museum. A total of 43 exhibits, all illustrated and discussed.
Three exhibits relate to Thailand and Isfahan. Also shows a Meissen garniture of five vases dating from 1735-40 with decoration derived from chinese illustrations together with the print or painting that influenced the decoration. Introductions and essays accompany.
Much previously-unpublished material. In German.

3 Bonhams,: REGINALD AND LENA PALMER, THEIR COLLECTION AND THE ORIENTAL CERAMIC
SOCIETY, 1921-1970. A Loan Exhibition. London, 2021. 110 pp. Colour plates throughout. 26x21 cm.
Wrappers.
£40.00
Catalogue of a loan exhibition held at Bonhams, New Bond Street, London, in 2021. Explores the collecting activities of the Palmers
and their links with the Oriental Ceramics Society and its exhibitions over the years. Fine late Ming and Qing porcelains and superb
jades. All illustrated in colour and well described. A total of 34 pieces, all previously owned by the Palmers. Detailed introduction.

4 Canepa, Teresa & Butler, Katharine: LEAPING THE DRAGON GATE. The Sir Michael Butler Collection of
Seventeenth-Century Chinese Porcelain. London, 2021. 576 pp. 850 colour illustrations. 30x25 cm. Cloth.
£175.00
A large and weighty catalogue of this important collection of 17th century Chinese porcelain dating from the late Ming Wanli reign
on to the fall of the dynasty and the Shunzhi and Kangxi reigns of the early Qing dynasty — the transitional period. The collection arranged and examined chronologically from the late Ming onwards. All pieces illustrated in colour, many in multiple views and described
in much detail. Also of importance for the study of Chinese iconography and the sources for painting on Chinese porcelain of the time.
Accompanying introduction and essays on the formation of the collection and other interesting related aspects. A notable contribution
to the subject and on connoisseurship and collecting. Dual texts in English and Chinese.

5 Dai Yongjun ed: JINGDEZHEN QINGBAI CI. (Qingbai Wares from Jingdezhen). 景德鎮青白磁. Lishi Ming
Yao: Huiguan Henji. Beijing, 2021. 10, 281 pp. Colour plates (many full page). 29x21 cm. Boards.
£150.00
Very detailed work showing many fine examples of qingbai wares with a particular focus on their authentication through close-up and
microscopic examination of the glaze. Illustrated throughout. Text in Chinese.

6 Dunhuang Research Institute ed: SICHOU ZHI LU SHANG DE WENHUA JIAOLIU: TUFAN SHIQI YISHU
ZHENPIN ZHAN. Cultural Exchange Along the Silk Road: Masterpieces of the Tubo Period (7th-9th Centuries).
絲綢之路上的文化交流：吐蕃時期藝術珍品展. Beijing, 2020. 350 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page.
30x22 cm. Cloth.
£350.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Dunhuang Research Institute Exhibition Centre at the Mogao caves outside Dunhuang. The firstever exhibition to explore the history and cultural legacy of the Tibetan Tubo kingdom which flourished c.618-842 AD at the time of
the Tang dynasty in China. The Tubo kingdom was the most powerful period in Tibet’s history and, in addition to Tibet, also controlled
the present-day Chinese provinces of Qinghai, Xinjiang, Gansu, parts of Sichuan and Yunnan, as well as Ferghana, parts of the Himalayas and Bangladesh. It presented a significant threat to the Tang who sought to allay its power through treaties, intermarriage
and cultural exchange. Given its geographic presence straddling the Silk Road, there was also much cultural interaction with other
central Asian cultures. The Tubo also influenced art at Dunhuang. A number of caves show Tubo influence and numerous Tibetan documents from the time of the kingdom were found in the walled-up library. The exhibition showed over 120 stunning exhibits in seven
sections. Major loans from museums in China, mostly from museums along the Silk Road, Qinghai and Tibet, together with objects
loaned from collections abroad, notably, objects from the Pritzer collection and ancient central Asian textiles from the Abegg-Stiftung
Foundation. The objects date predominantly from the 2nd- 9th centuries AD with much material from the time of the Tubo period and
the Tang dynasty. Much on cross-cultural contacts at the time, particularly with the Sassanians. Illustrated throughout. 17 page index
giving list of exhibits with brief descriptions in English. Main text in Chinese.
Has proved extremely hard to obtain.

7 Eskenazi: TANG: CERAMICS, METALWORK AND SCULPTURE. London, 2021. 159 pp. Full page colour
plates throughout. Colour and b/w text illustrations. 32x24 cm. Cloth.
£60.00
Catalogue of Eskenazi’s Autumn 2021 exhibition showing 38 fine and rare examples of Tang dynasty art — ceramics, gold and silver,
sculpture, a couple of textile fragments and a jade. The highlight of the exhibition was a superb and extremely rare dry lacquer head
of a Bodhisattva. All described in detail and illustrated, the majority in multiple views. Essays by Sarah Wong: ‘Towards Enlightenment in Lacquer: A Tang Dry Lacquer Bodhisattva Head in Context’ and ‘Zodiac Animal Figures in China: Form and Function’.

8 Farrer, Anne and McLoughlin, Kevin ed: HANDBOOK OF THE COLOUR PRINT IN CHINA, 1600 TO 1800.
Leiden, 2021. xix, 308 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 27x22 cm. Boards.
£145.00
A major contribution to the subject comprising 14 essays by leading scholars providing a comprehensive account of the colour print
in China from 1600-1800. In four main sections: The Art of the Book; The Formation of Single-Sheet Print Collections in Europe; Representation and Art Consumption in the Suzhou Single-Sheet Print Industry; Colour Technique and Printing Production. Illustrated
throughout.
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9 Fok, Thomas: LANGHUAN LINLANG: SONGZHUTANG ZHONGGUO YUYAO CIQI ZHENCANG.
Encompassing Precious Beauty: The Songzhutang Collection of Imperial Chinese Ceramics. 瑯环琳瑯：松竹堂
中國御窯瓷器珍藏. Hong Kong, 2016. 228 pp. Colour plates, many full page. 32x26 cm. Cloth.
£300.00
Shows 86 extremely fine and beautiful examples of imperial Chinese ceramics from the private Hong Kong Songzhutang collection.
The first ceramic illustrated is a northern Song jun vase. This is followed by 9 imperial Ming pieces from the Hongwu-Jiajing reigns.
The remaining 76 imperial examples are Qing dating from Kangxi through to Daoguang. Cups, vases, bowls, dishes and other shapes
and forms — and includes some pairs. All illustrated in fine and large colour plates, many of the pieces being shown in multiple views
plus their basemarks. A very pleasing feature of this work is the size of the illustrations which allows a good number of the examples
to be shown life-size or near life-size. Descriptions accompany. Introductory appreciation of the collection by Rosemary Scott. Dual
texts in Chinese and English. Hard to obtain.

10 Guangdong Provincial Museum: GUANGDONG SHENG BOWUGUAN CANGPIN DAXI: ZAXIANG JUAN
YI. (Compendium of Collections in the Guangdong Provincial Museum: Works of Art: Volume One). 廣東省博物
館藏品大系：雜項卷 一. Beijing, 2020. 289 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. One foldout. 31x23 cm.
Boards.
£110.00
The first volume of a survey of works of art in the collection of the Guangdong Provincial Museum in Guangzhou. First shows 75 very
fine examples of cloisonné and canton enamels. This is followed by 56 excellent examples (including groups of objects) of export silver. The majority of these objects have never previously been published. All demonstrate very fine craftsmanship. All illustrated in fine
colour plates, many in multiple views. Text in Chinese.

11 Guangdong Provincial Museum ed: ZHEN YU ZHI MEI: GUANG FALANG TEZHAN. Rebirth in China:
Canton Enamel Special Exhibition. 臻于至美：廣琺瑯特展 。 廣東省博物館 編. Guangzhou, 2019. 233 pp.
Colour plates throughout, many full page. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.
£95.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Guangdong Provincial Museum in Guangzhou showing over 100 fine examples of canton enamels
from the museum’s notable collection. All illustrated in colour and described. Brief introductions to sections and captions to plates in
English. Main text in Chinese. Hard to get.

12 Guangzhou Thirteen Hongs Museum ed: GUANGZHOU SHISAN HANG BOWUGUAN CANG TONGTAI
HUAFALANG. Enamelled Copperwares Collected in the Guangzhou Thirteen Hongs Museum. 廣州十三行博物
館藏銅胎畫琺瑯 。 廣州十三行博物館 編. Guangzhou, 2020. 259 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page.
29x21 cm. Boards.
£120.00
Shows 151 examples (including groups of objects, sets and pairs) of canton enamelled copperware in the collection of the Thirteen
Hongs Museum in Guangzhou. Comprises a donation to the Museum. The large majority Qing dynasty accompanied by a number of
Republic pieces. Most pieces previously unpublished. All illustrated in colour (many shown in multiple views) and described. Two essays in English; Wang: Preliminary Study on the Enamelled Copperwares in Qing Guangdong (12 pages) and Wang: Research on the
Quotations of Poems and Their Characteristics in the Qing Cantonese Enamelled Copperwares (9 pages). Brief captions in English
to each illustrated piece. Main text in Chinese. A good contribution to the subject. Hard to obtain.

13 Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: HUIHUA BIAN 16: MING. Compendium of
Collections in the Palace Museum: Painting 16: Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). 故宮博物院藏品大系 ： 繪畫編 16:
明. Gugong Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi. Beijing, 2021. vi, 210 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 59 small colour
text plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.
£200.00
Volume 16 of this beautifully-produced large-format series. Continues the coverage of paintings dating from the Ming dynasty held in
the collection of the Forbidden City Gugong Museum in Beijing. Illustrates, in excellent colour plates, a further 59 paintings in various formats comprising works by a number of accomplished Ming dynasty artists including a good number of works by DIng Yunpeng and Zhang Fu. Other artists included are Chen Jiayan and Ma Shouzhen. All paintings illustrated in their entirety, many also
with close-up views showing detail. Dual texts in Chinese and English.

14 Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: HUIHUA BIAN 17: MING. Compendium of
Collections in the Palace Museum: Painting 17: Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). 故宮博物院藏品大系 ： 繪畫編 17:
明. Gugong Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi. Beijing, 2021. vi, 256 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 35 small colour
text plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.
£200.00
Volume 17 of this beautifully-produced large-format series. Continues the coverage of paintings dating from the Ming dynasty held in
the collection of the Forbidden City Gugong Museum in Beijing. Illustrates, in excellent colour plates, a further 35 paintings, albums
and handscrolls in various formats comprising works by a number of accomplished Ming dynasty artists including Li Shida, Feng
Qizhen, Chen Jiru — and others. All illustrated in their entirety, many also with close-up views showing detail. Dual texts in Chinese
and English.

15 Gugong Museum & Guardian Arts Centre ed: MIAO BAO ZHUANGYAN: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG
FAQI ZHAN. A Treasure of Ritual Objects in the Palace Museum. 妙 寶 莊 嚴 ： 故 宮 博 物 院 藏 法 器 展 .
Shijiazhuang, 2020. 157 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 28x22 cm. Wrappers.
£110.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Guardian Arts Centre in Beijing in late 2020 and early 2021 showing 115 extraordinary Qing
dynasty ritual objects loaned from the Gugong Palace Museum. The majority of the objects show distinct Tibetan influence and reflect
the Qing emperors fascination with Tibet and Lamaist Buddhism. Includes metalwork, cloisonné, gold and jewel-encrusted pieces, textiles, ceramics. Includes a number of groups of objects. A wide variety of amazing objects and, it seems, a good amount of the exhibits
previously unpublished. All illustrated in colour, a number in multiple views. Text in Chinese.

16 Gugong Museum & Guardian Arts Centre ed: ZHU YAN HUA QI: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG
QIANLONG CHAO QIQI ZHAN. Chinese Lacquer Ware of the Qianlong Reign from the Palace Museum. 朱
艷華綺：故宮博物院藏乾隆朝漆器展. Shijiazhuang, 2021. 161 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page.
28x22 cm. Wrappers.
£110.00
Catalogue of a good and focussed exhibition held at the Guardian Arts Centre in Beijing in 2021 showing over 100 superb examples
of Qing dynasty Chinese lacquer dating from the Qianlong reign. All objects loaned from the Gugong Palace Museum. A varied selection of objects demonstrating exceptional craftsmanship. All illustrated in colour, many in multiple views. All seals and marks
shown. In Chinese.
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17 Hou Ningbin & Shen Qinyan ed: DA TANG YIBAO: HEJIACUN JIAOCANG. (Treasures of the Great Tang:
The Hejiacun Hoard). 大唐遺寶：何家村窖藏 。 侯寧彬 申秦雁 主編. Beijing, 2021. 399 pp. Colour and b/w
plates throughout. B/w line drawings. 31x23 cm. Wrappers.
£200.00
A weighty and very well-illustrated tome produced to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the extraordinary Hejiacun hoard of gold
and silver metalwork discovered in Shaanxi province in 1970 and held in the collection of Shaanxi Provincial Museum. Illustrated
throughout in colour with these extraordinarily rare and beautiful objects shown in their entirety and in numerous close-up views. A
good descriptive text accompanies. In Chinese.

18 Hugus, David: CHINESE RANK BADGES. Symbols of Power, Wealth and Intellect in the Ming and Qing
Dynasties. Hong Kong, 2021. 280 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 29x21 cm. Cloth.
£60.00
A detailed chronological and iconographical study of these appealing and attractive embroidered textiles that played an important role
in visual identification in Ming and Qing officialdom and court circles. Illustrated throughout. Interesting related essays accompany.

19 Jiangxi Provincial Cultural Relics and Archaeology Research Institute ed: JI JIAN JI MEI: JIZHOU YAO YIZHI
CHUTU CIQI JICUI. (A Treasure Trove of Excavated Ceramics from the Site of the Jizhou Kilns). 吉簡吉美：
吉州窯遺址出土瓷器集萃. Beijing, 2020. 308 pp. Colour plates throughout, illustrating hundreds of ceramics and
sherds. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£120.00
A survey of ceramics and sherds excavated from the Jizhou kilns in Fujian province. A varied selection of wares but of most note for
ceramics decorated with yellow floral designs and the typical tea ware bowls with hare’s fur and oil spot glazes. Illustrated throughout. In Chinese.

20 Jiangxi Provincial Cultural Relics and Archaeology Research Institute ed: MINGDAI HUAI WANGFU YIZHI
CHUTU CIQI. (Ming Dynasty Ceramics Excavated from the Palace of Prince Huai). 明代淮王府遺址出土瓷器
。 江西省文物考古研究院 編著. Beijing, 2020. 326 pp. Colour plates throughout, illustrating hundreds of
ceramics and sherds. Colour text drawings. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£120.00
Shows hundreds of sherds and reconstructed ceramics excavated from the palace of Prince Huai located in China’s Jiangxi province.
The ceramics date from a number of reigns of the Ming dynasty, in particular, Wanli, together with a number of examples from the Qing
dynasty. The ceramics are predominantly minjian ‘folk’ ceramics but are interesting for the broad range of designs. Illustrated throughout. Text in Chinese.

21 Kerr, Rose: DAZZLING OFFICIAL JUN WARES. From Museums and Collections around the World. Hong
Kong, 2021. 287 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 32x28 cm. Cloth.
£125.00
Illustrates and describes 191 truly wonderful examples of Chinese jun wares with beautiful blue and purple glazes dating from the
Northern Song dynasty through to the early Ming. The pieces shown are held in museums around the world — from the Gugong Museum in Beijing and the National Palace Museum in Taibei to museums in Japan, Europe and America. Arranged chronologically and
by type — bowls, plant pots, vases etc. Most examples shown in multiple views including bases. An excellent addition to the literature
on this sought-after and beautiful ceramic.

22 Kerr, Rose: SONG DYNASTY CERAMICS. Hong Kong, 2019. 172 pp. c. 130 colour plates. Select bibliography,
index. 25x22 cm. Cloth.
£90.00
Highlights and discusses over 200 objects from the V&A’s magnificent collection of Song ceramics including all the famous wares. Incorporates the latest archaeological and scholarly research. Beautifully illustrated and including many pictures of bases and marks.
An excellent reference. Reprint with dual Chinese and English texts.

23 Luoyang Museum: MENG HUI BUHALA: TANG DING YUAN JIANGJUN AN PU FUFU MU CHUTU
WENWU TEZHAN. Returning to Bukhara: Exhibition of Cultural Relics Excavated from the Combined Tomb
of General An Pu and His Wife in Tang Dynasty. 夢回布哈拉：唐定遠將軍安菩夫婦墓出土文物特展.
Zhengzhou, 2020. 176 pp. Numerous colour and text plates and illustrations. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£75.00
Catalogue of an interesting exhibition at the Luoyang Museum in Henan province showing the major finds from the tomb of General
An Pu and his wife. The tomb was discovered near Luoyang in 1981 and yielded extremely fine and large sancai tomb figurines and
horses plus other sancai wares. An Pu was a Sogdian from central Asia, the state of An near present-day Bukhara, and some other tomb
objects display central Asian elements and Zoroastrianism. Well illustrated. Introductions and brief descriptions to plates in English.
Main text in Chinese.

24 Marsh, Sam: BRUSHPOTS. A collector’s view: The Ashfield Collection. Hong Kong, 2021. 288 pp. Colour plates
throughout, many full page. 29x25 cm. Cloth.
£70.00
Catalogue of a fine and varied collection of 100 or so brushpots in various media; the majority ceramic, but also wood, bamboo,
hardstone and lacquer. All described in detail and illustrated in colour in full page plates and many in multiple views, including bases.
Accompanied by contributions from a number of scholars and dealers. Dual Chinese and English texts.

25 McCarthy, Blythe & Giaccai, Jennifer: SCIENTIFIC STUDIES OF PIGMENTS IN CHINESE PAINTINGS.
London, 2021. xii, 146 pp. Numerous colour illustrations. 27x20 cm. Paper.
£45.00
Based on the collections of the Freer Gallery of Art and the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery in Washington, this book explores pigments in
Chinese painting from the Song dynasty to the early 20th century. Discusses how and when pigments were used, the use of pigments
imported from abroad etc. Enables a broader understanding of materials, methods and the dating of Chinese paintings of various
genres. A welcome study.

26 Muban Educational Trust comp: PORTFOLIO 2 — REGENERATION. 重生. London, 2021. 18 original colour
and b/w woodblock prints. Two copies of accompanying catalogue. 60x42 cm. Loose in box.
£8,800.00
A portfolio of 18 contemporary Chinese woodblock prints, each by a different artist, that truly demonstrates the creativity and technical virtuosity of Chinese artists active in this dynamic field.
The images themselves of varying sizes as stated in the promotional leaflet — and catalogue to be published.
Produced in a uniformly-sized and uniformly-numbered edition of 60 sets, of which 55 are for sale.
The accompanying catalogue will be published later this year and two copies will be sent to purchasers of the portfolio.
Images, promotional leaflet and further information available on request.
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27 Museum of Oriental Ceramics ed: SO JI NO BI. The Beauty of Song Ceramics. 宋磁の美. Osaka, 2016. 148 pp.
Full page colour plates throughout plus colour plates showing close-up detail. 26x19 cm. Cloth.
£75.00
Catalogue of an extremely choice exhibition showing 41 simply superb examples of Song ceramics. All but two of the works are held
in the host museum. The two works from private collections are equally exceptional. One is a newly-discovered ru ware celadon bowl,
here exhibited for the first time. The second privately-owned piece is a 12th century Ruzhou Donggou celadon bowl with handle. A good
range of the major Song kilns. All pieces illustrated with excellent photography, in their entirety and with other plates showing closeup detail, including bases. Near dual texts in Japanese and English, including detailed descriptions.

28 National Palace Museum ed: JIAN GU — QIANLONG CHAO DE GONGTING TONGQI SHOUCANG.
Appraisal of the Past: The Imperial Bronze Collection during the Qianlong Reign. 鑑古 — 乾隆朝的宮廷銅器收
藏. Taibei, 2021. 255 pp. Full page colour plates and colour text plates throughout. 27x21 cm. Wrappers. £130.00
Catalogue of a sophisticated exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei examining the Qianlong emperor’s connoisseurship
of the Chinese imperial bronze collection. This assemblage of ancient bronzes had been accumulated over the centuries but Qianlong
was most noted for his appreciation and interest. The exhibition in three main sections: 1. Profound Reflections on Antiquities: Emperor Qianlong and Ancient Bronzes; 2. Careful Delineation and Modelling: The Classification and Documentation of Bronzes; 3. Erudition Acquired from the Past: Bronze Assemblages Understood and Recreated. Numerous fine ancient bronzes illustrated in colour
(many in multiple views) and described. List of contents, introductions to sections, abstracts to two essays and decent descriptions of
exhibits in English. Main text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.

29 Ordos Bronze Museum ed: HUIWANG YUAN CHAO: NEIMENGGU YUANDAI SICHOU ZHI LU
WENWU TUZHEN. (Reviewing the Yuan: Cultural Treasures Relating to the Silk Road in Inner Mongolia during
the Yuan Dynasty). 回望元朝：內蒙古元代絲綢之路文物圖珍 。 鄂爾多斯青銅博物館 編著. Beijing, 2021.
219 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£110.00
Explores the Silk Road in Inner Mongolia during the Yuan dynasty and shows numerous artefacts discovered at sites along a lesserknown route of this extensive trade network. A good focussed work entirely showing Yuan dynasty artefacts. Includes nine rare textiles
plus ceramics, seals, metalwork, stone, iron items, small jewellery etc. The objects from the collection of the Ordos Bronze Museum
and the Inner Mongolia Museum in Hohhot. All illustrated in colour and described. Essays accompany. Text in Chinese.

30 Ordos Bronze Museum ed: MABEI SHANG DE QINGTONG DIGUO. (An Empire of Bronze on Horseback).
馬背上的青銅帝國 。 鄂爾多斯青銅博物館 編著. Beijing, 2020. 360 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full
page. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£150.00
Catalogue of a large and excellent exhibition at the Ordos Bronze Museum in Inner Mongolia exploring the history, heritage and material legacy of the Bronze Age steppe tribes noted for their horse culture. The numerous exhibits date from the Shag dynasty to the
Han with the large majority of material dating from the Warring States period (475-221 BC). A good and comprehensive survey of Ordos
bronzes which includes knives, small animal bronzes, gilt-bronze and inlaid examples and a good variety of other forms and shapes.
All illustrated in fine colour plates and described. Text in Chinese.

31 Qinghai Provincial Museum ed: TANG FAN GU DAO: QI SHENG QU JINGPIN WENWU LIANZHAN.
Tang-Tibet Ancient Road: Seven Provinces and Regions Fine Cultural Relics Exhibition. 唐蕃古道：七省區精品
文物聯展 。 青海省博物館 編. Beijing, 2020. 7, 263 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 29x21 cm.
Wrappers.
£100.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Qinghai Provincial Museum in Xining at the end of 2018 about the ancient trade and diplomatic
route between China and Tibet. The route extended from Chang’an to Lhasa. Explores the route and its sites and shows rare objects
from museums in Tibet, Qinghai, Sichuan, Shaanxi and elsewhere. The exhibits date from the Bronze Age through to the Qing dynasty
with much early material, particularly Tang dynasty, when there was much Chinese focus on relations with Tibet, a major power and
adversary at the time. Includes Tang textiles, tomb figurines, later textiles, jewellery and a wide variety of other objects. Illustrated
throughout. Text in Chinese,

32 Robinson, David M: MARTIAL SPECTACLES OF THE MING COURT. Cambridge and London, 2013. xiv,
423 pp. plus 6 pp. colour plates. 24x16 cm. Cloth.
£42.95
Chapters on: The Royal Hunt during the Early Ming; Contrasting Images of the Royal Hunt; Equestrianism and Archery; New Views
of Martial Spectacles: The Second Century of the Ming; Ming Imperial Menageries and Hunting Parks. An interesting study of grand
displays of dynastic strength, imperial generosity and largesse, and military prowess.

33 Shanghai Library ed: WENMING HU JIAN: SHANGHAI TUSHUGUAN XUJIAHUI CANG
SHULOUGUAN CANG ZHENXI WENXIAN TULU. Mutual Learning: Rare Collection in Bibliotheca Zi-kawei of Shanghai Library. 文明互監：上海圖書館徐家匯藏書樓館藏珍稀文獻圖彔. Shanghai, 2020. vi, v, 382
pp. Colour and b/w plates throughout. 30x23 cm. Boards.
£260.00
Catalogue of a fascinating exhibition held at the Shanghai Library exploring the holdings of material from the Zi-ka-wei (Xujiahui or
Siccawei) Library, the first modern library established in Shanghai in 1847 by the Jesuits. The Zi-ka-wei Library reflected the efforts
and publications of catholic and Protestant missionaries in China from the 15th to 20th centuries. The exhibition divided into 6 sections: 1. Vision: From Sinae to China; 2. Dissemination: Translate from Chinese Civilization; 3. Sinology: Origin and Development;
4. Adaptation: Translate from Western World; 5. Shanghai: Integration and Innovation; 6. Communication: Science and Technology.
Illustrated throughout with rare and fascinating western works and works published in China pertinent to the missionaries’ efforts and
researches. Sheds much light on this somewhat obscure western institution at the heart of Shanghai since its earliest days. Title of each
section and title of each work illustrated in English, otherwise Chinese text only. Very hard to obtain.

34 Shanghai Museum: SI LI DANQING: MING QING KE XIU SHUHUA TEZHAN. Painting with Threads: Kesi
and Embroidery during the Ming and Qing Dynasties. 絲里丹青：明清緙 書畫特展. Shanghai, 2021. 221 pp.
Colour plates throughout, many full page 30x23 cm. Wrappers.
£70.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Shanghai Museum showing 27 examples and sets of classic, beautiful and extraordinarily-skilled silk
artworks created during the Ming and Qing dynasties. Nine related paintings and calligraphy accompany. The exhibits all from the
Museum’s collection. All illustrated in colour in their entirety and with much close-up detail shown. A good amount of English text including introductions to sections and captions to plates. Main text in Chinese.
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35 Shenzhen Nanshan Museum & National Library of China ed: KUANG SHI HONG BIAN WENXIAN
DACHENG: GUOJIA TUSHUGUAN CANG YONGLE DADIAN WENXIAN ZHAN. A Magnum Opus
Beyond Measure: Yongle’s Encyclopaedia Enigma: National Library of China Collection — Yongle Encyclopaedia
— Exhibition. 曠世宏編文獻大成：國家圖書館藏永樂大典文獻展. Beijing, 2020. 8, 155 pp. Colour and b/w
plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£70.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the National Library of China in Beijing in 2018 and then (as here) at the Shenzhen Nanshan Museum in early 2020. Explores the history of the production of the two versions of this Chinese cultural icon, the Yongle Dadian (Yongle Encyclopaedia), under the Yongle and Jiajing emperors of the Ming dynasty. Also includes many associated rare printed and
manuscript works related to the Encyclopaedia and tells the interesting story of the ongoing efforts by China to reclaim the scattered
extant fascicles following the destruction by fire of the Hanlin Library in 1900. It appears that the National Library of China did not
lend original fascicles of the Encyclopaedia to the Shenzhen exhibition — facsimiles are shown. This, however, does not detract from
a very interesting and well-illustrated catalogue with dual texts in Chinese and English. Hard to obtain.

36 Shenzhen Nanshan Museum ed: YANG RUO DAO XING: HEBEI HANDAI WANGSHI WENWU ZHAN.
Stars Shining Bright: Hebei Province Han Imperial Court Cultural Relics Exhibition. 炴若到星：河北漢代王室
文物展. Beijing, 2020. 8, 165 pp. Colour and b/w plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£70.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at Shenzhen Nanshan Museum in early 2021. Explores court life and ritual during the Han dynasty
through artefacts excavated from important royal tombs in Hebei province including those of the Zhongshan state. The exhibition in
three main sections: Imperial Dignity, Endless Joy, Belief in Immortality. The exhibits of extremely fine quality. Includes inlaid and other
bronzes, gold and jade including a famous jade burial suit. A good amount of English text including introductions and captions to plates.
Fuller text in Chinese.

37 Weng Lianxi & Liu Yu ed: OUZHOU FENG SHI CANG ZHONGGUO GUDAI BANHUA CONGKAN
TUMU. (Index Volume to Part One of the von der Burg Collection of Ancient Chinese Printing). 歐洲馮氏藏中
國古代版畫叢刊圖目 。 翁連溪 劉禹 主編. Beijing, 2020. 29x21 cm. Cloth.
£180.00
Index volume to Part One of the von der Burg Collection of Ancient Chinese Printing which comprises 100 volumes. This index volume is sold separately to the 100 volume Part One.
(For full details of the 100-volume Part One, please enquire.)
Divided into sections on works related to: religion, crafts, technology and agriculture, illustrated albums, landscapes, travels, anthologies, biographies, literature and stories and a final section of various other works. The works date from the Song dynasty through
to the Republic period. Each entry has dual texts in Chinese and English accompanied by two full page illustrations.
A Part Two in a further 100 volumes is in the process of publication. A separate index volume will also be issued for this Part Two.

38 Zheng Haiyao & von der Burg, Christer ed: MING DYNASTY COLOUR-PRINTED EROTICA. The Christer
von der Burg Collection. 馮氏藏明刻春宮善本圖冊 。 鄭海瑤 馮德保 編著. Monaco, 2022. 264; 168; 168 pp.
Colour plates throughout all 3 volumes. 3 vols. 31x27 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£800.00
Three-volume work containing actual-size facsimiles of the highly-important collection of nine editions of extremely rare and finelyexecuted late Ming colour-printed erotic works (plus one related Japanese work) once in the collection of Shibui Kiyoshi and now held
by Christer von der Burg. The collection, amongst other rarities, contains the earliest-known dated Chinese colour-printed woodblock book. Volume One contains ten pertinent essays, the majority of which first appeared in Orientations magazine but also included
here are two new contributions by Wu Cuncun and Weng Lianxi. The essays are then followed by complete facsimile reproductions of
the ten works, all done to a very high specification.
Of importance for the history of printing in China, in particular, colour printing in the late Ming dynasty. Also of much value for the
study of Chinese art relating to domestic interiors, furniture and interior design, textiles, clothing, the social and sexual culture of the
time, gardens and much more.
Text to essays in English. Facsimiles all in Chinese.
Published in a limited numbered edition of 500 copies. Each copy signed in Volume One by Christer von der Burg.
To be published April 2022. Orders being taken.
For further details and sample images, please enquire.

UKIYO-E
39 Ako City Museum of History: TOKAIDO YOTSU KAIDAN AS SEEN IN BROCADE PRINTS. Ako City,
2005. 88 pp. Numerous colour and b/w plates. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Catalogue of an exhibition showing prints by many famous ukiyo-e artists that depict the famous Japanese tale ‘Yotsuya Kaidan’. In
Japanese.

40 Alber, Zofia-Maria: JAPANISCHE HOLZSCHNITTE AUS DEM NATIONALMUSEUM IN KRAKAU. Die
Kunst des Alten Japan. Frankfurt, 1990. 167 pp. 126 prints illustrated in colour. 29x22 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Exhibition in the Schirn Kunsthalle in Frankfurt of Japanese woodblock prints from the little-published collection of the National Museum in Krakow, Poland. In German.

41 Anderson, William: JAPANESE WOOD ENGRAVINGS. Their History, Technique and Characteristics. London,
1895. 80 pp. 37 b/w illustrations. 6 colour plates. 27x18 cm. Original impressed cloth with gilt on cover and
spine.
£110.00
A description of the technical processes and history behind the creation of a traditional woodcut print. Includes index, reproductions
of signatures, and summary of periods and artists. Nice copy of the first edition. Abrams A2.

42 Art Gallery of New South Wales: HANGA. Japanese Creative Prints. Sydney, 2000. 100 colour illustrations. 25x19
cm. Paper.
£20.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Art Gallery of New South Wales in Sydney. Investigates the theme of western inspiration in the arts
of Japan and raises the notion of individuality in a conformist culture. The exhibits span the period 1900-1950 . Includes works by Onchi
Koshiro, Yamamoto Kanae, Hasegawa Kiyoshi, Munakata Shiko and others.
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43 Brown, Claudia: GESTURES OF BEAUTY AND ELEGANT PROSE. Japanese Prints of Actors and Beautiful
Women 1690-1830 from the Barry and Elizabeth Rosensteel Collection. 2008. 3 pp. text plus 31 pp. colour plates,
nearly all full page. 29x21 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Examines an exquisite selection of Japanese prints from the Rosensteel collection exhibited at the Udinotti Museum in Paradise Valley, Arizona.

44 Calza, Gian Carlo: HOKUSAI. London, 2005. 520 pp. c. 500 colour and c. 200 b/w plates. 29x25 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Large and comprehensive English overview of Hokusai’s work based on the large exhibition held at the Palazzo Reale in Milan. Comprising introductory essays, seven chapters on Hokusai’s career, the book presents and analyses a significant selection of Hokusai’s
finest work in all media, giving a scholarly and up-to-date interpretation of the artist. Paperback edition.

45 Calza, Gian Carlo: HOKUSAI: IL VECCHIO PAZZO PER LA PITTURA. (Hokusai: The Old Man Obsessed
with Painting). Milan, 1999. 529 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. 28x25 cm. Paper.
£50.00
Large exhibition of Hokusai’s work held at the Palazzo Reale in Milan in 1999. Shows ukiyo-e from all stages of Hokusai’s career. Copiously-illustrated. Text in Italian.

46 Calza, Gian Carlo: POEMS OF THE PILLOW AND OTHER STORIES. London, 2010. 463 pp. Colour
illustrations throughout, a number full page. 28x21 cm. Boards.
£30.00
The title continues: ‘... by Utamaro, Hokusai, Kuniyoshi and other artists of the Floating World.’ A detailed and graphic work illustrating the scenes and stories of sensual pleasure in Japanese literature. Also examines their use as ‘pillow books’ often gifted to a bride
on her wedding day intending to be of instructional use. Illustrated throughout and with a detailed text.

47 CATALOGUE OF JAPANESE ART IN THE PUSHKIN STATE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS. Report of
Japanese Art Abroad Research Project Vol. 1. Kyoto, 1993. xvii, 292 pp. 1587 small colour plates. 3 foldouts. 30x21
cm. Cloth.
£150.00
Scarce documentation of the Japanese prints and paintings held in the Pushkin Museum in Moscow. 1587 prints (including much
ukiyo-e) and paintings, the vast majority (if not all) never previously published, are illustrated in small but good colour plates. Dual
texts in English and Japanese, including English captions to all plates.

48 Chaikin, Nathan: DESSINS ET LIVRES JAPONAIS DES XVIIIE ET XIXE SIÉCLES. Geneva, 1972. 66 pp.
and 126 plates, 5 in colour. Bibliography. 28x21 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Cabinet des Estampes, Geneva, 1972, of important Japanese books and drawings from the
Chaikin collection. Entries by Nathan Chaikin, Jack Hillier, Basil W. Robinson et al. In French.

49 Chance, Frank L. and Matthew Mizenko: MODERN IMPRESSIONS. Japanese Prints from the Berman and
Corazza Collections 1950-1980. 2005. 96 pp. 72 colour plates. 28x22 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Held in the Berman Museum of Art, the Berman and Corazzo of modern Japanese woodblock prints form the core of the Museum’s
holdings on the subject and a fine selection are here illustrated and described.

50 Chiba City Art Museum: BAKUMATSU AND MEIJI UKIYO-E FROM THE AOKI COLLECTION. Chiba,
2005. 143 pp. 153 colour plates. 24x19 cm. Paper.
£50.00
Catalogue of an exhibition showing the entire holding of Bakumatsu and Meiji period ukiyo-e prints in the Aoki collection. 153 prints
are illustrated in colour and described. In Japanese.

51 Chiba City Art Museum: SELECTED WORKS FROM THE COLLECTION OF CHIBA CITY MUSEUM OF
ART. Chiba, 1995. 290 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£50.00
An overview of the holdings of the Chiba City Museum of Art. Practically all works shown are on paper and include traditional
Japanese painting, ukiyo-e, rare books and 20th century prints from its beginning through to contemporary material. Introductions and
captions in English. Main text in Japanese.

52 Chiba City Art Museum: UKIYO-E PAINTINGS BY HIROSHIGE AND OTHER MASTERPIECES FROM
THE AOKI COLLECTION. Chiba, 1999. 195 pp. 209 colour illustrations. 30x22 cm. Paper.
£40.00
The first public showing of 206 masterpieces from the private collection formed by Aoki Tosaku. The emphasis is on ukiyo-e nikuhitsu
painting and prints. All 209 exhibits are illustrated in colour. A fine collection. 10 page English caption list, otherwise Japanese text
only.

53 Christie’s: FINE AND IMPORTANT JAPANESE PRINTS FROM THE COLLECTION OF THE LATE
WERNER SCHINDLER. New York, 1987. 81 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations. 26x20 cm. Boards.
£20.00
116 lots from the collection of Werner Schindler. A fine selection.

54 Clark, Timothy, Donald Jenkins & O. Ueda,: THE ACTOR’S IMAGE. Printmakers of the Katsukawa School.
Princeton, 1994. 544 pp. 880 illustrations, 136 in colour. 28x24 cm. Cloth.
£60.00
A major book on Katsukawa School prints, drawn from the Art Institute of Chicago’s world-renowned Buckingham Collection of
Japanese prints. These artists were best known for their kabuki actor portraits of the 18th and 19th century.

55 Coats, Bruce ed: CHIKANOBU. Modernity and Nostalgia in Japanese Prints. Amsterdam, 2006. 208 pp. Over
200 colour illustrations. Bibliography, index. 30x30 cm. Cloth.
£70.00
Chikanobu was one of the most popular ukiyo-e print artists of the 1880s and 1890s. He used the medium to document the rapid
change taking place in Tokyo but also recorded traditional customs and lifestyles. Provides a well-illustrated overview of Chikanobu’s
career and also serves as the catalogue to a travelling exhibition at Scripps College in Claremont, California and elsewhere. Essays
by Allen Hockley, Kyoko Kurita and Joshua S. Mostow.

56 Crighton, R. A: THE FLOATING WORLD. Japanese Popular Prints 1700-1900. London, 1973. 214 pp. 76 artists’
marks, 7 colour illustrations, profusely illustrated in b/w. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£50.00
Exhibition catalogue from the V & A. I: Kabuki; II: Beautiful Women; III: Landscapes; IV: Birds and Flowers; V: Heroes and Heroines. Careful dating of each print, seals, commentary, glossary and bibliography. Abrams B29.
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57 Fagioli, Marco: SHUNGA — THE EROTIC ART OF JAPAN. New York, 1998. 174 pp. 185 items illustrated in
colour plates. Bibliography. 28x23 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
The American edition of Fagioli well-illustrated book on Shunga.

58 Faulkner, Rupert: MASTERPIECES OF JAPANESE PRINTS. Ukiyo-e from the Victoria and Albert Museum.
London, 1991. 160 pp. 150 illustrations, including 138 in colour. 30x24 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
Numerous colour plates illustrating some of the fine examples of Ukiyo-e in the Museum’s collection, with a descriptive introductory
essay.

59 Gentles, Margaret: MASTERS OF THE JAPANESE PRINT. Moronobu to Utamaro. New York, 1964. 172 pp.
100 illustrations, 5 colour plates tipped-in. 25x23 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Asia House Gallery. Selections from American collections and the first major exhibition on the subject in New York for 25 years. Covers the major masters of printmaking. Abrams L6.

60 Gifu Prefectural Museum: DANJURO VII, KUNISADA AND KUNIYOSHI — ACTOR PRINTS, NISHIKIE AND NAKASENDO. Gifu, 2001. 64 pp. 70 colour illustrations. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Features depictions of the actor Ichikawa Danjuro VII in actor prints by two of the most famous late Edo Utagawa school ukiyo-e
artists. In Japanese.

61 Guangling Shushe comp: QINDING SIKU QUANSHU ZHENBEN. (Precious Editions from the ‘Siku Quanshu’
: Huangyou Xinyue Tuji, Shaoxi Zhouxian Shi Dianyi Tu, Jiashan Tushu, Qingding Buhui Xiao Yuncong Lisao
Quantu). 欽定四庫全書珍本 。 廣陵書社 編 。 皇祐新樂圖記、 紹熙州縣釋奠儀圖、 家山圖書、 欽定補繪
蕭雲從離騷全圖. Nanjing, 2002. 2, 17, 10, 10, 3; 3, 47; 2, 65; 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 49; 56; 90 folded leaves Chinese-style.
Numerous woodblock illustrations throughout. 6 vols. 32x20 cm. Baobei (wrapped back), cloth case.
£150.00
Facsimile reproductions of four precious editions from the huge manuscript library commissioned by the Qianlong emperor and completed in 1782. In fact the basis for the present facsimile is the Commercial Press facsimile produced in 1930s. The Commercial Press
selected four representative titles from each for the four collections within the ‘Siku’: classics, history, philosophers and general literature. Their original was the Siku copy held in the Wenyuan Ge. The coloured column lining, specially coloured covers for constituent
volumes and ‘wrapped back’ (baobei) binding were used in the Commercial Press version and also in the present work. Please see subtitle and Chinese characters for the titles that are reproduced. In Chinese.

62 Hayakawa, Monta et al: FORBIDDEN IMAGES. Erotic Art from Japan’s Edo Period. Helsinki, 2002. 109 pp. c.
60 colour plates throughout. 27x24 cm. Boards.
£20.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of Shunga at the Helsinki City Art Museum, with introductory essay, illustrations, detailed captions and
artists’ biographies in English, Finnish and German. Slight bumps to covers, otherwise fine.

63 Hayashi Collection: DESSINS, ESTAMPES, LIVRES ILLUSTRES DU JAPON. Reunis par T. Hayashi. Paris,
1902. v, 287 pp. 107 plates and illustrations. 32x24 cm. Cloth.
£200.00
Actually the third part of this celebrated collection. The sale comprised 1797 lots and was held at Hotel Drouot in June, 1902. Very
scarce.

64 Hempel, Rose: JAPANISCHE TAGE. Sammlung Prof. Dr. Otto Riese. Ingelheim, 1967. 35 pp. text. 7 colour
plates & over 100 b/w illustrations. 19x20 cm. Boards.
£20.00
Exhibition catalogue from Ingelheim am Rhein of Japanese woodblock prints in the Riese collection. In German.

65 Henderson, Harold G. and Ledoux, Louis V: THE SURVIVING WORKS OF SHARAKU. Geneva, 1973. 337
pp. glossary, bibliography, 146 b/w plates. 31x23 cm. Leather-grain finish.
£35.00
Reprint of the 1939 edition. Sharaku was best known for his portraits of actors. This volume includes items selected from collections
and museums in the U.S. Abrams M266.

66 Hillier, Jack Ronald: THE ART OF HOKUSAI IN BOOK ILLUSTRATION. London, 1980. 288 pp.
bibliography, appendix, glossary, index, 40 colour, 200 b/w illustrations. 31x25 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
An analytical discourse on the illustrative accomplishments of Hokusai, tracing the evolution of his print designs. Abrams D10.

67 Hillier, Jack Ronald: HOKUSAI. Paintings, Drawings and Woodcuts. Oxford, 1978. 136 pp. 18 colour plates, 119
illustrations. Glossary and bibliography. 28x22 cm. Paper.
£20.00
The history of western appreciation of the pictorial art of Japan can be studied in all its phases through the work of Hokusai. Third
edition. Abrams M127.

68 Hillier, Jack Ronald: JAPANESE MASTERS OF THE COLOUR PRINT. A Great Heritage of Oriental Art.
London, 1954. 140 pp. 81 plates, 16 in colour and tipped-in. 12 text-illustrations, some in colour. 31x23 cm.
Cloth.
£30.00
A general introduction to Japanese prints, sketching the character of the people for whom the prints were brought into being and the
development of the artists’ style. Silberman 776, Abrams A55.

69 Holloway, Owen E: GRAPHIC ART OF JAPAN. The Classical School. Chapters in Art Series, No. 28. London,
1957. v, 135 pp. 5 colour plates, 121 b/w plates and illustrations. 19x13 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£20.00
A monumental work in small format. Of great interest for the collector of Japanese illustrated books as well as anyone interested in
Japanese prints. Abrams A60.

70 Idemitsu Museum of Art: NIKUHITSU UKIYO-E PAINTING IN THE COLLECTION OF THE IDEMITSU
MUSEUM OF ART. Tokyo, 2007. 261 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x23 cm. Paper.
£60.00
Catalogue showing the fine collection of nikuhitsu ukiyo-e painting in the collection of the Idemitsu Museum in Tokyo. 173 very fine
examples dating from the mid 17th to early 19th centuries are illustrated in colour. List of plates in English. Main text in Japanese.

71 Illing, Richard: THE ART OF JAPANESE PRINTS. London, 1980. 176 pp. 70 colour plates, 122 illustrations.
Glossary, bibliography and index. 29x23 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
A survey of the history of the Japanese print from the 17th century to the present day, with many illustrations. Abrams A62.
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72 Illing, Richard: JAPANESE EROTIC ART. And the Life of the Courtesan. New York, 1978. 88 pp. 41 colour
plates. 29x21 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Reproduction in colour of woodblock prints by Utamaro, Harunobu, Koryusai, Shuncho, Kuniyoshi and other artists who illustrated
the life of the Yoshiwara pleasure district.

73 Ives, Colta Feller: THE GREAT WAVE. The Influence of Japanese Woodcuts on French Prints. New York, 1974.
112 pp. 114 illustrations, 24 in colour. Bibliography. 26x22 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A fascinating, well-illustrated account of the influence of Japanese prints on late nineteenth century French artists. Based upon an exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1974. Abrams G13.

74 Iwasaki Sojun comp: UKIYO-E: SPEAKING OF ODAWARA. N.p., 2001. 92 pp. 67 colour plates. 30x21 cm.
Paper.
£30.00
The author brings together a variety of rarely-seen prints by 18 ukiyo-e artists, who take as their theme, Odawara, from its associations with the Tale of the Soga Brothers and Hojo warrior prints to its status as one of the stages along the Tokaido. Good colour illustrations. In Japanese.

75 Japan Ukiyo-e Society: HEITERES TREIBEN IN DER VERGÄNGLICHEN WELT. Japanische Holzschnitte
des 17. bis 19. Jahrhunderts. Tokyo, 1990. 218 pp. 216 colour illustrations. Artist biographies, technical information,
etc. 26x211 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Travelling exhibition, shown in Japan and in Germany, at the Museum für Ostasiatische Kunst in Köln and Linden Museum in Stuttgart,
of 79 single sheet prints, 80 Surimono and 57 woodblock printed books.

76 Japan Ukiyo-e Society: UTAMARO AND HIROSHIGE. From Honolulu Academy of Arts, from the James A.
Michener Collection. 歌磨重展. Tokyo, 1976. 12, 16 colour plates, 150 b/w plates. 50 pp. Japanese and English
text. 25x18 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Catalogue of an exhibition in Japan hosted by the Japan Ukiyo-e Society of prints by the two masters, Utamaro and Hiroshige. 156
works were shown. All illustrated (mostly in black-and-white) and with a near dual text, including essays and list of plates, in Japanese
and English.

77 Keyes, Roger: THE MALE JOURNEY IN JAPANESE PRINTS. Berkeley, 1989. 190 pp. 40 colour and 215 b/w
illustrations. 30x23 cm. Paper.
£35.00
In this heady blending of art and cultural interpretation, Keyes presents a selection of 18th and 19th century prints to show how they
shaped and reflected male society.

78 Keyes, Roger S: THE ART OF SURIMONO. Privately Published Japanese Woodblock Prints and Books ....
London, 1985. 569 pp. Bibliography. Indexes. 48 plates in colour, c. 550 b/w illustrations. 2 vols. 33x24 cm. Cloth,
slipcase.
£50.00
From the collection in the Chester Beatty Library. During the 1760’s the word ‘Surimono’ or ‘printed object’ began to be applied to a
new form of privately commissioned woodblock print published in a limited edition. Price reduced to shift an accumulation of stock.

79 Keyes, Roger S: SURIMONO. Privately Published Japanese Prints in the Spencer Museum of Art. Tokyo, 1984.
199 pp. bibliography, 60 colour plates, 268 b/w illustrations. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£55.00
Surimono were often commissioned by poetry groups and designed both by leading ukiyo-e artists and amateurs, to be given to friends
as New Year’s greetings or announcements of special events. A scarce catalogue.

80 Keyes, Roger S. and Mizushima Keiko: THE THEATRICAL WORLD OF OSAKA PRINTS. A Collection of
18th and 19th Century Woodblock Prints .... Boston, 1973. 334 pp. 10 colour plates, 260 illustrations. Appendixes,
bibliography & glossary. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
Foreword by Evan S. Turner, Curator’s preface by Kneeland McNulty. An authoritative account, including a detailed descriptive catalogue of the holdings of the Philadelphia Museum of Art and signature facsimiles. A fine and increasingly scarce reference. Abrams
C39.

81 Lane, Richard: IMAGES FROM THE FLOATING WORLD: THE JAPANESE PRINT. Including an
Illustrated Dictionary of Ukiyo-e. Oxford, 1978. 364 pp. bibliography, index, 200 illustrations, 41 in colour, textfigures. 28x26 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
An authoritative introduction and detailed illustrated dictionary of over 700 ukiyo-e works, spanning their development from the primitive period through the nineteenth century. Abrams A105.

82 Ledoux, Louis V: JAPANESE PRINTS — BUNCHO TO UTAMARO. In the Collection of Louis V. Ledoux.
New York, 1948. 121 pp. 50 plates, 19 in colour. Bibliography. 36x26 cm. Cloth.
£450.00
Volume 3 of the five published on this choice collection. Limited edition of 400 copies. Abrams L141.

83 Link, Howard A: THE THEATRICAL PRINTS OF THE TORII MASTERS. A Selection of Seventeenth and
Eighteenth-Century Ukiyo-e. Honolulu, 1977. 119 pp. 5 colour and 47 b/w plates and illustrations. Bibliography.
30x22 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
A joint exhibition of the Honolulu Academy of Arts and the Riccar Museum of Tokyo. Works exhibited are primarily from the Michener collection. Abrams C73.

84 Loewenstein, Fritz E: DIE HANDZEICHNUNGEN DER JAPANISCHEN HOLZSCHNITTMEISTER.
Ostasiatische Graphik Band II. Plauen, 1922. 71 pp. bibliography, 2 tipped-in colour plates, 30 b/w plates. 30x24
cm. Cloth backed boards.
£25.00
One of the few works to deal with the Shita-e or preliminary sketches of the Ukiyo-e artists. In German.

85 Machida City Museum: FLOWERS OF EDO UKIYO-E. Edo no Hana Ukiyo-e Ten. Machida, 1999. 322 pp.
Over 200 colour plates, numerous b/w illustrations. 30x23 cm. Paper.
£60.00
An exhibition that provides an in depth study of Edo ukiyo-e showing works by many masters of the art. The exhibition is split into two
parts: Part One examines the significance of numbers in ukiyo-e. Part Two is the lineage of colour woodblock prints. Of particular in-
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terest is the influence of Chinese painting manuals and Chinese letter writing papers on the development of ukiyo-e. A number of these
Chinese manuals and papers are exhibited. With numerous colour illustrations. There is an introduction and 16 page caption list in
English, otherwise Japanese only.

86 Machida City Museum of Graphic Arts: MASTERPIECES OF JAPANESE PRINTS. From the Origin to the
Emergence of Nishiki-e. Machida, 1987. 418, 16 pp. 482 illustrations, 48 in colour. 16 pp. English captions. 28x22
cm. Paper.
£30.00
Illustrated catalogue for an exhibition of Japanese woodblock prints of the early periods, up to the period of Harunobu. Important documentation.

87 Markus, Helena: SURIMONO. Stampe Augurali nel Giappone del ’700 e ’800. Firenze, 1983. 23 pp. of text,
bibliography, glossary, index. 12 colour plates, 88 pp. b/w illustrations. 22x23 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of Surimono held in Torino, 20 April — 22 May, 1983. Well-illustrated. Text in Italian.

88 Kobayashi Tadanori et al. ed: SHARAKU: SHUNSHÔ, SHUNKÔ, SHUN’EI, ENKYÔ. Meihin Soroimono
Ukiyo-e, 5. Tokyo, 1991. 166 pp. 90 fullpage, full-colour plates, numerous b/w plates to accompany detailed
captions. Chronological table. 38x27 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£60.00
Excellent reproductions in a volume from a major series collecting work from collections throughout the world. List of illustrations in
English, otherwise Japanese only.

89 Michener, James A: THE FLOATING WORLD. The Story of Japanese Colour Prints. New York, 1954. xii, 404
pp. 66 plates, 32 in colour. Annotated bibliography, index, glossary. 24x16 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
A popular account, including the artists’ part in the evolution of Japanese printmaking, and political forces that altered artistic development. Abrams B61.

90 Michener, James A. introduction: MASTERPIECES OF JAPANESE PRINTS. Chicago, 1955. 56 pages, 20
plates. 26x19 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of selected prints from the Clarence Buckingham collection. A brief introduction by James Michener focuses upon the impact of Japanese prints on Western art. Notes by Margaret Gentles. Abrams L55.

91 Miles, Richard: THE PRINTS OF PAUL JACOULET. A Complete Illustrated Catalogue. London, 1982. 140 pp.
18 colour plates, 179 b/w illustrations. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Paul Jacoulet spent his adult life in Japan and must be reckoned as an artist working in the modern Japanese spirit.

92 Mody, N. H. N: A COLLECTION OF NAGASAKI COLOUR PRINTS AND PAINTINGS. Showing the
Influence of Chinese and European Art on that of Japan. London, 1969. xxxii, index 25 tipped-in colour plates, 6
folding, 225 b/w plates. 32x24 cm. Cloth.
£70.00
The one-volume reprint of the famous Nagasaki colour prints, with Japanese and English text and captions. Abrams D46.

93 Morrison, Arthur: EXHIBITION OF JAPANESE PRINTS. Illustrated Catalogue with Notes and an Introduction.
London, 1910. 58 pp. 23 plates, 4 in colour. 22x15 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
A review of the origin and technical development of the print. Includes brief bibliographical sketches of each artist and titles of work
exhibited at the Fine Arts Society. Abrams L81 with mistake in number of colour plates. Neatly annotated by previous owner with
prices.

94 Morse, Peter: HOKUSAI — ONE HUNDRED POEMS. London, 1989. 224 pp. Bibliography. 41 colour plates,
70 illustrations. 25x34 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
The ‘One Hundred Poems’ comprise a body of literature integral to Japanese art and culture since the mid-13th century ; in this book
all 89 of Hokusai’s illustrations to these works are reproduced for the first time.

95 Murase Miyeko: TALES OF JAPAN. Scrolls and Prints from The New York Public Library. New York, 1986. xx,
267 pp. 147 b/w and 20 colour illustrations. 27x21 cm. Paper.
£35.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of Japanese scrolls and prints belonging to the New York Public Library.

96 Musée Cernuschi: ESTAMPES BOUDDHIQUES JAPONAISES XII-XVIII SIECLES. Les Precurseurs de
l’Ukiyo-e. Paris, 1977. 144 pp. 119 plates, 12 in colour. 24x21 cm. Paper.
£20.00
With an interesting introduction, explaining how the development of Buddhist prints paved the way for the great masters of Ukiyo-e.
In French.

97 Musée d’Art et d’Histoire: EGOYOMI ET SURIMONO: CALENDRIERS ET CARTES DE VOEUX.
Gravures sur Bois des XVIIIe et XIXe siecles. Geneva, 1983. 105 pp. 111 items shown, some in colour. Glossary
and bibliography. 22x24 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Catalogue to the exhibition of the collection Werner Schindler held at the Musée d’Art et d’Histoire in Geneva 1983.

98 Musée Guimet: HOKUSAI 1760-1849: “L’AFFOLE DE SON ART” DE EDMOND DE GONCOURT A
NORBERT LAGANE. (Hokusai 1760-1849: ‘The Lunatic and His Art’: From Edmond de Goncourt to Norbert
Lagane). Paris, 2008. 245 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 28x22 cm. Wrappers.
£40.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of the work of Hokusai at the Musée Guimet in Paris. Hokusai referred to himself as ‘The Drawing Lunatic’.
This exhibition draws from donations of Hokusai’s art to the Musée Guimet by various collectors. Illustrated throughout in colour. In
French.

99 Nara Prefectural Museum of Art: CATALOGUE OF THE NARA PREFECTURAL MUSEUM OF ART VOL.
I (NEW EDITION). Ukiyo-e Prints. Nara, 1987. c. 150 pp. 13 colour and 242 b/w text plates. 26x19 cm.
Boards.
£50.00
Illustrates 242 fine ukiyo-e prints in the collection of the Nara Prefectural Museum of Art in Japan. Much previously-unpublished material. Captions to plates in both Japanese and English.
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100 Narazaki Muneshige: SHARAKU. The Enigmatic Ukiyo-e Master. Tokyo, 1994. 96 pp. 46 colour plates and
illustrations, 168 b/w text-figures. 30x24 cm. Cloth.
£32.00
The only examples of Sharaku’s work — almost all of which depict Kabuki actors — date from 1794-95. No other book presents so many
of his prints in large-sized colour reproductions. A reworked edition of the 1983 original.

101 Narazaki Muneshige ed: UKIYO-E MASTERPIECES IN EUROPEAN COLLECTIONS 2. British Museum
2. Tokyo, 1988. 305 pp. 250 colour plates. 26x37 cm. Cloth.
£250.00
Part 2 of a 13-volume series, the first 3 of which cover the great ukiyo-e collection in the British Museum. With an English supplement
on the history and characteristics of this collection and a guide to the colour plates.

102 Narazaki Muneshige ed: UKIYO-E MASTERPIECES IN EUROPEAN COLLECTIONS 10. Museo d’Arte
Orientale, Genoa 1. Tokyo, 1988. 275 pp. 189 plates. 26x37 cm. Cloth.
£250.00
Part 10 of 13 volumes, two of which concentrate on the great ukiyo-e collection at the Museo d’Arte Orientale, Genoa. With an English supplement on the history & characteristics of this collection & notes on the plates.

103 Narazaki, M. ed: UKIYO-E MASTERPIECES IN EUROPEAN COLLECTIONS 5. Victoria and Albert
Museum 2. Tokyo, 1989. 290 pp. 224 colour plates, 137 b/w plates, notes, index. 26x37 cm. Cloth.
£175.00
Part 5 of a 13 volume series, volumes 4 and 5 of which cover the ukiyo-e collection in the Victoria and Albert Museum. With an English supplement on the history and characteristics of this collection and guide to the plates.

104 National Theatre of Japan ed: THEATRE PRINTS IN THE COLLECTION OF THE NATIONAL THEATRE
OF JAPAN. Volume Eleven. Tokyo, 2006. 155 pp. Colour plates throughout.
£70.00
Volume eleven in the series publishing the collection of prints depicting theatrical subjects held in the collection of the National Theatre of Japan. A total of 151 examples are shown in colour. One page introduction in English. Main text in Japanese.

105 Noguchi Yone: HIROSHIGE. Avec Gravures sur Bois, Heliotypies et Vignettes. l’Art du Japon. Paris, 1926. 44
pp. 19 plates. 26x20 cm. Original wrappers.
£40.00
Small French monograph on Hiroshige.

106 Nonogami Keiichi ed: BUNMEI KAIKA NISHIKI-ESHU — YOKOHAMA-E TO KAIKA-E. Colour Prints
of the Late Tokugawa and Early Meiji Periods in the Nonogami Collection. Tokyo, 1967. xxviii, 127 pp. 237
illustrations, many in colour. 26x19 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£125.00
Colour prints in the Nonogami Collection. A fascinating collection with much showing western influence on Japan during those periods. Very scarce record of a little-published collection. Introduction and list of illustrations in English, otherwise Japanese text only.

107 Odakyu Department Store: 200TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH OF HIROSHIGE EXHIBITION. Tokyo,
1996. c. 120 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 30x22 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Travelling exhibition of Hiroshige ukiyo-e prints throughout Japan to mark the 200th anniversary of his birth. Prints come from the
Honolulu Academy of Arts. Over 300 fine ukiyo-e by this master are illustrated. In Japanese only.

108 Ogura Tadao et al: THE COMPLETE WOODBLOCK PRINTS OF YOSHIDA HIROSHI. Tokyo, 1999. 203
pp. Over 260 plates and illustrations in colour. 28x22 cm. Paper.
£70.00
With contributions by various scholars, this is a complete oeuvre catalogue of this famous Japanese woodblock print artist (1876-1950)
who brought modern Japanese woodblock prints to a new standard. Illustrates 259 woodblock prints and 20 of his oil paintings, watercolours and sketches. All in colour. Long-awaited reprint.

109 Oka, Isaburo: HIROSHIGE. Japan’s Great Landscape Artist. Tokyo, 1992. 96 pp. 37 colour plates, 71 b/w
illustrations. 37x27 cm. Cloth.
£29.00
Utagawa Hiroshige, the last master of the Japanese tradition of woodblock printing, known as ukiyo-e, lived from 1797-1858. This volume contains a good selection of his work, including a bibliography. Reprint of 1982 edition.

110 Ota Memorial Museum of Art: KOBAYASHI KIYOCHIKA TEN. (Special Exhibition of Works by Kobayashi
Kiyochika). Tokyo, 1989. 125 pp. Japanese text only. 24 colour illustrations & 220 b/w. 30x22 cm. Paper. £35.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of the famous Meiji-period print artist.

111 Pins Collection: THE PINS COLLECTION. Chinese and Japanese Paintings and Prints. Jerusalem, 1980. 249 pp.
191 exhibits all illustrated, 8 colour plates. Glossary and bibliography. 23x25 cm. Paper.
£35.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of a collection formed by a Western woodblock artist.

112 Polster, E. & Marks, A: SURIMONO. Prints by Elbow. Washington, 1980. x, 494 pp. Colour plates throughout.
48x31 cm. Silk-covered boards.
£290.00
Sumptuous production with covers of yellow silk devoted to Surimono, primarily dating from the late 18th century onwards. The hundreds of surimono illustrated come from various museums including the Fogg Museum, Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the Tokyo
National Museum. The enthusiasm of the authors for their subject comes through in the detailed descriptive texts. Published in an edition of 1050 copies.

113 Priestley, Anna Freeborn: HOW TO KNOW JAPANESE COLOUR PRINTS. Garden City, 1927. ix, 78 pp. 8
tipped-in colour plates. 26x18 cm. Decorative boards.
£20.00
A very pleasantly-produced book providing an introduction to ukiyo-e.

114 Rai Sanyo Memorial Cultural Foundation: THE FLOWERS OF EDO UKIYO-E: THE WORLD OF
CHIRIMEN PICTURES FROM THE SENO COLLECTION. 2006. 70 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x21
cm. Paper.
£30.00
Catalogue of an exhibition showing the Seno collection of Edo period crepe pictures, Chirimen, whose subject matter closely follows
that of ukiyo-e prints. Three page list of plates in English. Main text in Japanese.
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115 Rappard-Boon, Charlotte van: THE AGE OF HARUNOBU. Early Japanese Prints c. 1700-1780. Catalogue of the
Coll. of Jap. Prints 1. Amsterdam, 1977. 103 pp. 140 prints illustrated, 9 in colour. Glossary, Bibliography, indexes.
30x21 cm. Paper.
£20.00
The first catalogue in a series of 4 illustrating the holdings of the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. Abrams B15.

116 Rappard-Boon, Charlotte van: HOKUSAI AND HIS SCHOOL. Japanese Prints c.1800-1840. Catalogue of the
Collection of Japanese Prints 3. Amsterdam, 1982. 159 pp. Over 200 b/w illustrations, 8 colour plates. 30x21 cm.
Paper.
£30.00
Shows the holdings of prints by Hokusai and his followers dating from 1800-1840 in the collection of the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.
Well-illustrated, predominantly in black-and-white. English text. Slight creases to edges of covers,otherwise fine.

117 Riccar Art Museum: EXHIBITION OF UKIYO-E BY IPPITSUSAI BUNCHO. Tokyo, 1978. 104 pp. 8 colour
plates, 151 b/w plates and illustrations. 26x19 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Riccar Art Museum. Preface and captions in English, otherwise Japanese text throughout.

118 Rijksmuseum: THE BEAUTY & THE ACTOR — UKIYO-E. Japanese Prints from the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
and voor Volkenkunde Leiden. Amsterdam, 1995. 200 pp. 160 colour plates. Glossary, bibliography, biographies.
30x25 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
Catalogue of 160 prints culled from the more than 8000 prints in two major Dutch collections. Introductory essay by Matti Forrer and
Charlotte van Rappard-Boon on the history of the collections, followed by a catalogue of the exhibited prints. Very nice production.

119 Rijksmuseum: HET VLIETENDE LEVEN: JAPANSE ROLSCHILDERRINGEN UIT HET KUMAMOTO
PREFECTURAL MUSEUM OF ART. The Floating World: Japanese Hanging Scrolls from the Kumamoto
Prefectural Museum of Art. Amsterdam, 1999. 80 pp. 40 items illustrated in colour, b/w text figures and details.
26x21 cm. Paper.
£25.00
A well-produced catalogue.

120 Ripley, Elizabeth: HOKUSAI. A Biography. New York, 1968. 71 pp. 35 b/w illustrations. 26x21 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
An interesting insight into the life of this famous ukiyo-e artist.

121 Robinson, Basil William: KUNIYOSHI. London, 1961. xv, 71 pp. text & 99 plates, 1 in colour. 12 plates with
signatures and marks. 25x19 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
Contains a thorough analysis of Kuniyoshi’s life and career, with useful information on the dating of his prints. Appendixes include
list of titles of print series, publishers and their seals, and work owned by V & A Museum. Abrams M212.

122 Schaap, Robert et al: HEROES AND GHOSTS. The Japanese Prints of Utagawa Kuniyoshi 1797-1861. Leiden,
1998. 280 pp. 279 prints illustrated in colour plus 56 figures. Glossary, bibliography. 30x30 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
Kuniyoshi is considered one of the greatest Japanese print artists. By using over 300 examples from public and private collections,
the author has produced the most comprehensive overview to date of this artist’s masterful work. Slight damage to dustjacket, otherwise fine.

123 Schack, Gerhard: SURIMONO. Japanische Gluckwunschblatter aus der Sammlung Gerhard Schack. Lubeck,
1969. 56 pp. 3 tipped-in colour plates, 32 b/w plates illustrating 89 items. 24x16 cm. Paper.
£35.00
German catalogue of an exhibition held at the Overbeck Gesellschaft in Lubeck.

124 Schmidt, Steffi: KATALOG DER CHINESISCHEN UND JAPANISCHEN HOLZSCHNITTE. Im Museum
fur Ostasiatische Kunst Berlin. Berlin, 1971. 442 pp. text. 135 plates, 34 in colour. Bibliography. Glossary. Indexes.
34x25 cm. Boards.
£110.00
Detailed catalogue of the museum’s collection. Good indexes and fine colour reproductions. Covers slightly bumped. In German.

125 Schwaab, Dean J: OSAKA PRINTS. London, 1989. 288 pp. Chronology, glossary, index. 317 colour plates. 31x25
cm. Cloth.
£60.00
An exceptionally well illustrated study. The nineteenth century saw a flowering of printmaking in Osaka, and the author gives a thorough account of the cultural preoccupations underlying and accompanying this growth.

126 Seigle, Cecilia Segawa, Alfred Marks & Amy Newland: A COURTESAN’S DAY: HOUR BY HOUR. Famous
Japanese Prints Series, 2. Leiden, 2004. 160 pp. 60 full page colour plates. 28x22 cm. Paper.
£25.99
Systematic and sensitive treatment of three series of prints devoted to Japanese beauties: Segawa Seigle writes on the series by Utamaro, ‘Twelve Hours in Yoshiwara’ c. 1794; Marks treats the Meiji period series by Yoshitoshi, ‘Twenty-Four Hours in Shinbashi’
1880; and Newland discusses Toyohara Kunichika’s ‘The Scenes of the Twenty-Four Hours Parodied’ 1890. Well-illustrated in colour.

127 Shibui Kiyoshi: UTAMARO. Tokyo, 1952. 120, 24 pp. 15 colour plates, many text-illustrations, map of Edo.
21x15 cm. Boards.
£85.00
Describes Utamaro’s development against the background of the culture of the merchant class in contemporary Edo. List of Utamaro’s
works in English and Japanese.

128 Sierra de la Calle, Blas: YOSHITOSHI Y SU ESCUELA GRABADOS ‘UKIYO-E’. (Ukiyo-e Prints by
Yoshitoshi and his School). Museo Oriental. Valladolid: Catalog VIII. Valladolid, 2009. 473 pp. Full page colour
plates throughout. 24x17 cm. Paper.
£45.00
Catalogues the collection of ukiyo-e prints held in the Museo Oriental in Valladolid in Spain. The majority of the material previously
unpublished. Text in Spanish.

129 Smith, Lawrence: JAPANESE PRINTS DURING THE ALLIED OCCUPATION 1945-1952. London, 2002.
128 pp. 40 colour and 75 b/w illustrations. 28x22 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
An illustrated survey of the artistic meeting of two different cultures at a turning point in modern history. Published to accompany an
exhibition to be held in the British Museum.
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130 Spangenberg, Kristin L: INNOVATION AND TRADITION. Twentieth-Century Japanese Prints from the Porter
Collection. Cincinnati, 1990. 56 pp. 28 colour plates, 8 illustrations. 25x23 cm. Wrappers.
£20.00
An exhibition at the Cincinnati Art Museum.

131 Stern, Harold P: MASTER PRINTS OF JAPAN. Ukiyo-e Hanga. New York, 1969. 324 pp. 163 plates, including
124 in full colour. Glossary, chart, bibliography, index. 29x22 cm. Wrappers.
£20.00
A major exhibition held at the Art Gallery, UCLA, in Los Angeles in 1969, with exhibits from important American collections. Abrams
A147.

132 Stern, Harold P: UKIYO-E PAINTING, FREER GALLERY OF ART. Fiftieth Anniversary Exhibition.
Washington, 1973. xv, 319 pp. 118 plates & illustrations, some in colour. Bibliography. 31x23 cm. Paper. £45.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, presenting paintings from the late sixteenth to mid-nineteenth
century.

133 Stewart, Basil: JAPANESE COLOUR-PRINTS AND THE SUBJECT THEY ILLUSTRATE. A Guide for the
Collector & Student. London, 1920. xvi, 336 pp. 6 colour plates and 40 b/w plates. 26x20 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
With description of the subjects illustrated in landscape, drama, story and portraiture. All prints illustrated are from the author’s collection. Split to spine and slightly shaky in covers. working copy of a good reference and priced accordingly.

134 Stewart, Basil: SUBJECTS PORTRAYED IN JAPANESE COLOUR-PRINTS. A Collector’s Guide to all the
Subjects Illustrated .... London, 1922. xvi, 382 pp. 71 plates, including 8 coloured, reproducing over 270 prints.
39x27 cm. Cloth.
£90.00
Comprehensive collectors’ guide relating the subject matter to the cultural history of Japan. Includes a list of ukiyo-e artists and reproductions of actors’ crests. Abrams C3.

135 Stewart, Basil: SUBJECTS PORTRAYED IN JAPANESE COLOUR-PRINTS. A Collector’s Guide to all the
Subjects Illustrated .... Geneva, 1973. xvi, 382 pp. 71 plates, reproducing over 270 prints. 31x23 cm. Leather-grain
finish.
£20.00
Comprehensive collector’s guide relating the subject matter to the cultural history of Japan. Includes a list of ukiyo-e artists and reproductions of actor’s crests. Reprint of London 1922 edition. Abrams C3.

136 Strange, Edward F: THE COLOUR-PRINTS OF HIROSHIGE. Geneva, 1973. xvi, 205 pp. Index, 54 b/w plates
and illustrations. 23x16 cm. Leather-grain finish.
£40.00
Comprehensive, scholarly volume, which includes quotes from Hiroshige’s diaries, a detailed catalogue, the Japanese chronology, a
list of publishers and publishers’ marks, and an index. Reprint of the 1925 edition. Abrams M93.

137 Strange, Edward F: THE COLOUR-PRINTS OF JAPAN. An Appreciation and History. London, 1904. xii, 85
pp. Colour frontispiece, b/w illustrations. 17x12 cm. Decorative boards.
£20.00
A good concise introduction to the subject by an authority. Useful chronological table of artists.

138 Strange, Edward F: JAPANESE COLOUR PRINTS. London, 1908. Second edition. viii, 150 pp. text. 84 plates.
22x14 cm. Paper.
£35.00
Originally published in 1904, this handbook issued by the Victoria & Albert Museum has seen many editions. It still remains an important guide to the museum’s collection. Abrams L256.

139 Strange, Edward F: JAPANESE COLOUR PRINTS. London, 1931. Sixth edition. 164 pp. index, 84 plates. 22x15
cm. Paper.
£30.00
Originally published in 1904, this handbook issued by the Victoria & Albert Museum saw many editions. It still remains an important
guide to the museum’s collection. Abrams L256.

140 Suzuki Juzo: SHARAKU. Masterworks of Ukiyo-e 2. Tokyo, 1968. 96 pp. 81 colour plates (one tipped-in). 26x19
cm. Cloth.
£25.00
Study of the enigmatic Sharaku, who produced all his Kabuki masterpieces in less than a year. Translation by John Bester. Abrams
M273.

141 Takahashi Seiichiro: TRADITIONAL WOODBLOCK PRINTS OF JAPAN. Heibonsha Survey of Japanese Art
Vol. 22. Tokyo, 1983. 176 pp. 177 illustrations & plates, 47 in colour. 2 folding plates. 24x19 cm. Cloth. £30.00
A short history of woodblock prints, from the monochrome prints of Moronubu to the polychrome prints of the six great masters —
Harunobu, Kiyonaga, Utamaro, Sharaku, Hokusai, and Hiroshige.

142 Takahashi Seiichiro: TRADITIONAL WOODBLOCK PRINTS OF JAPAN. Heibonsha Survey of Japanese Art
Vol. 22. Tokyo, 1973. 176 pp. 177 illustrations & plates, 47 in colour. 2 folding plates. 24x19 cm. Cloth. £45.00
A short history of woodblock prints, from the monochrome prints of Moronubu to the polychrome prints of the six great masters —
Harunobu, Kiyonaga, Utamaro, Sharaku, Hokusai, and Hiroshige. A useful introduction and reference.

143 Takashimaya Department Store: HOKUSAI TEN. (Exhibition of Hokusai). Tokyo, 1967. 88 pp. 3 tipped-in colour
plates and many b/w illustrations. 28x21 cm. Paper. Tears to spine and creases to covers.
£20.00
Numerous plates illustrate paintings, drawings, prints & book pages from this major Hokusai exhibition, held at the Takashimaya Department Store in Tokyo. A somewhat worn copy. Text in Japanese

144 Tenri Sankokan Museum: EXHIBITION OF MATERIALS RELATING TO JAPANESE NATIONAL
RAILWAYS ITS EXPANSION AND TRANSITION. In the Collection of Tenri Sankokan Museum. Tenri, 1971.
25 pp. Numerous b/w illustrations. 26x18 cm. Paper.
£25.00
77 exhibits were shown ranging from prints and documents to tickets and timetables. Text in Japanese, list of captions in English.
Scarce.
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145 Tenri Sankokan Museum: WOODCUT PRINTS OF VARIOUS VEHICLES. Historical Materials of
Transportations (1). Handbook of Tenri Sankokan Collection 4. Tenri, 1969. 34 pp. 95 illustrations, 6 in colour.
Text in Japanese, captions in English. 26x18 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Japanese woodblock prints illustrating various means of transport — horse-drawn wagons, trains, etc. Mainly late 19th century and
many featuring foreigners. All prints held in the Tenri Sankokan.

146 Thompson, Sarah et al: KUNIYOSHI & KUNISADA. London, 2017. 264 pp. Colour illustrations throughout,
many full page. 24x28 cm. Boards.
£35.00
Produced to accompany an exhibition at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, this is a fine survey of the work of two famous ukiyo-e
artists, Kuniyoshi and Kunisada. Illustrated throughout and with good introductions and descriptions. The prints from the museum’s
collection.

147 Tikotin Museum of Japanese Art: SUMO-HEAVYWEIGHT ART. Woodblock color prints from the collection of
Goran Flyxe, Stockholm. Haifa, 1997. 31 pp. English and Hebrew text. Numerous colour and b/w illustrations.
19x26 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Catalogue of a focussed and fun exhibition at the Tikotin Museum showing some 27 prints and groups of prints. Scarce.

148 Tobacco and Salt Museum: THE CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE FIST. Tokyo, 1999. 126 pp. Numerous colour
illustrations throughout. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£38.00
Exhibition focusing on the cultural history of the fist as manifested in betting games, poses and postures etc. The theme is explored using
Kamakura handscrolls, ukiyo-e etc. Japanese text only.

149 Tobu Art Museum: KABUKI PRINTS: THE FLOWER OF EDO. From Early Paintings of Manners and Customs
to Bakumatsu Ukiyo-e. Tokyo, 1999. 190 pp. 151 colour plates. 30x22 cm. Paper.
£37.00
A very well-illustrated exhibition catalogue showing kabuki prints from the Edo period. In Japanese only.

150 Tokyo National Museum: UKIYO-E PRINTS AND TAPESTRIES. Tokyo, 1995. 151 pp. 143 colour illustrations.
30x21 cm. Paper.
£35.00
Catalogue for an exhibition of Ukiyo-e prints and European tapestries in the collection of the Royal Museums of Art and History, Belgium, held at the Tokyo National Museum. List of exhibits also in English.

151 Varshavskaya, Elena: HEROES OF THE GRAND PACIFICATION. Kuniyoshi’s ‘Taiheiki eiyû den’. Leiden,
2005. 192 pp. 50 colour plates. 30x25 cm. Cloth.
£60.00
Introduces the print series ‘Taiheiki eiyu den’ or ‘Heroic Biographies from the Tale of Grand Pacification’ designed by Utagawa Kuniyoshi, considered the founder of the heroic genre in Japanese prints. The series is devoted to the final years of the 16th century civil
wars and the key figure of the day, Toyotomi Hideyoshi. All 50 prints are reproduced in full colour and described together with translation of the texts incorporated into the compositions. Paperback edition

152 Vever Collection: HIGHLY IMPORTANT JAPANESE PRINTS, ILLUSTRATED BOOKS AND
DRAWINGS. From the Henri Vever Collection, Part I. London, 1974. x, 382 pp. 412 illustrations, some in colour
and foldout. Bibliography. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£55.00
First part of the sale of this famous collection held at Sotheby’s London, 1974. Abrams D9.

153 Vever Collection: HIGHLY IMPORTANT JAPANESE PRINTS, ILLUSTRATED BOOKS AND
DRAWINGS. From the Henri Vever Collection, Part II. London, 1975. viii, 442 pp. 410 illustrations, some in
colour and folding. Bibliography. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
Second part of the sale of this famous collection held at Sotheby’s London, 1975. Abrams D9.

154 Vever Collection: HIGHLY IMPORTANT JAPANESE PRINTS, ILLUSTRATED BOOKS AND
DRAWINGS. From the Henri Vever Collection, Part III. London, 1977. vi, 207 pp. 414 illustrations, some in colour
and folding. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
Third part of the sale of this famous collection held at Sotheby’s London, 1977. Abrams D9.

155 Vever Collection: HIGHLY IMPORTANT JAPANESE PRINTS FROM THE HENRI VEVER
COLLECTION. Final Part. London, 1997. c. 200 pp. colour illustrations throughout, 1 foldout. Bibliography.
30x22 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
Final part of the sale of this famous collection held at Sotheby’s London, 1997.

156 Victoria and Albert Museum: JAPANESE COLOUR PRINTS. London, 1952. 24 pp. text and 111 pp. b/w plates.
24x18 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Shows the development of the art from Moronobu to the 19th century, illustrated by prints from the Victoria and Albert Museum’s collection.

157 Vignier & Inada: ESTAMPES JAPONAISES I-VI. Tomes I-III : Estampes Primitives; Tomes IV-VI : Utamaro,
Hiroshige et al. Geneva, 1973. 140, 145 pp. text, 565 b/w plates & illustrations. 2 vols. 31x23 cm. Leather-grain
finish.
£100.00
Reprint of the exhibition catalogue from the Musée des Arts Decoratifs, 1909-11. This rare publication assembles over 500 prints from
various famous French collections, many of them now dispersed.

158 Wako Department Store ed: EXHIBITION OF THE UKIYO-E COLLECTION OF TAKAHASHI SEICHI.
Tokyo, 1983. c. 150 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations. 26x18 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of ukiyo-e prints in the Takahashi Seichi Collection. Text in Japanese.

159 Waterhouse, David: IMAGES OF EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY JAPAN. Ukiyoe Prints from the Sir Edmund
Walker Collection. Toronto, 1975. 234 pp. bibliography, index, 171 plates and illustrations, some in colour. 31x23
cm. Paper.
£30.00
Exhibition catalogue of an important collection. With a foreword by Hsio-Yen Shih and an essay on Edmund Walker. Large page illustrations. Abrams B80.
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160 Woodson, Yoko: HOKUSAI AND HIROSHIGE. Great Japanese Prints from the James A. Michener Collection,
Honolulu. San Francisco, 1998. 270 pp. 207 colour and 19 b/w illustrations. Cloth.
£45.00
With essays by Julia M. White and Reiko Mochinaga Brandon.

161 Yokohama City Museum of History: THE TOKAIDO HIGHWAY AND TOTSUKA. Yokohama, 2004. 63 pp.
colour illustrations throughout. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Catalogue of an exhibition commemorating the 400th anniversary of Totsuka as the fifth stage on the Tokaido by bringing together a
variety of prints, screens, handscrolls etc. featuring Totsuka. In Japanese.

162 Yoshida Koichi ed: UKIYO-E GIHYAKKUIN ISSHU. (The Paintings of Toyokuni, Kuniyoshi, Hiroshige).
Tokyo, 2002. 404 pp. 204 pp. fullpage colour reproductions. 28x19 cm. Cloth.
£195.00
Contains full colour high quality reproductions of two woodblock books: Ogura Gihyakunin Isshu by Toyokini, Kuniyoshi and Hiroshige
plus Hyakkunin Ishi Esho by Toyokuni. Accompanied by a 177 page discussion of the works and an eight page list of names of the artists
who drew the border scenes on each print. In Japanese.

PRINTING IN CHINA
163 Amelie Gallery: CHEN QI 1963 — THE MAKING OF WATER. Chen Qi Solo Show. 陳琦. Beijing, 2009. 72
pp. Illustrated throughout. 20x29 cm. Wrappers.
£20.00
Catalogue of a stunning exhibition at Amelie Gallery located in the 798 Art District in Beijing. Chen Qi’s black-and-white prints of
water are extremely powerful, having great depth and a distinct Zen presence. The water series has been collected by, amongst others, the Victoria & Albert Museum. Illustrated throughout and with a detailed dual text in Chinese and English on the prints, their production and critical appreciation.

164 Baocheng: SHISHI YUANLIU. (The Origins and Transmission of Buddhism). 釋氏源流. Beijing, 2009. 3 pp.
introductory text. Various paginations. B/w woodcut illustrations throughout. 2 vols. 32x22 cm. Stitched, in cloth
case.
£250.00
High-quality facsimile of a finely-illustrated Ming edition from the Jiajing reign, dated 1556, on the life of the Buddha and the transmission of Buddhism to China, chiefly by way of many biographical anecdotes concerning prominent monks and disciples. Black-andwhite woodblock illustration to the upper half of each page with woodblock-printed text below. All text in Chinese. Out-of-print and
difficult to obtain.

165 Barker, David and Ginsberg, Mary: LU XUN’S LEGACY. Printmaking in Modern China: An exhibition of prints
from the collection of the Muban Educational Trust. London, 2020. 4, 182 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations
throughout. 25x23 cm. Wrappers.
£19.99
Catalogue produced to accompany a travelling exhibition to be held in Edinburgh, Durham and London. Illustrates and describes 132
colour and black-and-white Chinese woodblock prints dating from the 1930s to the present day. The author Lu Xun revitalised the tradition of woodblock printing in China in the 1930s and this exhibition traces the development and progression from then on. Whilst
there are many fine early prints, this catalogue is testament to the extraordinary talent of the younger generation of artists from the
1980s onwards. Introductions and essays accompany. A very worthwhile and enjoyable contribution.

166 Beijing Lu Xun Museum: NUHOU: BEIJING LU XUN BOWUGUAN CANG KANG ZHAN BANHUA
ZHAN TULU. (The Howling: Illustrations of Anti-War Woodblock Prints from the Exhibition at the Lu Xun
Museum in Beijing). 怒吼 ： 北京魯迅博物館藏抗戰版畫圖彔. Changsha, 2013. 715 pp. c.600 pp. b/w
illustrations of prints. 25x17 cm. Boards.
£80.00
Produced to accompany an exhibition at the Lu Xun Museum in Beijing, this copiously-illustrated work shows some 400 black-andwhite woodblock prints produced in China in the 1930s and 1940s dealing with the theme of the anti-Japanese War and its effects. Many
of the prints are by known artists, a number anonymous. An excellent visual reference on the subject. Illustrated throughout. Text in
Chinese.

167 Bo Songnian: ZHONGGUO MINJIAN NIANHUA XUAN. (Selected Chinese Folk New Year’s Prints). 中國民
間年畫選. Nanchang, 1990. 130 pp. including 106 plates & ills., mostly in colour. 26x23 cm. Paper.
£20.00
An account of popular New Year’s colour woodblock prints. In Chinese.

168 von der Burg, Christer et al: THE ART OF CONTEMPORARY CHINESE WOODCUTS. Zhongguo Dangdai
Muban Yishu. 中國當代木版藝術. London, 2003. 268 pp. 60 colour and 171 b/w plates. Glossary, bibliography.
33x24 cm. Paper.
£50.00
This is a separate independent publication that accompanies and showcases the major ‘portfolio’ project of the same name undertaken
by the Muban Foundation. The portfolio is a collection of 60 original prints by contemporary artists in order both to benefit the individual artists and to bring contemporary Chinese woodblock prints to the attention of other printmakers, collectors, dealers and museums outside China. In this book, the prints are finely reproduced in colour and joined with authoritative essays by An Bin, Julia F.
Andrews, Ellen Johnston Laing and Frances Wood. Hwang Yin has provided biographies of the artists and David Barker contributes
a glossary of Chinese printmaking terms. A groundbreaking reference in a new and exciting field for collectors and students of art history.
Full details of the Muban print portfolio available upon request.

169 Chen Qi: ZHONGGUO SHUIYIN MUKE DE GUANNIAN YU JIYI. The Conception and Technique of Chinese
Waterprint Woodcut. 中國水印木刻的觀念與技藝 。 陳琦 著. Beijing, 2019. 17, 506 pp. Colour and b/w text
illustrations throughout. 26x21 cm. Boards.
£90.00
Detailed and well-illustrated study of the development and practice of Chinese shuiyin woodblock printing from its earliest times
through to the present day. Much illustration and description on the tools and process of shuiyin printing. Written by a contemporary
Chinese print artist who excels in the technique. In Chinese.
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170 Cheng Dayue: CHENG SHI MO YUAN. (Ink Garden of the Cheng Family). 程氏墨苑 。 程大約 編. Beijing,
1996. Each volume c. 160 pp. Many illustrations of ink cakes. 12 vols. 32x21 cm. Stitched, 2 silk-cases. £750.00
Facsimile reprint of the 1606 edition, together with later eulogies of Cheng’s mastery of ink-cake manufacturing. Throughout the book
are designs of inkcakes by Ding Yunpeng. The ‘Chengshi Moyuan’ is also remarkable for the inclusion of three images from the Gospels,
taken from the ‘Evangelicae historiae imagines’. A luxurious publication in close imitation of the Ming period edition.
The original is one of the most important Ming period illustrated books, extremely rare and sought-after. A few copies — for example that in the Percival David Foundation collection in London — were printed in a number of colours, amongst the earliest examples
of Chinese colour printing, although this was done by brushing coloured inked onto distinct regions of a single block for each pull of
a leaf, rather than using sets of blocks as in later multicolour woodblock printing. In effect these copies have the characteristics of monoprints and are unique. This facsimile — representing an instance of the standard 1606 edition — is in black-and-white only. ‘Visible
Traces’ pp. 39-44. Now out-of-print and very hard to find.

171 Chia, Lucille & De Weerdt, Hilde: KNOWLEDGE AND TEXT PRODUCTION IN AN AGE OF PRINT. China:
900-1400. Leiden, 2011. xv, 430 pp. A few b/w text illustrations. 25x16 cm. Boards.
£120.00
The essays in this volume seek to explain and assess the diversity of printing in China from the 9th to 14th centuries when printing became widespread. Through an examination of the various influences on the production and reproduction of printed texts during this
period, this work offers a comprehensive history of the first 500 years of printing in China.

172 China Art Gallery: ZHONGGUO MEISHUGUAN CANGPIN XUANJI 1949-1984 BANHUA BIAN. Selected
Works from the China Art Gallery Collection 1949-84 — Prints. 中國美術館藏品玄機 1949-1984 版畫選.
Zhejiang, 1990. 184 pp. 80 colour plates. 35x27 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
Text in Chinese only. The China Art Gallery is also known as the National Gallery of China. Biographies of artists included.

173 CHONGZHENG NEIGE DAKU CANBEN SHUYING. (Reproductions from Fragmentary Editions in the
Library of the Grand Secretariat). 重整內閣大庫殘本書影. Yangzhou, 1998. c. 57 folded leaves, Chinese-style.
Reproductions of pages from rare books throughout. 34x23 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£40.00
Facsimile edition of a work illustrating 57 openings from 38 fragmentary bibliographic rarities. The earliest of these date from the
Song period and the latest from Qing-period manuscripts. Based on a 1933 Palace Museum publication of the same material.

174 Deng Yuhan (Johannes Schreck); Wang Zheng trans. and illus: YUANXI QIQI TUSHUO LUZUI XINZHI
ZHUQI TUSHUO. (Illustrations and Descriptions of Marvellous Machines from the Far West & Illustrations and
Explanations of Various Machines). 遠西奇器圖說錄最 & 新制諸器圖說 。 鄧玉函 著 王征 譯繪. Beijing, 2018.
12, 44; 40; 60; 4, 21, 6 folded leaves. 54 pp. b/w woodcut illustrations, many full page, some double page.
Explanatory loose paper insert. 4 vols. 33x22 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£350.00
A fascinating and influential work on the importation of western scientific ideas and technology into China in the late Ming dynasty.
The work was printed in Beijing by the Jesuit missionary, Johannes Schreck, aided and assisted by the artist, Wang Zheng, who produced the illustrations.
Johannes Schreck (1576-1630) was a German Jesuit missionary, polymath and polyglot who came to China in 1619 and died in Beijing in 1630. The founder of the Jesuit mission in China, Matteo Ricci, had sent Nicolas Trigault to Europe for new missionaries who
could share western science and technology with the Chinese. Schreck was one such recruit. Prior to the publication of this work,
Schreck had produced other scientific and medical books in Chinese and is credited with developing scientific and technical terminology
in Chinese. Apparently, he was responsible for the designs of the famous astronomical instruments in the Observatory in Peking.
Many of the illustrations in this work were based on Agostino Ramelli’s ‘Diverse et Artificiose Machine’ published 1588 and Fausto
Veranzio’s ‘Machinae Novae’ of 1616.
Three of the volumes comprise the ‘Yuanxi Qiqi Tushuo Lu Zui’; the fourth volume is ‘Xinzhi Zhuqi Tushuo’.
First printed in 1627. Richly illustrated. This finely-produced facsimile to the original size and done from the copy owned by the famous bibliophile, Zheng Zhenduo. Now in the National Library of China.
All very interesting, particularly from the standpoint of the little-studied area of the early introduction of western ideas and technology into China. Text in Chinese.
Published in an edition of just 200 copies. Out-of-print.

175 DI 6 JIE QUANGUO MEISHU ZUOPIN ZHANLAN. (6th National Exhibition of Works of Art). 第六全國美
術作品展覽. Hangzhou, 1984. 3 pp. text. 96 plates. 25x23 cm. Paper.
£15.00
A collection of modern ‘nianhua’ or ‘spring festival pictures’ and paintings from all over the country.

176 Fan Zhongyan: FANWEN ZHENGGONG WENJI. 范文正公文集 。 范仲淹 著. Beijing, 1984. Each volume
c.51 folded leaves. 8 vols. 11x8 cm. Cloth, cloth case.
£250.00
Scarce and well-done facsimile of the Northern Song edition of this treatise on governance. In Chinese.

177 Fang Yulu: FANG SHI MO PU. (The Fang Family Compendium of Ink Cakes). 方氏墨譜 。 方于魯 撰. Ji’nan,
2018. 5, 2, 243 pp. Many b/w illustrations of ink cakes. 32x21 cm. Stitched, silk-case.
£50.00
Reduced-size facsimile reprint of the black-and-white woodblock illustrations from the 1588 original. One of the glories of Ming dynasty book production and illustration, the ‘Fangshi Mopu’ is a high-quality catalogue reproducing a variety of designs on ink cakes.
The patterns were widely copied in other handicraft media (jade, lacquer, wood) both in China and Japan. Fang Yulu (fl. 1570-1619)
worked with well-known artists such as Wu Tingyu and Ding Yunpeng to produce designs along with the skilled woodblock carver,
Huang Shouyan. In Chinese. Hard to obtain.

178 Farrer, Anne ed: CHINESE PRINTMAKING TODAY. Woodblock Printing in China 1980-2000. London, 2003.
224 pp. 200 colour plates. Bibliography. 29x27 cm. Paper.
£40.00
Produced to accompany the exhibition at the British Library devoted to the contemporary manifestations of a traditional Chinese art
form, this book catalogues and describes works by 90 artists arranged in seven broad themes. Enhanced with contextual essays by Chinese and British scholars, and biographies of the artists. The exhibition is based on the collections of the Muban Foundation.
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179 FEIYINGGE CONGHUA. (Collected Illustrations from The Feiyingge Pictorial). 飛影閣叢畫. Shanghai, 1927.
c. 50 folded sheets (100 pp.) per fascicle. B/w lithographic illustrations throughout each volume. 8 vols. 14x17 cm.
Stitched, original cloth case with wear. Missing one toggle.
£1,200.00
The Feiyingge Pictorial was established in 1890 by Wu Youru, who left the Dianshizhai Pictorial to establish this competitor illustrated
magazine. Just before his death in 1893, Wu handed publication over to a fellow lithography artist, Zhou Quan (Zhou Muqiao) who
continued the magazine (under similar, if not identical, names) for a few years. The magazine started out emulating the Dianshizhai
Pictorial format by illustrating and describing a mix of news stories, strange events and traditional Chinese artistic imagery. It later
eradicated the journalistic content and focused on more traditional imagery.
This work was first published in 1922 and comprises one of the later editions of the collectanea showing the output of Feiyingge. It
provides a retrospective of Feiyingge’s output, presented in the format of a huapu or painting manual/guide, designed to offer subject
matter to copy, or inspiration for, fresh work.
Complete in eight fascicles with content as follows: Figure Painting (3 fascicles); Standard Illustrations of Various Subjects; Flowers; Birds; Landscapes; Figure Painting and Fan Paintings of Flowers and Plants. This production focuses firmly on traditional content, lacking any content on female fashion and quirky events found in earlier versions. The lithographic content, quality of production
and quality of the paper is, again, inferior to earlier editions but still crisp, clear and very detailed. All text in Chinese.
Foxing to covers of fascicles, loose stitching to a couple of the fascicles. Internally, generally fine, but with some minor foxing from
time to time Original case with some wear and loss of one toggle. Very rare in a complete form.

180 Feng Jicai: ZHONGGUO MUBAN NIANHUA JICHENG: GAOMI JUAN. (A Compendium of Chinese
Woodblock New Year Prints: Prints from Gaomi). 中國木板年畫集成 ： 高密卷 。 馮驥才 主編. Beijing, 2009.
343 pp. Full page colour & b/w illustrations throughout. 31x24 cm. Wrappers.
£125.00
In a series on centres of production of traditional Chinese new year prints, this copiously-illustrated work shows woodblock prints from
the little-known Gaomi tradition, the Gaomi area being located in the east of China’s Shandong province. Hundreds of varied examples of prints dating from the late Qing dynasty through to the 1950s are shown. An excellent visual survey. Text in Chinese.

181 Feng Jicai: ZHONGGUO MUBAN NIANHUA JICHENG: MIANZHU JUAN. (A Compendium of Chinese
Woodblock New Year Prints: Mianzhu). 中國木板年畫集成 ： 綿竹卷 。 馮驥才 主編. Beijing, 2008. 313 pp.
Full page colour & b/w illustrations throughout. 31x24 cm. Wrappers.
£90.00
In a series on centres of production of traditional Chinese New Year prints, this copiously-illustrated work shows fine quality woodblock prints from Mianzhu in Sichuan province. Many examples of prints held in various collections and dating from the late Qing dynasty onwards are shown. An excellent visual survey. Text in Chinese.

182 Feng Jicai: ZHONGGUO MUBAN NIANHUA JICHENG: YANGLIUQING JUAN. (A Compendium of
Chinese Woodblock New Year Prints: Yangliuqing). 中國木板年畫集成 ： 楊柳青卷 。 馮驥才 主編. Beijing,
2007. 12, 1-335; 336-612 pp. Colour & b/w illustrations throughout. One CD-ROM. 2 vols. 31x24 cm. Accordionstyle.
£190.00
The fourth in a series on centres of production of traditional Chinese New Year prints, this copiously-illustrated two-volume work
shows fine quality woodblock prints from the famous village of Yangliuqing near the city of Tianjin. Hundreds of examples of prints
held in various collections and dating from the late Qing dynasty onwards are shown. Text in Chinese.

183 Feng Jicai ed: ZHONGGUO MUBAN NIANHUA JICHENG: TAOHUAWU JUAN. (A Compendium of
Chinese Woodblock New Year Prints: Prints from Taohuawu in Suzhou). 中國木版年畫集成 ： 桃花塢卷 。 馮
驥才 主編. Beijing, 2011. 570 pp. Full page colour ills,, both volumes. 2 vols. 31x24 cm. Wrappers.
£400.00
Illustrated throughout, this large two-volume work (part of a series) shows the distinctive woodblock prints produced in the Taohuawu
district of Suzhou. Notable and useful for the large selection of rare and interesting Suzhou prints dating from the Yongzheng reign onwards. Much Qianlong material. Divided into sections by subject matter depicted — landscapes and scenery, deities and immortals
etc. The prints come from collections in China and abroad, in particular, Japan. Text in Chinese. Out-of-print and very difficult to find.

184 Feng Menglong: DONGZHOU LIEGUO ZHI. (Annals of the Eastern Zhou States). 東周列國志。馮夢龍 著.
Shanghai, 1890. Various paginations of folded leaves. c. 250 full page b/w lithographic illustrations. 15x11 cm.
Stitched, new cloth case.
£1,800.00
A Chinese historical epic written by the famous Ming dynasty novelist, Feng Menglong, and critiqued by Cai Yuanfang in the Qing
dynasty. The novel relates and depicts the disintegration of China from the latter part of the Zhou dynasty, the Eastern Zhou, into
smaller separate states, through the Warring States period to the reunification under the First Emperor, Qin Shi Huangdi. The novel
is considered to be of historical worth and proved influential on later Chinese fiction. This is a fine Dianshizhai lithographic edition
of the work, copiously-illustrated with some 250 full page lithographic illustrations with the usual extraordinary detail that lithography brought to late 19th century book illustration in China. All text in Chinese. Original covers with wear and loss to both covers and
title slips. Internally, generally fine, minor foxing here and there. Rare.

185 Gao Fumin: KANG QIAN SHENGSHI SUZHOU BAN. (Suzhou Prints Dating from the Kangxi to Qianlong
Reigns). 康乾盛世蘇州版 。 高福民 著. Shanghai, 2014. 148; 162; 40 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 3
vols. 34x26 cm. Wrappers.
£180.00
A focussed work on this very interesting period of Suzhou woodblock prints, a good number showing western influences. Colour illustrations throughout all three volumes depicting a wide variety of prints and subject matter. A useful research reference. All text in
Chinese. Hard to obtain.

186 Gong Yuban; Wu Rong ed.; Zheng Tong annotated: HUITU QUANBEN LU BAN JING JIANG JIA JING. (An
Illustrated Complete Edition of the Lu Ban Jing). 繪圖全本魯班經匠家鏡 。 公輸般 著 午榮 編 鄭同 校. Beijing,
2014. 2, 3, 37; 33, 6; 25, 17; 36 folded leaves. Numerous full page b/w woodcut illustrations. 4 vols. 31x19 cm.
Stitched.
£300.00
Facsimile reproduction of the extremely rare Ming dynasty Wanli reign illustrated edition of the Lu Ban Jing — attributed to Gong
Yuban of the Western Zhou dynasty and much later edited and annotated by two Ming dynasty scholars, Wu Rong and Zheng Tong.
The work deals with the world of carpenters and joiners in late imperial China, discussing both the technical and the religious and
ritual aspects of architecture, building and furniture making. This illustrated edition was also accompanied by other shorter related
works which are also reproduced here. Accompanied by numerous woodcut illustrations throughout the four volumes. In Chinese.
Out-of-print and hard to obtain.
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187 Goodrich, Anne Swann: PEKING PAPER GODS. A Look at Home Worship. Monumenta Serica Monograph
Series XXIII. Nettetal, 1991. 500 pp. Illustrations. 24x16 cm. Paper.
£50.00
This book presents numerous specimens of zhima or paper horses which were printed to be burned, as a mean of transporting the deity
represented to heaven. All the prints are in from Anne Goodrich’s unique collection.

188 Gu Bing: GU SHI HUAPU. (Mr. Gu’s Collection of Paintings). 顧氏畫譜 。 顧炳 撰輯. Beijing, 2017. 246 pp.
Woodblock reproductions throughout. 29x21 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Inexpensive facsimile reprint of this famous and very rare Ming dynasty illustrated work. In a slightly reduced format. All text in Chinese.

189 Guo Lie & Zhou Wei ed: HENAN ANYANG MUBAN NIANHUA. (Woodblock-Printed New Year Pictures from
Anyang in Henan Province). 河南安陽木版年畫 。 郭豹 周偉 主編. Beijing, 2016. 189 pp. Full page colour and
b/w plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.
£80.00
Good visual survey of the little-known school of nianhua (New Year woodblock prints) that has long flourished in the area around
Anyang in China’s Henan province. Illustrated throughout with an extensive selection. Text in Chinese.

190 Guo Pu comp: ERYA YIN TU. (Illustrated Edition of the Erya). 爾雅音圖 。 郭璞 撰. Tianjin, 2008. Various
pagings of folded leaves (c. 50 per volume), Chinese-style. Text and woodcut illustrations of flora, fauna, humans,
natural and supernatural phenomena, etc. throughout. 3 vols. 33x22 cm. Stitched, brocade case.
£200.00
The earliest extant illustrated edition of this ancient Chinese lexicon (and sometime Classic) was produced in 1801 as an accurate facsimile of an original Song imprint. This, in turn, is a modern facsimile of the 1801 edition, with good reproductions of its many fine illustrations. Guo Pu (276-324) of the Jin period is credited with compiling and annotating this version of the ‘Erya’ which has claims
to being considered the first Chinese dictionary. It is basically a philologically valuable collection of early glosses on words in preQin period texts, probably assembled during the Qin or early Han period. Illustrated throughout. In Chinese. Out-of-print and scarce.

191 Guo Shuang: MU OUREN JI. (A Collection of Wooden Figures). 木偶人集 。 郭雙 創刻. Beijing and Taikang
2019. 57 loose original b/w woodblock prints. 10x10 cm. Loose.
£4,000.00
An intensely personal collection of 57 original black-and-white woodblock prints depicting people from across China afflicted by the
painful and disabling condition, ankylosing spondylitis. For the artist, Guo Shuang, this is a subject close to her heart as her uncle is
a sufferer. All the people depicted belong to her uncle’s social media support group. They were asked all to send a biographical piece
outlining their stories, lives and thoughts. Guo Shuang then interpreted these in small delicate woodblock-printed images, together with
woodblock-printed text telling each person’s story.
Guo Shuang is a contemporary Chinese print artist increasingly impressive for the thought processes in her work.
As well as a time-consuming and thoughtful expression of contemporary Chinese woodblock-printed art, this is also an insight into
the lives of the disabled in modern-day China and how they are embracing new technology and media to support each other and share
their experiences.
Produced on sheets on paper generally measuring 21x32 cm (some sheets smaller) but the printed area for all prints is 10x10 cm.
All text in Chinese.
A proposed edition of 50 but unlikely to ever be produced in its entirety.

192 GUSU FANHUA LU: SUZHOU TAOHUAWU MUBAN NIANHUA TEZHAN ZUOPIN JI. The Record of
Suzhou’s Prosperity: Collected Works of Suzhou Taohuawu Woodblock New Year Painting (sic) Exhibition. 姑蘇
繁華录 ： 蘇州桃花塢木版年畫特展作品集. Shanghai, 2017. c. 500 pp. Numerous folding colour illustrations.
Original colour woodblock print measuring 67x38 cm. 34x22 cm. Wrappers.
£500.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held in 2016 at the Suzhou Municipal Centre of Public Culture. Shows 213 woodblock prints produced in
Suzhou, China. The exhibition in a number of sections: 1. Changmen Gusu-style Woodblock Prints; 2. Buddhism, Taoism and Immortals; 3. Blessing, Goodness and Happiness; 4. Auspiciousness and Temperament; 5. Folk Customs and Sceneries; 6. Chinese Operas and Folklore; 7. Practical Use and Decoration; 8. Sightseeing and Scenic Spots; 9. Advertisements and Illustrations. The prints
date from the 18th century Qianlong reign of the Qing dynasty through to the present day. The majority of the material Qing dynasty.
An excellent research and visual reference on this sophisticated genre of Chinese woodblock printing. The early material is particularly fascinating and, until very recently, little-known or studied. A good amount of text in English. Fuller text in Chinese. Extremely
hard to obtain. Apart from the difficulty in obtaining this work, one reason for the price is the inclusion of a finely-done original colour
woodblock print of a ‘meiren’, a beautiful lady — or Suzhou Beauty? Out-of-print.

193 Haas, J. et. al: HOLZSCHNITT IM NEUEN CHINA. (Woodcuts of New China). Berlin, 1977. 237 pp. 144 b/w
& 43 colour illustrations, 1 map. 28x21 cm. Paper.
£45.00
Thorough discussions on modern Chinese woodblock prints through to the mid 1970s, with some perspective on earlier periods. A very
interesting selection of illustrations. Text in German.

194 Hao Ning et al: ZANGCHUNWU QINPU. (The Zangchunwu Zither Manual). 藏春塢琴譜 。 郝寧 等 輯.
Zhongguo Gudai Qinpu Congkan. Beijing, 2005. 7, 2, 2, 3, 3, 44; 74; 51; 46; 58; 47, 5 folded leaves, Chinese-style.
6 vols. 26x16 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£40.00
Facsimile edition of an important Ming period Qinpu, produced in a series designed to make this material more widely available. Contains early transcriptions of a number of important pieces. Preface giving context and justification for the series. In Chinese.

195 He Shen & Liang Guozhi: QINDING REHE ZHI: JIAODIAN BEN. (Imperially Commissioned Gazetteer of
Chengde: Edited and Punctuated Edition). 欽定熱河志 ： 校點本 。 和珅、 梁國治 撰； 承德民族師範高等專
科學校 點校. Tianjin, 2002. Various paginations of folded leaves, Chinese-style. 120 juan in 20 ce and 2 han. Many
b/w reproductions of woodcut illustrations of (chiefly) landscapes and maps. 20 vols. 29x18 cm. Stitched, cloth
case.
£250.00
The culmination of many years work and originally published as part of the celebrations for the 300th anniversary of the establishment of the imperial resort at Chengde, this is an edited and re-set edition of the rare gazetteer or local history of Chengde and environs commissioned by the Qianlong Emperor. It is a major primary resource for the study of the area and its monuments, and for
Qing-period and Manchu history more broadly. While the re-setting in new typography with punctuation makes for a very clear, accurate and highly usable edition, it has to be said that the reproduction of the original woodcut illustrations is not the best. In Chinese. Out-of-print.
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196 HEBEI BANHUA JI. (A Collection of Woodblock Prints from Hebei). 河北版畫集. Shijiazhuang, 1984. 2, 64 pp.
Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. 26x24 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
It seems probable that all the woodblock prints in this work were produced in the early 1980s just prior to the production of this album.
A broad selection of woodblock prints produced at a China when the official constraints on artistic production were just starting to
loosen a little. Includes a list of artists with brief biographical details. In Chinese.

197 Higuchi, Hiroshi: CHUGOKU HANGA SHUSEI. A Collection of Chinese Woodblock Prints. 中國板畫集成.
Tokyo, 1967. 5 loose leaves with introductory text and lists of contents. 103 loose leaves (of which 96 illustrated)
showing 327 illustrations, the first 10 with tipped-in colour plates, the remaining 86 b/w. Text booklet with 1, 1, 89,
8 pp. 38x26 cm. Loose in cloth case. Text booklet.
£650.00
A very comprehensive survey of the finest Chinese woodblock prints. A total of 103 loose leaves show 327 illustrations, the majority
black-and-white, divided by sections as follow. Part I: Suchow and Yangliuching Colour Prints; Part II: Chronological Summary;
Part III: Shuiyin Hua Prints; Part IV: Muke Hua Prints; Part V: Suchow Prints; Part VI: Yangliuching Nian Hua Prints; Part VII: Other
Nian Hua Prints. A very fine selection of Chinese woodblock prints from the earliest times up to the early 1940s. It is unclear where
the prints are held. Of particular interest for the Suzhou prints. Accompanying text booklet with English essay: A Historical Sketch of
Chinese Woodblock Prints and fuller Japanese text. A rare work.

198 Hoster, Barbara et al: DAVID LUDWIG BLOCH. Holzschnitte, Woodcuts Shanghai 1940-1949. Nettetal, 1997.
xlix, 199 pp. B/w illustrations throughout. 23x16 cm. Paper.
£45.00
A delightful work featuring the small black-and-white woodblock illustrations done by the little-known artist, David Ludwig Bloch, in
Shanghai between 1940 and 1949. The vignettes capture numerous and varied aspects of life in the city, from beggars and rickshaws
to river views, street scenes and children. Texts in English, German and Chinese. Recommended.

199 Hu Xuefeng & Bao Hongfei ed: YONGHEGONG MUBAN FO HUA. (Woodblock-Printed Buddhist Pictures in
the Yonghegong). 雍和宮木版佛畫 。 胡雪峰 飽洪飛 主編. Beijing, 2003. 207 pp. B/w text illustrations
throughout (many full page). 28x21 cm. Wrappers.
£40.00
A selection of some of the highlights of the collection of Buddhist woodblock prints held in the Yonghegong (Lama Temple) in Beijing.
The prints date from the Qianlong reign of the Qing dynasty onwards, although many are undated. Unsurprisingly, many of the prints
show a Tibetan influence. Well-illustrated. In Chinese.

200 Hu Zhengyan: SHIZHUZHAI JIANPU. (Letter Papers from the Ten Bamboo Studio). 十竹齋箋譜 。 （明）胡
正言 輯. Beijing, 2013. 2, 17 leaves with text, 142 folded leaves with colour woodcuts on both sides, many with
embossing. 4 vols. 32x21 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£1,000.00
Full size facsimile reproduction of the 1934 edition of this famous and beautiful work that was first published at the end of the Ming
dynasty. Illustrated throughout with delicate and varied designs and images and including the use of gauffrage. Text in Chinese. Very
nicely done. Printed in colour from woodblocks. Produced, we are told, in a very limited edition of 200 copies and immediately went
out-of-print. Testament to the continuing fascination in China with this peak of Chinese printing and the latest production in the ongoing history of its publication.

201 Huang Shangwen; Cheng Boyang illus: NU FAN BIAN. (Writings on Exemplary Women). 女范編 。 黃尚文 輯
程伯陽 繪. Beijing, 2018. 31; 34; 39; 31 folded leaves. 120 full page b/w illustrations spread throughout each
volume. Three page loose explanatory insert. 4 vols. 33x22 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£280.00
Fine facsimile of a rare Ming woodblock printed work from the Wanli reign. Describes 120 stories of exemplary and virtuous women
throughout Chinese history from the ancient Zhou through the centuries to the Ming dynasty when this work was first written and
printed. The story of each lady’s accomplishments is accompanied by a full page black-and-white woodblock illustration from paintings by Cheng Boyang. In addition to being a fine reproduction of a rare work, provides interesting insights and opportunities for research into the roles and duties of women throughout China’s history. The work is also of interest for the images which, in varying forms,
can be found on other media in Chinese art, particularly paintings and ceramics. The facsimile done from the copy held in the National Library of China. Four juan in four volumes. A three page loose insert gives the history and context of the work. All text in Chinese. Produced in a very limited edition of just 200 copies.

202 Hubei Provincial Museum: ZHONGGUO ZHANDOU: KANGRI ZHANZHENG SHIQI MUKE ZHAN. China
Battles: An Exhibition of Anti-Japanese War Woodcuts. 中國戰鬥 ： 抗日戰爭時期木刻展. Beijing, 2015. 199
pp. B/w plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.
£60.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Hubei Provincial Museum in Wuhan, China, and the Lu Xun Museum in Beijing, showing some 150
black-and-white woodblock prints dating from the 1930s and 1940s. The prints from the collection of Hu Feng, a close associate of
Lu Xun. The prints donated by his family to the Lu Xun Museum. A good amount of text in English, including introductions, essays and
captions. Fuller text in Chinese.

203 Jiao Bingzhen: YUZHI GENGZHI TU. (Pictures on Tilling and Weaving). 御制耕織圖 。 焦秉貞. Beijing, 1998.
26 unnumbered accordion-style openings with 46 b/w woodcuts and seals reproduced in red. 38x31 cm. Brocade,
accordion-style, brocade case.
£200.00
Excellent facsimile of one of the most famous Chinese illustrated books, commissioned by the Kangxi emperor and produced in 1696,
captioned with the Emperor’s poems on the worthy and technologically interesting agricultural subjects depicted. The artist, Jiao
Bingzhen, was employed in the Imperial Board of Astronomy and was one of the first to study Western perspective under the Europeans
who also then served the Board.

204 Jiao Hong comp: YANG ZHENG TUJIE. (Illustrated History of Righteous Men (with Imperial Supplements)).
養正圖解 。 焦竑; 附 ： 御題養正圖詩， 御製養正圖讚. Tianjin, 1997. 6 ce of folded leaves, Chinese-style, in
two ‘han’ consisting of yellow fabric wrappers between wood-stained ‘aged’ boards. 60 b/w woodblock illustrations
based on designs after Ding Yunpeng. 6 vols. 32x20 cm. Stitched.
£80.00
Facsimile edition of a famous illustrated work, based on the late-Qing imperially commissioned edition produced in the Wuyingdian,
1895.
The original of this work was compiled and published during the late Ming period by Jiao Hong (1541-1620) with illustrations based
on designs by Ding Yunpeng. The first printed edition is dated to Wanli 22 (1594) and had blocks carved by Huang Lin, a member of
the renowned Huang family of woodblock cutters, according to Zheng Zhenduo.
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The Guangxu emperor ordered this edition to be prepared, according to the edict printed as preface to the work, based on a manuscript
copy in the imperial collections (Neifu jiu cun xieben), and other prefaces relate the story of the early editions and source for the illustrations which must mean that the ‘xieben’ was either an original that carvers of the early editions worked from or a careful early
manuscript copy. The edition was finished in 1895. The edict also mentions imperial patronage of the book, represented here in the
form of printed appendixes with regulated poems (shi) written for the book’s anecdotes and illustrations by the Qianlong emperor and
corresponding poetic eulogies (can) by the Jiaqing emperor.
The finely executed illustrations generally show the focal personage — a figure of virtue — in court or domestic settings, chiefly as
a scholar surrounded by his books, paintings, bronzes, and other implements, including furniture and textiles.
While the accompanying ‘aged’ wooden boards and fabric (faux silk) wrappers are ‘fanciful’ this is nonetheless a fine facsimile, giving a good representation of an important illustrated work and also the craftsmanship of the imperial, Wuyingdian workshops of the
late Qing. Out-of-print and hard to find. The first time we have seen this edition.

205 JIAO ZI YAOYAN + JIAO ZI TUSHUO. (Two Educational Tracts). 教子要言、 教子圖說. Beijing, 1996.
Various groups of unnumbered folded leaves (c. 60), Chinese-style. 12 double-page b/w reproductions of woodcut
illustrations. 27x17 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£40.00
Facsimile reprint of two tracts on education and child-rearing, one illustrated. The subjects range from ‘education in the womb’ (taijiao) to the usual anecdotes on filial piety and the virtues of academic application. This reprint seems to be based on an edition cut in
1941.

206 Jin Jian: QINDING WUYINGDIAN JUZHENBAN CHENGSHI. (The Process of Printing in Wuyingdian Using
Movable Type). 欽定武英殿聚珍版程式 。 金簡 撰. Beijing, 2007. 2, 1, 34 folded leaves, 16 fullpage b/w
woodcut illustrations. 27x17 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£150.00
Jin Jian was made Superintendent of Wuyingdian (The Imperial Printing Press) in 1773 and supervised work for compiling the part
of the Siku Quanshu project whereby reprints of rare works were made, some copied from the Yongle Dadian. Jin Jian proposed that
these reprints be made using movable wooden type, which the Emperor approved. Thereafter, in the course of six months, a set of
about 253,000 wooden type in two sizes was completed. Qianlong gave this method of movable type printing (usually known as Huozi
Ban) the name ‘Wuyingdian Juzhenban’ and wrote a poem to commemorate the initiation of the project. By 1777 over 30 works had
been printed and Jin Jian published, also using movable type, an illustrated work (as here) on the project and the process of the printing. The work contains information and reproduction of documents relating to the enterprise and is illustrated with 16 appealing
woodcut illustrations showing the process and stages in producing movable type and its preparation for use in printing. By the time
of the completion of the project (around 1794), 134 works had been published and were brought together in a collectanea known as
the Wuyingdian Juzhenban Congshu. Enlarged facsimile reprint of the 1777 original. In Chinese. Out-of-print and now hard to find.

207 Jin Shiliang compiled: WUSHUANG PU. (A Book of Those Without Equal). 無雙譜. Shijiazhuang, 1996. ii, ii,
80 pp. Woodblock reproductions throughout. 29x21 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Inexpensive reprint of the well-known Qing illustrated work. In Chinese only.

208 JINXIU WAN HUA GU. (The Valley of a Myriad Embroidered Flowers). 錦繡萬花谷. Nanjing, 2015. 40 volumes
in 4 han. 40 vols. 25x19 cm. Stitched. Cardboard cases. All in a silk-covered box.
£2,500.00
Faithful and exact facsimile produced to a very high standard and printed on xuan paper (xuanzhi) of an extremely rare, probably
unique, example of this Song dynasty encyclopedia. An excellent example of Song dynasty printing. The encyclopedia was compiled
during the Southern Song dynasty, probably during the reign of the Emperor Xiao (r.1162-1169). Comprises an initial 40 juan in 24
volumes followed by a further 16 supplement volumes (Hou Ji) with a further 40 juan. The work is complete in the total of 80 juan.
The encyclopedia is of importance as it contains much early information not found elsewhere and includes phrases, quotations, poems
etc. from numerous lost works.
The facsimile is made from the copy held in the famous Guoyun Lou, the renowned and secretive library of the Gu family of Suzhou
who collected throughout the Qing dynasty. Many of the rare works from the library were presented to the Nanjing Library in 1992,
the remainder then disappeared. This work resurfaced in the 2000s and fetched a huge sum at auction in Beijing in 2012. Of particular note with this copy is that, following detailed examination by Chinese experts, it was ascertained that it was printed using a different calligraphic font to its only known ‘companion copy’ held in the Seikado Bunko Library in Tokyo. No other copy with this font
is known. All text in Chinese. This facsimile produced in a very limited edition, we are told, of just 100 copies and immediately snapped
up by libraries and bibliophiles in China.
The 40 volumes in 4 cloth-covered tao. All contained within a larger silk-covered box.

209 KONG MENG TU GE. (Illustrated Songs on Confucius and Mencius). 孔孟圖歌. Beijing, 1996. C. 90 folded
leaves. 41 woodblock illustrations. 25x16 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£25.00
Reprint of a late Qing (1905) work of songs extolling the ethics and morality of the great sages Confucius and Mencius. With illustrations. In Chinese only.

210 Kurth, Julius: DER CHINESISCHE FARBENDRUCK. Ostasiatische Graphik no. 1. Plauen, 1922. 87 pp. 36
plates, 7 in colour. 29x24 cm. Boards.
£15.00
An essay on colour prints in general and the Mustard Seed Garden Manual in particular. The colour plates are very well done. In German.

211 Landsberger, S. & van der Heijden, M: CHINESE POSTERS. The Iish-Landsberger Collection. Munich, 2009.
285 pp. 250 colour illustrations. 24x19 cm. Paper.
£14.99
Divided into sections chronologically covering the period from 1937-2008. Main focus and material on the period from the 1950s
through to the end of the Cultural Revolution. Illustrated throughout. A good visual reference.

212 Li Fan ed: ZHONGGUO DANGDAI SHI BANHUA. (Contemporary Chinese Lithographic Printmaking). 中國
當代石版畫 。 李帆 主編. Chongqing, 2004. 183 pp. Colour and b/w plates. 28x21 cm. Paper.
£30.00
A large selection of contemporary Chinese lithographic printing is here illustrated. A good survey of the art as it stands at the present
moment. Illustrated throughout. Text in Chinese.
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213 Li Hua: CHINESE WOODCUTS. Beijing, 1995. 210 pp. 275 plates and illustrations, 72 in colour. 31x23 cm.
Cloth.
£70.00
Divided into two parts: Ancient Woodcuts and Modern Woodcuts. Part 1 covers the invention of Chinese block printing, and its development during Tang and Song to full maturity in Ming and Qing. Part 2 starts with the Lu Xun movement and ends with the present state. In English. A good reference, illustrated throughout in colour.

214 Li Jie: YINGZAO FASHI. (Manual of Architecture). 營造法式 。 李誡 編著. Beijing, 2006. Various paginations
of folded leaves comprising 4 volumes text and 4 volumes illustrations, many in beautiful colour. 8 vols. 33x22 cm.
Stitched.
£350.00
Fine original-size facsimile of the 1925 edition of the famous Song dynasty manual on traditional Chinese architecture, construction
techniques and architectural decoration. The 1925 edition was a carefully prepared and highly-regarded work, incorporating part of
the 1103 and 1145 editions. The colour is also retained in this facsimile and the detail is good. cf. Hervouet 186-187 for notes on the
original work. In Chinese. Out-of-print.

215 Li Liudan: LI LIUDAN BANHUA. Woodcuts by Li Liudan. 李流丹版畫. Chengdu, 1982. c. 80 pp. B/w plates
throughout, illustrating 67 woodcuts. 25x26 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Book publication of work by a modern master of this distinctly Chinese art form. This copy is inscribed in Chinese by the artist.

216 Li Yunjing: ZHONGGUO XIANDAI BANHUA SHI. The History of Chinese Modern Print. 中國現代版畫史
。 李允經 著. Taiyuan, 2000. 7, 8, 11, 579 pp. 8, 73 pp. colour plates. 162 b/w text illustrations. 22x15 cm.
Cloth.
£17.00
Detailed, informed history of China’s vibrant tradition of woodblock print making. Reissue of a book brought out in 1996. In Chinese.

217 Lin Qing: HONGXUE YINYUAN TUJI. 鴻雪因緣圖記 。 麟慶撰. Beijing, 2011. 768 pp. B/w illustrations
throughout all 3 volumes. 3 vols. 25x25 cm. Paper.
£120.00
Facsimile in somewhat reduced size of the well-known autobiography of the Manchu official Linqing, illustrated by his artist-secretaries, and printed in Yangzhou. The work is in three parts, each beginning with a portrait of the author at different ages — 39, 50 and
53 years respectively. Each part contains 80 episodes, and each episode is accompanied by an illustration. It is these superb woodcut
illustrations that distinguish the work, making it one of the finest illustrated books of its age, with a wealth of visual material on life
and work in late imperial China. Linqing served as a prefect in various provinces of China and was well-travelled — the episodes with
accompanying illustrations range from visits to famous mountains and gardens to cities, river conservancy work, conversations about
chrysanthemums and dinners in fragrant groves.
This facsimile is of the first illustrated edition of the work from a fine copy held in the National Library of China. All text in Chinese.

218 Lin Youlin: SUYUAN SHIPU. (An Album of Stones from Su Garden). 素園石譜 。 林有麟 著. Beijing, 2015. 4
fascicles, each c. 50 leaves. Numerous b/w woodcut illustrations and foldouts. 4 vols. 33x22 cm. Stitched, cloth
case.
£200.00
A fine and faithful facsimile of a Ming dynasty copy of this rare and famous work originally held in the Dongbi Shuwu collection. The
edition here offered is in fact a facsimile of a facsimile published in 1937 by the Gugong Museum Library in Beijing. Done to the original size and to a high standard. Profusely illustrated with weird and wonderful scholar’s rocks, stones and pebbles. An appealing work
assisting the connoisseurship of this esoteric pursuit. Chinese text. Published in an edition of just 300 copies and rapidly went out-ofprint as is always the case with good reproductions of this work.

219 Ling Chien Ling (sic) (Lin Qing): SELECTIONS FROM THE HUNG-HSUEH SKETCHES. 鴻雪因緣 。 麟
慶 撰 。 點石齋 石印. Shanghai, 1879. vi, 96 pp. 48 full page b/w lithographic illustrations. 18x12 cm. Stitched.
Decorative silk covers.
£2,000.00
The title continues: ‘Photo-lithographed from the Original Chinese Edition with Brief Translations in English by the Tien-Shih-Chai
Photo-Lithographic Works’.
Shows a selection of illustrations from the ‘Hongxue Yinyuan Tuji’, the well-known autobiography of the well-travelled Manchu official, Linqing, illustrated by his artist-secretaries, and woodblock-printed in Yangzhou. It was the superb woodcut illustrations that
distinguished the work, making it one of the finest illustrated books of its age, with a wealth of visual material on life and work in late
imperial China.
This work is another member of a rare and particular group of books produced by the famous lithographic printing press, the Dianshizhai, in Shanghai in 1879 shortly after its founding. The Major brothers, who founded Dianshizhai, produced a series of books depicting and describing illustration from famous Chinese woodblock illustrated works. Produced for the entertainment and education
of the Shanghai foreign community as an easy introduction to Chinese culture.
Introduction to the original work reproduced in Chinese. Introduction and list of contents in English followed by 48 full page lithographic reproductions of illustrations from the original work accompanied by descriptions in English.
Some foxing but generally in fine condition with good colour to the original green silk decorative covers. Extremely rare. The first
time we have handled this work.

220 LINGYAN GE KONGCHEN TU. 靈煙閣空塵圖. Gudai Banhua Jingpin ... Congshu. Shijiazhuang, 1996. iii, 60
pp. Woodblock reproductions throughout. 29x21 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Inexpensive edition of this well-known Qing dynasty illustrated work. in Chinese only.

221 Liu Xiang: LIE NU ZHUAN. (Biographies of Virtuous Women). 列女傳 。 劉向. Beijing, 2009. Various pagings
in 8 ce. Woodcut illustrations throughout. 32x22 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£400.00
Finely done facsimile reprint to the original size of the 1779 edition of the well-known text attributed to Liu Xiang of the Han dynasty
relating the lives of exemplary (and not so exemplary) women. This edition is famous for the many beautiful woodcuts after the Ming
artist, Qiu Ying. All texts in Chinese. Produced in a limited edition of 300 copies and immediately out-of-print. Very hard to find. Mint
copy as new.

222 Loehr, Max: CHINESE LANDSCAPE WOODCUTS. From an Imperial Commentary to the 10th Century
Buddhist Canon. Cambridge, 1968. xiv, 114 pp. 40 plates. Notes, Chinese characters, bibliography, index. 27x20
cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A survey of East Asian printing, especially Buddhist by an erudite scholar.
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223 Lu Peng et al.; Seagraves, Julia M. ed. and trans: THE ADVENTURES OF THREE TRAVEL WEARY
LOAFERS. New Art from the People’s Republic of China. Denver, 1997. 7, 31; 30, 2; 32 pp. folded Chinesestyle. Woodcut illustrations throughout. 3 vols. 27x20 cm. Stitched, in a cloth case. One toggle missing. £200.00
Fascinating publication showcasing the contemporary woodcut art of Wei Dong, Lu Peng and Liang Changsheng, with text in English,
including details of each artist and introductions to their work. Highly detailed neo-decadence from mainland China. Very scarce.

224 Lu Peng, Wei Dong and Liang Changsheng: FENGCHEN SAN XIAN. Three Travel Weary Loafers. 風塵三閑.
[Beijing,] 1994. 2, 76, 4 pp. (bound Chinese-style). B/w woodcut-style illustrations throughout. 27x18 cm.
Stitched.
£300.00
A fascinating publication. Three young contemporary Chinese artists — The Travel Weary Loafers (now very well-known) — make use
of traditional Chinese graphic forms (including traditional bookbinding) to their own ends. There is a work contributed by each of the
three artists and each comprises numerous black-and-white woodblock-style illustrations. The work is in various but shares an obsession with contemporary mainland decadence. The works have very brief English captions to the illustrations. The first work is by
Lu Peng is ‘Biography of New Gods’; the second by Wei Dong is known as ‘Courtyard’ and the third by Liang Changsheng as ‘Sleepy
Talk and Leisurely Moods’. Introduction and afterword accompany. Contemporary Chinese book art. Main text in Chinese. Out-ofprint and very hard to find.

225 Lu Qing: BEIJING SHI JING. (Ten Views of Beijing). 北京十景 。 路青. Tokyo, c. 1980. 10 original colour
woodblock prints. 38x28 cm. Loose in cloth case.
£1,500.00
The ten prints show the following scenes and sights:
The Temple of Heaven; The Stone Boat and Wanshou Shan at the Summer Palace; A Corner Tower of the Forbidden City; A Gate
Tower (Desheng Men or Dongbian Men); The Central Palaces of the Forbidden City; A Courtyard Entrance and Garden; A View of;
Old Street Buildings; A Distant View of Beihai; Kites Flying on Tianmen with the Forbidden City beyond; Beijing Railway Station in
the Rain.
Images available on request.

226 Lu Shengzhong ed: ZHONGGUO MINJIAN MUKE BANHUA. (Chinese Folk Woodcut Prints). 中國民間木
刻版畫. Changsha, 1990. 227 pp. of which 22 is text and the rest illustrations. 25x26 cm. Paper.
£18.00
Black-and-white illustrations of popular woodblock prints, the majority from books and broadsheets other than New Year’s prints. In
Chinese.

227 Luo Shubao et al. ed: YINSHUA ZHI GUANG: GUANGMING LAI ZI DONGFANG. Light of Printing:
Brightness Comes from the Orient. 印刷之光 ： 光明來自東方 。 羅樹寶 主編. Zhongguo Bowuguan Manbu /
Rambling over Chinese Museums. Beijing, 2000. 159 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x23 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
Assembled under the auspices of the relatively recently founded ‘Chinese Museum of Printing’ (Zhongguo Yinshua Bowuguan, founded
1996), this introduction to the history of printing in China is also well illustrated with carefully chosen items from the National Library
of China, the library of Beijing University, the National Museum of History, Shanghai Library, the Tianyige and Zhejiang Provincial
Library. Texts and captions in Chinese only.

228 Machida International Graphics Museum: CHUGOKU NO NENGA TEN. (Exhibition of Chinese New Year
Prints). 中國の年畫展. Machida, 1992. 36 pp. 60 colour illustrations. 6 b/w text-figures. 28x21 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of Chinese woodblock prints on loan from the collection of the Beijing Library and shown at the Machida
International Graphics Museum. In Japanese.

229 Marx, Karl and Engels, Frederick: GONGCHANDANG XUANYAN. (The Communist Manifesto). 共产党宣言
。 馬克思、 恩格斯. Shanghai, 2021. [3], 92 folded leaves, Chinese style. Single sheet publisher’s explanation
inserted. 29x19 cm. Stitched.
£70.00
2021 facsimile reproduction of the beautifully-carved 1973 woodblock-printed edition of the Chinese translation of the ‘Communist
Manifesto’ produced at the height of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in its centre of power. Produced to commemorate the
centenary of the establishment of the Chinese Communist Party. This facsimile produced to a high standard. In Chinese.

230 Meishuguan (National Art Gallery of China) ed: ZHONGGUO MEISHUGUAN CANG WANG QI JUANZENG
BANHUA CANGPIN JI. Album of Prints Collections Donated by Wang Qi to the National Art Museum of China.
中國美術館藏王琦捐贈版畫藏品集. Beijing, 2010. 192 pp. Colour and b/w plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.
£90.00
A fine record of the collection of woodblock prints donated to the Meishuguan (National Art Gallery of China) by one of the most famous Chinese woodblock artists of the 20th century, Wang Qi. Comprises many black-and-white woodblock prints by Chinese artists
active from the early Communist period onwards. In addition, shows a broad selection of works by print artists from other countries.
All chosen with a discerning and knowledgeable eye. Two page preface in English. Main text in Chinese.

231 Meng Fanfang ed. and trans: XIQING GUJIAN SHU. (An Annotated Version of the Xiqing Gujian). 西清古鑒
疏 。 孟繁放 編譯. Beijing, 2011. Various paginations typically c. 300 pp. per volume. Full page b/w illustrations
throughout. 9 vols. 28x21 cm. Wrappers.
£150.00
Facsimile reprint of the well-known catalogue of the superb bronzes held in the Chinese imperial collections, edited by Liang Shizheng
and completed in 1751. Illustrations and details of 1,529 pieces. This reprint is to much the original size and reproduces the original
text and illustrations and is accompanied by a rendering of the text into modern Chinese. Chinese text only.

232 Mo Yan: DA FENG. (The Gale). 大風 。 莫言 著. Beijing, 2015. 16 folded leaves (32 pp.) of b/w woodblockprinted text plus 3 folded leaves with 5 original red woodblock prints of papercuts. 33x20 cm. Stitched, cloth
case.
£700.00
A beautiful literati rendering of the previously-unpublished short story ‘The Gale’ written in 1984 by Mo Yan, the mainland Chinese
author awarded the Noble Prize for Literature in 2012.
The text of the work is printed by woodblock using traditional Chinese techniques in the distinctive ‘Song-style’ — echoing the format and font of Song dynasty printed works — regarded as a high point by connoisseurs of Chinese woodblock printing. The font is
most unusual, being that used for the Southern Song work ‘Cao Chuang Yun Yu’, of which only one example is known. This font is elegant, well-proportioned and easy to read.
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The text is accompanied by five pleasing woodblock illustrations in red after papercuts produced especially for this work by an accomplished Chinese papercutter, Deng Hui, from the hometown of Mo Yan.
The work has been bound in the traditional stitched Chinese style with blue covers and in a blue case (tao).
A very pleasing contemporary example of the art of the Chinese printed book and a rare opportunity to acquire a first edition by a
Nobel Prize winner. Published in a limited edition of 274 copies.
All text in Chinese. Accompanied by an English translation. Images available on request.

233 National Museum of China: SHIJIAN JIANPU: CHEN QI 1983-2013. Notations of Time: Chen Qi 1983-2013.
時間簡譜 ： 陳琦 1983-2013. Beijing, 2013. 369 pp. Full page colour and b/w plates throughout. 34x38 cm.
Cloth.
£160.00
Large and very well-produced catalogue of a retrospective exhibition at the National Museum of China showing the work of the contemporary Chinese woodblock print artist, Chen Qi. The catalogue serves as a guide to his artistic career and is illustrated throughout with many examples of his fine and pleasing prints. Dual texts in Chinese and English. Hard to obtain.

234 National Palace Museum: JIANG XIN BI WEN: YUAN CANG MING QING BANHUA TE ZHAN. The
Printmaker’s Ingenuity and Craft: Ming and Qing Prints in the National Palace Museum. 匠心筆薀 ： 院藏明清
版畫特展. Taibei, 2015. 199 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.
£60.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing fine Ming and Qing dynasty prints in rare illustrated books
in the Museum’s collection. In four sections. 1. ‘An Overview of Chinese Book Illustration’ which outlines print development during
the Ming and Qing. 2. ‘Creative Woodcut Prints’ which examines the use of book illustrations as decorative patterns on other handicrafts, ceramics etc. 3. ‘The Ingenious Craft of Engraving’ addresses the emergence of multicoloured printing and also looks at the
use of western techniques of copperplate etching and lithography. 4. ‘Innovation from Tradition’ a small final section which looks at
contemporary printmakers who blend traditional illustration with modern techniques. Illustrated throughout. Dual texts in Chinese and
English.

235 PAIR OF NIANHUA WOODBLOCK PRINTS: JIANSHE SHEHUIZHUYI & ZENGJIA NONGYE
SHENGCHAN. (A Pair of New Year Prints: ‘Construct Socialism’ (L) & ‘Increase Agricultural Production’ (R)).
建設社會主義 & 增加農業生產. N.p, n.d. (1950s) 2 original colour woodblock-printed New Year prints. 71x38 cm.
Paper.
£900.00
Pair of mirror-image 1950s New Year prints designed to be hung one on each panel of the double-panelled entrance door of a traditional Chinese dwelling. These prints combine traditional imagery with communist slogans. Good fresh colours and strong impressions.
Text in Chinese. Two horizontal and one vertical crease from being folded up. Otherwise in good condition with just the occasional
minor mark. Rare. Images available on request.

236 PAIR OF NIANHUA-STYLE PRINTS: ‘DA GAN ZUI GUANGRONG: NONGYE XUE DAZHAI’ &
‘GEMING ZHENG XIANJIN: GONGYE XUE DAQING’. (A Pair of New Year-Style Prints: ‘ Great Deeds Are
the Most Glorious: In Agriculture Learn From Dazhai (L) & ‘Advance the Revolutionary Struggle: In Industry
Study Daqing’ (R)). 大干最光榮 ： 農業學大寨 & 革命爭先進：工業學大慶. Shanghai, 1978. 2 colour prints.
68x37 cm. Paper.
£300.00
Pair of near mirror-image late-1970s New Year-style colour prints designed to be hung one on each panel of the double-panelled entrance door of a traditional Chinese dwelling. These prints combine elements of traditional imagery (bountiful harvests and happiness) with strong communist content most obvious in the people depicted. Text in Chinese. Two horizontal creases from being folded
up. Otherwise in good condition Rare. Images available on request.

237 PAIR OF WOODBLOCK PROPAGANDA PRINTS REGARDING THE KOREAN WAR. (LEFT: Protecting
Family and Country is Paramount to the Workers; RIGHT: The Peasants Oppose America and Support Korea). 保
家衛國工人黨先，抗美授朝農民. N.p., n.d. (early 1950s) Two colour woodblock prints. 2 vols. 41x25 cm.
Loose.
£1,000.00
A pair of mirror image early communist Chinese woodblock prints protesting the Korean War and America’s involvement. Datable to
the early 1950s, given that the war ran from June 1950 — July 1953.
The prints of a very naive nature and probably produced in a rural studio.
The left-hand print reads: ‘Bao Jia Wei Guo: Gongren Dang Xian’ (Protecting Family and Country is Paramount to the Workers).
The right-hand print reads: ‘Kang Mei Shou Chao Nongmin’ (The Peasants Oppose America and Support Korea).
The prints in effect of equal dimensions although the left-hand print has a longer blank upper margin.
Some smudging of ink to the paper and one character poorly registered, perhaps underlining the primitive rural production of these
prints. Horizontal crease from being folded. Chipping and slight loss at margins.
Very rare survivals. The first time we have seen Chinese propaganda woodblock prints concerning the Korean War.

238 Pan Jixing; Satô Taketoshi trans: CHUGOKU SEISHI GIJUTSUSHI. (The History of Papermaking Techniques
in China). Tokyo, 1980. ix, 462 pp. Numerous b/w illustrations and figures. 27x19 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£30.00
Japanese translation of the excellent account of Chinese papermaking. In Japanese, with 6 pp. abstract and chapter outline in English.

239 Pan Yuanshi: ZHONGGUO CHUANTONG BANHUA YISHU TEZHAN. Special Exhibition: Collectors’ Show
of Traditional Chinese Woodcut Prints. 中國傳統版畫藝術特展. Taipei, 1983. 311 pp. 103 colour plates, numerous
text illustrations, many in colour. 27x21 cm. Wrappers.
£60.00
Sponsored by the Council for Cultural Planning and Development Executive Yuan, this is an interesting and copiously-illustrated catalogue of a large exhibition of Chinese colour woodblock prints held in Taipei. Includes brief but useful introductions in English, together with English captions. Main text in Chinese. Slight damage to top of spine.

240 Qi Fengge ed: AI WO ZHONGHUA: ZHONGGUO XIANDAI BANHUA CANGPIN JI. For the Love of
China: A Collection of Contemporary Chinese Prints. 愛我中華 ： 中國現代版畫藏品集 。 齊鳳閣 編著. Beijing,
2006. 319 pp. Colour plates throughout. 31x24 cm. Wrappers.
£60.00
Wide-ranging conspectus of contemporary Chinese printmaking, with reproductions of a representative selection from the work of 16
artists. Includes artist portraits, biographies and CVs. Dual language text, Chinese and English, with contributions by David Barker.
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241 Qi Jiguang: YUANBEN YINGYIN MING QI SHAOBAO JIXIAO XINSHU. (A Facsimile Reprint of the Ming
Dynasty Work by Qi Jiguang: Jixiao Xinshu). 原版影印明戚少保紀效新書 。 戚繼光 著 。 中國文學書局印行
. N.p. (Shanghai) n.d. (1920s/30s). Various paginations of folded leaves. Numerous b/w full page illustrations. 6 vols.
20x13 cm. Stitched. Original case.
£1,200.00
Fine lithographic edition of a well-known Chinese work on military history. The author, Qi Jiguang (1528-1587), was a high-ranking
and very experienced military officer during the Ming dynasty who produced a very comprehensive military manual. The compilers of
the ‘Siku Quanshu Congmu’ have nothing but praise for the quality of information in Qi’s manual and, in particular, for the directness
and simplicity of his writing. Many of the chapters, as here, were illustrated and Siku compilers take the ‘Jixiao’ to refer to these qualities: ‘notes’ that give ‘effective’ guidance based on experience.
This edition is a Republic period lithographic reprint, in reduced-format, of a Daoguang 21 (1841) edition.
There is a chapter on banners, and is worthy of attention for the finesse and interest of the woodblock illustrations. It seems also to
be lacking one leaf (the first) from the chapter, but what remains is full of lively interest — gate banners, banners of the five directions
(including the centre) and their spirits and qualities, banners based on constellations, zodiacal animals and spirit generals.
There is no indication of date but it is obviously a lithographic edition, published by the Zhongguo Wenxue Shuju — the China Literary Bookshop’ known to have been active in Shanghai in the 1920s and 1930s and who produced high-quality reduced format facsimiles (as here) of famous works.
In fine condition and with the original blue cloth-covered cardboard case. Rare.

242 Qu Yuan; Xiao Yuncong illus: LISAO TU. (An Illustrated Edition of ‘Encountering Sorrow’). 離騷圖 。 蕭雲從
繪. Yangzhou, 2017. 2,1, 224 pp. 63 full page b/w illustrations. 25x18 cm. Decorative cloth.
£25.00
Facsimile of an early Qing illustrated woodblock-printed work, the Lisao Tu, with 63 illustrations, many weird and wonderful, by
Xiao Yuncong (1596-1673). The original was done in the second year of the Shunzhi reign i.e. 1645 AD. The facsimile in a reduced
format and done from the copy held in the National Library of China. In Chinese.

243 Ren Weichang: LIEXIAN JIUPAI. (Wine Cards of Immortals). 列仙酒牌 。 任渭長 繪. Beijing, 1995. 56 folded
leaves. 26x15 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£40.00
A famous collection of woodcuts first produced in 1854 by Ren Xiong which portray Chinese immortals — Laozi, Chang E, Zhang Liang
etc. A fine facsimile. Chinese text only.

244 Ren Xiong, Cai Zhaochu and Wang Ling: YUYUE XIANXIAN ZHUAN ZAN. (Portraits and Biographies of
Illustrious Forebears from Yuyue). 於越先賢傳簪 。 任渭長 等 編繪. Ren Weichang Renwu Banhua. Beijing,
1995. 3, 7, 40, 33; 3, 40, 30 folded leaves. 80 b/w woodcut portraits. 2 vols. 26x16 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£200.00
Fine facsimile of one of the masterpieces of late Qing woodcut illustration. The original edition was issued in 1857. Ren produced the
portraits of famous historical figures from the area south of Hangzhou, Cai was the woodblock carver and Wang wrote the biographies.
In Chinese.

245 Shanghai Library ed: PIAOXIANG LIUCAI: SHANGHAI TUSHUGUAN CANG ZHONGGUO GUDAI
SHUJI ZHUANGHUANG YISHU. (The Art of Ancient Books and Bookbinding from the Collections of the
Shanghai Library). 縹緗流彩 ： 上海圖書館藏中國古代書籍裝潢藝術. Shanghai, 2018. 2, 4, 364 pp. Colour
plates throughout. 30x23 cm. Cloth.
£270.00
Catalogue of a highly-regarded exhibition at the Shanghai Library in 2018 showing a large and varied selection of woodblock-printed
books, manuscripts, rubbings and albums from the Library’s highly-important collection. In addition to the illustrations and description of superb works dating from the Song through to the Qing dynasties, much attention is given to the equally fine bindings, wrappings and containers of these rarities. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese. Hard to obtain and already out-of-print.

246 Shanghai Library ed: WUYUE DE XIANHUA: QINGZHU SHANGHAI JIEFANG QISHI ZHOU NIAN
BANHUA ZUOPIN JI. Flowers Blossom in May: Prints Celebrating 70 Years of Shanghai’s Liberation. 五月的
鮮花 ： 慶祝上海解放七十週年版畫作品集. Shanghai, 2019. 1, 4, 1, 163 pp. Full page colour and b/w plates
throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.
£110.00
Produced to accompany an exhibition at the Shanghai Library celebrating the liberation of Shanghai by the Communists in May 1949.
Shows a large selection of prints, many very accomplished, all with a general or very specific Shanghai theme and dating from the late
1940s through to the present day. A number of prints commissioned for this exhibition. In effect, also a survey of printmaking in China
during the Communist era. Introductions in English, otherwise Chinese text. Hard to obtain.

247 [Shi Hui]; Li Zhuowu ed.; Liu Shiheng comp. & ed: LI ZHUOWU XIANSHENG PIPING YOUGUI JI = BAI
YUE TING. (Nuanhongshi Edition of the Moon Prayer Pavilion or Women’s Quarters in Li Zhuowu’ Critical
Version). 李卓吾先生批評幽閨記 。 〔施惠〕； 劉世珩 輯刊. Nuanhong Shi Huike Chuanqi. Yangzhou, 1995.
1, 2, 2, 10, 56; 2, 10, 66 folded leaves, Chinese-style. Reproductions of woodcut illustrations on ranges 10 folded
leaves per volume. 2 vols. 29x18 cm. Stitched.
£40.00
Modern facsimile of Liu Shiheng’s recutting — at the Nuanhong Studio during the early Republican period — of a southern dramatic
romance (chuanqi) sometimes attributed to Shi Hui (17th c.). This is a part of the well-known collectanea of famous dramas and dramatics produced to a high standard by Liu Shiheng (1875-1926) and based, in turn, on Ming period illustrated editions showing many
fine contemporary woodcuts. Text in Chinese only. Out of print.

248 Shi Jinbo and Yalin Wushou’er: ZHONGGUO HUOZI YINSHUASHU DE FAMING HE ZAOQI CHUANBO:
XIXIA HE HUIGU HUOZI YINSHUA SHU YANJIU. (The Invention and Transmission of Techniques of
Printing by Moveable Type in China: Studies of Printing by Moveable Type in Xixia and Huigu Cultures). 中國活
字印刷術的發明和早期傳播 ： 西夏和回鶻活字印刷術研究 。 史金波、 雅林 · 吾守爾. Beijing, 2000. 10,
130 pp. 33 colour plates, monochrome text illustrations throughout. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
Unique study of an important and neglected aspect of printing history in China. The extensive material on Xixia and Uyghur moveable type printing is augmented with chapters on its dissemination in Korea, Japan and along the Silk Road. Contents pages in English and French, otherwise Chinese only.
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249 Su Bai: TANG SONG SHIQI DIAOBAN YINSHUA. (Studies on the Block Printings and Woodcuts of the Tang
and Song Dynasties). 唐宋時期的雕版印刷. Beijing, 1999. 252 pp. 122 b/w plates, 4 figures, numerous tables
(some folded) and text figures. Maps. Appendixes, indexes. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
A collection of the author’s essays brought together in book form with additional apparatus and illustration, amounting to a major contribution to the study of early Chinese imprints. Table of contents in English, otherwise Chinese only. Out-of-print.

250 Sun Zi: SONGBEN SHIYIJIA ZHU SUNZI. (Facsimile of a Song Dynasty Work: Commentary by Eleven Authors
on Sunzi). 宋本十一家註孫子 。 孫武 撰. Shanghai, 1978. Various paginations of folded leaves. 4 vols. 27x18
cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£70.00
Facsimile of the Southern Song original edition of this work held in the Shanghai Library. Accompanied by an introduction by Guo
Huaruo. In Chinese.

251 Suzhou Taohuawu Woodblock Year Prints Society ed: TAOHUAWU XIN NIANHUA LIUSHI NIAN. Sixty Years
of Taohuawu New Year Prints. 桃花塢新年畫六十年. Nanjing, 2016. 560 pp. Colour illustrations throughout,
many full page. 28x22 cm. Wrappers.
£180.00
A colourful, detailed and very well-illustrated survey of Taohuawu New Year prints (nianhua) produced in Suzhou in China in the first
sixty years of the Peoples Republic from 1950 to 2013. Many of the prints with a propaganda theme. List of contents in English. Main
text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.

252 Tao Xiang comp: SHEYUAN MOCUI. (A Collectanea of Works on Ink and Inkstones). 園墨萃. Beijing, 1991.
Various pagings. 14 ce in 2 han, with editions of 12 separate works. 14 vols. 29x19 cm. Stitch-bound in two brocade
cases.
£350.00
Modern facsimile reprint of a collectanea originally published in 1929 with twelve titles on ink and inkstones. Compiled by the scholar
Fu Zengxiang, the entire collection is filled with splendid black-and-white reproductions of rubbings and line drawings. Mopu Fashi
(3 juan); Mojing (1 juan); Moshi (3 juan); Mofa Jiyao (1 juan); Zhongshan Langtu (1 juan); Li Madou Ti Baoxiangtu (1 juan); Mohai
(1 juan); Mobiao (4 juan); Jian Guzhai Mosou (4 juan) Fulu (1 juan); Zhongzhou Molu (3 juan); Neiwufu Mozuo Zeli (1 juan); Nanxuezhi Mozha Ji (1 juan). [Zhongguo Congshu Zonglu 1.744a]. In Chinese.

253 Tianjin Municipal Art Museum: YANGLIUQING NIAN HUA. Yang Liu Qing Woodcut New Year Pictures. 楊
柳青年畫. Beijing, 1992. 38 pp. Chinese & English text and 119 illustrations in colour. 26x18 cm. Paper. £30.00
Ever since the Ming period the area around Yangliuqing, near Tianjin, has been famous for its typical New Year woodblock prints. A
good survey of the subject. 1992 reprint of the 1984 edition.

254 TINGYUN GE ZHEN CANG SHEN XIAOMEI HUA GAO. Sketches of Pictures by Shen Xiaomei Treasured
in the Collection of the Pavilion of Stationary Clouds (Tingyun Ge)). 停雲閣珍藏沈 梅花稿 。 沈 梅 繪.
Shanghai, 1923. 28; 25 folded leaves. Full page b/w lithographic illustrations throughout both volumes. 2 vols.
27x15 cm. Stitched. Cloth case.
£500.00
Appealing two-volume collection of full page lithographic images comprising illustrations from paintings by the accomplished but unknown early 20th century artist, Shen Xiaomei. Active in Shanghai, the centre of China’s lithography printing industry. Testament to
the skill and finesse of the lithographic printing process, these paintings demonstrate exquisite detail in many of the illustrations. The
paintings show traditional themes, beautiful women, birds and flowers, mountain landscapes — a wide variety. In fine condition with
the original case. All text in Chinese. Rare.

255 Tschichold, Jan: NEUE CHINESISCHE FARBENDRUCKE AUS DER ZEHNBAMBUSHALLE. Der
Holzschneider und Bilddrucker Hu Chêng-yen. Basle, 1943. 16 pp. 16 facsimile colour plates. Notes, bibliography.
28x33 cm. Boards.
£35.00
16 colour facsimiles reproduced from a 1643 edition of prints by the Ten Bamboo Studio. First edition. German text.

256 Various,: FIVE BOOKS OF CHINESE POETRY. With Illustrations by Contemporary Chinese Woodblock
Artists. Shenyang, 2020. Each volume c. 110-120 pp. plus a number of full page illustrations from woodcuts. 5 vols.
22x15 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£150.00
A set of five volumes of poetry, each by a 20th century Chinese poet; Dai Wangshu, Hu Shi, Kang Baiqing, Wen Yiduo and Xu Zhimo.
A number of the poems have English translations but are predominantly given in just the original Chinese. The works are beautifully
enhanced with full page illustrations of woodcuts done by five different contemporary and accomplished Chinese woodblock artists.
Each artist devoted his/her attention to one volume. The collections of poetry are as follows and then name of the woodblock artist.
Dai Wangshu: Wangshu Shi Gao (Poems by Wangshu). Illustrations by Huang Jinyi.
Hu Shi: Chang Shi Ji (Things Tasted and Tried). Illustrations by Zhang Qiuyuan.
Kang Baiqing: Cao Er (Son of the Grass). Illustrations by Guo Shuang.
Wen Yiduo: Hong Zhu Si Shui (Red Candle, Dead Water). Illustrations by Liao Lei.
Xu Zhimo: Zhimo de Shi (Zhimo’s Poems). Illustrations by Chen Mingming.
All text in Chinese. A pleasing thing.

257 von Spee, Clarissa ed: THE PRINTED IMAGE IN CHINA. From the 8th to the 21st Centuries. London, 2010.
192 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. 24x24 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the British Museum showing 100 examples from their collection of traditional, modern and contemporary Chinese prints. Ranges from Buddhist woodblock prints at Dunhuang through Ming dynasty flower prints to copperplate engravings of the Yuanmingyuan, Qing dynasty new year prints, 20th century propaganda prints, Xu Bing’s Tianshu and work by print
artists active today. A concise and well-illustrated survey of the subject with accompanying scholarly essays.

258 Wachs, Iris and Chang Tsong-zung: HALF A CENTURY OF CHINESE WOODBLOCK PRINTS. From the
Communist Revolution to the Open Door Policy and Beyond. Harod, 1999. 230 pp. Numerous b/w illustrations, a
few in colour. 32x21 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of modern Chinese woodblock prints held at Museum of Art ein Harod in Israel and then travelling around
the United States, showing the Chinese woodblock print and its development under the Chinese communists from the 1940s onwards.
Well-written and showing a broad range of the genre.
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259 Waley, Arthur trans.; original woodcuts by Ralph Kiggell: LEADING THE CRANES HOME. A selection of
Chinese poems translated by Arthur Waley. Llandogo, 2006. 52 pp. Introduction, title page with double page colour
woodblock print and 24 poems each accompanied by a colour woodblock print. Afterword. 35x29 cm. Decorative
boards. In Chinese-style slipcase.
£400.00
A selection of 24 poems taken from Waley’s two works ‘170 Chinese Poems’ and ‘Chinese Poems’. The poems range in date from the
Han to the Song dynasties and include works by China’s greatest poets. In addition to the wonderful double page woodblock print of
a crane on the title page, a colour woodblock print by the artist, Ralph Kiggell, accompanies each poem depicting the artist’s interpretation of the poem, an aspect or a theme. Kiggell studied Chinese at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London where
Waley had also studied. Kiggell’s artistic interpretation of the poems thus undoubtedly possesses greater cultural insight than that of
an artist purely versed in western culture. Many of the woodblocks are double page. The paper is 250 gsm Velin Arches, the type is
Elizabeth, and Kiggell’s woodcuts were all printed from the wood. Numbered edition of 150 copies, each signed by the artist. A beautiful work that is a collector’s item.

260 Wang Chao: MAO TONG ZHONGGUO. (The Hat Unites China). 帽通中國 。 王超 刻. Hangzhou, 2005. Page
with woodblock-printed title slip and then 13 full page original colour woodblock prints. Woodblock-printed
publisher’s colophon. 40x28 cm. Silk brocade-covered boards.
£5,000.00
A finely-produced colour woodblock-printed artist’s book by the eminent and accomplished contemporary Chinese woodblock print
artist, Wang Chao. As with much of Wang Chao’s work, this creation is multilayered in meaning and somewhat whimsical. The title of
the work can have a number of interpretations, the most obvious as per the direct translation of the title above. Reading the title in reverse comes up with the title: ‘China Through a Hat’. Moreover, ‘maotong’ together can mean ‘hat stand’ and, as can be seen, all the
prints feature a traditional Chinese hat stand. So a different homophone interpretation of the title can be ‘China as a Hat Stand’. Further, ‘mao’ — hat — is also a homophone for Mao, as in Chairman Mao. Thus ‘Mao Unites China’. It can be seen that a number of
the prints feature the Mao cap. So the work can be seen as a commentary on recent Chinese history viewed through a progression of
hat styles, each hat perched on a hat stand with decoration that can allude to the events of the time corresponding with the date of the
hat.
The 13 prints have a loose chronological progression starting with a print of a traditional conical servant or farmer’s ‘coolie hat’ on
a hatstand with a dragon design, thus traditional imperial China. The association of the hatstand design with the period of the hat is
far from clear in a number of the prints. One easy association is the print with a mao cap with a red star on a cracked and repaired
hat stand....
A highly original work.
The woodblock-printed publisher’s colophon states that this work was produced in the Autumn of 2005 and produced at Wang Chao’s
‘studio,’ Jiuli Fang, at Zizhu Zhai (Purple Bamboo Studio) which is a workroom within the Woodblock Print Department of the Chinese Academy of Fine Arts in Hangzhou. The colophon continues that this was was printed in a very limited edition of 15 copies, of
which this is No. 4. Also signed, numbered and dated (2005. 9) by Wang Chao in pencil below the printed colophon.
Artist’s books by Wang Chao are notoriously hard to obtain.

261 Wang Gai et al: JIEZIYUAN HUAPU DAQUAN: CHU JI, ER JI, SAN JI. (The Mustard Seed Garden Manual
of Painting: Parts 1-3). 芥子園畫譜大全 初 二 三 集 。 王概 等 。 世界書局 石印. Shanghai, 1926. 12 ce.
Various paginations of folded leaves. B/w lithographic reproductions of woodcuts throughout. 20x13 cm. Cloth,
cloth case.
£450.00
A popular, small-format, but very well-produced, lithographic edition of the well-known Mustard Seed Garden painting manual. The
bibliographic history of the ‘Jieziyuan Huazhuan’ is highly complex. The first edition of the first collection is dated 1679 (as is the preface here) but there are many differing theories concerning extant copies and editions. As the manual was so popular, it was much reproduced in varying qualities and formats. The good woodblock editions have very fine multiblock, multicolour printing.
This fine monochrome lithographic edition was published by Shijie Shuju, a known publisher of good lithographic editions in Shanghai in the early 20th century.
All text in Chinese. Rare in such fine condition and with the original cloth-covered cardboard case.

262 Wang Gai, Li Yu et al: JIEZIYUAN HUAZHUAN CHU JI. (The Mustard Seed Garden Manual of Painting: First
Collection (Part One)). 芥子園畫傳 （初集）。 王概 李漁 等. N.p., Late 18th/early 19th century. 7, 23; 2, 40; 2,
45; 5, 47; 1, 41 folded leaves. Woodblock illustrations throughout, some coloured. 5 vols. 26x17 cm. Stitched.
£4,200.00
The ‘Jieziyuan Huazhuan’ (Mustard Seed Garden Painting Manual) is China’s best-known painting manual and was highly influential. It was first published in parts over a number of years and its bibliographic history is highly complex. The first edition of the first
part has a printed date of Kangxi 18 i.e 1679 (reproduced in this edition) but, as the manual became popular, it spawned many editions (at least twenty) that were reproduced in varying qualities and formats. The better earlier editions, which include this one, have
very fine multiblock, multicolour woodcut printing together with many black-and-white woodblock images.
This first part of the famous manual covers the art of painting trees, rocks, mountains, architecture, figures etc. All text in Chinese.
This copy does not correspond to any of the first three dated editions: Kangxi 1679, Qianlong 1782 or the Jiaqing 1800. However,
it has none of the publisher names associated with later known 19th century editions. There exist earlier woodblock printed editions
including reference in ‘Sibu Zonglu Yishu Bian’ to an undated Qianlong edition which we have not been able to examine and compare.
Given the age and feel of this work, and the fact that it is a good impression with subtle colours to the coloured woodblock images,
we believe this is most likely to be an indeterminate late 18th century or, at the very latest, early 19th century edition.
Rare and of great interest.
Generally in good condition. Some foxing, at times heavy, as is usual. A copy that has obviously been well cared for, with protected
title page and lined folded leaves.
REFERENCES:
Visible Traces: p. 79
Wood: Chinese Illustration. pp. 66-68.
Chiu: The Chieh Tzu Yuan Hua Chuan (Archives Chinese Art Society of America Vol. v 1951 pp. 55-69.)
Ding Fubao ‘Sibu Zonglu Yishu Bian’, shang, no. 39; xia, no. 838 et seq.
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263 Wang Jiapeng & Zong Xusheng ed: XIZANG NATANG SI BANHUA YIZHEN. (Woodblock Prints from Natang
Temple in Tibet). 西藏納唐寺版畫遺珍 。 王家鵬、 宗緒盛 編著. Beijing, 2011. 148 pp. Numerous b/w text
illustrations. 28x21 cm. Stitched.
£35.00
Illustrates and discusses Tibetan Buddhist woodblock prints produced at Natang Si (Tibetan name not stated) in Tibet. The temple was
a centre of printing. A broad selection of prints are shown in black-and-white . Informative text in Chinese accompanies.

264 Wang Shucun: PAPER JOSS. Deity Worship Through Folk Prints. Beijing, 1992. 192 pp. 200 coloured illustrations.
26x23 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
265 Wang Shucun comp: ZHONGGUO MINJIAN NIANHUA SHI TULU. (Illustrated History of Chinese Woodcut
Prints). 中國民間年畫史圖录. Beijing, 1991. 41, [11], 1-434; [14], 438-841 pp. 872 b/w plates. 2 vols. 27x20 cm.
Cloth.
£25.00
From Han dynasty line drawings and rubbings to modern Tibetan popular prints, this fully-captioned reference work presents a comprehensive visual history of the Chinese woodcut print, a fantastically varied art form, unjustly neglected in the West. Well illustrated.
In Chinese.

266 Wang Shucun ed: GUAN GONG BAI TU. (A Hundred Images of Guan Gong). 關公百圖. Guangzhou, 1996. 116
pp. Illustrations throughout. 25x26 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Depictions of the Three Kingdoms hero Guan Gong whose legends and deeds have provided inspiration for prints, storytellers, literature, opera and plays. The pictures are primarily woodcuts and new year prints. In Chinese only.

267 Wang Shuhe: MAI JING. (Classic of the Vessels). 脉經 。 王叔和 撰. Beijing, 1996. 10 juan in 2 ce. 2 vols.
27x17 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£35.00
Facsimile reprint of a classic Chinese medical text, concentrating on the ‘mai’ or vessels which carry vital energies throughout the body.
Chinese only.

268 Wang Yuanqi et al: WANSHOU SHENGDIAN TU. (Illustrations of a Glorious Celebration of Long Life). 萬壽
盛典圖 。 王原祁 等 繪. Beijing, 2010. 43, 43, 35, 40 folded leaves. Full page b/w illustrations throughout. 4
vols. 32x21 cm. Stitched, brocade case.
£300.00
A fine high quality and very clear facsimile of the famous illustrated Qing work Wanshou Shengdian commissioned and published in
1717 to commemorate the 60th birthday of the Kangxi Emperor. The work is also known as ‘The Panorama of Peking’ The illustrations are taken from work by the Qing court painter Wang Yuanqi and others. The hundreds of illustrations progress through the city
of Beijing and the numerous celebrations underway. Shows in huge detail, and with much variety, scenes of everyday life, professions
and pastimes as well as the celebrations and parades. Imperial palaces and temples are seen as well as small hutongs and houses. Full
page illustrations throughout each volume. Done in a very limited edition of 200 copies. Introductory texts in Chinese. Out-of-print
and hard to find.

269 Wang Zhideng comp: WUSAO JI. (A Collection of Songs from Wu). 吳騷集 。 王稚登 選編. Beijing, 2017. 2,
364 pp. 51 full page b/w illustrations. 25x17 cm. Decorative cloth.
£30.00
Facsimile of the woodblock-printed illustrated work Wusao Ji produced in the 42nd year of the reign of the Ming dynasty Wanli emperor (1614 AD). An illustrated collection compiled by the Suzhou poet and calligrapher, Wang Zhideng. The illustrations highly regarded in terms of design and execution. The facsimile in a reduced format and done from the copy held in the National Library of
China. In Chinese.

270 Weixian Nianhua Yanjiusuo ed: WEIFANG YANGJIABU MUBAN NIANHUA — QUANSE GAOXUAN
BIAN. (Selected New Year Prints from Yangjiabu). 濰坊楊家埠木版年畫 － 全色稿選編. Qingdao, 1983. 27
folded leaves, Chinese-style. Original colour woodblock prints. 28x19 cm. Stitched, dark blue covers. £250.00
Recut traditional New Year’s images prepared by the Weixian Institute of New Year’s Prints. Each of the original woodblock prints,
from the well-known Yangjiabu repertoire, is reproduced in full colour. Cover title: Yangjiabu Nianhua Xuan — Seban. Text in Chinese.

271 Wen Kang: HUITU PINGDIAN ERNU YINGXIONG CHUAN. (An Illustrated Edition of Tales of Heroic Sons
and Daughters with Commentaries). 繪圖評點兒女英雄傳。文康 著. Shanghai, 1892. Various paginations. 80 full
page b/w lithographic illustrations. 8 vols. 16x11 cm. Stitched, new cloth case.
£1,700.00
Wen Kang — late Qing dynasty novelist — wrote this well-known tale of chivalry and romance during the Daoguang reign. The work
is also known as ‘The Gallant Maid’. By the end of the Qing dynasty, there was a distinct genre of gallant fiction, of which this is one
of the most famous examples. The work contains a total of 40 chapters, each chapter illustrated with two full page lithographic illustrations with exquisite detail. This appears to be the first lithographic edition of the work as far as we can ascertain. Produced by the
Shanghai Shuju publishing house in Shanghai. All text in Chinese. Very rare.

272 Weng Lianxi: QINGDAI GONGTING BANHUA. (Prints from the Qing Court). 清代宮廷版畫 。 翁連溪 編著
. Beijing, 2001. 294 pp. 31 pp. text, 26 pp. captions, 260 pp. b/w illustrations 26x18 cm. Paper.
£30.00
With good reproductions of examples from 32 illustrated woodblock printed books and ten copperplate prints all produced by and for
the Qing court, along with introductory text and detailed captions, this is a useful reference. In Chinese only.

273 Weng Lianxi: QINGDAI NEIFU KESHU TULU. (Illustrated Catalogue of Books Produced in the Qing Imperial
Workshops). 清代內府刻書圖錄 。 翁連溪 編著. Beijing, 2004. 254, 69, 66, 10 pp. Major section of pages is
colour all colour plates. Index. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£100.00
Very well illustrated catalogue of books — chiefly woodblock printed but also some multiblock, moveable-type and other forms of
printing — produced within the confines of the Qing period imperial palaces. Apart from the fine plates, this work also includes a scholarly 69-page overview, a catalogue per se, and an index of titles. In Chinese.

274 Wood, Frances: CHINESE ILLUSTRATION. London, 1985. 80 pp. 79 plates and illustrations, 29 in colour.
Bibliography. 24x18 cm. Paper.
£10.00
A well-illustrated and comprehensive introduction to the history of Chinese illustration. Based primarily on the collections of the
British Library where Dr. Wood headed the Chinese section.
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275 Wu Changshou and Tao Xiang comp: YINGKAN SONG JIN YUAN MING BEN CI. (Collected Recuttings of
Song, Jin, Yuan and Ming Editions of ‘Ci’ Poetry). 影刊宋金元明本詞. Shanghai, 1989. 1120 pp. Plus 227 pp.
index to titles of all lyrics, giving first lines and authors. 27x20 cm. Boards.
£100.00
This is a modern, reduced facsimile reprint of an important collection of facsimiles based on fine early editions, compiled and published after many years’ work by the important early Republican bibliophiles and scholars, Wu Changshou (1867-1924) and Tao Xiang
(1870-1939). In Chinese.

276 Wu Wenbing: QUANBI TUSHUO. (Numismatics Illustrated and Explicated). 泉幣圖說 。 吳文炳 編. Beijing,
1996. 6 juan in 2 ce. Numerous b/w diagrammatic illustrations of knife-shaped and other Chinese coinage. 2 vols.
26x16 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£30.00
Facsimile reprint of an illustrated work on ancient Chinese coinage. The original was issued in 1800. Chinese only.

277 Xie Changyi: SHANDONG MINJIAN NIANHUA. Shandong Folk New Year Pictures. 山東民間年畫. Ji’nan,
1993. [18] pp. text, 120 pp. colour plates, 23 pp. captions. Text in Chinese and English. 26x25 cm. Cloth. £40.00
Good reproduction of the New Years Prints which are traditional in Shandong. Most of the prints illustrated are from the workshops
of Yanjiabu and Pingdu.

278 Xin Boban: XIN BO BANHUA JI. (Collection of Prints by Xin Bo). 新波版畫集. Beijing, 1978. ix, 121 pp. 138
illustrations. 36x26 cm. Half-cloth.
£25.00
Illustrates a collection of woodblocks with revolutionary themes. Chinese text.

279 XINJIANG TUZHI: XINJIANG QUANSHENG YUDI TU. (Maps of the Entire Province of Xinjiang). 新疆圖
志 ： 新疆全省輿地圖. Shanghai, 2017. 2 folding explanatory sheets and 59 folding maps of areas of Xinjiang
province. 26x19 cm. Loose in a card folder.
£150.00
Facsimile reproduction of the 1924 reissue by the East Asia Institute of a set of maps of Xinjiang province, the Chinese part of the Silk
Road. First compiled at the very end of the Qing dynasty in 1909, the first year of the reign of the Xuantong emperor, Pu Yi, the Last
Emperor. Comprises an introductory sheet, a sheet listing the maps, a large map of the entire province of Xinjiang, four maps of the
four quarters of Xinjiang and 54 maps of the regions, prefectures etc. of the province. The map of the entire province measures 65x69
cm, all the other maps are on sheets measuring 37x41 cm. The maps show a good amount of geographical detail plus roads, tracks,
towns and villages, some historical sites and electricity lines. This set of maps was probably produced by the Chinese government as,
at the very end of the Qing dynasty, Xinjiang was starting to become problematic due to increasing unrest and increasing involvement
in ‘The Great Game’ between the British and Russian empires. The 1924 reissue was probably for much the same reasons. A fascinating
compilation. All text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.

280 Yan Li ed: TAOHUAWU MUKE NIANHUA. (Taohuawu Woodcut New Year Prints). 桃花塢木刻年畫 。 閻立
主編. Suzhou, 2006. 130 pp. Full page colour illustrations throughout. 38x34 cm. Stitched.
£120.00
Large format and well-illustrated work on the new year print (nianhua) tradition of Taohuawu near Suzhou in China. Foreword and
introduction in English. Main text in Chinese.

281 YANGJIABU MUBAN NIANHUA. (New Year Woodcuts from Yangjiabu). 楊家埠木版年畫. N.p., n.d. 16 actual
b/w woodblock prints. One foldout. 40x28 cm. Paper.
£700.00
A compilation of 16 original black-and-white Chinese propaganda woodblock prints, the majority with captions and slogans. The
prints come from the famous centre of Chinese woodblock printing, Yangjiabu, located near the town of Weifang in China’s Shandong
province. A certain naivety and simplicity and not done to the highest of standards, in keeping with regional centres of woodblock printing which often specialized in nianhua (New Year prints). No date but probably early 1980s. All text in Chinese

282 YANGJIABU NIANHUA. Yangjiabu New Year Pictures. 楊家埠年畫. Beijing, 1990. 17, 53 pp. of text. 134
colour plates. 26x19 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Amply illustrated monograph on the New Year’s woodcuts from Yangjiabu. Introduction and detailed captions translated into English.
Main text in Chinese. A useful work on the subject.

283 Yangliuqing Huadian: HONGLOUMENG. (The Dream of the Red Chamber). 紅樓夢. Tianjin, n.d. (c.2001). 8
original colour woodblock prints opposite 8 printed calligraphic inscriptions. 34x46 cm. Accordion bound in brocade
boards and brocade case.
£250.00
Fine prints produced in Yangliuqing near Tianjin and continuing its long-standing tradition of excellence in this form of colour woodblock printing. The images are scenes from the famous early novel by Cao Xueqin.

284 Yangzhou Guji Shudian ed: MINGDAI BANKE ZONGLU. (A Record of Ming Dynasty Woodblock Printing).
明代版刻綜錄 。 杜信孚 纂輯； 周光培、 蔣孝達 參校. Yangzhou, 1983. Various in 8 ce. 8 vols. 28x17 cm.
Paper, Chinese cloth case.
£160.00
Covers works produced, studio and library names etc. In Chinese only. Out-of-print. A scarce reference.

285 Yu Xuanji: TANG NULANG YU XUANJI SHIJI. (The Poems of Yu Xuanji, a Female Poet of the Tang Period).
唐女郎魚玄機詩集. Beijing, 1999. 24 openings of colour reproductions, 8 pp. text booklet. Frontispiece portrait.
33x21 cm. Accordion-style, between wooden boards (front cover with carved title), cloth case.
£160.00
Wonderful facsimile of a fine Song period edition of the poems of Yu Xuanji (844-868), one of China’s best-known female poets. She
became the concubine of an official in the capital, Chang’an and, after being tortured by his wife, left to become a Daoist nun, entertaining scholars and gentleman in her chambers. According to one account, she was executed at the age of 24 for the murder of her
maid, whom she suspected of carrying on with one of her gentleman callers. In this facsimile the printed text is fully reproduced in colour
— an excellent example of Song printing and book design — along with many colophons by famous collectors and connoisseurs. There
is a finely painted portrait of the poet prefaced to the album, also reproduced. A detailed account of the book, this copy’s provenance
and its literary context is provided in a separate eight-page booklet with text by Li Zhizhong of the Beijing Library, where the original is now held. In Chinese only.
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286 Yun Zhigao comp: LIAOHUAITANG QINPU. (The Liaohuaitang Zither Manual). 蓼懷堂琴譜 。 雲志高 編訂
. Zhongguo Gudai Qinpu Congkan. Beijing, 2005. Various pagings of folded leaves, Chinese-style. 4 vols. 26x16
cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£50.00
Facsimile edition of an important Qing period Qinpu, produced in a series designed to make this material more widely available. Introduced by a preface giving context and justification for the series and a separate introduction to this particular manual. In Chinese.

287 Zhang Chushu & Zhang Xuchu comp: WUSAO HEBIAN. (Illustrated Version of ‘The Combined Edition of the
Songs of Wu’). 吳騷合編 。 張楚叔 長旭初 撰編. Beijing, 2017. 2, 827 pp. 34 full page b/w illustrations. 2 vols.
25x17 cm. Decorative cloth.
£65.00
Facsimile reprint of a lengthy work with 34 fine full page black-and-white woodblock illustrations. First produced at the end of the
Ming dynasty in the 10th year of the Chongzhen reign of the Ming dynasty (1637 AD). The facsimile done from the copy held in the
National Library of China and in a reduced format. In Chinese.

288 Zhang Daoyi: MINJIAN MU BANHUA. (Folk Woodcuts). 民間木版畫. Jiangsu Minjian Meishu Congshu.
Nanjing, 1990. 238 pp. 285 illustrations. including 42 in colour. 19x18 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Chiefly a collection of illustrations of popular woodcuts and new year’s prints concentrating on those made and collected in Jiangsu.
Brief introduction and short descriptive captions.

289 Zhang Ding: XIN ZHONGGUO DE ERTONG. (The Children of New China). 新中國的兒童 。 張仃 作 （北
京）. Beijing, n.d. (early 1950s) Colour woodblock print. 24x34 cm. Loose print.
£800.00
Five children of the new China, suitably armed and intent in their purpose, drive out two ‘imperialist running dogs’, one American
and one Japanese. Given that one of the children is astride the island of Taiwan, there may also be the message of liberating Taiwan.
The title of the print, the artist and Beijing are printed on the bottom blank margin of the print as per the characters given above.
Rare.
Illustrated in Wang: Zhang Cai Tie Hong pp. 308-9.

290 Zhang Shenzhi ed: ZHANG SHENZHI ZHENG BEI XIXIANG MIBEN. Zhang Shengzhi’s Edition of the
‘Romance of the Western Chamber’. 張深之正北西廂秘本. Hangzhou, 1993. 64, 67 folded leaves. 11 pp.
woodblock illustrations, one page double-spread. 2 vols. 27x17 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£50.00
Zhang Shenzhi’s edition of Xixiangji, perhaps the most famous Yuan period drama. Facsimile of a Ming/early Qing edition held by the
Zhejiang Museum in Hangzhou, with eleven pages of woodcuts based on designs by Chen Hongshou. In Chinese only.

291 Zhang Xi comp: CAI BI QING CI. (Sentimental Lyrics from a Coloured Brush). 彩筆情辭 。 張栩 撰. Beijing,
2017. 2, 937 pp. 18 full page b/w woodblock illustrations. 3 vols. 25x17 cm. Decorative cloth.
£70.00
Facsimile of a late Ming illustrated edition of a selection of literary works and poetry produced in the fourth year of the reign of the
Tianqi emperor (1624 AD). Eight very delicate and fine full page woodblock illustrations. The facsimile in reduced format and from
the copy held in the National Library of China. In Chinese.

292 Zhang Xiumin: ZHONGGUO YINSHUASHU DE FAMING JIQI YINGXIANG. (The Chinese Invention of
Printing and its Influence). 中國印刷術的發明及其影響 。 張秀民 著. Beijing, 1978. 3, 3, 208 pp. 24 pp. of b/w
plates. Tables, one folding. Bibliography. 21x14 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Second edition of a work first issued in 1958. In Chinese.

293 Zhang Ye: YANGFENG GUSU BAN YANJIU. The Study of Western-influenced Gusu Prints. 洋風姑蘇版研究
。 張燁 著. Beijing, 2012. xxiv, 306 pp. 207 colour and (predominantly) b/w text illustrations, a number full page.
25x19 cm. Wrappers.
£60.00
A welcome and detailed study on the fascinating, enigmatic and beautiful ‘Suzhou prints’ — woodblock prints produced in the Chinese city of Suzhou in the Ming and Qing dynasties. Well-illustrated with numerous examples. Brief introduction in English. Main text
in Chinese. Out-of-print and now hard to find.

294 Zhang Zhaoxiang: BAIHUASHI JIANPU. (The ‘One Hundred Flower Poems’ Letter Papers). 文美齋百華詩箋
譜 。 張兆祥 繪. Beijing, 2012. 53; 51 folded leaves, Chinese-style. reproductions of colour woodcuts throughout.
2 vols. 30x19 cm. Stitched, in a brocade case.
£180.00
Excellent facsimile of an edition of decorative ‘letter papers’ first issued in 1911. Beautiful illustrations from designs by Zhang Zhaoxiang. All text in Chinese.
See: Visible Traces: Item 23, pp. 97-100. Zhongguo Meishu Quanji: Huihua Bian 20: Banhua: Item 210, p. 218 and p. 76.

295 Zhang Zhaoxiang: BAIHUASHI JIANPU. (The ‘One Hundred Flower Poems’ Letter Papers). 文美齋百華詩箋
譜 。 張兆祥 繪. Beijing, 2014. 1, 6, 4, 200 pp. 100 full page colour illustrations — reproductions of colour
woodcuts. 30x19 cm. Wrappers.
£40.00
Decent facsimile of an edition of decorative ‘letter papers’ first issued in 1911. Done to the original size. Beautiful illustrations of flowers from designs by Zhang Zhaoxiang. All text in Chinese. Out-of-print.
See: Visible Traces: Item 23, pp. 97-100. Zhongguo Meishu Quanji: Huihua Bian 20: Banhua: Item 210, p. 218 and p. 76.

296 Zhao Chongzuo comp: HUA JIAN JI. (A Collection amidst the Flowers). 花間集 。 趙崇祚 集. Beijing, 2015.
54; 51 folded leaves. 2 vols. 33x22 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£90.00
Finely-produced facsimile of a work originally compiled in the Five Dynasties period in China. This work is a facsimile of a facsimile. The earlier facsimile dates from 1893 and was done from perhaps the only extant copy of the Song original. In Chinese.

297 Zhao Zhibi ed: PINGSHAN TANG TU ZHI. (Illustrated Annals of the Hall at Peaceful Mountain). 平山堂圖志
。 趙之壁 編. Beijing, 2011. Various paginations of folded leaves. Introductory juan and 10 juan. 66 double page
b/w woodblock illustrations in volume one. 4 vols. 29x19 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£300.00
Excellent facsimile of a work dating from the Qianlong reign of the Qing dynasty. Reproduced to the original size and showing all the
detail present in the fine illustrations of the original work. Pingshan Tang was located in the scenic Yangzhou area near the Yangzi
river. This work shows and describes many fine views in the area in 66 double page black-and-white woodblock illustrations. All text
in Chinese. Out-of-print and now scarce.
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298 ZHONGGUO BANHUA QUANJI. (A Compendium of Chinese Woodblock Prints). 中國版畫全集. Zhongguo
Meishu Fenlei Quanji. Beijing, 2012. c. 400 pp. per volume. Over 200 pp. full page colour and b/w plates to each
volume. B/w text illustrations. 3 foldouts in volume 6. 6 vols. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£450.00
A very good and useful six-volume representative survey of Chinese woodblock printing across the centuries.
Comprises:
Vol. 1: Buddhist Prints: From the Tang through to the Qing. Includes Dunhuang material.
Vol. 2: Folk Prints: Mostly Qing dynasty material with a few earlier examples. A wide variety.
Vol. 3: Painting Manuals: Focuses on two famous painting manuals — the Ming dynasty ‘Shizhuzhai Hua Pu’ (44 colour images)
and early Qing dynasty ‘Jiezi Yuan Hua Zhuan’ (177 colour and black-and-white images).
Vol. 4: Ming Dynasty Woodblock Prints: Surveys one of the finest periods of woodblock printing in China, showing a wide variety of
material.
Vol. 5: Qing Dynasty Prints: Shows a broad and interesting selection in over 300 images.
Vol. 6: Qing Dynasty Palace Prints: Focuses on imperially-commissioned works printed in Wuying Dian in the Forbidden City in
Beijing. Includes, amongst much else, the Gengzhi Tu and copperplate engravings.
The prints illustrated throughout the series come primarily from major museum and library collections in China plus some material
from collections abroad.
Each volume copiously illustrated throughout with colour and black-and-white plates. Good descriptions. All text in Chinese.

299 ZHONGGUO MEISHUGUAN CANG GEMING LISHI TICAI YOUXIU MEISHU ZUOPIN XUAN.
(Selection of Fine Works of Art on Themes from Revolutionary History Collected in the National Gallery of China).
中國美術館藏革命歷史題材優秀美術作品選. Changsha, 2001. 12, 157, 18 pp. Including 157 pp. of colour plates.
38x27 cm. Cloth.
£55.00
Impressive collection of revolutionary visual art put together as a celebration of the 80th anniversary of the Chinese Communist Party.
Contains reproductions of many of the most important paintings of this genre along with an almost equal number of characteristic woodcuts and a few sculptures. Detailed descriptions of the paintings are also given. In Chinese only.

300 Zhou Aimin: YAN’AN MUKE YISHU YANJIU. The Art of Yan’an Woodcuts: (Research into Woodblock Prints
from Yan’an). 延安木刻藝術研究 。 周愛民 著. Shijiazhuang, 2009. 231 pp. B/w illustrations throughout. 26x19
cm. Wrappers.
£25.00
A good survey of the subject assisted by numerous text illustrations both of Yan’an at the time and of woodblock prints produced there.
Text in Chinese.

301 Zhou Wu et al: JIAN’AN GU BANHUA. (Old Woodblock Prints from Jian’an). 建安古版畫 。 周蕪 等 編著.
Fuzhou, 1999. 494 pp. B/w illustrations throughout. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
A broad survey of the woodblock print tradition at Jian’an in Fujian province — a tradition that started in the Song dynasty. This volume shows a large number of Jian’an woodblock prints from the Song dynasty onwards. Copiously illustrated. Text in Chinese.

302 Zhu Suchen ed: QINLOU YUE. (An Illustrated Edition of the Chuanqi Drama Qinlou Yue). 秦樓月 。 朱素臣 編
. Beijing, 2017. 3, 362 pp. 7 fullpage b/w illustrations. 26x17 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
Facsimile reprint of a Qing dynasty Kangxi edition of this chuanqi drama popular in the Ming dynasty. Illustrated with seven fine full
page black-and-white woodblock illustrations. The facsimile in a reduced format and done from the copy held in the National Library
of China. In Chinese.

303 Zhu Yuanliang et al ed: QINGLOU YUNYU. (Charming Words from the Pure Mansion). 青樓韻語 。 朱元亮 等
編. Beijing, 2017. 2, 325 pp. 24 full page b/w illustrations. 25x17 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
Reduced-size facsimile edition of a late Ming dynasty illustrated work produced during the Wanli reign. 24 exquisite full page woodblock illustrations. From the copy held in the National Library of China. In Chinese.

304 Zuo Hanzhong & Luo Haibo: HU XIANG MUKE BANHUA. (Woodblock Prints from the Provinces of Hubei and
Hunan). 湖湘木刻版畫 。 左漢中、 羅海波 著. Changsha, 2007 6, 1, 3, 294 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations
throughout. 23x15 cm. Boards.
£30.00
A good illustrated survey of the tradition of Chinese woodblock prints, including many New Year prints, from China’s Hubei and
Hunan provinces. The prints shown date from the late Qing onwards. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. Text in Chinese.

FROM OUR STOCK
305 Akisato Rito: SHINSEN NIWATSUKURI DEN: TSUKIYAMA SANSHUI
ISHIGUMI SONOO YAEGAKI. (Newly Compiled Account of the Creation of
Gardens). 新撰庭作傳 。 秋里大人 原著. Osaka, 1894. 31; 33; 22 (this last set is
‘page-numbered’ 1-44) folded leaves. First two volumes illustrated throughout in b/w
woodcuts. 3 vols. 23x19 cm. Stitched.
£500.00
Volumes 2-4 of 4. A finely illustrated book on Japanese gardens. Vol. 2, with the character for ‘bird’
on its book label contains illustrations of the elements of gardening with annotations.; Vol. 3, with
the character for ‘wind’ on its label contains illustrations of complete garden layouts; Vol. 4 is text.
In Japanese. Rare. In good condition, with some minor foxing. Priced with respect to the missing volume.

306 Andreyev, Alexandre ed: TIBET IN THE EARLIEST PHOTOGRAPHS BY RUSSIAN TRAVELLERS 19001901. New Delhi, 2013. 201 pp. 50 pp. full page b/w plates. B/w text illustrations. 22x28 cm. Cloth.
£75.00
Presents a unique collection of 50 black-and-white photographs taken by two Russian travellers in Tibet in 1900-1901 at the request
of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society. The images are believed to include the earliest photographs of Lhasa and other famous
religious sites of Tibet. An interesting text accompanies, detailing the journeys of the two travellers, Tsybikov and Norzunov.
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307 Army Security Agency: SUPPLEMENTARY CHINESE-ENGLISH DICTIONARY. SP-V First edition.
Washington, D.C. 1946. 89 pp. 27x20 cm. Paper.
£95.00
Printed, on the cover, ‘CONFIDENTIAL’ and stamped, in red, on the title page with the serial number ‘00016’ this is a fascinating lexicographic curiosity with links to post-war cryptography and western attempts to grapple with the Chinese language at times when
this was crucial. The ‘General Dictionary’ is arranged by Wade-Giles (not without errors) and by ‘Ming (telegraphic) Numbers’. ‘New
terms used in the Chinese version of the United Nations charter have also been included.’ And there are lists of ‘Numerary adjuncts’
and of ‘the larger Chinese railroads’. A few entries from the General Dictionary: ‘cipher, secret code’, ‘to rage (used only in connection with the plague)’, ‘power politics’, ‘heavy mortar’, ‘hunger strike’, etc. In very good condition.

308 Necipoglu, Gülru ed: ARS ORIENTALIS VOLUME 23. Ann Arbor, 1993. 342 pp. 207 illustrations. 28x22 cm.
Paper.
£15.00
This issue is a special one entirely dedicated to Pre-Modern Islamic Palaces, with contributions by various scholars.

309 ART AND ARTIFICE. Japanese Photographs of the Meiji Era. Boston, 2004. 96 pp. 136 illustrations, 96 in colour.
25x20 cm. Paper.
£15.00
A brief, elegant introduction to Meiji-era photographs and to the world in which they flourished, with three essays on the social function of the images, on transpacific travel at the turn of the century, and on the personal stories of those who collected the photographs.

310 ART DE L’EXTREME ORIENT. Bouddhas en bois, bronze et cuivre, lacques — bronzes — kakemonos —
midzou-ires — tsubas — netsukes ceramiques de l’epoque “ming”. Amsterdam, 1923. 14 pp. Plus 5 pp. b/w plates
and 1 b/w foldout plate. 32x24 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Details the collection of an amateur sold in Amsterdam in December 1923.

311 Art Museum, Chinese University HK: JINYAO FENGHUA: MENGDIE XUAN CANG ZHONGGUO GUDAI
JIN SHI. Radiant Legacy: Ancient Chinese Gold from the Mengdiexuan Collection. 金曜風華 ： 夢蝶軒藏中國
古代金飾. Hong Kong, 2013. 195; 228; 284 pp. Full page colour plates and colour text plates throughout all 3
volumes. 3 vols. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£750.00
Large three-volume catalogue of an exhibition at the Art Museum, Chinese University of Hong Kong, showing superb ancient Chinese
gold artefacts from the privately-held Mengdie Xuan Collection. A total of approximately 300 gold ornaments from China and Eurasia dating from c.1500 BC through to the 17th century AD. Includes an extensive amount of material from the Tang dynasty, a good
showing from the Song and Liao periods and finishing with Ming dynasty objects, primarily jewellery. The collection is also notable
for the large amount of early gold objects relating to the nomad cultures of the Eurasian steppes. Illustrated throughout with full page
colour plates. Dual texts in Chinese and English, including all introductory essays and detailed captions. A notable addition to the literature on the subject. Out-of-print and hard to obtain.

312 Asahi Shinbun: SHIN MANSHUKOKU YORAN: SHASHIN TO KAISETSU. (An Illustrated and Explanatory
Guide to the New Manchukuo). 新滿洲國。寫真之解說. Tokyo, n.d. (1932). 66 pp. B/w photographs throughout.
Double page bird’s-eye view map (with one vertical tear). 19x26 cm. Decorative wrappers.
£300.00
Special supplement issued by Asahi Shinbun on 15 May 1932 commemorating the recent establishment of Manchukuo on March 1st
of that year. Comprises an illustrated history of Japanese encroachment of north-east China and has much photography of the lavish
ceremonies establishing Manchukuo. Include images of Pu Yi the Last Emperor of China and puppet Emperor of Manchukuo. Also photography of the scenery, industry and agriculture of the region. The last section details the Shanghai Incident of 1932. All text in
Japanese. Interesting and rare. Some wear to covers but generally in good condition.

313 Aurora Art Museum: YUAN QINGHUA CI JIANSHANG. Appreciation of the Yuan Blue and White Porcelains.
元青花瓷鑑賞 。 宸旦藝術博物館. Taipei, 2013. 303 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x21 cm. Cloth. £120.00
Catalogue of selected Yuan dynasty blue-and-white Chinese ceramics in the collection of the privately-owned Aurora Art Museum in
Taipei. Illustrates 55 superb examples (meiping, dishes, vases, flasks and guan) in fullpage colour plates and with additional close-up
views of detail, decoration, bases and marks. List of contents and captions in English. Main texts and descriptions in Chinese.

314 Ball, J. Dyer: THINGS CHINESE. Hong Kong, 1982. 766 pp. Index. 21x13 cm. Cloth.

£20.00

First published in 1892 and reprinted many times in expanded editions. It is perhaps the best known dictionary or encyclopaedia of
Chinese culture, society and history to have established itself over the years.

315 Banerjee, Priyatosh: NEW LIGHT ON CENTRAL ASIAN ART AND ICONOGRAPHY. New Delhi, 1992.
xxxvi, 176 pp. and 36 pp. b/w plates. 25x18 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
A collection of research papers by Dr. Banerjee on central Asian art and iconography.

316 Barrett, Douglas et al: TOYO TOJI 8: ORIENTAL CERAMICS: THE WORLD’S GREAT COLLECTIONS
8: MUSEE GUIMET. Tokyo, 1977. pp. colour & b/w plates & illustrations. 37x27 cm. Cloth, slipcase. £110.00
Part of a series showing the finest museum collections of oriental ceramics. This volume shows a selection of the finest Chinese,
Japanese, Korean and other Asian ceramics in the Musée Guimet in Paris. This is the Japanese edition but with near dual texts in
Japanese and English. Nearly identical to the English deluxe edition.

317 Barry Davies Oriental Art: JAPANESE LACQUER: NAMBOKUCHO TO ZESHIN. The Collection of Mike
and Hiroko Dean. London, 2002. 304 pp. Colour plates throughout. 32x25 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
Catalogue of a sale exhibition of the fine Japanese lacquer collection of Michael and Hiroko Dean. The 116 pieces predominantly date
from the 17th to early 19th centuries. Excellent colour plates and a detailed text.

318 Béguin, Gilles: PEINTURES DU BOUDDHISME TIBÉTAINES. (Tibetan Buddhist Painting). Paris, 1995. 528
pp. 30 colour and 530 b/w illustrations. 5 maps. 27x21 cm. Paper.
£65.00
Catalogue of the 417 thangka held at the Musée des Arts Asiatiques-Guimet and in regional museums, with an explanatory text on the
divinities and people represented in the paintings. Text in French.
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319 Beijing Capital Museum: ZOUJIN WANLI CHAO: HUIWANG DA MING. Retrospect of Ming Dynasty:
Experiencing the Period of Wanli. 走近萬曆朝 ： 回望大明. Beijing, 2011. 213 pp. Colour plates throughout.
29x23 cm. Wrappers.
£75.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Capital Museum in Beijing examining the historical and cultural legacy of the lengthy Wanli reign
of the Ming dynasty from 1573-1620. The Wanli Emperor is best-known for being the occupant of the Dingling mausoleum at the Ming
Tombs outside Beijing. Numerous artefacts — from gold jewellery and ceramics to paintings and printed books are illustrated and discussed. Includes objects from his mausoleum. Introduction, list of contents and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.

320 Beijing Lu Xun Museum ed: LU XUN 1881-1936. 魯迅 1881-1936. Zhengzhou, 2008. 11, 2, 282, 29 pp. 282 pp.
colour and b/w plates. 31x23 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
A fine and detailed photographic history of the life and work of this towering intellectual figure of the early 20th century in China. From
his childhood through to a death mask, copiously-illustrated with photographs from Lu Xun’s life. Includes illustration of his work and
a number of woodblock prints, an industry which he much helped to revive. Includes illustration of many of the seals used by Lu Xun
throughout his career. In Chinese.

321 Beijing Museum of History ed: JINSE BAOCANG: XIZANG LISHI WENWU XUANCUI. (Golden Treasury:
A Selection of Cultural Relics from the History of Tibet). 金色寶藏 ： 西藏歷史文物選萃. Beijing, 2001. 327 pp.
Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Paper.
£70.00
A well-produced catalogue based on a fine exhibition held by the ‘Tibetan Museum’ within the National Museum of History in Beijing.
Splendid examples of: historical documents, thangkas, Buddhist statuary, Buddhist scriptures, ceramics, ritual objects, and items of
daily use are all illustrated and described, in Chinese only. Out-of print. Slight bumps to edges of front covers, otherwise fine.

322 Beijing Yishu Bowuguan ed: ZHONGGUO DING YAO. Ding Kiln of China. 中國定窯 。 北京藝術博物館 編
. Beijing, 2012. 20, 440 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x25 cm. Cloth.
£130.00
The Ding kilns are located near the city of Baoding in China’s Hebei province and are most famous for white-glazed wares produced
during the Song dynasty. This well-produced work shows the kilns’ output from the Tang through to the Jin dynasty, with the majority
of pieces being Song. A total of 215 examples are illustrated, comprising numerous examples of the white wares produced (many very
fine,) together with other glazed wares produced, and excavated, at the site. Includes reconstructed pieces. and sherds. Detailed essays accompany. Eight page introduction in English. Main text in Chinese.

323 Beijing Yishu Bowuguan ed: ZHONGGUO XING YAO. Xing Kiln of China. 中國刑窯 。 北京藝術博物館 編
. Beijing, 2012. 13, 419 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x25 cm. Cloth.
£160.00
The Xing kiln site is located in China’s Hebei province and is most famous for the white wares produced during the Tang dynasty when
the kiln was at its peak. This work illustrates numerous such pieces together with some earlier Sui pieces. Also examples of other
wares of various glazes and designs produced at the kiln from the Sui through to the Yuan dynasties. The majority of the pieces held
in museum collections in Hebei province. Illustrated throughout. Three page introduction in English. Main text in Chinese. A good contribution to the subject.

324 Benn, Charles: CHINA’S GOLDEN AGE. Everyday Life in the Tang Dynasty. Oxford, 2002. xxii, 317 pp. 23x16
cm. Paper.
£15.00
Covers history, society, house and garden, cities and urban life, food and feasts, leisure and entertainment — plus much more. A very
readable and informative account of life in China during one of its greatest dynasties.

325 Berry-Hill, Henry & Sidney: CHINNERY AND CHINA COAST PAINTINGS. Leigh-on-Sea, 1970. 64 pp. text.
1 colour plate, 142 illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£30.00
Limited edition of 600 copies. A complementary work to the author’s “George Chinnery, Artist of the China Coast”, with new illustrative material. A scarce work on Chinnery.

326 Beurdeley, Michel et al: CHINESE EROTIC ART. Hong Kong, 1983. xiii, 213 pp. 131 illustrations, 28 in colour.
Bibliography. 34x25 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
One of the best books on the subject. Reprint of the 1969 original.

327 Boyd, Julia: A DANCE WITH THE DRAGON. The Vanished World of Peking’s Foreign Colony. London, 2012.
xxiii, 263 pp. 32 b/w plates. 23x15 cm. Cloth.
£18.99
A study of the foreign community of Peking and their antics in the early 20th century which attracted and comprised an eclectic group
of many unusual and interesting individuals from Wallis Simpson to Bertrand Russell and Cecil Lewis. An excellent read.

328 Brauen, Martin ed: THE DALAI LAMAS: A VISUAL HISTORY. Chicago, 2005.
304 pp. 364 colour and b/w illustrations. 30x21 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
A history of all the Dalai Lamas. Essays contributed by 18 authors illuminate the institutions of reincarnation and enthronement of the Dalai Lamas, interregna, Panchen Lamas and relations with the
Chinese.

329 Bronstein, Léo: FIVE VARIATIONS ON THE THEME OF JAPANESE
PAINTING. Freeport, 1969. xvi, 373 pp. 160 plates and illustrations, some in colour.
28x18 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
‘A book by a modern man about the modern world, a book by an artist-scholar of great sensibility
... about a world of art and man which he has keyed to the uniqueness of Japan’. Ex-library copy with
stamps on spine and endpapers only.

330 Brown, Jeremy: DILEMMAS OF VICTORY. The Early Years of the People’s
Republic of China. London, 2007. xii, 462 pp. 24x16 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A detailed historical, cultural and social survey, comprising contributions by leading scholars in the
field, of the little-researched period from 1949-1953 when the Communist regime was consolidating
its power.
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331 Bryner, Edna: THIRTEEN TIBETAN TANKAS. Indian Hills, 1956. xxv, 153 pp. 15 plates, 1 colour frontispiece,
14 figures. 27x21 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
Thirteen thangkas from the City Art Museum of St Louis, depicting scenes from the Jataka Tales, or Buddhist Birth Stories.

332 Burland, C. A: THE EXOTIC WHITE MAN. an Alien in Asian and African art. New York, 1969. 140 pp. Colour
and b/w illustrations. 28x23 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
With material on the Portuguese in Asia, Japan etc.

333 Burton, William: PORCELAIN. Its Art and Manufacture. London, 1906. viii, 264 pp. 50 b/w illustrations. 23x15
cm. Cloth.
£25.00
General work on porcelain covering pieces from England, Spain, Italy, Russia, Japan, Belgium, Holland, France, China, Hungary, Denmark, Switzerland and Sweden.

334 Bushell, Raymond: THE INRO HANDBOOK. Studies of Netsuke, Inro, and Lacquer. Tokyo, 2002. 263 pp. 140
colour illustrations, 386 b/w illustrations of signatures, bibliography. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
A 2002 reprint of the 1979 classic text for the collector and enthusiast.

335 Bushell, Raymond: NETSUKE FAMILIAR AND UNFAMILIAR. New Principles for Collecting. Tokyo, 1975.
259 pp. 790 colour illustrations. Appendixes, bibliography and glossary-index. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
A well illustrated handbook with examples of netsuke and their signatures from over fifty different collections. First edition.

336 Bushell, Raymond: THE NETSUKE HANDBOOK OF UEDA REIKICHI. Tokyo, 1988. 325 pp. 226
illustrations. 24 in colour. Bibliography and index. 23x16 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
Profusely illustrated, this handbook is recognised as a definitive work in the field. With biographic entries of 1342 netsuke carvers. 14th
printing.

337 Cahill, James: AN INDEX TO EARLY CHINESE PAINTERS AND PAINTINGS. T’ang, Sung, and Yuan.
Berkeley, 1980. x, 391 pp. 26x18 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
An index in English of Chinese paintings arranged chronologically and by artist.

338 Fairbank, J. & Twitchett, D. ed: THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF CHINA VOLUME 10. Late Ch’ing 18001911, Part I. The Cambridge History of China. Cambridge, 1978. xvi, 713 pp. 15 maps, bibliography, index. 24x17
cm. Cloth.
£89.99
The first of two volumes, which traces political development and events until 1928, and examines economic trends in the period and
the rise of the new middle class.

339 Caro, Frank: SCULPTURE OF GANDHARA. New York, n.d. 1 pp. text, 19 plates, 1 loose page. 25x18 cm.
Paper.
£15.00
Sales catalogue of sculptures from Gandhara.

340 CATALOGO DOS MANUSCRITOS DE MACAU. (A Catalogue of Writings on Macau). Lisbon, 1964. 11, pp.
232-444 24x16 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Offprint from Boletim da Filmoteca Ultramarina Portuguesa. Catalogues the manuscripts on Macau held in the collection of Leal
Senado de Macau. In Portuguese.

341 Chambers, William: DESIGNS OF CHINESE BUILDINGS, FURNITURE, DRESSES, MACHINES AND
UTENSILS. New York, 1968. 8, 19 pp. text plus 2 pp. b/w illustrations & drawings. 34x25 cm. Boards. £200.00
Sir William Chambers (1726-1796) made three voyages to the East in the service of the Swedish East India Company, gaining a reputation in Sweden as an accomplished sinologist.
In 1749, he returned from Canton on board the Hoppet, with material for the preparation of this volume. It was Chambers’ first book,
and the first attempt, according to John Harris, to present Chinese architecture as a ‘subject worthy of the kind of serious study formerly reserved for western antiquity.’
Chambers’ travels in China were restricted to the neighbourhood of Canton, where he believed the buildings to be representative of
the national taste and practice. His book is now a quite invaluable record as so many of the buildings no longer exist, largely being
ephemeral garden structures.
The publication of the book was hugely influential and gave a tremendous impetus to the chinoiserie style. The French issue of the
work was an expedient move as the Chinese taste was about to take hold on the Continent, with Le Rouge pirating the plates for his
work ‘Jardins Anglois-Chinois et Jardins de la Mode’, 1770-89. Hard-to-find faithful facsimile of the rare 1757 English edition.

342 (Chavannes, Edouard): ZHONGGUO WENHUA SHIJI: BEI ZHONGGUO KAOGU TULU. (The Cultural
Relics of China: Mission Archeologique dans la Chine Septentrionale). 中國文化史蹟 ： 北中國考古圖彔.
Hangzhou, 2018. 1, 571 pp. 1 pp. introductory text in Chinese, 571 pp. b/w plates. 2 vols. 29x21 cm. Cloth.
£170.00
Reduced-format facsimile of an extremely rare work, the 1909 two-volume compilation of plates illustrating the finds made by Chavannes from his seminal work ‘ Mission Archeologique dans la Chine Septentrionale’, comprehensively covering archaeological and
historical sites throughout northern China. One page of introductory text in Chinese and then a full and complete reproduction of the
two volumes of plates of Chavannes’ work with captions in French. The two smaller volumes of text are not included.

343 Chaves, Jonathan: SINGING OF THE SOURCE. Nature and God in the Poetry of the Chinese Painter Wu Li.
SHAPS Library of Translations series. Honolulu, 1993. 226 pp. Illustrations. Cloth.
£20.00
Chaves has presented us with an unfamiliar but attractive aspect of Wu Li’s art.

344 Chen Deyun: GUJIN RENWU BIEMING SUOYIN. (Synonymy of Names of Distinguished Chinese, Ancient
and Modern). 古今人物別名索引 。 陳德芸 編. Beijing, 2010. 61, 625 pp. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
Lists the fancy, study, pen and other alternative names that are often used in Chinese literature and culture instead of the ordinary names
of the person referred to. New reprint of Canton 1937 edition. T&B 3:188. Useful and scarce reference. In Chinese.
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345 Chen Fengjiu ed: DANYANG TONGJING QINGCI BOWUGUAN: QINGCI ZHAI. (The Danyang Bronze
Mirror and Celadon Museum: The Celadon Studio). 丹陽銅鏡青瓷博物館 ： 青瓷齋 。 陳鳳九 主編. Beijing,
2007. 14, 186 pp. 257 colour plates throughout. 30x23 cm. Boards.
£45.00
Catalogue of fine celadons in the collection of what is said to be one of the most significant privately-endowed museums in Danyang,
Jiangsu province. 257 examples are illustrated in good colour plates. The earliest pieces shown are Three Kingdoms period and the
latest Song, especially Northern Song. In Chinese only. A good visual and study reference.

346 Chen Wenzeng ed: ZHONGGUO DING YAO. (China’s Ding Kiln). 中國定窯 。 陳文增 主編. Shijiazhuang,
2014. 379; 327 pp. 240 pp. colour plates and numerous colour text plates. 2 vols. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£250.00
Large two-volume work exploring the history and output of China’s famous Ding kiln, famous for its white wares. Illustrated with superb examples from museums in mainland China and Taiwan dating from the Five Dynasties and Northern and Southern Song dynasties
when the kiln was at the peak of its achievement. A broad selection of sherds excavated at the kiln site are also shown, plus (and perhaps usefully) fine contemporary examples of products from the Ding kilns, many in the style of older pieces. All text in Chinese. Hard
to obtain.

347 Chen Xianxing et al. ed: ZHONGGUO GUJI GAO CHAO JIAO BEN TULU. (An Illustrated Catalogue of Old
Chinese Manuscripts, Hand-copied Books and Annotated Texts). 中國古籍稿鈔校本圖錄 。 陳先行 等 編著.
Shanghai, 2000. 21, 244; 245-624; 625-930, 54 pp. At least one and often more colour plates per item (see
description for numbers of items). 3 vols. 29x22 cm. Cloth, in a cloth case.
£400.00
An excellent, well-illustrated three-volume catalogue of some of the most interesting rarities in Chinese bibliography. All the items discussed are types of manuscript editions; each volume of the catalogue is devoted to a particular category. The first and third categories
correspond to similar Western examples: manuscripts ‘per se’ and hand-annotated editions of (chiefly) printed books — both categories
may be valuable not only for any intrinsic interest or rarity of the text, but also for the association of the author of the manuscript or
the manuscript notations. The second category is less familiar in the West. Due to the nature of the Chinese script, and the relative expense of reprinting texts for which the woodcut blocks are lost, the practice of making manuscript copies of entire books was much
more common and persistent than in the West. Whereas we associate the ‘scriptoria’ of monasteries with the middle ages, in China individual scholars are, to this day, wont to copy out the entire text of rare books, often for their own use, from library or private collection copies. Again, over time, some of these ‘chaoben’ become treasured for the fame of their once-humble copyists. The earliest
manuscripts ‘per se’ in this catalogue date from the Yuan period, but volume two has a Northern Wei period manuscript from Dunhuang, reminding us that China also has its special tradition of Buddhist ‘scriptoria’.
The catalogue is based on the fine collections of the Shanghai Library (which, with the Beijing Library, is a sort of second National
Library of China), augmented with a number held elsewhere. There are 109 items treated in the first volume, 153 in the second and
113 in the third. All are illustrated in high-quality colour photography. Thorough and often highly detailed notes on each item follow
the illustrations, including brief biographies of the authors. In Chinese only. Highly recommended, especially to any person or institution with a serious interest in Chinese bibliography and rare editions.

348 Chen Xiasheng: SU GU HUA JIN: TAN GUGONG ZHUBAO. (Discussions on Treasures of the Gugong). 溯古
話今 ： 談故宮珠寶 。 陳夏生 著. Taibei, 2012. 239 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.£50.00
Brings together over 20 years of research by the author (a former curator at the National Palace Museum) into Qing dynasty jewellery,
costume accessories, ruyi sceptres and other small but richly-decorated objects. Examines the objects, materials used, craftsmanship
and commissioned. Illustrated with numerous superb examples made for the Qing Court. In Chinese.

349 Chen Yutang ed: ZHONGGUO JINXIANDAI RENWU MINGHAO DA CIDIAN (XUBIAN). (A Dictionary
of Names of Recent and Current Personalities and Figures: Supplement). 中國近現代人物名號大辭典 （續編）
。 陳玉堂 編著. Hangzhou, 2001. 23, 484 pp. Indexes. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
Supplement to the earlier monumental dictionary giving the names and ‘hao’ of tens of thousands of known personalities and figures
from 1840 to the present with biographies. The earlier work included 10112 personalities; this supplement adds 4092. In Chinese
only.

350 Chen Zhengxiang: XIBEI KAOCHA JI. (A Record of an Investigation of China’s Northwest). 西北考察記 。 陳
正祥 著. Taibei, 1999. xiii, 319 pp. text plus c. 20 pp. colour plates. 27x19 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
Records the impressions and findings of this Taiwan scholar on a journey across the north-west of China through Gansu and Xinjiang.
Much on the archaeological sites and the Silk Road. In Chinese. Out-of-print.

351 Cheng Liyao ed: CHINESE CLASSICAL GARDENS. Zhongguo Gudian Yuanlin. 中國古典園林. Kunming,
1999. 319 pp. Colour photography and illustrations throughout. 31x25 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
A tour of the major (and some lesser-known) gardens of China from Beijing and Chengde via Yangzhou, Suzhou, Wuxi, Shanghai and
Hangzhou to Chengdu and other places. This volume is most useful in that it covers the origin and development of Chinese gardens
(imperial, scholar’s, scenic resort etc.), basic concepts for garden design, the decoration and embellishment of gardens etc. The text
is in Chinese with summaries of essays and all captions in English.

352 Cheng Shan-hsi: SELECTED PAINTINGS OF CHENG SHAN-HSI. Taibei, 1980. 168 pp. 91 colour, 22 b/w
illustrations. 26x25 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
Whimsical, cheerful paintings of animals and scenes from rural life with translations of the captions. Artist’s signature.

353 Cheng Te-k’un: ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES IN SZECHWAN. Cambridge, 1957. xx, 321 pp. 118 plates,
5 maps. Bibliography, index. 26x19 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
This authoritative survey — in two parts covering I: ‘Prehistoric Archaeology of Szechwan’ and II: ‘Han Burial Remains in Szechwan;
The Kiln Sites of Ch’iung-Lai and Liu Li-Ch’ang; Sung Burial Remains in Szechwan’ — was conducted under the auspices of the Harvard-Yenching Institute and the West China Union University. 1957 original.

354 Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation: EUROPE STUDIES CHINA. Papers from a Conference on the History of
European Sinology. London, 1995. 569 pp. 34 b/w plates. Index. 26x18 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
Wide-ranging papers on the development of Chinese studies in Europe originally presented at the International Conference on the History of European Sinology held in Taipei. Edited by Ming Wilson and John Cayley.
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355 Chibbett, D. G. et al: A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE PRE-1868 JAPANESE BOOKS,
MANUSCRIPTS AND PRINTS. In the Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies. London Oriental
Bibliographies Vol. 4. London, 1975. x, 187 pp. 14 b/w plates. Indexes, glossary, bibliography, chronology. 24x16
cm. Cloth.
£15.00
The catalogue formulates a system for cataloguing antiquarian Japanese books, and provides notes on commonplace works which are
important but which have been overlooked by Japanese bibliographers.

356 China Revolution Museum ed: JINIAN ZHOU ENLAI. (In Memory of Zhou Enlai). 紀念周恩來. Beijing, 1985.
c. 200 pp. Over 500 b/w photographs. 26x24 cm. Cloth, dustjacket with some wear.
£35.00
The life and times of one of modern China’s great figures — Premier Zhou Enlai. A chronological treatment, copiously-illustrated in
black-and-white. In Chinese.

357 Christie’s: CHRISTIE’S AT THE HOTEL OKURA, TOKYO. Part II. Tokyo, 1980. 217 pp. Colour and b/w
illustrations throughout. 25x20 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Christie’s auction catalogue of a large and wide-ranging sale of oriental art and western antiquities held in Tokyo in February 1981.
This catalogue is Part 2 of the sale and comprises lots 401-850. Of note are lots 601-639 which are all ancient glass objects — bowls,
necklaces, beads etc. Includes Roman, Islamic, Sassanian, Hellenistic and Syrian material. A scarce and interesting catalogue.

358 Christie’s: THE DIANA CARGO. Chinese Export Porcelain and Marine Artefacts. Amsterdam, 1995. 145 pp.
Colour plates throughout. 27x21 cm. Paper.
£35.00
Christie’s sale catalogue of the Diana Cargo, which sank in a storm having just left Malacca in March 1817. The ship was an East
India Company vessel, laden with “ China articles” for Madras. Comprised 1319 lots, primarily of export blue-and-white. Scarce.

359 Christie’s: AN ERA OF INSPIRATION. 17th-Century Chinese Porcelains from the Collection of Julia and John
Curtis. New York, 2015. 189 pp. Colour plates throughout. 27x21 cm. Wrappers.
£80.00
94 lots. Good descriptions and illustrations. Introduction by James Lally.
Very scarce catalogue of an excellent and well-known American collection of transitional and early Qing ceramics.

360 Chu Ping-yi: TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE, CULTURAL PRACTICES AND SOCIAL BOUNDARIES. WanNan Scholars and the recasting of Jesuit Astronomy. Ann Arbor, 1994. 390 pp. 20x17 cm. Paper.
£75.00
A detailed doctoral dissertation.

361 Coomaraswamy, Ananda K: BRONZES FROM CEYLON, CHIEFLY IN THE COLOMBO MUSEUM.
Memoirs of the Colombo Museum Series A. No. 1. N.p. (Sri Lanka), 1978. 31 pp. text plus 28 pp. b/w plates. 31x25
cm. Cloth.
£15.00
Reprint of the 1914 original edition. The plates show numerous superb specimens.

362 Cosgrove, Maynard G: THE ENAMELS OF CHINA AND JAPAN. Champlevé and Cloisonné. London, 1974.
115 pp. 12 colour illustrations. Index, bibliography. 23x15 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
Discusses the history and background of the subject, describes various shapes and forms of enamelled ware, details production methods, gives meaning of symbols and writes of the care and cleaning of enamels.

363 Couvreur, F. Seraphin: DICTIONNAIRE CLASSIQUE DE LA LANGUE CHINOISE. Taibei, 1963. 1080 pp.
32x23 cm. Cloth.
£75.00
Classical Chinese — French dictionary arranged by radical. Perfectly serviceable Taiwan reprint of this monumental dictionary first
published in 1890. Hard to find in any edition.

364 Dahlman, Anders L: CATFOOT-PRINTS ON INDO-TIBETAN BRONZES. Lund, 1990. 29 pp. 8 b/w
illustrations. B/w text drawings. 21x15 cm. Paper.
£20.00
A study of this design resembling a cat’s paw print seen on early Himalayan and Tibetan bronzes. Scarce.

365 Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, The Fourteenth; David Howarth ed: MY LAND AND MY PEOPLE. The
Autobiography of His Holiness the Dalai Lama. London, 1962. xv, 255 pp. Appendixes, index, 15 plates &
illustrations in colour, 29 b/w, 2 maps. 22x15 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
The Dalai Lama tells the simple and moving story of his life. Yakushi D15b.

366 Davies, John Paton Jr: DRAGON BY THE TAIL. American, British, Japanese, & Russian Encounters with China
and One Another. London, 1974. 448 pp. 36 photos. Index. 24x16 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£15.00
367 Desroches, Jean-Paul et al: LA CITE INTERDITE A MONACO: VIE DE COUR DES EMPEREURS ET
IMPERATRICES DE CHINE. (The Forbidden City in Monaco: The Court Life of the Chinese Emperors and
Empresses). Milan, 2017. 286 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£29.95
Produced to accompany a fine exhibition of Chinese imperial art in Monaco. The objects loaned from
the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing. Includes objects from the Ming and Qing dynasties in numerous media — ceramics, paintings, court robes, decorative objects, Buddhist art. Illustrated
throughout. Text in French.

368 Dewey, Carol McCurdy: CHINESE LIFE RHYTHMS. Tientsin, c.1935. 62 pp.
Many b/w text illustrations. 22x14 cm. Patterned silk with some fading.
£95.00
A collection of 60 poems. The author lived in the small walled city of Changli in northern China and
these verses relate the impressions and experiences of her life there. The poems range in content
from ‘The Ancient Pagoda’, ‘The Knife Sharpener’ and ‘Whistling Pigeons’ to ‘Gobi Dust’, ‘The
Taoist Priest’, ‘ The Morphine Addict’ and ‘The Cave of the Fairies’. The work is enhanced by pleasing black-and-white text drawings, contributed by the author’s 14 year old son. Fourth edition, revised and enlarged. Published by the little-known Chihli Press. Presumably, the author was a
missionary as the inside front cover has the bookplate of the Baptist Missionary Society. Rare.
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369 DIANSHENG YIREN TUSHUO: DIAN SHENG YUDI TUSHUO. Albums and Descriptions of the Ethnic
Minorities in Yunnan Province of Qing Dynasty: Maps and Descriptions in Yunnan Province of Qing Dynasty. 滇
省夷人圖說 ： 滇省輿地圖說. Beijing, 2009. 114; 108 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. A few colour and
b/w text plates. 3 foldouts. 2 vols. 36x27 cm. Boards.
£290.00
Contains fine facsimiles of, in Volume One, the Qing dynasty painted album ‘Dian Sheng Yiren Tushuo’ (Illustrations of the Ethnic Minorities of Yunnan) which comprises 108 colour paintings plus commentary. The second volume is ‘Diansheng Yudi Tushuo’ with 55
coloured maps and descriptions of Yunnan province. Both were completed in 1818 by Bolin, the then Governor of Yunnan and Guizhou,
at the order of the Emperor. Both works reproduced in their original sizes. Introduction in English, otherwise Chinese text only which
includes an interesting discussion of these so-called ‘Miao albums’.

370 Diemberger, K: TIBET. The Roof of the World. London, 2000. 224 pp. Colour plates throughout. 36x26 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
Fine colour photography of Tibet, her landscapes, scenery, people and life. Informative text.

371 Donnelly, Ivon A: CHINESE JUNKS AND OTHER NATIVE CRAFT. Hong Kong, 2008. xxv, 169 pp. 31 plates,
6 in colour. 20x13 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
The 1924 original edition of this work was itself an expanded version of the author’s 1920 publication ‘Chinese Junks’. The book has
descriptions and drawings of 31 various junks. Illustrations by the author. Reduced-size facsimile. New foreword by Gareth Powell.

372 Yang Xiong et al: DUNHUANG SHIKU YISHU: MOGAOKU DI SISHIWU KU FU DI SISHILIU KU
(SHENG TANG). (The Art of the Dunhuang Caves: Mogao Caves Numbers 45 & 46 (High-Tang). 敦煌石窟藝
術 ： 莫高窟第四十五窟附第四十六窟 （盛唐）. Nanjing, 1994. 172 pp. 191 colour plates, 208 b/w text
illustrations. 38x28 cm. Cloth.
£95.00
One of a series of volumes with top-quality reproductions of the paintings in selected Mogao Caves, this book also has a long introductory essay and detailed captions in Chinese, and a preface by Duan Wenjie translated into English.

373 Duan Wenjie et al: DUNHUANG SHIKU YISHU: MOGAOKU DI BAWU KU, DI YIJIULIU KU
(WANTANG). (The Art of the Dunhuang Caves: Mogao Cave Nos: 85 and 196: Late Tang). Nanjing, 1998. 233
pp. 190 pp. colour plates, 196 b/w text illustrations. 38x28 cm. Cloth.
£95.00
Part of the series of volumes with high quality reproductions of paintings in selected Dunhuang caves, this book documents Mogao
cave nos. 85 and 196, dating from the end of the Tang dynasty. Preface in English, otherwise Chinese text only.

374 Edison, Victoria and James: CULTURAL REVOLUTION POSTERS AND
MEMORABILIA. Atglen, 2005. 176 pp. 495 colour plates throughout. 28x22 cm.
Boards.
£35.00
Extensive reference work — the first of its kind — illustrating and giving price guides for a field of
collecting that is growing in importance for artists, collectors, historians and students of Chinese culture.

375 Edmunds, Will H: POINTERS AND CLUES TO THE SUBJECTS OF CHINESE
AND JAPANESE ART. As Shown in Drawings, Prints, Carvings and the Decorations
of Porcelain and Lacquer. Chicago, 2000. 725 pp. glossary, index. 23x16 cm. Paper.
£20.00
A reprint of the London 1934 edition of this classic reference.

376 Eitel, Dr. Ernest John: A CHINESE-ENGLISH DICTIONARY IN THE
CANTONESE DIALECT. Hong Kong, 1910. 1, 3, xviii, 1417, xlv, 3 pp. 32x25 cm.
Later half-leather.
£200.00
The title further states: ‘Revised and enlarged by Immanuel Gottlieb Genahr of the Rhenish Missionary Society’. Second edition. A large
and heavy work. Rebound in later half-leather. Some worming and repair. Priced accordingly. Very scarce.

377 Endacott, G. B. and Hinton, A: FRAGRANT HARBOUR. A Short History of Hong Kong. Hong Kong, 1962. 216
pp. Frontispiece, 18 illustrations. 4 maps, appendices, index. 19x13 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
A history of Hong Kong with extracts of source material at the end of each chapter chosen to give a flavour of the times and people
described.

378 Eskenazi: JAPANESE NETSUKE, OJIME AND INRO FROM A PRIVATE EUROPEAN COLLECTION.
London, 1998. 226 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
A fine collection of netsuke, ojime and inro with many great classical netsuke from the 18th century Kyoto school. Includes numerous
pieces from the Hindson, Behrens, Brockhaus, Winkworth and Hull-Grundy collections. A must for the netsuke enthusiast.

379 Sotheby & Co: THE EUMORFOPOLOUS COLLECTIONS. Catalogue of the Collection of Persian Ceramics
& Islamic Glass, Egyptian, Greek and Roman Antiquities, Choice Medieval & Renaissance Works of Art, Etc.
formed by the late George Eumorfopolous, Esq.. London, 1933. Colour frontispiece, 73 pp. text plus 28 full page
collotype plates, one folding. 24x15 cm. Paper.
£100.00
Whilst famous in our field for his enormous and early collection of Chinese ceramics, George Eumorfopolous was also highly active
in other fields of collecting, as demonstrated by the lengthy title of this catalogue! This sale, following his death, saw 238 choice and
rare items auctioned. A scarce record of an extraordinary collector and collection.

380 Far Eastern Ceramic Group: FAR EASTERN CERAMIC BULLETIN 1-12. Amsterdam, 1975. 1,641 pp.
Numerous illustrations. 2 vols. 25x18 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
Reprint, in reduced format, of an important periodical published in 43 issues 1948-1960. Contributions by eminent scholars.
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381 Far Eastern Ceramic Group: FAR EASTERN CERAMIC BULLETIN 25. Hui-Hsien Number, Vol. VI/1. Ann
Arbor, 1954. 30 pp. 14 plates. 28x22 cm. Paper.
£10.00
An issue dedicated to Hui-Hsien, small black ceramic figurines and ritual burial objects discovered near a town of that name in northern Henan province.

382 Feddersen, Martin: CHINESE DECORATIVE ART. A Handbook for Collectors and Connoisseurs. London,
1961. 286 pp. 8 colour plates, 229 b/w illustrations, text-figures, map, tables. 24x16 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
A standard work covering ceramics, metalwork (including bronze mirrors), jade, ivory, tortoiseshell, amber, glass, textiles, iconography, etc.

383 Feer, Leon: FRAGMENTS EXTRAITS DU KANDJOUR. Annales du Musée Guimet 5. Paris, 1883. xiii, 577 pp.
29x22 cm. Later cloth.
£110.00
Fragments from Tibetan Buddhist texts, translated into French; the majority of them published in French for the first time. Rare.

384 Feng Hsueh-feng; Huang Yung-yu woodcuts: FABLES. Peking, 1953. 70 pp. Fine b/w reproductions of
contemporary woodcuts throughout. 26x19 cm. Boards.
£20.00
First edition of a collection of Chinese fables retold by Feng Xuefeng and translated into English by Gladys Yang. This edition is
graced with some appealing woodcut designs by Huang Yongyu, a respected then contemporary artist, whose printmaking is less
known.

385 Fong, Wen C. & Fu, Marilyn: SUNG AND YUAN PAINTINGS. New York, 1973. 162 pp. 25 illustrations, 1 in
colour. 21x27 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Catalogue of the C. C. Wang collection of paintings, donated to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in October 1973.

386 FOZU SHIJIAMOUNI. (The Buddha Sakyamuni). 佛祖釋迦牟尼. Beijing, 1999. 6 pp. explanatory leaflet. One
paper-cover booklet, 85 pp. Four stitched volumes of 58; 50; 50; 50 folded leaves, Chinese-style, with reproductions
of woodcut illustrations throughout. One collection of 36 loose colour printed sheets, most folding, between boards.
28x26 cm. Stitched, brocade box.
£350.00
An elaborate scholarly and devotional publication with a wealth of interesting material. The box contains: a booklet with the text of
the ‘Diamond Sutra’ written out in the calligraphy of the learned monk Hongyi (1880-1942); a facsimile edition of the Kangxi-period
‘Illustrated Life of the Buddha [Shâkya Tathâgata Nirmâna]’ and the colourful and richly illustrated ‘Fajie Yuanliu Tu’ by the painter
Ding Guanpeng, produced at the behest of the Qianlong emperor in 1767. In Chinese.

387 Franke, Herbert ed: SUNG BIOGRAPHIES 1-3. Münchener Ostasiatische Studien 16:1-3. Taipei, 1988. xxix,
1,272, viii, 157 pp. 2 vols. 23x15 cm. Cloth.
£75.00
Two-volume work containing 406 biographies of important personages who lived during the Song dynasty in China. Although the majority is in English, there are also biographies in German or French. The most exhaustive work on Song personalities. Taiwan reprint
of the scarce original.

388 Fung Yu-lan: A HISTORY OF CHINESE PHILOSOPHY 1-2. Princeton, 1952. xxxiv, 455 pp. Map; xxv, 783
pp. 2 vols. 24x17 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
Volume 1 covers the period of the philosophers (from the beginning to circa 100 B.C.) and the second volume is the period of classical learning (from the second century B.C. to the twentieth century A.D.). A standard on the subject. Complete in the two volumes.

389 Gao Xishun: GAO XISHUN HUAJI. (Collected Paintings of Gao Xishun). Changsha, 1981. 7 pp. English text, 5
pp. Chinese text. 16 b/w plates, 40 colour plates. 37x26 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Bird-and-flower paintings by this twentieth-century artist.

390 GENSHOKU NIHON NO BIJUTSU 25: NAMBAN BIJUTSU TO YOFU GA. (Japanese Art in Colour 25:
Namban Art and Western-Style Painting). Genshoku Nihon no Bijutsu. Tokyo, 1970. 238 pp. Numerous full page
colour and some b/w plates. B/w text illustrations. 36x27 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
Good and well-illustrated survey of these fascinating aspects of Japanese art. Shows very fine examples held in Japanese collections.
List of plates in English. Main text in Japanese.

391 Gexiqujizhaba: GEXIQUZHA ZANGWEN CIDIAN. (Gexiquzha’s Tibetan Dictionary). Beijing, 1957. 971 pp.
27x19 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
A Tibetan-Chinese dictionary produced by the Minzu Chubanshe (Nationalities Publishing House). Chiefly in Tibetan with Chinese definitions.

392 Giles, Herbert A.; Huang Ping-wei comp: SHORT STORIES FROM GILES’ HISTORIC CHINA. 翟理斯譯
文言故事 。 黃秉煒 編選. Hong Kong, 2004. xiv, 255, xiii pp. Errata slip inserted. 20x14 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Herbert Giles was one of the most accomplished translators and scholars of Chinese. This is a selection from his 1882 ‘Historic China,
and Other Sketches’ presented in a dual-language format, in Chinese, as sourced by the compiler, and Giles’ English.

393 Gillis, I. V. and Pai Ping-ch’i: JAPANESE SURNAMES. Peking, 1939. 4, 11, 174, 5, 4, 171, 4 pp. Chronological
table. Corrections sheet inserted. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A useful and sought-after reference book.

394 Gompertz, G. St. G. M: CHINESE CELADON WARES. Faber Monographs on Pottery & Porcelain. London,
1958. xviii, 72 pp. 4 colour plates, 96 illustrations. Brief bibliography and index. 26x17 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
A pioneering work in English on the evolution of the glazes that, according to Prof. Koyama, form the centre point of the entire history of ceramics in the Far East. RBS 4:453.

395 Grantham, A. E: HILLS OF BLUE. A Picture-Roll of Chinese History from Far Beginnings to 1799. London,
1927. xi, 643 pp. 19 plates. Map. 23x15 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
An excellent history of China.
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396 Groslier, Bernard Philippe: INDOCHINA. Ancient Civilizations. London, 1966. 283 pp. 145 plates, 35 in colour.
24x17 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A standard work on the subject.

397 Grousset, René: THE RISE AND SPLENDOUR OF THE CHINESE EMPIRE. London, 1952. 302 pp. 16
plates, 2 maps (one folding). 24x17 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
The development of traditional China into the nineteenth century, emphasising great men and cultural glories.

398 Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: FALANGQI BIAN 1-5. Compendium of
Collections in the Palace Museum: Enamels: Volumes 1-5. 故宮博物院藏品大系 ： 珐琅器編 1-5. Gugong
Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi. Beijing, 2011. c.350-400 pp. per volume. Full page colour plates throughout. 38x27 cm.
Cloth.
£1,500.00
Magnificent five-volume set comprising a beautifully-produced large format series on the highly-important collection of Chinese cloisonné in the Gugong Museum in Beijing.
Volume One: Cloisonné from the Yuan and Ming Dynasties. 181 superb examples with 12 dating from the Yuan and the remainder, Ming.
Volume Two: Part One of three covering the very large holdings of Qing dynasty cloisonné and shows 300 exceptional examples dating from the early Qing through to, and including, the Qianlong reign.
Volume Three: Part Two of three covering the very large holdings of Qing dynasty cloisonné and shows a further 300 wonderful examples ranging from large incense burners to vases and Tibetan Buddhist items.
Volume Four: Part Three of three on the Qing dynasty and concludes coverage of this very large holding. Shows a final 300 extremely
fine examples ranging from cloisonné ruyi and table screens to archaic-style vessels. All the pieces are attributed as either being mid
or late Qing dynasty.
Volume Five shows 300 exceptional and extraordinary examples of Qing dynasty copper-body painted enamels, ‘hua falang’, the large
majority from the former imperial collection. Includes some objects with European scenes. Includes 28 Kangxi pieces (many with
‘Kangxi Yuzhi marks’), 15 Yongzheng, an extensive amount of Qianlong marked examples plus various other pieces.
Practically all the examples are from the former imperial collection. All illustrated in high-quality colour plates. Basemarks are shown.
Much previoulsy-unpublished material. The smaller objects are shown life-size, the larger ones life-size or near life-size Dual texts in
Chinese and English. The best visual reference on the subject. Recommended. Now out-of-print and hard to find.

399 Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: TAOCI BIAN 4: SUI TANG WUDAI (YI).
Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Ceramics 4: Sui (581-618) Tang (618-907) and Five Dynasties
(907-960) (I). 故宮博物院藏品大系 ： 陶瓷 編 4 ： 隋唐五代 （一）. Gugong Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi.
Beijing, 2013. 298 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 200 small colour text plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.£180.00
Volume Four of a beautifully-produced large format series showing the highly-important Chinese ceramics collection of the Gugong
Museum in Beijing. An in-depth and representative survey. This volume is Part I of two covering the Sui, Tang and Five Dynasties.
Shows 200 superb examples of Sui (82) and Tang (118) ceramics from excavations at sites across China. All illustrated in full page
colour plates and with some pieces also shown in close-up detail.
The smaller objects are shown life-size, the larger ones life-size or near life-size. This allows true and full appreciation. Dual texts in
Chinese and English, including list of plates and captions to plates.
Comparison with the volume on Jin-Tang ceramics in the ‘Complete Collection of Treasures in the Palace Museum’ (Gugong Zhencang) series (until now the most comprehensive coverage of such ceramics in the Gugong collection) shows a total of 24 Sui examples as opposed to 82 here. The remaining 118 examples are all Tang and, combined with the 153 in the next volume (Part II), make
a total of 271 Tang examples as opposed to 136 in the ‘Gugong Zhencang’ volume. Thus there is much previously unpublished material in these volumes. Recommended.

400 Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANGPIN DAXI: TAOCI BIAN 5: SUI TANG WUDAI (ER).
Compendium of Collections in the Palace Museum: Ceramics 5: Sui (581-618) Tang (618-907) and Five Dynasties
(907-960) (II). 故宮博物院藏品大系 ： 陶瓷 編 5 ： 隋唐五代 （二）. Gugong Bowuyuan Cangpin Daxi.
Beijing, 2013. 282 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 200 small colour text plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.£180.00
Volume Five of a beautifully-produced large format series showing the highly-important Chinese ceramics collection of the Gugong
Museum in Beijing. An in-depth and representative survey. This volume is Part II of two covering the Sui, Tang and Five Dynasties
shows a further 200 superb examples of which Tang (153) and Five Dynasties (47), excavated from sites across China. All illustrated
in full page colour plates and with some pieces also shown in close-up detail. The smaller objects are shown life-size, the larger ones
life-size or near life-size. This allows true and full appreciation. Dual texts in Chinese and English, including list of plates and captions to plates.
Comparison with the volume on Jin and Tang ceramics in the ‘Complete Collection of Treasures in the Palace Museum’ (Gugong
Zhencang) series (until now the most comprehensive coverage of such ceramics in the Gugong collection) shows a total of 136 Tang
examples. Here we have 153 which, combined with the 118 shown in the previous Volume 4 (Part I), gives a total of 271 marvellous
Tang ceramics.
There are 47 examples from the Five Dynasties as opposed to the 40 shown in the relevant ‘Gugong Zhencang’ volume ‘Jin and Tang’
(which also covers the Five Dynasties).
Thus there is much previously unpublished material in these two volumes. Recommended.

401 Gugong Museum: JIN TANG LIANG SONG HUIHUA: RENWU FENGSU. (Paintings of the Jin, Tang and
Song Dynasties- Figure Painting and Folk Customs). 晉唐兩宋繪畫 ： 人物風俗. Complete Collection of
Treasures Gugong, 1. Shanghai, 2005. 24 pp. text and 288 pp. colour plates and captions. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£90.00
Covers Song painting in the collection of the Gugong Museum, Beijing, depicting figures and showing scenes from everyday life. A beautiful work showing many exquisite works. Illustrated throughout in colour. Detailed texts in Chinese plus brief English captions. Recommended.

402 Gugong Museum: JIN TANG LIANG SONG HUIHUA: SHANSHUI LOUGE. (Paintings of the Jin, Tang and
Song Dynasties — Landscapes and Architecture). 晉唐兩宋繪畫 ： 山水樓閣. Complete Collection of Treasures
Gugong, 2. Shanghai, 2004. 22, 265 pp. 259 pp. colour plates. 1 foldout panorama. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£75.00
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Volume 2 in the series The Complete Collection of Treasures of the Palace Museum illustrates and describes Jin, Tang and Song painting depicting landscapes and architecture — buildings, pavilions etc. 58 exquisite works are shown (of which 55 are Song), including
the famous ‘Qingming Shang He Tu’ by Zhang Zeyuan in a panorama foldout. All the works, including long handscrolls, are shown
in their entirety and in detail. Accompanying colophons and inscriptions are also illustrated. Includes national treasures and lesserknown works. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text. A beautiful work that we recommend.

403 Gugong Museum: JIN TANG LIANG SONG HUIHUA: HUANIAO ZOUSHOU. (Paintings of the Jin, Tang and
Song Dynasties — Animals, Birds and Flowers). 晉唐兩宋繪畫 ： 花鳥走獸. Complete Collection of Treasures
Gugong, 3. Shanghai, 2004. 24, 253 pp. 251 pp. colour plates. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£75.00
Volume 3 in the series The Complete Collection of Treasures of the Palace Museum illustrates and describes 83 exquisite masterpieces
from the Jin to the Song dynasties (of which 77 are Song) showing flora and fauna. Includes the famous Tang work ‘Five Oxen’ in a
panorama foldout, other national treasures plus lesser-known works. All the works, including long handscrolls, are shown in their entirety and in detail. Accompanying colophons and inscriptions are also illustrated. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text. A
beautiful work that we recommend.

404 Gugong Museum: WAN ZHE HUIHUA. Paintings of Anhui and Zhejiang. 皖浙繪畫. Complete Collection of
Treasures Gugong, 9. Shanghai, 2007. 230 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£80.00
Shows 118 wonderful examples of paintings and painting albums by artists from China’s Anhui and Zhejiang provinces. The paintings
are held in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing and include paintings from the Qing court collection plus examples later
accessioned. Illustrated throughout in colour. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.

405 Gugong Museum: MING QING FENGSU HUA. Genre Paintings of the Ming and Qing Dynasties. 明清風俗畫
. Complete Collection of Treasures Gugong, 17. Shanghai, 2008. 26, 262 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm.
Boards.
£90.00
Volume 17 in the series ‘The Complete Collection of Treasures of the Palace Museum’ illustrates and fully describes 85 Ming and Qing
genre paintings, handscrolls and albums held in the collection which show scenes of life and customs in China at the time. All handscrolls and albums are reproduced in their entirety. Illustrated throughout in colour. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.

406 Gugong Museum: MINGTIE SHANBEN. (Rubbings of Famous Stone Inscriptions). 名 帖 善 本 . Complete
Collection of Treasures Gugong, 23. Shanghai, 2009. 24 pp. text and 232 pp. colour plates. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£120.00
Volume 23 in this excellent series shows 89 highly-regarded examples of rubbings of famous Chinese stone inscriptions with fine calligraphy. The rubbings are held in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing. Many of the rubbings are held in albums and most
of the 88 examples are illustrated in multiple views. The stones from which the rubbings are taken date from the Han dynasty onwards.
Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.

407 Gugong Museum: MINGTIE SHANBEN. (Rubbings of Famous Examples of Calligraphy). 名帖善本. Complete
Collection of Treasures Gugong, 24. Shanghai, 2009. 24, 284 pp. 274 pp. colour plates. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£120.00
Volume 24 in this excellent series covering the treasures of the Gugong Museum shows 137 examples of albums of rubbings of famous
and highly-regarded examples of Chinese calligraphy held in the collection. The rubbings and albums date from the Song, Ming and
Qing dynasties. The stones and calligraphic inscriptions from which the rubbings were taken are in many cases much older. Such calligraphic inscriptions were used as models for aspiring calligraphers to emulate. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.

408 Gugong Museum: YUAN MING QIQI. (Yuan and Ming Dynasty Lacquer). 元明漆器. Complete Collection of
Treasures Gugong, 45. Shanghai, 2006. 28, 263 pp. 207 items illustrated in full colour plates with some detail
plates. Colour text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£90.00
Magnificent exposition of 207 examples of Yuan and Ming lacquer from the Qing Court collection. Divided according to dynasty.
Mostly comprises carved lacquer with some painted, polychrome and inlaid examples. Another excellent survey in this essential series containing much previously unpublished material. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.

409 Gugong Museum: QINGDAI QIQI. (Qing Dynasty Lacquer). 清代漆器. Complete Collection of Treasures
Gugong, 46. Hong Kong/China 2006. 30, 262 pp. 196 items illustrated in full colour plates with some detail plates.
Colour text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£90.00
Magnificent exposition of 196 examples of Qing lacquer. Slightly less than half the items shown are carved lacquer with further sections for ‘carved filled-in’, gold-painted, polychrome-painted, ‘guangsu’, and inlaid lacquer. An excellent survey in this essential series containing much previously unpublished material. Captions in English, otherwise Chinese text.

410 Gugong Museum: DING YAO CIQI. Ding Ware. 定窯瓷器. Beijing, 2016. 320 pp. Full page colour plates
throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.
£150.00
A total of 148 examples dating from the Tang, Five Dynasties, Northern Song and Jin dynasties together with a number of later copies
dating from the Qing dynasty. The pieces shown are all from the Gugong Palace Museum collection and were either in the Court collection or which have entered the collection since 1949, including examples from archaeological excavations. All examples published
in full page colour, many in multiple views and with bases shown. Numerous pieces illustrated actual size. Preface, abstract of essay,
list of plates and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. This book is a near copy of a work published in a smaller format
in 2012.

411 Gugong Museum: GE CI YAJI: GUGONG BOWUYUAN ZHENCANG JI CHUTU GEYAO CIQI HUICUI.
Selection of Ge Ware: The Palace Museum and Archaeological Discoveries. 哥瓷雅集 ： 故宮博物院珍藏及出
土哥窯瓷器薈萃. Beijing, 2017. 399 pp. Full page colour plates and colour text plates throughout. 29x29 cm.
Boards.
£150.00
Produced to accompany a wonderful exhibition at the Gugong Museum in Beijing showing 160 examples of Ge crackle-glaze wares,
one of the Five Great Wares. Includes both superb intact examples from the collection of the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing together with excavated and reconstructed pieces for purposes of comparison and study. 109 of the exhibits date from the Southern
Song. The remaining 51 are later imitations from the Ming (15) and Qing (36) dynasties. In three main sections: Heirloom Ge Wares,
Unearthed Ge Wares and Ge (or Guan) Type Wares; The Association between Ge Wares, the Laohudong Kilns and the Longquan
Kilns; The Influence of Ge Wares on Ceramics of Later Periods. Introductions and essays accompany. All the exhibits are illustrated
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in colour, in multiple views including bases and basemarks and fully described. Forewords, list of contents, list of plates, captions and
abstracts to essays in English. Main text in Chinese. An excellent addition to the literature on the subject with much previously-unpublished material and a valuable study reference.

412 Gugong Museum: GUAN YAO CIQI. The Guan Kilns. 官窯瓷器. Beijing, 2016. 309 pp. Full page colour plates
throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.
£150.00
89 perfect examples of guan celadon wares dating from the Southern Song (34) with later imitations from the Ming and Qing dynasties (55) are here shown together with a total of 76 excavated and reconstructed examples dating from the Southern Song and held in
the collections of the Southern Song Guan Kiln Museum, the Hangzhou Historical Museum and the Zhejiang Provincial Museum. The
majority of the 89 perfect examples are from the Qing Court Collection and held in the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing. All examples published in full page colour, many in multiple views and with bases and basemarks shown. Numerous pieces illustrated actual
size or near actual size. Preface, list of contents, abstracts of essays, list of plates and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Excellent visual and research reference and a good addition to the literature on the subject.

413 Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG QIZUO. The Collection of Stands in the Palace Museum.
故宮博物院藏器座. Beijing, 2016. 299, 303, 301, 271, 325 pp. Full page colour plates throughout each volume.
5 vols. 28x22 cm. Wrappers.
£500.00
A large five-volume compilation on an aspect of Chinese art that is, quite literally, much overlooked — that of carved wooden stands
to hold and display exquisite art objects. These stands come from, and used to bear, the ultimate collection — that of the former imperial collection of the Chinese Emperors held in the Forbidden City in Beijing. Whilst many of the stands are shown in isolation, which
allows full appreciation of the fine workmanship and carving, a number of the stands are first shown themselves and then bearing the
piece of imperial art they were made to support, mostly superb jades but also examples of ceramics, cloisonné etc. Practically all the
stands date from the Qing dynasty.
This work, in addition to being a fine reference on Chinese carving, puts imperial art in its true context as to how to be viewed and
appreciated. It is strongly evident that much thought, consideration and top-quality craftsmanship was put into the concept and realisation of these stands. All five volumes illustrated throughout in colour. Introduction, lists of contents to each volume and captions to
plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.

414 Gugong Museum comp; Zhao Congyue ed: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG SHENDETANG KUAN CIQI.
Porcelains with Inscriptions of Shendetang Collected by the Palace Museum. 故宮博物院藏慎德堂款瓷器 。 故
宮 博 物 院 編 趙 聰 月 編 著 . Beijing, 2014. 346 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 29x21 cm.
Wrappers.
£150.00
Shows 81 superb examples of Chinese ceramics bearing ‘Shendetang’ base marks. Shendetang was the preferred residence in Yuanmingyuan of the Daoguang Emperor (reigned 1820-1850) and all but 4 of the ceramics date from the Daoguang reign, the remaining
four being Guangxu and Republic period imitations. All the ceramics are held in the collection of the Gugong Museum in the Forbidden
City in Beijing and many are from the former imperial collection. Illustrated throughout in colour. A good visual reference on this particular type of Qing dynasty ceramic. One page introduction, list of plates and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.

415 Gugong Museum: GUGONG BOWUYUAN NIANJIAN 2008. (2008 Annual of the Gugong Museum). 故宮博
物院年鑒 2008. Beijing, 2009. 303 pp. A number of colour text illustrations. 28x22 cm. Boards.
£20.00
Survey of the events and achievements of the Gugong Museum in Beijing in 2008. In Chinese.

416 Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: MING YONGLE XUANDE WENWU TUDIAN. Classics of the
Forbidden City: Splendors from the Yongle and Xuande Reigns of China’s Ming Dynasty. 故宮經典 ： 明雍樂宣
德文物圖典. Beijing, 2012. 275 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.
£120.00
Well-illustrated work commemorating the memorable exhibition at the Forbidden City in Beijing exploring the extraordinary artistic
achievements during the Yongle and Xuande reigns of the early Ming dynasty. Shows, in large colour plates, 150 superb objects in various media selected from the holdings of the Gugong Museum plus 13 objects borrowed from other museums in China. Divided into
sections on: Painting and Calligraphy, Jades, Gold Wares, Porcelain, Lacquer, Buddhist Statues, Cloisonné and Xuande Censers (includes a number of later copies). Some objects are shown in multiple views and basemarks are shown where relevant. The catalogue
to this exhibition went immediately out-of-print so this work is welcome.
Prefaces, brief Introductions to each section, list of plates and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Out-of-print.

417 Gugong Museum: GUGONG JINGDIAN: YIXING ZISHA TUDIAN. Classics of the Forbidden City: Yixing
Zisha. 故宮經典 ： 宜興紫砂圖典. Beijing, 2012. 288 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x29 cm. Boards.£120.00
Large format publication showing 200 superb examples of Yixing wares in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing, many
from the Qing court collection. This work very closely mirrors the catalogue and objects shown at a delightful and very sophisticated
exhibition at the Gugong Museum in 2007. Comprises 10 objects from the Ming, 181 from the Qing and 9 contemporary Yixing items
by modern masters donated to the Gugong. The majority of exhibits are, of course, yixing teapots, a number of which are glazed (the
seldom-seen Yijun ware) and many bear inscriptions and designs. Also includes other Yixing objects such as tea canisters, brushpots,
inkslabs, cups and water containers. Most of the objects have never previously been exhibited. Preface, foreword, list of plates and captions to plates in English. Fuller text in Chinese. Recommended. Now out-of-print and getting hard to find.

418 Gugong Museum: LINGLONG WANXIANG: MEIGUO FEIJINIYA YISHU BOWUGUAN CANG
FABEIRE ZHENPIN JI. Faberge Revealed: The Collection of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. 玲瓏萬象 ：
美國口吉尼亞美術博物館藏法貝熱珍品集. Beijing, 2016. 328 pp. Colour plates (a number full page) colour
plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£110.00
Catalogue of a wonderful loan exhibition at the Gugong Museum in Beijing showing the collection of objects made by Faberge held
in the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, the finest and largest collection outside Russia. A total of 234 exquisitely-produced objects are
shown, ranging from imperial Easter eggs to tiny eggs produced for Faberge’s ‘regular’ clientele. Also numerous small animal figurines,
flowers, photo frames and many other such accoutrements and bibelots. All produced to the very highest standards using the best materials, Illustrated throughout in colour. Near dual texts in Chinese and English.

419 Gugong Museum: MINGDAI HONGWU YONGLE YUYAO CIQI: MINGDAI XUANDE YUYAO CIQI:
JINGDEZHEN YUYAO YIZHI CHUTU YU GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG CHUANSHI CIQI DUIBI.
Imperial Porcelains from the Reigns of Hongwu and Yongle in the Ming Dynasty: Imperial Porcelains from the
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Reign of Xuande in the Ming Dynasty: A Comparison of Porcelains from the Imperial Kiln Site at Jingdezhen and
the Imperial Collection of the Palace Museum. 明代洪武永樂御窯瓷器 ： 明代宣德御窯瓷器 ： 景德鎮御窯
遺址出土與故宮博物院藏傳世瓷器對比. Beijing, 2015. 337; 356 pp. Full page colour plates throughout both
£250.00
volumes. Colour text plates. 2 vols. 29x29 cm. Boards.

Large and weighty two-volume catalogue of an excellent and important exhibition at the Gugong Museum in Beijing showing early
Ming dynasty porcelain from the dynamic reigns of the first three emperors — Hongwu, Yongle and Xuande. Shows excavated and reconstructed ceramics from the Jingdezhen imperial kiln sites, juxtaposed with perfect examples (many related in design and decoration to the Jingdezhen pieces) in the collection of the Gugong Museum in Beijing. Sheds light on the production processes and quality
control at the Jingdezhen official kilns in the early Ming dynasty and also the strict standards for selecting ceramics for the imperial
court. This is the first collaboration between the Jingdezhen Ceramics Research Institute and the Gugong Museum in Beijing and the
first time such excavated ceramics have been shown in the Gugong. The first volume covers Hongwu (37) and Yongle (114) ceramics,
the second volume is entirely Xuande material and shows 155 examples. A total of 306 exhibits! Includes numerous unique and very
rare examples. Large full page colour plates throughout both volumes with wonderful photography. The majority of pieces shown in
multiple views. Prefaces, lists of contents, lists of plates, brief abstracts to essays and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese. An excellent visual and research reference.

420 Gugong Museum: RU CI YA JI: GUGONG BOWUYUAN ZHENCANG JI CHUTU RUYAO CIQI HUICUI.
Selection of Ru Ware: The Palace Museum’s Collection and Archaeological Excavation. 汝瓷雅集 ： 故宮博物
£150.00
院珍藏及出土汝窯瓷器薈萃. Beijing, 2015. 309 pp. Full page colour plates. 29x29 cm. Boards.

Catalogue of a marvellous exhibition at the Gugong Museum in Beijing showing 118 exhibits of superb and rare examples of Northern Song dynasty Ru wares together with excavated examples from the Ru kilns in Henan province. Also later wares imitating Ru. Divided into three sections: Part One: Treasures for Many Generations: Ru Kiln Porcelain Collected in the Palace Museum and Other
Museums; Part Two: Kiln Relics: Samples and Kiln furniture from Qingliangsi Site and Zhanggongxiang Site; Part Three: Lingering
Charm of Ru Porcelain: Imitation Porcelain of Ru Kiln Produced by Jingdezhen Kiln in Ming and Qing Dynasties. The appendix lists
Ru kiln porcelain in museums and private collections around the world. There are 32 examples of mostly intact superb Ru pieces from
the collection of the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing together with pieces from other museums in China and loans of Ru ware from
the British Museum. A number have incised inscriptions by the Qianlong emperor. There are then 57 examples of Ru ceramics excavated from the Ru kilns in Henan, a number reconstructed, together with kiln accoutrements and incomplete pieces. The third section
shows 3 Ming and 24 Qing dynasty ceramics imitating Ru wares and which were produced at Jingdezhen. All these are in the collection of the Gugong Museum. All exhibits are illustrated in full colour plates, many in multiple views. All basemarks and inscriptions
are shown. Near dual texts in Chinese and English. The essays in Chinese have abstracts in English. An excellent reference on a fabulous ceramic collected and coveted by emperors.

421 Guillén-Nuñez, Cesar; with photographs by Leong Ka Tai: MACAO STREETS. Hong Kong and Oxford, 1999.
£20.00
148 pp. Colour photographs throughout. 26x22 cm. Cloth.

Macao’s streets hint at the vagaries of its historic development over the past four centuries. This book provides colourful descriptions
of forty-five of these roads, along with fine photography by the award-winning Hong Kong-based Leong Ka-tai.

422 Guo Daiheng & He Yan: SHEN CANG JIYI YICHAN ZHONG DE YUANMINGYUAN — YANGSHIFANG
TUDANG YANJIU. (Hidden Memories in the Heritage of Yuanmingyuan — Research into the Illustrated Archives
of Yangshifang, the Qing Imperial Architectural Bureau). 深藏記憶遺產中的圓明園 － 樣式房圖檔研究 。 郭
黛姮 賀艷 著. Shanghai, 2016. 213; 237; 211; 205 pp. Colour illustrations (many full page) plus colour and b/w
£300.00
architectural illustrations and plans throughout each volume. 4 vols. 29x24 cm. Cloth.

The Yangshifang was the architectural bureau of the Qing imperial government, responsible for the design and construction of imperial palaces, temples and other government structures. The Yangshifang was overseen for eight generations by the famous Lei family
of architects and responsible for many hugely important imperial buildings now designated World Heritage Sites, not least the Qing
Summer Resort at Chengde and the Old Summer Palace, the Yuanmingyuan. This fascinating four-volume work draws on the Lei family archives of building plans for palaces and structures at Yuanmingyuan and is a significant advance in our understanding of the architecture of this now-destroyed imperial complex much loved by the Qing emperors. In addition to illustration of many plans of
buildings, floor plans, layouts etc., there is visual reconstruction of how the palaces, halls and other buildings would have looked in
their heyday. Focuses on the Chinese part of the gardens (about which so little is known) but volume 4 contains material relating to
the European-style palaces. A valuable study reference. Text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.

423 Guy, John: INDIAN TEMPLE SCULPTURE. London, 2007. 192 pp. 150 colour and 50 b/w plates. Map.
£20.00
Bibliography, glossary, index. 27x22 cm. Cloth.

Illustrated examples from the V&A Museum’s unrivalled collection of South-Asian sculpture, this book provides a new perspective on
these works, setting them in context as instruments of worship and the embodiment of religious experience within Hinduism, Jainism
and Buddhism.

424 Gyllensvärd, Bo: CHINESE GOLD, SILVER AND PORCELAIN. The Kempe Collection. New York, 1971.
£40.00
135 pp. with 126 exhibits illustrated. Bibliography. 22x20 cm. Cloth.
Asia House Gallery catalogue of a famous collection of important and rare pieces.

425 Hajek, Lubor and Kesner, Ladislav: CINSKE HROBOVE FIGURY. Prague, 1985. 135 pp. 134 illustrations, 9 in
£40.00
colour, text figs. 24x17 cm. Paper.

A catalogue of the collection of seldom-published Chinese grave figures in the National Gallery, Prague. Covers the periods Han
through Tang. List of catalogue items and resume in English. Main text in Czech.

426 Hangzhou Southern Song Guan Kiln Museum ed: CHANG’AN CHUN: QI ZHI JIU SHIIJI DE DA TANG
QIYONG. (Chang’an Spring: Objects Used in the Great Tang Dynasty Dating from the 7th to 9th Centuries). 長
安春 ： 七之九世紀的大唐器用. Hangzhou, 2017. 155 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Cloth. £90.00

Catalogue of an exhibition at the Southern Song Guan Kiln Museum in Hangzhou in China focussing on objects used in daily life in
the Tang dynasty. It seems the majority of the items were loaned from the Wangye Museum in Shenzhen. Numerous fine ceramics (particularly sancai wares) and small bronze items. Illustrated throughout. Text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.
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427 Hao Shiyuan et al. ed: TIAN JIAO WEI YE. Proud Son of Heaven: Man of Great Achievements. 天驕偉業 。
郝時遠 等 編. Beijing, 2006. 6, 4, 4, 915 pp. 6 pp. colour plates. 30x21 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
Large work on the life of Genghis Khan, his rise to power and the Mongol Empire. In Chinese.

428 Hayashi Minao: SHUNJU SENGOKU JIDAI SEIDOKI NO KENKYU: IN SHU SEIDOKI SORAN: SAN.
(Research into Bronzes of the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States: Conspectus of Yin and Zhou
Bronzes, Volume III). 春秋戰國時代青銅器の研究： 殷周時代青銅器總覽三 。 林已奈夫 著. Tokyo, 1989. 3,
465, II, 137, 150 pp. text. 575 pp. small b/w plates and text-figures. 4 colour plates. 37x27 cm. Cloth.
£400.00
Final volume to be brought out in this, the most comprehensive study ever published on Chinese bronzes.
Illustrated throughout with many hundreds of small black-and-white plates showing bronzes of the above periods from collections
worldwide. Two pages of explanatory English text. Main text in Japanese. A fine reference. Mint copy. Scarce.

429 He Jun & Jingdezhen Folk Kilns Museum ed: HUTIAN GU YAO. (The Ancient Hutian Kiln). 湖田古窯 。 何俊
景德鎮民窯博物館 編. Beijing, 2015. 6, 270 pp. Numerous colour plates and colour text plates. 29x22 cm.
Boards.
£75.00
A study of the Hutian kiln, active during the Song and Yuan dynasties, and most famous for the Qingbai glazed wares it produced. Illustrated with numerous fine examples from the collection of the Jingdezhen Folk Kilns Museum. Text in Chinese.

430 He Ruyu ed: YUAN CHIANG YUAN YAO: SHANSHUI LOUGE JIE HUA. Masters of Landscape Painting:
Yuan Chiang and Yuan Yao. 袁江 袁耀 ： 山水樓閣界畫. Taibei, 1984. 96 pp. Colour illustrations throughout.
28x21 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Yuan Jiang and Yuan Yao were active as painters during the Kangxi and Qianlong reigns of the Qing dynasty, famous for their landscape paintings. A fine selection are here illustrated, presumably drawn from the collection of the National Palace Museum. One page
introduction, list of contents and captions to plates in English. Fuller text in Chinese.

431 Hempel, Rose: TAUSEND JAHRE CHINESISCHE KERAMIK AUS PRIVATBESITZ. Hamburg, 1974. 142
pp. 228 pieces illustrated, 23 plates in colour. Glossary, basemarks. 24x24 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Catalogue from the Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe of an exhibition of a thousand years of Chinese ceramics from private German
collections. In German.

432 Herbig-Haarhaus Lackmuseum: EX ORIENTE LUX. European and Oriental Lacquer. Köln, 1977. 265 pp. 170
plates and illustrations, many in colour. 21x21 cm. Paper.
£25.00
A catalogue of Chinese, Japanese and European lacquers in the collection of the BASF Lacquer Museum, Cologne. Describes 150 Chinese and Japanese lacquers. In English.

433 Herklots, G. A. C: HONG KONG BIRDS. Hong Kong, 1967. xxvi, 333 pp. illustrated, some in colour. 25x17 cm.
Cloth.
£25.00
Comprehensive accounts of the birds in Hong Kong. Second Edition. Many changes in names of the birds from the first edition, which
was published in 1953.

434 Hirth, F: HSIN-KUAN WEN-CHIEN-LU: TEXT BOOK OF DOCUMENTARY CHINESE. With a Vocabulary
for the Special Use of the Chinese Customs Service. 新關文件錄. Shanghai, 1885. viii, 272; 299 pp. 137 pp. 3 vols.
27x21 cm. Half leather. Worn
£400.00
Two-volume work on written business Chinese compiled for the use of western (British) employees of the Imperial Customs Service in
China. Contains examples of the types of documents officials in the Chinese Customs Service were likely to encounter: official forms,
despatches, letters, petitions, treaties, rules, etc.
Copy owned by W. R. Clouth of the Customs Service in Shanghai c. 1907.’
Together with a third separate but uniformly bound volume also by Hirth: Wen-Chien Hsiao-Tzu-Tien: A Vocabulary of the Text Book
of Documentary Chinese, 137 pp. Published Shanghai 1888. This work reproduces the second part (Part II) of the second volume of
the main work. Here included as uniform in binding with the two main volumes and all three volumes obtained together.
Very rare. There is much rubbing to the leather part of the covers (testament to the work’s usefulness?) and also to the spines with loss
to the bottom of the spine of one volume and splits to the spines of the other two volumes. Inside generally clean. Priced accordingly.

435 Hodge, Stephen and Martin Boord: THE ILLUSTRATED TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD. London, 1999.
144 pp. Numerous colour plates throughout. 26x21 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A guide to living and correct action. A guide to help people through times of crisis and change and a reference manual for the soul.
Fundamental to understanding Buddhism, it can be read for contemplation or spiritual understanding of the process of dying. A new
translation with commentary.

436 Hong Kong Museum of Art: ANCIENT CHINESE BRONZES. In the Collection of the Shanghai Museum. Hong
Kong, 1983. 136 pp. 50 colour plates. 21x25 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Exhibition of 50 bronze objects from the superb collection of the Shanghai Museum of Art to celebrate the 11th Hong Kong Arts Festival. Text in English and Chinese.

437 Hook, Brian ed: THE CAMBRIDGE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHINA. Cambridge, 1991. 496 pp. 100 colour
plates, 250 b/w photographs, 60 maps and numerous diagrams. 26x22 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
New edition of the authoritative encyclopaedia providing basic information on all aspects of China’s geography, natural resources,
economy, communications, growth planning and political structures.

438 Hotel Drouot: COLLECTION SEISUKE IKEDA: ESTAMPES DESSINS, LIVRES ILLUTRES, PENTURES
ET OBJETS D’ART DU JAPON ET DE LA CHINE. (The Seisuke Ikeda Collection: Prints, Drawings,
Illustrated Books, Paintings and Works of Art from Japan and China). Paris, 1910. 39 pp. text plus 31 pp. b/w
plates. 27x19 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Seisuke Ikeda (1839-1900) was a very active Japanese art dealer who spent much time in Britain and France. This auction catalogue
has 334 lots, primarily Japanese prints with a good number of illustrations. In French.
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439 Hsiang Yuan-pien (Guo Baochang & Ferguson, John ed.): NOTED PORCELAINS OF SUCCESSIVE
DYNASTIES. Xiaozhu Xiang Shi Lidai Ming Ci Tupu. 校注項氏歷代名瓷圖譜 。 項元汴 著（ 郭葆昌 福開
森 編）. Beijing, 2011. 200 pp. Chinese and English text. 86 full page colour plates. 34x24 cm. Paper. £120.00
Slightly-reduced facsimile edition of the beautiful 1931 edition of this work, revised and annotated by Kuo Pao-ch’ang (Guo Baochang)
and John C. Ferguson. Deals with the spurious ceramics collection of the noted Ming dynasty collector, Hsiang Yuan-pien (Xiang
Yuanbian). For more information on this book, see Sir Percival David’s article in Transactions OCS: 11 (1933) “Hsiang and His
Album” or ask us for details. Illustrated throughout. One page of illustration accompanied by a page of descriptive text. Foreword
and introduction accompany. Dual texts in Chinese and English. An affordable way to own this work. The original edition now rare
and expensive.

440 Huang Zongjian and Yuan Rongchen ed: FOTUO SHIJIE. (The World of Buddha). Nanjing, 1995. 6, 63 pp. text
and 106 pp. colour plates. 26x19 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Essays on various aspects of Buddhist art are followed by colour plates showing Buddhist art — primarily sculpture and painting —
from the 3rd to the 17th centuries. In Chinese only.

441 HUNAN KAOGU MANBU. (A Tour of the Archaeology of Hunan). Changsha, 1999. 100 pp. Colour illustrations
throughout. 28x21 cm. Wrappers.
£20.00
Shows many archaeological sites and finds made in China’s Hunan province, ranging from the famous Mawangdui excavations to little-known sites. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese. Out-of-print.

442 Hunan Provincial Museum and Academia Sinica: CHANGSHA MAWANGDUI YIHAO HANMU. The Han
Tomb No. 1 at Mawangdui, Changsha. 長沙馬王堆一號漢墓. Beijing, 1973. Vol. I: 162 pp. 114 figures. Vol. II:
292 plates, 68 in colour. English insert. 2 vols. 36x27 cm. Cloth.
£175.00
The definitive and most complete report on Tomb No. 1, which yielded a large, important, indeed extraordinary, cache of Han period
artefacts. In Chinese. Scarce.

443 Hürlimann, Martin: ASIA. London, 1958. 262 pp. 5 colour plates tipped in, b/w plates throughout. Index. 31x23
cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£15.00
Wide-ranging photo essay with some stunning black and white photography. Second impression.

444 Ikeda Tsunetaro: NIHON SHOGA KOTTO DAIJITEN 1-2. (Encyclopaedia of Japanese Calligraphy, Painting
and Curios). Tokyo, 1971. 1345; 925 pp. 48 plates. 2 vols. 27x19 cm. Cloth.
£95.00
Reprint of the enlarged and revised edition of this large two-volume useful illustrated and detailed guide to artists, calligraphers and
art objects, with a multitude of artists’ biographies, signatures and seals. In Japanese. Hall 338, Fukuda C9.

445 Itabashi Ward Museum: RYUKYU SHIKKI TEN — MIKOKAI KOREKUSHION. (Exhibition of Lacquer
Ware from Ryukyu Islands — Mikokai Collection). Tokyo, 1983. 120 pp. 110 illustrations, 40 in colour. 24x25 cm.
Paper.
£35.00
Splendid exhibition catalogue of carved and painted lacquers of the Edo period and from the Ryukyu Islands. Text in Japanese only.

446 Ito Chuta: NIHON KENCHIKU NO KENKYU. (Research into Japanese Architecture). 日本建築の研究 。 伊
東忠太 著. Tokyo, 1942. 2, 80, 565; 14, 71, 454 PP. Over 150 pp. b/w photographic illus. A couple of foldouts.
21x15 cm. Cloth.
£300.00
Rare first edition set of Ito’s definitive study of Japanese architecture illustrated with many black-and-white photographic plates. All
text in Japanese. The first time we have seen this work.
Some water damage to just the cover of volume one and which does not intrude onto the text or images. Other than that, in fine condition.

447 Ito Chuta: TOYO KENCHIKU NO KENKYU. (Research into the Architecture of the East). 東洋建築の研究
。 伊東忠太 著. Tokyo, 1945. 92, 2, 14, 594; 128, 2, 14, 500 pp. 220 pp. b/w photographic illustrations and
drawings. A few folding. 2 vols. 21x14 cm. Paper, dustjackets with some wear.
£400.00
Erudite study by a leading early 20th century authority of Asian architecture, in particular that of Japan and China. This two-volume
work primarily covers India and China. Companion volumes to Ito’s two-volume study on Japanese architecture. Numerous black-andwhite photographic plates.
The illustrations are of much interest, not least those in the first volume as they contain extensive illustration of Chinese architecture
and cultural monuments no longer extant or much altered.
All text in Japanese. Rare. In good to fine condition. The first time we have handled this work.

448 Jackson, David P: PATRON AND PAINTER. Situ Panchen and the Revival of the Encampment Style. New York,
2009. 304 pp. 190 colour illustrations. 29x21 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
Focuses on the work of this important Tibetan artist who flourished in the first half of the 18th century. His great stylistic tradition is
considered by some to be a veritable rebirth of Tibetan painting.

449 Jahss, Melvin & Betty: INRO AND OTHER MINIATURE FORMS OF JAPANESE LACQUER ART. Tokyo,
1981. 488 pp. 76 colour plates, 169 illustrations. Glossary, bibliography, index. 28x22 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
A comprehensive and detailed study of Inro, netsuke and other miniature lacquer works, with details of manufacturing techniques,
schools, marks, artists etc. Second printing.

450 Jenyns, Soame R: LATER CHINESE PORCELAIN — THE CH’ING DYNASTY (1644-1912). New York,
1951. xi, 104 pp. 4 colour plates, 120 b/w plates with many illustrations. 26x17 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A history of pottery production at the imperial kilns of Jingdezhen in Jiangxi Province from the 17th to the 20th century. First American edition. Hucker 1434.

451 Jenyns, Soame R: MING POTTERY AND PORCELAIN. Faber Monographs on Pottery & Porcelain. London,
1953. 171 pp. 124 plates (4 in colour) with illustrations. Appendix, bibliography & index. 26x16 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A comprehensive, authoritative history of ceramic arts in Ming China. At a much reduced price to clear excess stock. Hucker 1433.
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452 JIANG SHAN RUCI DUO JIAO. (The Many Charms of Rivers and Mountains). 江山如此多嬌. Shanghai, 1964.
230 pp. 220 pp. colour and b/w photographs. 30x23 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£50.00
A photographic survey of China in the early 1960s prior to the Cultural Revolution. From cities and industry to paddy fields, mountains and pagodas. In Chinese.

453 JIANGKOU CHEN BAO: SICHUAN PENGSHAN JIANGKOU MINGMO ZHANCHANG YIZHI
CHUSHUI WENWU XUANCUI. (Sunken Treasures from Jiangkou: A Selection of Treasures and Relics from
the End of the Ming Dynasty Retrieved from the Jiangkou Battle Site at Pengshan in Sichuan). 江口沉寶 ： 四川
彭山江口明末戰場遺址出水文物選粹. Beijing, 2018. 259 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm.
Boards.
£100.00
This work was produced, it seems, to accompany the brief-lived exhibition at the National Museum of China in 2018 that was the first
showing of the finds at the Jiangkou naval battle site in 2017 which caused much excitement in China. The battle in 1646 was the last
stand of the rebel leader Zhang Xianzhong. He was defeated by a Ming general in naval engagements at Jiangkou and his huge fleet
destroyed. A legend arose that Zhang had hidden a huge treasure underwater in the Minjiang river at Jiangkou and this has now been
proved true. Shows a large selection of artefacts retrieved from the site including gold plaques engraved with calligraphy, significant
amounts of small items of gold jewellery, similar items in silver, gold and silver ingots (yinding), coins, small weaponry and various
other objects. All date from the middle and latter part of the Ming dynasty. All illustrated in colour and described. Interesting introductory texts. In Chinese.

454 JINDAI MIMI SHEHUI SHILIAO. (Historical Materials on Latter-day Secret Societies). 近代秘密社會史料.
Beijing, 1993. Each volume c. 75 folded leaves. Many b/w woodblock illustrations. 4 vols. 25x15 cm. Stitched, cloth
case.
£35.00
Reprint of a Republic work on secret societies by the Beiping Historical Research Society. Fascinating material with good black-andwhite woodblock illustrations on the traditions, secret signs, banners, famous personages and how to recognise the various societies.
In Chinese only.

455 JINSHI ZHONGGUO YINGXIANG ZILIAO: 1793 NIAN YILAI XIFANG DE ZHONGGUO
YINGXIANG. (Images of Modern China: Western Images of China from 1793 onwards). 近世中國影像資料
1793年以來西方的中國影像. Hefei, 2013. Colour and (predominantly) b/w plates throughout all volumes. 14
vols. 30x21 cm. Boards.
£2,800.00
Volume One shows a large selection of images from two early English illustrated books on China: William Alexander’s ‘The Costume
of China’ and Thomas Allom’s ‘China in a Series of Views’.
Volumes 2-14 then move into the era of photography and contents are as follows: Volume 2 shows the photographic work of Ernst
Ohlmer, S. Yamamoto and Lilias Graham; Volume 3 is devoted to the work of John Thomson; Volume 4 continues the work of John
Thomson and shows work by Thomas Child; Volume 5 illustrates work by G. Ernest Morrison; Volume 6 continues coverage of photography by Morrison; Volume 7 Morrison; Volume 8 comprises photography by Ernst Boerschmann; Volume 9 shows photography
by Thomas Chamberlin; Volume 10 continues the work of Chamberlin; Volume 11: E. Henry Wilson; Volume 12: J. C. Oswald; Volume 13: Frank N. Meyer; Volume 14: continues Meyer.
Printed in a limited edition of 500 copies. The photographs are from the holdings of the Chinese Institute of Social Sciences (Zhongguo Shehui Kexue Xueyuan) and include much rare and unpublished material. All text in Chinese other than brief titles to sections giving names of photographers in English.

456 JIUJING XINGSHI HUABAO. (The Jiujing Xingshi Illustrated Paper). 舊京醒世畫報. Beijing, 2003. 10, 173
pp. B/w illustrations throughout 29x29 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
An interesting work on a publication about which we can find no information, other than that stated in this book. The Jiujing Xingshi
Huabao, roughly translated as ‘Illustrated News of the Striking World of the Old Capital’, had a very short life span, being printed in
only 60 or so issues in Beijing in 1908/9. The work appears to be a Beijing version of the successful Dianshizhai Huabao and associated publications that flourished in Shanghai from the 1880s onwards. Each illustrated edition (of which 42 are shown here) comprised
just a few pages and told various tales, often strange and scandalous, of life in Beijing. The work lacks the finesse of the Shanghai versions but is similar in style. In Chinese.

457 Jorge Welsh: KO-SOMETSUKE. Chinese Porcelain for the Japanese Market. 古染付. London, 2013. 111 pp. Full
page colour plates and colour text plates throughout. 30x24 cm. Boards.
£70.00
Dealer’s catalogue showing 35 exhibits of late Ming dynasty blue-and-white wares produced for the Japanese market, known as kosometsuke. The pieces illustrated are food dishes (mukozuke) produced for use during the tea ceremony. The pieces are in a variety of
shapes, including fish, horses, oxen, leaves, peaches, aubergines, shells, fans and musical instruments. All illustrated in colour and fully
described.

458 Jorge Welsh Ltd: OUT OF THE ORDINARY. Living with Chinese Export Porcelain. London, 2014. 341 pp.
Colour plates (many full page) throughout. 29x23 cm. Boards.
£100.00
Dealer’s catalogue showing 109 items of fine Chinese export porcelain used in various aspects of daily life — dining, drinking, furnishings, personal items and for hygiene. All date from the Qing dynasty, predominantly the 18th century. Each item illustrated in full
page colour (many in multiple views) and described in detail.

459 Jorge Welsh Ltd: A TIME AND A PLACE. Views and Perspectives in Chinese Export Art. London, 2016. 361 pp.
Colour plates (many full page) throughout. 29x23 cm. Boards.
£120.00
Dealer’s catalogue showing 84 fascinating examples of Chinese export art that bear views and perspectives of European buildings and
scenes, many identifiable. The large majority of the objects shown are porcelains dating from the Qing dynasty but also a few folding
fans and a painted panel. All illustrated in colour and described in detail, indeed, exhaustively researched. Informative introductions
and short essays accompany.

460 Kaikodo: KAIKODO JOURNAL XIII. Summoning the Seasons: The Art of Li Xubai. New York, 1999. 77 pp.
Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£10.00
An exhibition of paintings by the modern Chinese artist, Li Xubai, born in Fujian in 1940. Interesting modern interpretations of traditional Chinese landscape painting themes.
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461 Kaizuka Shigeki: KYOTO DAIGAKU JIMBUN KAGAKU KENKYUSHO ZO KOKOTSU MOJI. Catalogue
of the Oracle Bones in the Kyoto University Research Institute. Kyoto, 1959-68. 1043 pp. Japanese text. 67 pp.
English text. 69 plates & 126 figures. 250 b/w collotype plates. 4 vols. 2 vols. 38x30 cm, 2 vols. 26x19 cm.
Cloth.
£500.00
Catalogue of the oracle bones excavated in China and now in the collection of the Kyoto University Research Institute for Humanistic Studies. Japanese text and an English summary. A complete set of this rare scholarly work, including the index. RBS 6:366.

462 Karlgren, Bernhard: GLOSSES ON THE BOOK OF DOCUMENTS I & II. Offprint BMFEA 20 & 21.
Stockholm, 1948-49 pp. 39-315; 63-206. 2 vols. 27x19 cm. Paper. Some wear and repair to covers.
£20.00
Two part offprint that is, in effect, a book of over 400 pages from the Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities. Erudite commentaries on the Shujing or Book of Documents by a respected scholar.

463 Keene, Donald ed: ANTHOLOGY OF JAPANESE LITERATURE. From the Earliest Era to the Mid-Nineteenth
Century. Tokyo, 1960. 442 pp. 18x11 cm. Paper. Mark to cover.
£10.00
A comprehensive collection.

464 Kiggell, Ralph: THE THIRD THING. A Selection, by Ralph Kiggell, of Writing on the Subject of Water.
Llandogo, 2013. 56 pp. 25 original colour woodblock prints, the majority double-page. 33x28 cm. Decorative
boards. Chinese-style slipcase.
£340.00
A follow-up to Kiggell’s hugely successful ‘Leading the Cranes Home’ (which featured translations of poems by Arthur Waley). Water
and swimming have featured strongly in the artist’s life and he has here explored poem and prose from different ages and cultures as
inspiration for the varied depictions and descriptions of water in this work. Includes poems by Robert Frost, Wallace Stevens, John
Masefield and more contemporary artists from Australia, Thailand and the UK. A beautiful book with a few of the poems on an Asian
theme. The paper is 250 gsm Velin Arches and each of the 25 images in the book is an original print from the woodblock in a palette
of four colours. Produced to the same format as ‘ Leading the Cranes Home’ and published by Old Stile Press in an edition of just 138
copies, numbered and signed by the artist. Beautifully done. Images available on request. This book recently won the award in the
British Book Design and Production Awards 2014 ‘Limited Edition and Fine Binding’ category.

465 Kim H-gun & Yun Yoi-su: HANGUK HORANGI. The Korean Tiger. Seoul, 1986. 212 pp. Numerous colour text
illus. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
A study of the tiger in Korean art, its importance, significance and symbolism. Well-illustrated. In Korean.

466 Knapp, Ronald G. ed: CHINESE LANDSCAPES. The Village as a Place. Honolulu, 1992. x, 313 pp. 240
illustrations. Bibliography, index. 24x21 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
The studies in this volume were written by anthropologists, architects, geographers, historians, a sociologist, and a veterinary ecologist. Taken together they form an exceptionally coherent survey of Chinese villages.

467 Knight, Luther: THE VANISHED HEAVENLY COUNTRY. 消失的天府 (1910-1913). Guilin, 2009. 176 pp.
Full page b/w photographs throughout. 21x21 cm. Wrappers.
£30.00
Shows black-and-white photographs taken by an American teacher, Luther Knight, who taught in Chengdu in China’s Sichuan province
from 1910-1913, dying in Chengdu in 1913. Knight travelled extensively throughout the province, reaching many remote parts and this
is a fascinating archive of his travels showing scenery, buildings and people at a time when Sichuan was little-visited by westerners.
Includes a number of photographs of the Yangtze Gorges. In Chinese.

468 Krahl, Regina: CHINESE CERAMICS FROM THE MEIYINTANG COLLECTION: VOLUME THREE.
London, 2006. 614 pp. Colour plates throughout. 2 vols. 36x26 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£490.00
The Meiyintang collection is one of the finest and largest private collections of Chinese ceramics in the West. Assembled over some 40
years and covering every period from the Yangshao culture to the Qing period, the collection is famous as a comprehensive overview
of Chinese ceramic art. The emphasis of the collection is on quality and rarity.
Since the publication of the first two volumes (details available), the collection has almost doubled in size and expanded in scope to
include ceramic types not previously represented, as well as individual masterpieces from old collections.
This Volume Three (which comprises two physical volumes) comprehensively covers material from the beginnings of pottery making
in the Neolithic to the end of the stoneware tradition after the Song dynasty. They are conceived as a supplement to Volume One which
spans the same period. Nearly 600 pieces are shown in fine colour and fully described. Accompanied by introductory essays. A fine
work and an excellent reference. Other volumes in the series also available.

469 Krahl, Regina: CHINESE CERAMICS FROM THE MEIYINTANG COLLECTION: VOLUME FOUR.
London, 2010. xi, pp. 1-212; xi, pp. 213-457. Colour plates (many full page) throughout both volumes. 2 vols.
37x27 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£450.00
The Meiyintang collection is one of the finest and largest private collections of Chinese ceramics in the West. Assembled over some 40
years and covering every period from the Yangshao culture to the Qing period, the collection is famous as a comprehensive overview
of Chinese ceramic art. The emphasis is on quality and rarity. This work (comprising of two physical volumes) is the fourth on the collection and shows examples added to the collection over the last 10-15 years. It focuses on ceramics dating from the Yuan, Ming and
Qing dynasties, highlighting imperial ceramics from Jingdezhen. Illustrated throughout in colour and with a detailed text by a leading scholar of Chinese ceramics.
Earlier volumes also available.

470 Krahl, Regina & Ayers, John: CHINESE CERAMICS IN THE TOPKAPI SARAY MUSEUM, ISTANBUL. A
Complete Catalogue. London, 1986. 1381 pp. 200 colour plates, 4800 b/w illustrations. 3 vols. 37x26 cm. Cloth.
£1,000.00
The Topkapi Saray Museum, comprising the collection of the Turkish sultans, is one of the largest and most important in the world,
yet comparatively little has ever been published. This is the definitive three-volume publication that comprises a complete catalogue
of the superb Chinese ceramics in this magnificent collection. A number of the ceramics have been fitted with Islamic gilt-metal mounts.
Volume I: Yuan and Ming Dynasty Celadon Wares, Volume II: Yuan and Ming Dynasty Porcelains, Volume III: Qing Dynasty Porcelains. Illustrates a total of 4500 Yuan and Ming dynasty pieces and a further 5500 Qing dynasty examples. Testament to cross-cultural
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trade and the enduring allure of Chinese ceramics at the highest levels. Produced in a limited edition of 1500 sets. Out-of-print and
scarce.

471 Kreijger, Hugo: GODENBEELDEN UIT TIBET. (Religious Images from Tibet). s’Gravenhage, 1989. 149 pp.
100 illustrations, 24 in colour. Glossary, bibliography. 24x22 cm. Paper.
£20.00
A unique survey of Lamaistic paintings and sculpture in private Dutch collections. Five essays deal with different aspects of Tibetan
Buddhism. In Dutch, but with good illustrations and construable captioning.

472 Kuwayama, George: ANCIENT RITUAL BRONZES OF CHINA. Los Angeles, 1976. 80 pp. Numerous b/w
illustrations of all 46 exhibits. Bibliography, chronology. 28x18 cm. Paper.
£15.00
An exhibition catalogue from the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, detailing items from its own permanent collections alongside
loans from private Southern Californian collections and a number of vessels from the Avery Brundage collection in San Francisco.

473 Lawton, Thomas: CHINESE FIGURE PAINTING. Washington, 1973. 246 pp. 59 illustrations, many in colour.
Notes, index. 31x24 cm. Paper.
£20.00
A comprehensive study of this genre, issued in connection with an exhibition at the Freer Gallery.

474 Lefeuvre, Jean: SHANGHAI: LES ENFANTS DANS LA VILLE. (Shanghai: Children in Town). Paris, 1954. 366
pp. B/e text illustrations and photographs. 21x15 cm. Wrappers.
£30.00
Interesting work describing Shanghai in the early 1950s, immediately after the Communist ascent to power. Much on the church and
anti-Christian movements. Interesting illustrations of the city and popular communist propaganda. In French. Scarce.

475 Li An-che: A LAMASERY IN OUTLINE. Journal of the West China Border Research Society, Vol. 14. Chengdu,
1942. pp. 35-68 24x16 cm. Paper.
£10.00
476 Li Chu-tsing: LIU KUO-SUNG: THE GROWTH OF A MODERN CHINESE ARTIST. Taibei, 1969. 88 pp.
25 colour plates, 54 b/w illustrations. Selected bibliography. 25x27 cm. Wrappers.
£15.00
Monograph on the most recent achievements of this distinguished painter from Taiwan with many coloured illustrations.

477 Li Shali ed: TAIWAN MINJIAN WENHUA YISHU: BEITOU WENWUGUAN DE NEIZAI CAIFENG.
Formosan Folkways: A Guide to the Taiwan Folk Arts Museum. 台灣民間文化藝術 ： 北投文物館的內在采風
。 李莎莉 主編. Taibei, 2000. 157 pp. Colour plates throughout. 26x19 cm. Wrappers.
£15.00
Dual language Chinese and English guide to the collections of this museum located outside Taibei. Objects in many media. Illustrated
throughout.

478 Li Shi ed: GUGONG SHUHUA GUAN 1-9. (The Calligraphy and Painting Gallery of the Palace Museum: Parts
1-9). 故宮書畫館 1-9. Beijing, 2008-10. c.200 pp. per volume. Colour plates throughout each volume. B/w text
illustrations. 9 vols. 32x25 cm. Boards.
£500.00
Complete set of nine catalogues of the ongoing series of exhibitions held in the Wuyingdian exhibition hall in the Forbidden City in
Beijing showing highlights of Chinese painting and calligraphy from across the ages in the Gugong Museum’s holdings, from the earliest examples through to the early 20th century. Many of the exhibits in this and subsequent exhibitions were in the former imperial
collection. All catalogues illustrated throughout in fine colour and described. Some of the catalogues have essays in English but the
text is predominantly Chinese. A couple of the catalogues are now out—of-print.

479 Li Wenda ed: REN LONG REN: PUYI HUAZHUAN. (Man, Dragon, Man: A Pictorial History of Pu Yi, the Last
Emperor). 人龍人：溥儀畫傳. Beijing, 1988. 138 pp. B/w photographs throughout. 29x21 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A photo-history of the life of Pu Yi, the last emperor of China. With much fascinating material, particularly the latter years of his life
under the communists. Also shows many figures who were associated with his life. Text in Chinese.

480 Li Zhiyan: ZHONGGUO YOUTAO YISHU. The Art of Glazed Pottery of China. Hong Kong, 1989. 3, 233 pp.
254 colour and 214 b/w illustrations. 31x23 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
A compilation in Chinese on glazed pottery. The main part is concerned with Tang period glazing. In Chinese.

481 Liang Siyong et al: HOU CHIA CHUANG (THE YIN-SHANG CEMETERY SITE AT ANYANG, HONAN).
Volume VI: HPKM 1217. Archaeologia Sinica No. 3: Volume 6. Taipei, 1968. 12, 127 pp. text plus 103 pp. b/w
plates and drawings (3 folding). 38x27 cm. Paper.
£90.00
Produced by the Archaeologia Sinica and based on the original manuscripts of Liang Ssu-yung. A huge work on the Yin-Shang cemetery site at Anyang in Henan. This detailed work (Volume VI) covers the excavation and finds from tomb HPKM 1217. In Chinese only.
Scarce.

482 Lin Shimin & Lin Hao: ZHONGGUO YUEYAO CI. (China’s Yueyao Kiln). 中國越窯瓷 。 林士民 林浩 著.
Ningbo, 2012. 4, 290; 17, 359 pp. Full page colour plates throughout both volumes. Colour text plates and b/w text
illustrations. 2 vols. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£130.00
A detailed two-volume survey of Chinese Yue wares. Volume One on Early Yueyao wares, Volume
Two on the Yueyao kiln and its later production. Much material shown from numerous dynasties,
particularly the Western Jin, Eastern Jin, Tang, Five Dynasties and Song. List of contents in English
to each volume. Main text in Chinese. A good contribution to the subject.

483 Lindqvist, Cecilia: CHINA. Empire of the Written Symbol. London, 1991. 423 pp.
31 coloured & numerous b/w illustrations. Map. 22x21 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
Originally published in Swedish, this book describes the pictorial origins & development of the Chinese script. Drawing on archaeology, palaeographic research and art, the author offers a richly detailed picture of how mental associations are formed with visual images and symbols.
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484 Linqing: JIANGSU MINGSHENG TUJI. (An Illustrated Record of the Famous Sights of Jiangsu). 江蘇名勝圖
記 。 麟慶 撰. Yangzhou, 2002. c. 200 pp. 60 double page b/w illustrations. 2 vols. 28x18 cm. Stitched, brocade
case.
£45.00
This is an illustrated record of sights, scenery and events recorded whilst the Qing dynasty scholar official Linqing was posted to the
Jiangsu region. The 60 descriptions are each accompanied by a double page illustration measuring 35x28 cm. Linqing asked the artist
Wang Yingfu to provide the illustrations from his impressions. The illustrations and texts are selected from Linqing’ s most famous work
— the beautifully illustrated ‘Hongxue Yinyuan Tuji’ published in 1849. In Chinese.

485 Lion-Goldschmidt, D. & Moreau-Gobard, J: CHINESE ART. Bronzes, Jade, Sculpture, Ceramics. Chinese Art —
Volume 1. New York, 1980. 263 pp. 65 colour plates, 133 b/w illustrations. 28x22 cm. Paper.
£25.00
A reduced format edition of the 1966 version. A representative selection of masterpieces, accompanied by a scholarly commentary on
each of the four categories and a detailed description of every object illustrated.

486 Lion-Goldsmidt, Daisy: CHINESE ART. Bronze Jade Sculpture Ceramics. London, 1960. 425 pp. 198 plates, 16
in colour 34x26 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
The first volume in a series of 4 large format books illustrating various aspects of Chinese art and crafts. This, to repeat the title, covers bronzes, jades, sculpture and ceramics. Many famous pieces illustrated and an erudite text.

487 LISHI DE NINGMOU — QINGMO MINCHU KUNMING SHEHUI FENGMAO SHEYING JISHI (18961925). (A Focus on History — Photographs of Kunming Society and Scenery at the End of the Qing Dynasty and
Beginning of the Republican Period (1896-1925). 歷史的凝眸 ： 清末民初昆明社會風貌攝影紀實. Kunming,
2000. 280 pp. B/w photographs throughout. Map. 29x27 cm. Boards.
£75.00
A loan exhibition held at the Beijing Museum of History in 1999 of photographs taken by August Francois (?) and other photographers of the scenery and life of Kunming (the capital of China’s Yunnan province) at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries. A fascinating look at the architecture etc. of old Kunming and the surrounding area in rarely seen images. In Chinese only. Out
of print. Slight tear to top of spine, otherwise fine.

488 Little, Stephen & Lewis, Edmund J: VIEW OF THE PINNACLE. Japanese Lacquer Writing Boxes: The Lewis
Collection of Suzuribako. Honolulu, 2012. xxvii, 228 pp. Colour plates (many full page) throughout. 28x21 cm.
Cloth.
£80.00
A beautifully-illustrated and well-written study with detailed descriptions of over 80 suzuribako (writing boxes) dating from the 14th
to 20th centuries from the fine collection of Edmund and Julia Lewis. Delicious.

489 Liu Dong ed: CA CA: ZANGCHUAN FOJIAO MOZHI NIFOXIANG. Tsha Tsha: Tibetan Moulded Clay
Buddhist Images. 擦擦 ： 藏傳佛教模製泥佛像 。 劉棟 編著. Tianjin, 2000. 156 pp. 154 colour plates. B/w text
illustrations and photographs. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£55.00
A very interesting work on a little-known Tibetan art form, the Tsha Tsha — Tibetan clay moulded Buddhist images. We assume their
use was similar to that of thokchas and amulets, and that, being made of clay and thus cheap and easy to produce, their use was
widespread amongst the Tibetan people. This is the first comprehensive book on the subject and illustrates, in good colour, 154 pieces
from various periods over the last 1000 years. Introduction in English, otherwise Chinese text.

490 Liu Meiguan: JIEDU CHANGSHA YAO. (Explaining Changsha Wares). 解讀長沙窯 。 劉美觀 著. Beijing,
2006. 184 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 25x19 cm. Boards.
£20.00
Explores, explains and discusses various aspects of Changsha wares. Practically all the material illustrated is Tang. In Chinese.

491 LU XUN. Selected Works. Beijing, 1980. 440; 382; 378; 347 pp. A few b/w illustrations. 4 vols. 21x14 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
A four-volume work containing short stories, poems, reminiscences and writings on various subjects. In English.

492 Lü Zuqian; Qu Shiying ed.; Sakatani Hajime ed. and notes: PINGZHU DONGLAI BOYI. (Erudite Disquisitions
of Lü Zuqian). 評註東萊博議 。 呂祖謙 撰； 瞿世瑛 校； 阪谷素 評註. Tokyo, 1879. 37; 50; 53; 52; 59; 64, 4
folded leaves, Japanese-style. 6 vols. 23x16 cm. Stitched.
£25.00
Meiji edition of works by the Song period neo-Confucian scholar and philosopher, Lü Zuqian (1137-1181) based on the Qing period
edition of Qu Shiying. A example of the vitality of this tradition of Confucianism in Meiji Japan, and also of careful book production
and editorial practice. Somewhat grubby externally but generally in fair to good condition, with contents good.

493 Lu, Hanchao: BEYOND THE NEON LIGHTS. Everyday Shanghai in the Early Twentieth Century. Berkeley,
1999. 456 pp. 36 b/w figures and plates. Appendixes, bibliography, glossary and index 24x17 cm. Cloth. £20.00
An excellent historical study and invocation of early twentieth-century Shanghai, beyond the elite downtown area, exploring everyday life throughout the city during the Republic period.

494 Luo Zhaoping: TIANYIGE CANGSHU SHIZHI. (Historical Records of the Tianyige Library). 天一閣藏書史
志 。 駱兆平 編纂. Shanghai, 2005. 15, 1, 421 pp. 21x15 cm. Paper.
£25.00
An analytical and documentary study of China’s oldest extant library, the Tianyige at Ningbo. In Chinese.

495 Lust, John ed: INDEX SINICUS. 1920-1955. A CATALOGUE OF ARTICLES RELATING TO CHINA IN
PERIODICALS AND OTHER COLLECTIVE PUBLICATIONS. Cambridge, 1964. xxx, 663 pp. 19,734
entries, two columns to the page. 26x17 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
The book was compiled with the assistance of Werner Eichhorn. An invaluable bibliography.

496 Malleson & Kaye, J. ed: KAYE’S AND MALLESON’S HISTORY OF THE INDIAN MUTINY OF 1857-8.
London, 1896. xx, 454; xxiv, 506 pp. 2 b/w folding maps and 1 colour folding map in second volume. 2 vols. 19x14
cm. Later cloth.
£15.00
Two volume history. Popular edition, Ex-library copy bound in later cloth. Reading copy. Priced accordingly.
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497 Marsh, Robert M: THE MANDARINS. The Circulation of Elites in China, 1600-1900. New York, 1961. xvii, 300
pp. Appendices, notes, glossary, bibliography, index. 22x15 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A sociological history of upward mobility within the civil service system of the late Ming and Qing dynasties. Fading to spine.

498 Martin, Brian G: THE SHANGHAI GREEN GANG. Politics and Organized Crime, 1919-1937. Berkeley, 1996.
x, 314 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. 23x15 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
The author pieces together the fascinating and complex story of the Shanghai Green Gang and its charismatic leader, Du Yuesheng.
The Green Gang was the most powerful secret society in China during the first half of the twentieth century. Out-of-print.

499 Martin, W. A. P: A CYCLE OF CATHAY. Or, China, South and North, with Personal Reminiscences. Edinburgh
& London, 1897. iv, 464 pp. 21x15 cm. Decorative cloth.
£30.00
Reprint New York etc., 1900. The memoirs of a missionary, scholar, educator, employee of the Chinese government, and diplomat,
concerning his service in China from the Opium War to 1900.

500 Matsushita Takaaki: SUIBOKU BIJUTSU TAIKEI 6 — JOSETSU, SHUBUN, AND SANAMI. Tokyo, 1978.
211 pp. including 4 pp. English plate captions. 163 plates, 26 in colour. Many text-figs. 27x20 cm. Cloth. £35.00
Volume 6 in the series on Chinese and Japanese ink and brush paintings. This volume is on early Japanese painters.

501 Medley, Margaret: YUAN PORCELAIN AND STONEWARE. Faber Monographs on Pottery & Porcelain.
London, 1977. xii, 139 pp. 124 plates and illustrations. Bibliography and index. 25x16 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
This study sees the evolution of Chinese porcelain and stoneware, which took place during the innovative Yuan period, against the background of social and economic changes. 1977 printing of the 1974 edition.

502 Meinertzhagen, Frederick: THE ART OF THE NETSUKE CARVER. London, 1956. viii, 80 pp. text and 20 pp.
b/w plates with numerous illustrations. 28x23 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
All the netsuke illustrated are from the author’s collection. The contents include function and form, the making of and the history of
netsuke. Original edition.

503 Meyer, Jeffrey F: THE DRAGONS OF TIANANMEN. Beijing as a Sacred City. Columbia, 1991. xii, 208 pp. text
plus 8 pp. b/w plates. A few b/w text illustrations. 24x16 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
A highly-informative and interesting study of the symbolism of the ancient city of Beijing which permeated the fabric and life of the
place. Much fascinating and little-known detail.

504 Ming Xiaoyan & Wiest, Jean-Paul ed: LISHI YIZONG: ZHENGFUSI TIANZHUJIAO MUDI. When Stone
Speaks: Zhengfusi Catholic Cemetery. 歷史遺蹤 ： 正福寺天主教墓地 。 明曉艷 主編. Beijing, 2007. 279 pp.
Numerous colour and (predominantly) b/w plates. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£150.00
Most interesting work on the Qing dynasty Jesuit cemetery in Beijing located at Zhengfusi temple in the west of the city. The work accompanies the exhibition at the Museum of Stone Carving in Beijing of large tombstones of Jesuit missionaries which have been relocated from the Zhengfusi temple to the museum. Numerous illustrations of rubbings of headstones showing the Latin and Chinese
inscriptions. Includes both famous Jesuit missionaries such as Gerbillon, Bouvet and Amiot, together with lesser-known individuals.
Five pages of prefaces plus list of tombstones of missionaries in English. Main text in Chinese.

505 MINGDAI JINYINQI. Gold and Silver Wares of the Ming Dynasty. 明代金銀器. Beijing, 2006. 105 pp. Colour
plates throughout. 20x14 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Good little contribution illustrated throughout in colour with numerous examples. Near dual text in English and Chinese.

506 Miniaev, Serguey and Philippe Smolarski: THE ART OF THE STEPPES. Foundation Richard Liu. Brussels,
2002. 105 pp. 85 items illustrated in colour plates. Map, bibliography. 21x21 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Catalogue with introduction and apparatus (including metal compositional analyses) for an exhibition of this private collection of
chiefly early (1st millennium BC to 1st century AD) bronze ornaments from present-day Mongolia. Includes a couple of gold and gilt
pieces.

507 Mizuno Seiichi: TANG SANCAI (TRICOLOUR) CERAMICS. Toji Taikei, Volume 35. Tokyo, 1977. 149 pp. 113
plates, 29 in colour, 89 illustrations. Folding map and chart. 27x19 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A survey based on holdings in Japanese museum collections. This volume covering Tang dynasty tricolour ceramics. Japanese text only.

508 Mori Hisashi: SCULPTURE OF THE KAMAKURA PERIOD. Heibonsha Survey of Japanese Art, 11. Tokyo,
1974. 174 pp. 21 colour plates, 146 b/w illustrations & plates. Glossary. 24x19 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
The Kamakura period (1185-1336) marked the beginning of Japan’s long feudal age. Sculpture in particular came to express the spirit
of this age.

509 Morohashi Tetsuji: DAI KAN-WA JITEN. Taibei, 1987. Each vol. contains over 1100 pp. 13 vols. 21x15 cm.
Cloth.
£250.00
Taibei reprint of the 1957-1960 original Tokyo edition of this outstanding Sino-Japanese dictionary of Chinese characters and phrases,
with particular strength on poetry and classical literature, and for the biographical notes on historical figures. The final volume comprises an extensive index. Produced in a slightly reduced format to the original. See Teng & Biggerstaff III: 133. Well-produced and
in good condition.

510 Moss, Paul ed: THE LONDON NETSUKE FAIR AND CONVENTION. Handbook 1990. London, 1990. 80 pp.
including 27 pp. advertisements. 124 colour illustrations. 30x21 cm. Boards.
£15.00
Includes articles by Michael Birch, Neil Davey, Michael Webb and other netsuke experts.

511 Mou Baolei: YUE YAO TONGJIAN. Highlights of Celadon: Yue Kiln. 越窯通鑑 。 牟寶蕾 著. Qingci Yaolan.
Hangzhou, 2017. 309 pp. Colour plates throughout, a good number full page. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£100.00
Very good survey of green-glazed wares from the yue kilns in China. The many examples shown date from the Eastern Han through to
the Northern Song with many pieces from the Western Jin when the kiln was extremely active. Illustrated throughout in colour — place
of excavation given where known and also the museum where housed. Practically all from museums in China. Text in Chinese.
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512 Münsterberg, Hugo: THE ARTS OF CHINA. Tokyo, 1981. 234 pp. 116 pls, 10 in col. 25x19 cm. Cloth. £10.00
The history and development of Chinese art traditions as exemplified in ceramics, ritual bronzes, sculpture, painting, and architecture
from prehistoric to recent times. Second printing.

513 Musée Guimet: ARTS ASIATIQUES XLVII. Annales du Musée Guimet et du Musée Cernuschi. Arts Asiatiques.
Paris, 1992. Numerous illustrations. 27x22 cm. Paper.
£10.00
Sher: Le Style Animalier; Lobligeois: Miniatures indiennes. Coll. Feuillet de Conches; André: Jean Commaille a Angkor; Dupoizat:
La Ceramique importée at Banten Girang; Ka Bo Tsang: Portraits of Meritorious Officials commissioned by the Qianglong Emperor.

514 Museum für Ostasiatische Kunst: QUELLEN — DAS WASSER IN DER KUNST OSTASIENS. (Wells — Water
in the Art of the Far East). Köln, 1992. 272 pp. 199 plates and illustrations, mostly in colour. Glossary and
bibliography. 27x21 cm. Paper.
£30.00
A detailed exhibition catalogue from the Museum für Ostasiatiche Kunst of Chinese and Japanese objects of art illustrating the subject and idea of water. In co-operation with the Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe in Hamburg. In German.

515 Myrdal, Jan: CHINESE JOURNEY. A sensitive essay in photographs and words of contemporary China. Boston,
1965. 160 pp. B/w photographic illustrations throughout. 25x20 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Very interesting photographic survey of China on the eve of the Cultural Revolution — a time when the country was little-visited.

516 Nachod, Oskar: BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE JAPANESE EMPIRE 1906-26. Lyminge, 2002. iii, xvi, 832 pp.
25x16 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
The title continues: ‘Being a Classified List of the Literature Issued in European Languages since the Publication of Fr. von Wenckstern’s ‘Bibliography of the Japanese Empire’’. A standard reference. Two volumes in one. Reprint.

517 Nakao Manzo et al: SEIIKI KEI SHINA KO TOJI NO KOSATSU..... (Study of Old Chinese Ceramics with
Connections to the Silk Road; Ding Yao Kilns, Celadon Porcelains). Togashu 6. Dairen, 1925. 317 pp. 68 b/w
plates. 19x13 cm. Japanese style binding.
£125.00
The sixth volume of the Togakai ceramic collection, divided into 3 sections — Chinese ceramics with Indian and Central Asian connections; Ding yao kilns; and Celadon Porcelain, each by different authors. Japanese text only. Rare.

518 Nara National Museum ed: NARA KOKURITSU HAKUBUTSUKAN ZOHIN ZUHAN MOKUROKU:
CHOKOKU HEN. Illustrated Catalogue of the Collection of Nara National Museum: Sculptures. 奈良國立博物
館藏拼圖版目錄：雕塑篇. Nara, 1996. 111, 1 pp. 88 pp. b/w plates. 26x19 cm. Cloth.
£60.00
Shows the collection of 42 very fine examples of Japanese sculpture held in the Nara National Museum in Japan. The majority in
wood, a few in bronze and clay. Includes a good showing of very fine and and rare Heian and Kamakura wooden statuary. All illustrated in black-and-white, many in multiple views. Preface and list of items in English. Main text in Japanese.

519 National Centre for Traditional Arts: JIANYUE YONGRONG KUANGYE: 2006 YATAI CHUANTONG DAJI
YUEQI TEZHAN. 2006 Exhibition on the Traditional Percussion Instruments of Asian-Pacific Area — Simplicity,
Elegance and Wildness. 簡約雍容狂野 ： 2006 亞太傳統打擊樂器特展. Yilan, 2006. 195 pp. Colour plates
throughout. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the National Centre for Traditional Arts in Yilan, Taiwan, showing primitive and traditional percussion musical instruments from throughout the Asia-Pacific region — mostly modern, a few older pieces. Illustrated throughout. Captions in English. Main text in English.

520 National Museum of China: PASSION FOR PORCELAIN. Masterpieces of Ceramic Treasures from the British
Museum and the Victoria & Albert Museum. Beijing, 2012. 409 pp. Colour plates throughout. 31x23 cm.
Wrappers.
£150.00
Large and heavy catalogue of an excellent loan exhibition at the National Museum of China in Beijing showing porcelain treasures
from the collections of the British Museum and the V&A in London. The exhibits comprise Chinese ceramics dating from the Song
through to the Qing dynasties together with European porcelain predominantly depicting Chinoiserie themes and subjects. The exhibition is divided into 10 sections: Ming Export Ceramics; East India Companies; Special Orders; Special Orders: Armorial Porcelain; Early European Porcelain; Chinese Designs Copied in Europe; European Designs Copied in China; Chinoiserie; Chinese
Porcelain Mounted or Enamelled in Europe; Collecting.
A number of interesting essays accompany: Mengoni: The Sino-European Trade in Ceramics: Bulk Export and Special Orders; Dawson: The Development of Porcelain in Europe; Young: European Responses to Chinese Porcelain: Technology, Design and Trade; Harrison-Hall: Collecting Ceramics: London Fashion; Geng: The Glory of Porcelain Art; Yang: Themes and Motifs in Decoration Schemes
of Ming-Qing Export Porcelain.
A total of 148 very fine ceramics are shown, all illustrated in their entirety and many with accompanying illustrations.
This is the English edition of the catalogue, printed in a small edition and difficult to obtain.

521 National Museum of China: SHANG YI YIYI: SI FANG ZHI JI: YINXU WENWU LI DE WANSHANG
SHENGSHI. (The Glory of the Late Shang Dynasty as Shown in Artefacts from Yinxu). 商邑翼翼 ： 四方之极
： 殷墟文物里的晚商盛世. Beijing, 2013. 237 pp. Colour and b/w plates (many full page) throughout. 31x24 cm.
Wrappers.
£70.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Museum of China showing extraordinary artefacts excavated from the site of the Shang dynasty capital at Yinxu in Henan province. Includes bronzes, jades and bone objects. All illustrated in colour and described in detail.
Text in Chinese and English. Hard to obtain.

522 National Museum of China: YUNNAN WENMING ZHI GUANG: DIAN WANGGUO WENWU JINGPINJI.
(The Glory of Yunnan Culture: Masterpieces from The Dian Kingdom). 雲南文明之光 ： 滇王國文物精品集.
Beijing, 2003. 463 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Paper.
£130.00
Catalogue of a wonderful and spectacular exhibition held at the National Museum of China in Beijing showing 179 major artefacts
from the Dian Kingdom of Yunnan, concurrent with China’s Western Han. Extraordinary and distinctive bronzes, some lacquer and
gold objects. Excellent colour plates throughout. List of plates in English. Main text in Chinese. Recommended. Out-of-print and now
hard to find.
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523 National Museum of History ed: 2002 JINMEN SHIJIU WENHUA JIE: CHUANTONG YU XIANDAI JIUQI
ZHAN. The Scent of Spirits in the Good Old Days — Exhibition of Traditional and Modern Drinking Vessels.
2002 金門詩酒文化節 ： 傳統與現代酒器展. Taibei, 2002. 159 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x22 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Catalogue of an exhibition organised by the National Museum of History in Taibei in conjunction with the 2002 Jinmen Poetry and
Wine Festival that shows Chinese drinking vessels from earliest times to the present day. Includes ancient Chinese bronzes and Chinese ceramics — ewers, cups and wine jars — from across the dynasties. Includes a number of present-day ceramic examples by Taiwanese potters and kilns. Introduction in English, otherwise Chinese only.

524 National Palace Museum: ART AND CULTURE OF THE SUNG DYNASTY 960-1279. China at the Inception
of the Second Millennium. 千禧年宋代文物大展. Taibei, 2000. 455 pp. 223 pp. colour plates. B/w text illustrations.
36x27 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£95.00
A wonderful exhibition held by the National Palace Museum in Taipei to commemorate the millennium. The exhibition looks back
1000 years to the Song dynasty in power at the start of the second millennium when Chinese art reached a pinnacle of sophistication.
The exhibition is split into five sections: The Tao and Art, Nature as Teacher, The Beauty of Simplicity, Life and Art, Cultural Synthesis. Drawing on its stunning holdings of Song dynasty art, all from the former Chinese imperial collection, 189 objects are displayed
— primarily calligraphy, paintings and ceramics but also bronzes, books, jades, lacquer etc. Introductions and captions in English,
otherwise Chinese only. An exhibition that truly shows the artistic achievements of the Song. Recommended. Now out-of-print.

525 National Palace Museum: DA GUAN: BEI SONG RUYAO TE ZHAN. Grand View: Special Exhibition of Ju
Ware from the Northern Sung Dynasty. 大觀 ： 北宋汝窯特展. Taibei, 2006. 215 pp. Numerous colour plates.
29x30 cm. Cloth.
£90.00
Catalogue of a very fine exhibition displaying the finest examples in the outstanding collection of Ru ware held by the National Palace
Museum in Taibei and, thus, from the former Chinese imperial collection. Together with loans from museums in the UK, mainland China
and Japan, a total of 48 superb examples of this rarest of wares are shown — all illustrated in colour and described. Many of the pieces
are shown in multiple views, including bases and inscriptions incised at the order of the Qianlong emperor. Good amount of text in
English, including introduction, list of plates and descriptions. Fuller text in Chinese.

526 National Palace Museum: DINGZHOU HUA CI : YUAN CANG DING YAO XIBAI CI TE ZHAN. Decorated
Porcelains of Dingzhou: White Ding Wares from the Collection of the National Palace Museum. 定州花瓷 ： 院
藏定窯系白瓷特展. Taibei, 2013. 303 pp. Colour plates throughout. 30x21 cm. Wrappers.
£70.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taiwan showing 213 of the finest examples of Song dynasty Ding wares
from the Museum’s collection. The exhibition is divided into three main sections: Early White Porcelains and Ding Ware; The Decoration of Ding Ware; Ding Porcelains and Their Influence. It is worth noting that these superb ceramics were much coveted by China’s
imperial rulers and all the pieces here exhibited are from the former Chinese imperial collection. All 213 exhibits illustrated in fine
colour plates. Introductions and forewords, list of contents, brief introductions to each section and captions to plates in English. Main
text in Chinese. An excellent addition to the literature on the subject. Recommended.

527 National Palace Museum: GONGZHU DE YAJI: MENG YUAN HUANGSHI YU SHUHUA JIANCANG
WENHUA TEZHAN. Elegant Gathering of the Princess: The Culture of Appreciating and Collecting Art at the
Mongol Court. 公主的牙集 ： 蒙元皇室與書畫鑒藏文化特展. Taibei, 2016. 300 pp. Colour plates throughout,
many full page. 29x29 cm. Wrappers.
£75.00
Catalogue of a sophisticated exhibition at the National Palace Museum exploring the connoisseurship of art at the court of the Yuan
dynasty Mongol emperors. It focuses on a famous gathering of literati at Tianqing Temple south of the Yuan dynasty capital, Dadu,
organized in 1323 by a Mongol princess, Sengge Ragi, great-granddaughter of Kublai Khan. After a banquet, the princess took out
masterpieces of Song and Yuan dynasty paintings and calligraphy from her collection for her guests to appreciate and inscribe. Many
of these works are now in the collection of the National Palace Museum and are testament to imperial connoisseurship across the dynasties, in particular, that during the little-studied Yuan period. The gathering is also famous in that the host was a lady, proof of the
active role of women in the court life of the Mongol ruling family. Moreover, the participants at the gathering were from different ethnic groups and reflect the pluralism of the social elite under Mongol rule. In four sections: 1. Library (Collection) of the Imperial Elder
Sister; 2. The Imperial Collection; 3. Inscriptions by Scholars; 4. Diversity in Art. Prefaces, list of contents, list of plates, introductions to each section, captions to plates and descriptions in English. Fuller text in Chinese. Immediately went out-of-print and extremely
hard to obtain.

528 National Palace Museum: GUGONG LIDAI TONG YIN TEZHAN TULU. A Catalogue of the Special Exhibition
of Bronze Seals Throughout the Dynasties in the National Palace Museum. 故宮歷代銅印特展圖錄. Taibei, 1987.
420 pp. 307 colour photographs, seal marks in red. 25x24 cm. Paper.
£90.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of 300 bronze seals dating from the Shang dynasty through to the Ming in the collection of the National
Palace Museum, Taibei. The majority of the exhibits are Han dynasty and earlier. Illustrated throughout. Introductions, list of contents,
two essays and captions in Chinese and English. Fuller descriptions of seals in Chinese. Scarce.

529 National Palace Museum: PIJING ZHANJI: SHIQI SHIJI DE TAIWAN. Into the Wilderness: Taiwan During
the 17th to 19th Centuries. 披荊斬棘 ： 十七世紀後的臺灣. Taibei, 2003. 63 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x21
cm. Paper.
£25.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum that shows rare Chinese maps and documents illustrating and concerning
Taiwan during the above period. The exhibits come from the Museum’s collection Introduction and captions (some lengthy) in English.
Main text in Chinese.

530 National Palace Museum: SPECIAL EXHIBITION OF CH’ING DYNASTY ENAMELLED PORCELAINS
OF THE IMPERIAL ATELIERS. Qing Gong Zhong Falang Cai Ci Te Zhan. 清宮中琺瑯彩瓷特展. Taibei,
2010. 281 pp. 146 pieces illustrated in colour, including marks. 26x25 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£120.00
Lavish exhibition catalogue of 146 superb objects of the highest craftsmanship from the unparalleled collection of the National Palace
Museum in Taibei. Emphatically demonstrates the exquisite workmanship of the Qing imperial workshops in falangcai decoration on
ceramics. All exhibits from the former Chinese imperial collection. Dual text in English and Chinese. 2010 reprint of the 1992 edition.
Out-of-print.
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531 National Palace Museum: UNCANNY INGENUITY AND CELESTIAL FEATS:
THE CARVINGS OF MING AND QING DYNASTIES. Ivory and Rhinoceros
Horn. Taibei, 2010. xvii, 193 pp. Numerous full page colour plates throughout. B/w
text illustrations. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.
£70.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum in Taibei showing 34 superb examples
of Ming and Qing dynasty ivory (24) and rhinoceros horn carvings (10) from the former Chinese imperial collection. The majority of objects illustrated in their entirety and also showing close-up detail. Introductions and very detailed descriptions accompany. Text in English.

532 National Palace Museum ed: FUERMOSHA: SHIQI SHIJI DE TAIWAN, HELAN
YU DONGYA. Ilha Formosa: The Emergence of Taiwan on the World Scene in the
17th Century: Taiwan, Holland and East Asia. 福爾摩沙 ： 十七世紀的臺灣、 荷蘭
與東亞. Taibei, 2003. 303 pp. Numerous colour plates 30x21 cm. Paper.
£45.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the National Palace Museum focusing on the European discovery of
Taiwan in the 17th century with loans from numerous museums, particularly the Netherlands. Numerous maps are shown together with illustrations from period books and various artefacts. Introduction and captions (some lengthy) in English. Main text in Chinese.

533 National Taiwan Arts Education Institute: YI YU SHENGHUO: DANGDAI TAOYI ZHAN. Lively Clay —
Contemporary Ceramics in Taiwan. 藝於生活 ： 當代陶藝展. Taipei, 2002. 199 pp. Numerous colour plates
throughout. 29x21 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of contemporary ceramics created by various Taiwanese ceramic artists. Illustrated throughout in colour.
Chinese text only.

534 Needham, Joseph et al: SCIENCE AND CIVILISATION IN CHINA II. History of Scientific Thought.
Cambridge, 1956. xxvi, 697 pp. 7 plates, 6 illustrations & text-figures, 12 tables. 26x20 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
Beginning with ancient times, it describes the Confucian milieu in which arose the organic naturalism of the great Taoist school. The
book examines all of the various schools of thought which affected scientific thought.

535 Ngapo, Ngawang Jigmei et al: TIBET. New York, 1981. (13), 296 pp. Numerous colour illustrations. Chronology,
bibliography. 30x24 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
A well-illustrated photographic survey covering all aspects of Tibetan life, from rice-growing to sky burials.

536 O’Neill, P. G: JAPANESE NAMES. A Comprehensive Index by Characters and Readings. New York, 1989. xix,
359 pp. 18x12 cm. Paper.
£15.00
An indispensable reference book which covers some 36,000 Japanese names in all the important categories. The two parts provide both
the readings of names in characters and characters for name readings that are known. The first paperback edition to be published.

537 Oi Motoi: SUMI-E PAINTING & LIFE. Tokyo, 1958. 68 pp. 22 illustrations. 36x28 cm. Japanese style binding.
£40.00
Oi Motoi lived in poverty as a self-supporting student while he trained as an artist. This book, written in English, gives descriptions
of the techniques and art of sumi-e painting. Artist’s dedication.

538 Okada Jo comp: LACQUER ARTS OF JAPAN. Nihon no Urushi. Tokyo, 2003. c.120 pp. per volume. Colour
plates throughout. B/w text illustrations. 6 vols. 35x27 cm. Boards.
£400.00
Reprint of this extremely fine work on Japanese lacquer in six volumes. Volumes 1-4 are on maki-e, volume 5 on maki-e and negoro,
volume 6 on raden, kamakura-bori and chinkin lacquers. Each volume has full page colour plates. List of plates in English, otherwise
Japanese text.

539 Olson, Eleanor: CATALOGUE OF THE TIBETAN COLLECTION AND OTHER LAMAIST ARTICLES.
In the Newark Museum. Volume IV. Newark, 1975. vi, 106 pp. 34 plates. Bibliography. 24x19 cm. Paper. £20.00
A revised edition. This volume is devoted to textiles, rugs, needlework, costumes and jewellery.

540 Onishi Rongoro: KANTEI BIKO SHINA TOJI ZENSHO. (Verification and Reference: A Compendium of
Chinese Ceramics). 鑑定備考支那陶磁全書 。 大西林五郎 著. Tokyo, 1917. 140; 112; 124; 152, 23, 20, 7 pp.
text on folded leaves. A number of b/w text illustrations to each volume plus a total of 14 full page original colour
woodblock illustrations hors texte. 4 vols. 23x15 cm. Stitched.
£900.00
An early Japanese study of Chinese ceramics dating from the Zhou dynasty through to the Qing. This work is much distinguished by
the numerous fine lithographed black-and-white text illustrations (including a good selection of base marks and seals) and, in particular, by 14 original full page colour woodblock illustrations. Published in Tokyo by Shozando Shoten. In fine condition. Rare.

541 Oriental Ceramic Society: CHINESE TRANSLATIONS NUMBER 1-12. London, 12 vols. 28x21 cm. Paper.
£90.00
Complete run of all 12 issues of the translation series by the Oriental Ceramic Society of articles from Wenwu, Kaogu and Kaogu Xuebao dealing with Chinese ceramics and related topics.

542 Orientations Magazine: ART OF TIBET. Selected Articles from Orientations 1981-1997. Hong Kong, 1998. 287
pp. Colour and b/w plates throughout. Selected bibliography. 29x21 cm. Paper.
£40.00
32 articles from Orientations on many aspects of Tibetan art which together provide an excellent reference on the subject. Particular
emphasis is placed on dating and provenance. By leading experts in the field.
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543 Osaka Mainichi Shinbun: KANTO SHINSAI GAHO: DAI ICHI SHU. (An Illustrated Report on the Kanto
Earthquake: Part One). 關東震災畫報第一輯. Osaka, 1923. Introductory page of text, list of contents and 40 pp.
b/w photographic illustrations. 21x30 cm. Paper covers with silk ties.
£200.00
A rare photographic record of the destruction in the Kanto area caused by the Great Earthquake of September 1st, 1923, that caused
extensive damage to the Tokyo and Kanto areas. This photographic record was obviously compiled in the immediate aftermath of the
earthquake as many of the photographs have a sense of eyewitness immediacy to them. These are accompanied by scenes of major destruction to urban areas and other sites. Includes views of people in shelters and being evacuated. Quite fascinating — and alarming!
All text in Japanese. Part One (of possibly three). Front cover a little loose, otherwise fine.

544 Osaka Municipal Art Museum: KINRYU — KINMA TO DOBUTSUKUNI HOTEN. (Golden Dragon — Golden
Horse and the Animal Kingdom). Osaka, 1987. 144 pp. Japanese text. 125 colour plates and illustrations, some
b/w. 28x21 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of items excavated in Shaanxi province and illustrating animal representations in Chinese art from Shang
to Yuan in various materials: bronze, pottery, jade, silver and gold, etc. In Japanese.

545 Osaka Municipal Museum: YANGZHOU BAGUAI. (Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou). Osaka, 1969. 64 pp. 156
illustrations. 26x18 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Exhibition catalogue from the Osaka Municipal Museum of paintings from the group known as the Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou. Text
in Japanese.

546 Otsu Kyutaro ed: SHINSHO SEISHIN KOKAN (XINCHAO XIQING GUJIAN). (Newly Transcribed Imperial
Catalogue of Bronzes). 新鈔西清古鑒. Tokyo, 1895. 1, 1, 1-40; 41-60, 13 pp. folded-leaves of Chinese & Japanese
text. 120 pp. b/w lithographic illustrations. 2 vols. 27x20 cm. Stitched.
£500.00
Finely-produced Japanese lithographic edition of selected entries from the important catalogue of bronzes in the Chinese Imperial collections (edited by Liang Shizheng and completed originally in 1751). 120 pages of very fine and detailed illustrations showing a total
of 328 ancient Chinese bronzes. In fine condition. Collector’s label on the top of the front cover of each volume and calligraphed title
and name of collection on the back cover of each volume. Slight loss to title slip of volume 2. Slight wear to covers. Internally in very
fine condition. All text in Japanese. Very rare. Cf. Hummel p. 503.

547 Pal, Pratapaditya: THE ART OF TIBET. New York, 1969. 163 pp. 119 pieces all illustrated, 4 on colour plates.
28x21 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Includes an essay by Eleanor Olson. Catalogue of an exhibition shown at the Asia House Gallery, the first after the flight of the Dalai
Lama in 1959.

548 Pal, Pratapaditya: TIBETAN PAINTINGS. A Study of Tibetan Thankas 11th-19th Centuries. New Delhi, 1988.
223 pp. 115 colour plates, 12 illustrations. Bibliography, index and appendix. 29x23 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
A history of the Tibetan thankas from 11th to 19th centuries. A lucid and concise analysis of the styles and aesthetics of this Buddhist
art. 1988 reprint.

549 Pallis, Marco: PEAKS AND LAMAS. London, 1948. viii, 248 pp. 8 b/w illustrations, 5 maps and diagrams. 21x13
cm. Cloth.
£15.00
Revised edition. The author’s travels and expeditions to the Ganges and Satlej, Sikkim and Ladakh, 1933-1936. An informed survey
of Tibetan art and living and a well-known travel book on Tibet. Good reading copy.

550 Pan Rongsheng: MING QING JINSHI LU. (A Record of Ming and Qing Period Presented Scholars). 明清進士
錄 。 潘榮勝 主編. Beijing, 2006. 2, 3, 1, 1332 pp. Glossary, indexes. 22x15 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
A record of the biographies of over 7,700 jinshi or presented scholars from the two dynasties. Presented scholars were those who
passed the highest national level of the Chinese examination system, more or less guaranteeing them employment in the civil service,
often at a high level. This is both a significant contribution to the study of the Ming and Qing examination system and, therefore, of
the Chinese state, and also an important biographical reference work. There are appendixes with a useful glossary of terms relating
to the examination system, and tables summarising numbers and ranking of jinshi scholars. Arranged chronologically with a name
index. In Chinese (simplified characters).
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551 Parker, Charles Kenneth: A DICTIONARY OF JAPANESE COMPOUND VERBS. with an Introduction of
Japanese Cultural and Linguistic Affiliations with the Yangtze — Malaya — Tibetan — Pacific Quadrilateral.
Tokyo, 1939. [10], clxxi, 237 pp. Bibliography. 24x167 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£95.00
Although the author, in his foreword, suggests that the dictionary has been promoted from ‘supplement’ to the focal publication of
‘greater utility’, his introduction is more of an extended academic essay with considerable linguistic interest, proposing to shed light
on the origins of Japanese and its relationship with Tibeto-Burman languages. In very good condition with protected dustjacket.

552 Peng Shifan ed: JIU RU YUAN JIJIN: ZHU CHANGYAN CANG GUDAI QINGTONGQI. The Legacy of Chu
Chong-yee: Ancient Chinese Bronzes in the Jiu Ru Yuan Collection. 九如園吉金 ： 朱昌言藏古代青銅器 。 彭
適凡 編著. Shanghai, 2018. 26, 6, 160 pp. 165 pp. colour plates, many full page. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£70.00
Catalogue of the Chinese bronze collection of the Hong Kong collector, Chu Chong-yee (1917-2014), a long-time friend of the Shanghai Museum. 76 very fine bronzes dating from the early Shang dynasty through to the Western Han are illustrated in colour, many in
multiple views, and described in detail. Introductions accompany. Dual texts in Chinese and English.

553 A PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF THE MOUNT JOLMO LUNGMA SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITION (19661968). Peking, 1974. 80 pp of colour and b/w photographs. 29x23 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£35.00
A splendid photographic essay.

554 Plant, Cornell: GLIMPSES OF THE YANGTZE GORGES. Shanghai, 1936. xv, 86 pp. with 49 b/w photographs,
and 30 b/w text drawings by Ivon A. Donnelly, 1 in colour. 22x15 cm. Decorative cloth.
£85.00
Having devoted the greater part of his life to studying and overcoming the dangers and difficulties which attend navigation of this river,
Captain Plant is the ideal man to write a book on this subject. No alterations or additions to the text has been made in this new edition of the 1921 original. However, 4 photographs had to be omitted, the blocks having been mislaid and the original photographs from
which they were being made being unavailable. The photographs are interesting and the b/w drawings by Donnelly are pleasing. A
scarce work on the Gorges. 1936 reprint of the 1926 second edition. Some warping to covers, otherwise fine.

555 Pope-Hennessy, James: HALF-CROWN COLONY. A Hong Kong Notebook. London, 1969. 150 pp. 20
illustrations. 24x16 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
A general history of Hong Kong as a British colony.

556 Pott, P. H: INTRODUCTION TO THE TIBETAN COLLECTION OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF
ETHNOLOGY. Mededelingen van het Rijkmuseum, 8/9. Leiden, 1951. 184, (17) pp. 32 plates. Bibliography,
appendix, indexes. 25x17 cm. Paper.
£35.00
Includes a historical background; general remarks on the Lamaist pantheon; and essays on art, iconography, industrial arts, and the
life of Johan van Mahen (secretary of The Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal).

557 Prodan, Mario: LA POTERIE T’ANG. Paris, 1960. 186 pp. 34 tipped-in colour plates, 154 illustrations.
Bibliography and index. 31x26 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
Excellent survey of the subject with numerous illustrations. In French.

558 Pulleyblank, Edwin G: THE BACKGROUND TO THE REBELLION OF AN LU-SHAN. London Oriental
Series 4. London, 1966. x, 264 pp. Folding map and chart. 21x14 cm. Cloth.
£10.00
Reprint of this excellent study.

559 Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts. (Hubei Provincial Museum ed.): LI YUE ZHONGGUO: HUBEI SHENG
BOWUGUAN GUANCANG SHANG ZHOU QINGTONGQI. Chinese Ritual and Music: A Special Exhibition
of Shang and Zhou Bronzes from the Hubei Provincial Museum. 禮樂中國 ： 湖北省博物館館藏商周青銅器.
Wuhan, 2014. 212 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.
£95.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow comprising major loans from the Hubei Provincial Museum in Wuhan, China. The exhibition showing superb and extraordinary ancient bronzes dating from the Shang and Zhou dynasties
and Warring States period and excavated at sites throughout Hubei province, including exceptional finds from the tomb of Marquis Yi
of Zeng. A total of 115 artefacts including bronzes associated with rituals and burial customs and also amazing ancient musical instruments, in particular, a set of bronze bells and stone chimes. The exhibition also included a few examples of Chu lacquer ware. Illustrated throughout in colour. Near dual texts in Chinese and English. Hard to obtain.

560 Qi Gong: QI GONG LUN SHUFA. (Qi Gong on Calligraphy). 啟功論書法. Beijing, 2001. 34 folded leaves,
Chinese-style. 32x20 cm. Stitched.
£80.00
Fine facsimile reproductions of two texts written in Qi Gong’s own hand, the first consists of 100 classical-style 28-character quatrains
by this contemporary master on the subject of calligraphy; and the second is a sequence of short prose pieces on related subjects
beautifully written out on traditional letter paper, reproduced here in colour. A pleasingly produced work. In Chinese only. Scarce.

561 QIANNIAN MAZU: MEIZHOU DAO TAIWAN. (From Meizhou to Taiwan: A Thousand Years of Mazu). Taipei,
1988. 176 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. 30x20 cm. Paper.
£25.00
A survey of the cult of Mazu — the Goddess of the Sea, particularly popular in Taiwan. With many colour photographs of related festivals and other black-and-white illustrations. Text in Chinese.

562 Qing Shi Shan Hou Weiyuan Hui ed: GUGONG WUPIN DIANCHA BAOGAO. (Report on the Survey of Objects
in the Gugong). 故宮物品點查報告. Beijing, 2004. c. 400 pp. per volume. 10 vols. 27x19 cm. Boards. £850.00
Following the expulsion of the last Emperor, Pu Yi, from the Forbidden City at the end of 1924, the Chinese Government established
a committee (Qing Shi Shan Hou Weiyuan Hui) to undertake a complete survey and listing of the objects and treasures in the Forbidden City. The committee surveyed the imperial complex, palace by palace and hall by hall, from 1925-30, systematically and exhaustively listing the contents of each, from cloisonné and paintings to rare books, imperial edicts, furniture and jades. This is a facsimile
of their report. The original was never generally available, being held for the sole use of government officials, due to its political sensitivity at the time. This report remains the most comprehensive and complete listing of the treasures of the Gugong and was undertaken at a time when the imperial collection was intact in one place — particularly important given that many of the treasures are now
divided between Beijing and Taibei. Over 1.1 million objects are described. The importance of this work is further enhanced in that it
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also contains (in volume 10) the 1933 government survey of the objects and treasures held in the
Summer Palace (the Yiheyuan) entitled ‘Diancha Beiping Yiheyuan Liuping Wupin Qing Ce’. Again,
the original of this report is very elusive. A prime research and reference tool on the Chinese imperial collection, the use and function of halls and palaces, the original locations of objects. In Chinese.

563 Qinshi Huangdi Ling Bowuguan: HUYA CHENGCHANG RONGHE:
DONGZHOU SHIQI BEIFANG QINGTONG WENHUA ZHENCUI. Rise,
Growth and Cultural Integration: The Quintessential Pieces of Northern Bronze Culture
During the East Zhou Period. 葫芽成長融合 ： 東周時期北方青銅器文化臻萃.
Xi’an, 2012. 311 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.
£170.00
Catalogue of an excellent and most interesting loan exhibition at the Qinshi Huangdi Museum located
at the site of the Terracotta Warriors outside Xi’an in China. Showed an extensive selection of small
‘steppe’ or ‘ordos’ bronzes and a number of similar objects in gold, all dating from the Eastern Zhou
period (c.770-256 BC) and found at archaeological sites in Inner Mongolia and Northwest China. A
good amount of previously-unseen material. The loans primarily from the little-known collections of Ningxia Guyuan Museum, Gansu
Provincial Archaeological Institute, Ordos Bronze Museum and Shenmu County Museum. Brief captions to plates in English including the lending institution. Main text in Chinese. Hard to obtain.

564 Rambach, Pierre: THE ART OF JAPANESE TANTRISM. London, 1979. 170 pp. 258 illustrations, 36 in colour.
35x28 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
An excellent survey of the subject.

565 Reagan, Louie: TOWARD A TRUER LIFE. Photos of China 1980-1990. New York, 1991. 95 pp. Colour plates
throughout. 25x29 cm. Cloth.
£26.00
A fine photo-essay.

566 Reynolds, Valrae: TIBET, A LOST WORLD. The Newark Collection of Tibetan Art and Ethnography. New York,
1979. 128 pp. 101 b/w & 11 colour illustrations, map. 26x21 cm. Paper.
£25.00
A concise introduction to Tibet as it existed until 1959. The objects depicted document the entire culture rather than one aspect of it.
Also featured are rare photographs dating from the turn of the century.

567 Rhodes, Daniel: STONEWARE & PORCELAIN. The Art of High-Fired Pottery. London, 1960. 217 pp. 81 b/w
illustrations. 26x19 cm. Cloth. A few marks to covers.
£15.00
A very useful and informative work with much on the technical processes, glazes etc. Refers frequently to Chinese and Japanese ceramics. Annotations on a couple of pages.

568 RUSSIAN FAMILY IN CHINA. Two Photograph Albums. N.p.[Harbin], 1916-1955. 2 photograph albums with
over 200 b/w photographs of varying sizes. 2 vols. 28x18 & 25x17 cm. 2 albums
£1,200.00
Two albums comprising a rare and fascinating insight into the life of a Russian family who lived, it seems, in Harbin and possibly later
in Shanghai in the first half of the 20th century. The family were probably White Russians who fled the Russian Revolution. Such a visual record of life in the Russian community in China is extremely rare. The photographs are notable for the lack of Chinese in the
photographs. However, Russian communities outside their homeland are known for being very close-knit and disinterested in the life
of the locals. It would appear that the family did travel to a limited extent or were involved in business that required it. There are
scenes of Shanghai in the early 1930s, Tsingtao (Qingdao) in 1940, railway scenes, a station in Manchuria. There are a good number
of photographs of Harbin, particularly of flooded streets dated 1932 and family photographs inscribed Harbin with a date.

569 Sagemonoya: SHUNGA NETSUKE. Tokyo, 2000. 40 pp. 99 colour illustrations. 30x22 cm. Paper.

£20.00

A fine selection of 99 shunga (erotic) netsuke from a major dealer in Japan. All objects well-illustrated in good colour, some with
close-ups of detail, and briefly described. Signatures are shown. The netsuke date from the 18th century through to the present day.
Captions and an introduction in English on Netsuke and Shunga by Richard Lane. Main text in Japanese.

570 Saito Ken: SHINA GAKA RAKKAN INFU. (A Collection of the Seals of Chinese Painters). 支那畫家落款印
譜 。 齋藤謙 編. Tokyo, 1906. Various paginations of folded leaves. 3 vols. 23x15 cm. Stitched. Marks to
covers.
£300.00
An early and interesting three-volume compilation of Chinese artist’s seals and signatures. Illustrated throughout with reproductions
of red seals and accompanying ink signatures. In Japanese. Rare.

571 Sandfield, Norman: THE ULTIMATE NETSUKE BIBLIOGRAPHY. An Annotated Guide to Miniature
Japanese Carvings. Chicago, 1999. 416 pp. 25 b/w illustrations. Paper.
£30.00
Contains over 4200 bibliographic print and non-print entries covering all aspects of netsuke. With indices and appendices. Essential
for every netsuke collector, library and museum. Paperback.

572 Sanekisha ed: CHUSHI NO TENBO. (A View of Central China). Shanghai, 1938. 1 colour & 55 b/w plates & 56
pp. of accompanying text. 1 folding colour map. 27x20 cm. Cloth. Tear to base of spine.
£85.00
Photographs of Central China during the Japanese occupation. Japanese text only.

573 Schneeberger, Pierre-F: THE BAUR COLLECTION — JAPANESE LACQUER. Geneva, 1984. 193 pp. 100
plates, many in colour. 29x23 cm. Cloth.
£100.00
An excellent catalogue of a superb collection of inro and other lacquer wares.

574 Schram, Louis M. J: THE MONGUORS OF THE KANSU-TIBETAN FRONTIER. Part III. Records of the
Monguor Clans. Transactions of the A.P.S, 51:3. Philadelphia 1961. 117 pp. 2 maps, index. 31x24 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Final part of the author’s study of the Monguors, on the history of the clans in Huangchung during the Ming and Qing dynasties,
based on the Annals of Xining and Gansu.
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575 Koyama Fujio et al: SEKAI TOJI ZENSHU 10 — SO RYO HEN. (Catalogue of World’s Ceramics Volume 10:
Song and Liao). 世界陶磁全集10：宋遼 篇. Tokyo, 1956. 319 pp. 120 pp. b/w plates and 18 in colour, a total of
235 illustrations. 16 pp. bibliography and chronology. 31x22 cm. Cloth.
£90.00
Volume Ten in this good series continues coverage of Chinese ceramics and shows extremely fine ceramics from the Song and the Liao
dynasties held in Japanese museum collections. Second printing. Japanese text only. A now scarce survey of the excellent holdings of
Song and Liao ceramics in Japan.

576 Mikami Tsugio & the Zauho Press: SEKAI TOJI ZENSHU 13 — CERAMIC ART OF THE WORLD 13. Liao,
Chin and Yuan Dynasties. Tokyo, 1981. 336 pp. Japanese, 14 pp. English text. 300 colour plates, many b/w
illustrations. 30x22 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£90.00
Liao Jin and Yuan ceramics in Japanese collections. A well-illustrated survey. Lengthy caption list in English, otherwise Japanese text
only.

577 Sekino Takeshi: CHUGOKU KOKOGAKU KENKYU. A Study of Chinese Archaeology. 中國考古學研究 。
關野貞 著. Tokyo, 1956. 698, x, 31 pp. 33 b/w plates and 132 text-figures. 21x16 cm. Cloth.
£150.00
The present volume was made up of 24 articles chosen from among the author’s essays on Chinese archaeology which had been published since his graduation from the University of Tokyo in 1939. Not to be confused with the more famous and very closely named,
Sekino Tadashi!! 41 page English resume. Main text in Japanese.

578 Selby, John: THE PAPER DRAGON. An Account of the China Wars 1840-1900. New York, 1968. 214 pp. 33 b/w
photographs. 10 maps. 22X15 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£15.00
A history of Sino-British relations during the 19th century and of the wars between China and the western powers. Combining scholarly research with eyewitness accounts.

579 Shanghai Museum & Shaanxi Museum ed: ZHOU QIN HAN TANG WENMING.
The Civilization of Zhou, Qin, Han and Tang Dynasties. 周秦漢唐文明. Shanghai,
2004. 15, 305 pp. Colour plates throughout. 31x24 cm. Boards.
£50.00
Catalogue of an outstanding exhibition at the Shanghai Museum held at the end of 2004. The exhibition showed treasures dating from the Zhou, Qin, Han and Tang dynasties from the collection of
the Shaanxi Provincial Museum and numerous other museums in Shaanxi province. The exhibition
was in three sections: 1. Decorative Arts — including extraordinary Western Zhou bronzes and major
new finds from the Mausoleum of Qin Shi Huangdi. Further treasures in this section included objects
from the Hejiacun gold hoard and four of the stone-carved steed of the Tang Emperor, Taizong. 2.
Frescoes — 83 fine frescoes from tombs dating from the Qin to the Han. 3. Famen Temple — 97 superb relics from the crypt at Famen Temple. List of exhibits, introductions to each major grouping
of finds and captions in English. Main text in Chinese. Out-of-print. Some bumps to covers.

580 Shanghai Museum ed: JING YANG QIANKUN: LUOYIDE KOUCEN
XIANSHENG JUANZENG TONGJING JINGCUI. World in Mirror: Selected
Bronze Mirrors from Lloyd Cotsen’s Donation. 鏡吷乾坤 ： 羅伊德 。 扣岑先生捐
贈銅鏡精粹. Shanghai, 2012. 139 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. Colour text plates and b/w reproductions
of rubbings of mirror patterns. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.
£50.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Shanghai Museum celebrating the donation by the American collector, Lloyd Cotsen, of 59 very fine
Chinese bronze mirrors dating from the Qijia culture through to the Jin dynasty. All illustrated in colour and described. Introduction
and captions in English. Main text in Chinese.

581 Shao Guotian: AOHAN WENWU JINGHUA. Aohan China. 敖漢文物精華 。 邵國田 主編. Halubeier, 2004.
16, 266 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£60.00
Very interesting work showing much previously unpublished or little-published material excavated in the Aohan Banner region in
Inner Mongolia over the past 30 years. The first part describes 15 major historical and cultural sites located in the area. Part Two shows
302 cultural relics housed in the Aohan Museum. Part Three shows 37 murals from Liao tombs in the Aohan banner. The artefacts illustrated include Ordos bronzes, gold and silver, ceramics, weaponry, bronzes and other categories. Many fine and unusual pieces.
Brief introduction in English, otherwise Chinese text only. Hard to obtain.

582 Shen Jin: MEIGUO HAFU DAXUE HAFU YANJING TUSHUGUAN ZHONGWEN SHANBEN SHUZHI.
(Annotated Bibliography of the Fine and Rare Chinese Editions in the Harvard-Yenching Institute Library). 美國
哈佛大學燕京圖書館中文善本書志 。 沈津. Hafu Yanjing Tushuguan Shumu Congkan (Harvard-Yenching
Bibliographical Series) 7. Shanghai, 1999. 17, 927 pp. 10 pp. of colour plates. Bibliography, Indexes (author and
title, four-corner). 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
An exemplary, highly detailed bibliography of rare Chinese books in an important western collection. This is, in fact, a first volume
covering Song, Yuan and Ming period editions. A continuation, on fine Qing-period and manuscript (gaoben and chaoben) editions is
in preparation and to follow. In Chinese only.

583 Shengzu; Shen Yu and Wang Zengqi: TONGBAN ‘YUZHI BISHU SHANZHUANG SANSHILIU JING SHI
TU’. (Copperplate Edition of the Imperially Commissioned ‘Thirty-Six Views and Poems of The Mountain Resort
for Escaping the Heat’). 銅板《御製避暑山莊三十六景詩圖》 。 聖祖玄燁 詩 ： 沈崳 繪 ： 王曾期 書.
Beijing, 2002. 4 pp. leaflet. 36 openings with reproduction of copperplate illustration opposite a poem &
commentary, plus an additional 19 openings with reproductions of matching woodcut illustrations. 38x41 cm.
Accordion-style.
£190.00
Facsimile edition of the first work produced in China based on the copperplate printing technology introduced by the Jesuits. The work
is a collection of 36 poems attributed to the Kangxi emperor (Shengzu) about scenic spots around his summer palace at Jehol, the ‘Bishu
Shanzhuang’, matched with copper engravings of scenes painted by Shen Yu. The calligraphy has been copied by Wang Zengqi. The
work was engraved by Matteo Ripa and printed in 1713. An appendix reproduces woodcut versions of the illustrations made at the
Palace for the original 1712 edition in, as it were, traditional media. Text in Chinese only. Now out-of-print.
See: Hummel: Eminent Chinese of the Ch’ing Period, 330.
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584 Shenzhen Cultural Relics and Archaeological Verification Bureau ed: TANG REN QIYONG. (Tang Dynasty
Utensils). 唐人器用. Beijing, 2013. 167 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. Colour text plates. 29x21 cm.
Wrappers.
£60.00
Catalogue of an exhibition presumably held at the above location. Comprises loans from private Chinese collections of fine Tang dynasty ceramics and bronze utensils that would have been used in the daily lives of wealthy Tang households. A total of 97 exhibits, each
illustrated in a full page colour plate and described. The ceramics of particular appeal. List of contents and captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.

585 Shi Yong’an et al. comp: RIBEN GUJIN HUAJIA MINGDIAN. (A Dictionary of Ancient and Modern Japanese
Artists). 日本古今畫家名典 。 施永安 等 主編. Changchun, 2002. 4, 2, 1, 120, 988 pp. Tables, appendixes,
indexes. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
Extensive and useful dictionary of Japanese artists in Chinese arranged by stroke count, and surname plus given name, with supplementary index of alternate names. Useful appendixes with chronological, geographical and information relating to artistic ‘schools’.

586 SHIDAI MANHUA. (Sketches of Our Time/Modern Sketch). 時代漫畫. Hangzhou, 2014. Typically 30+ pp. per
issue. Colour and (predominantly) b/w cartoon-style drawings and photographic illustrations throughout each
volume. 39 vols. 26x19 cm. Paper. Two decorative cardboard holders.
£250.00
Facsimile reproduction of a complete run of a little-known magazine published in Shanghai for a relatively short period from 19341937. A total of 39 issues. The magazine was an illustrated comment on the news and social activity of the time with a marked humorous
element. The sketches were done by a number of well-known sketch artists active in Shanghai at the time. Very interesting period piece
and a prime example of the distinctive and, at times, unusual ‘Shanghai Illustration’ of the early 20th century. Illustrated throughout
each issue. We have never come across any original issues. Text in Chinese. Hard to find.

587 Shigemori, S: NIHON KADO BIJUTSU ZENSHU. (The Art of Japanese Flower Arranging). Kyoto, 1929. 28;
27; 27; 27; 27 folded leaves. 125 full page illustrations, the majority b/w. 5 vols. 31x23 cm. Stitched.
£80.00
A pleasing five volume work from the early Showa period discussing the art of Japanese flower arranging. Each volume contains 25
full page illustrations of a flower arrangement accompanied by a page of descriptive text. The fine illustrations are a combination of
black-and-white line drawings, b/w collotype and b/w photographic illustrations. A minority of the illustrations are lovely colour collotypes. All text in Japanese. Scarce.

588 SHOSOIN HOMOTSU. Treasures of the Shosoin. 正倉院寶物. Tokyo, 1960-62. North: Plate volume: 3 pp. text
and 125 pp. tipped-in colour plates with accompanying page of description; Text volume: xxvi, [4], 56 pp. Middle:
Plate volume: 3 pp. text and 130 pp. tipped-in colour plates with accompanying page of description; Text volume:
xx, 39 pp. South: Plate volume: 3 pp. text and 119 pp. tipped-in colour plates with accompanying page of
description; Text volume: xvi, 41 pp. 6 vols. 39x30 cm. Cloth and paper. Clamshell boxes with minor wear.
£750.00
Divided into three parts, one each devoted to the North, Middle and South sections of this famed repository of ancient and wonderful
art treasures, many dating from the 8th century AD and, in addition to marvellous Japanese items, superb and rare objects from Tang
dynasty China. The treasures include inlaid mirrors, glass objects, textiles, Buddhist objects, small items of furniture, wooden boxes,
calligraphy, paintings, carved marble, metalwork, masks and much more. Over 370 objects are illustrated in colour.
The Shosoin itself is a wooden building in the temple complex of the Todai-ji temple in Nara in Japan.
Each part of this work comprises a hardback volume of tipped-in colour plates accompanied by a paperback volume of text. Captions
to plates in English in each plate volume. Good introductions and descriptions of objects in English in each accompanying text volume. Fuller text in Japanese. A comprehensive and well-produced reference on the Shosoin treasures. Very scarce.

589 SHOUDU TUSHUGUAN GUJI SHUHUA ZHENPIN JICUI. (Selected Bibliographic and Art Treasures from
the Beijing Municipal Library). 首都圖書館古籍書畫珍品集萃. Tianjin, 2001. 171 pp. Colour illustrations
throughout. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£42.00
An illustrated conspectus of treasures in the collection of one of Beijing’s major libraries, including early bibliographic rarities (with
some original paintings and calligraphy); fine collections of modern, early 20th century material, and of material relating to Beijing
itself; and a number of foreign and Western items — 208 items illustrated and captioned in all, in Chinese only.

590 SICHUAN PINGWU TUSI YIZHEN: MINGDAI WANG XI JIAZU MU CHUTU WENWU XUANCUI.
(Relics of the Chieftain of Pingwu in Sichuan: A Selection of Treasures Excavated from the Ming Dynasty Cemetery
of the Kings of Xi). 四川平武土司遺珍 ： 明代王璽家族墓出土文物選粹. Beijing, 2018. 287 pp. Colour plates
throughout, many full page. 1 foldout. Colour text illustrations. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£110.00
Very interesting, fine and varied selection of objects excavated from the royal cemetery of the Kings of Xi, a Ming dynasty fiefdom centred on Pingwu in Sichuan province in China. Includes ceramics, gold jewellery and accessories, bronze items, engraved tomb bricks
and reliefs, a few small jade objects and much else. Useful texts set the context of the fiefdom and its history. Illustrated throughout in
colour. Text in Chinese.

591 Silbergeld, Jerome: MIND LANDSCAPES. The Paintings of C. C. Wang. Seattle, 1987. 132 pp. 90 illustrations.
31x31 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
The first full-length study of this fine Chinese landscape painter, beautifully and extensively illustrated, with an academic and very readable introduction.

592 Singer, Jane Casey and Denwood, Philip: TIBETAN ART. Towards a Definition of Style. London, 1997. 320 pp.
341 illustrations, 257 in colour, 2 maps. 31x24 cm. Cloth.
£65.00
A most comprehensive coverage of Tibetan art. In articles on all major areas of Tibetan art — painting, sculpture, textiles, architecture and cave drawings — over 20 leading scholars present their latest research incorporating new material from recently uncovered
sites.

593 Singer, Paul: EARLY CHINESE GOLD & SILVER. New York, 1971. 72 pp. 103 illustrations. 23x20 cm. Paper.
£25.00
China House Gallery exhibition catalogue. The pieces exhibited were from private and museum collections in the USA and ranged from
the Western Zhou to the Song.
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594 Sirén, Osvald: KINAS KONST UNDER TRE ÅRTUSENDEN. (Chinese Art During Three Millenniums).
Stockholm, 1942-43. 464; 696 pp. Over 1,000 plates and illustrations, a few in colour. 2 vols. 30x19 cm. Halfleather.
£75.00
An excellent general history of Chinese art from prehistoric time to the middle of the Qing period, illustrated with pieces from worldwide collections, by a recognised expert. Very nice binding and copy. In Swedish.

595 Slack Jr., Edward. R: OPIUM, STATE AND SOCIETY. China’s Narco-Economy and the Guomindang, 19241937. Honolulu, 2001. 280 pp. 16 illustrations. 22x15 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
An interesting study on the pervasiveness of opium at all levels of society during the Republican period. Highlights the Guomindang
reliance on taxes from the drug trade.

596 Sotheby’s: CATALOGUE OF IMPORTANT AND VALUABLE PERSIAN WORKS ART. London, 1931. 52
pp. Numerous colour and b/w illustrations. 25x18 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Includes much interesting material including fine Persian pottery, Luristan bronzes, two superb Sassanian gold and silver dishes and
a Sassanian bronze throne leg. The property of a number of early collections.

597 Sotheby & Co: CATALOGUE OF IMPORTANT MING PORCELAIN. (A Portion of the well-known collection
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Clark) The Property of Mrs Alfred Clark. London, 1933. 19 pp. 24x15 cm. Paper. £50.00
Sotheby’s unillustrated sale catalogue of part of an early and famous English collection of Ming ceramics. 83 lots of blue-and-white,
monochromes, sancai and wucai. Some annotations including pencil annotations of hammer prices and buyers, Back cover detached.
Very rare.

598 Sotheby & Co: CATALOGUE OF FINE CHINESE POTTERY & PORCELAIN JADES AND BRONZES.
Comprising The Property of Mrs. C. G. Seligman and The Property of the late Mr. Robert Benson. London, 1945.
19 pp. Loose insert giving list of buyers and prices realised. 24x15 cm. Paper.
£60.00
Fascinating small unillustrated catalogue of an auction of property from two famous and early English collections, that of Mr and Mrs
Charles Seligman and Robert Benson. Auctioned just as WW2 was ending in Europe. A total of 177 lots. In addition to the works from
these two collections is lot 123, a finely-carved and inscribed imperial jade bowl with an inscription by the Qianlong emperor. This
lot was bought by the famous collector, Stanley Charles Nott.
Creasing to covers and edges of pages. Numerous price code annotations to margins. Annotations to top of cover. Includes a loose insert comprising a list of buyers and prices realised which provides an overview of dealers and collectors active at the time. Very rare.

599 Sotheby & Co: CATALOGUE OF IMPORTANT CHINESE ART. The Property of Henry Brown Esq. The
Property of Helen, Duchess of Northumberland and from Various Sources.. London, 1947. B/w frontispiece plate,
19 pp. text plus 26 pp. b/w plates hors texte. 1 pp. buyer’s list bound in at back. 25x16 cm. Paper.
£80.00
The material from the Henry Brown collection includes: “Rare Early Pottery and Stoneware ... Fine Eighteenth Century Porcelain ...
Important Archaic Bronze vessels ... The Superb Collection of Chinese Jades of the Sung Ming and Ch’ing Dynasties, Many of the early
Examples from the Celebrated Wong Collection, Magnificent 18th Century Jade Bowls, Incense Burners, Vases, Brush Ports and Figures, Some from the Imperial Collection”. A total of 126 lots. 31 lots are illustrated, a couple in multiple views. The pieces are absolutely superb particularly the ancient bronzes and Qing jades. Some of the jades are stated as coming from the Summer Palace or
Imperial Palace Peking. May of the pieces come from still earlier collections. Bound in at the back is a one page list of prices paid
and the buyers of the pieces which included all the major London dealers and collectors of the time. A fascinating catalogue which is
a mine of information regarding early collecting and provenance. Regrettably very little is known about Henry Brown himself and his
collecting.
An extremely rare catalogue.

600 Sotheby & Co: CATALOGUE OF THE WELL-KNOWN COLLECTION OF IMPORTANT EARLY
CHINESE CERAMICS FORMED BY P. STEINER ESQ. For Many Years at the Museum of East Asiatic Art,
Amsterdam. London, 1948. B/w frontispiece plate, 16 pp. text plus 8 b/w plates hors texte. 25x16 cm. Paper.
£40.00
118 lots. Han and Tang ceramics and tomb figurines plus a good showing of fine Song ceramics. Many of the pieces were shown at the
1929 Berlin Exhibition. 19 lots illustrated. Pencil price annotations. Rare.

601 Sotheby & Co: CATALOGUE OF IMPORTANT MING PORCELAIN. The Property of Mr and Mrs R. H. R.
Palmer. London, 1962. 24 pp. Loose insert showing 3 Ming ceramics in the auction. List of prices realised and
buyers’ names. 25x16 cm. Paper.
£40.00
Unillustrated version of the auction catalogue of this important and early Ming ceramics. Includes a loose insert of a page from a magazine advertising the auction and showing three Ming ceramics. Also included is a list of prices realised and buyers’ names including
many top London dealers and collectors. Some ink annotations stating prices and buyers. Very scarce particularly with the list of buyers and prices.

602 Sotheby’s: CATALOGUE OF THE OLSEN COLLECTION OF PERSIAN POTTERY AND WORKS OF
ART. London, 1964. 58 pp. text plus c.15 full page b/w plates. 24x16 cm. Paper.
£30.00
Sotheby’s sale catalogue of 8th June 1964 comprising 141 lots of fine Persian pottery and Luristan and Islamic bronzes from an early
collection of Persian material. A good number of fine pieces are illustrated.

603 Sotheby’s: CATALOGUE OF CHINESE CERAMICS, KOREAN AND SOUTH-EAST ASIAN POTTERY
AND WORKS OF ART. The Property of Dr. Bo Ewert. London, 1973. 23 pp. text plus 14 pp. b/w plates. 24x16
cm. Paper.
£10.00
Sotheby’s London sale catalogue of 106 lots from the Bo Ewart collection. A very focused collection of Tang-Yuan ceramics plus Korean and Southeast Asian pieces. Numerous pieces illustrated.

604 Sotheby’s: CATALOGUE OF FINE CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN ALSO JADES AND OTHER
WORKS OF ART. [The Property of a Number of Collectors]. London, 1975. Colour frontispiece plate, 42 pp.
text plus 28 pp. b/w plates hors texte. 24x18 cm. Paper.
£40.00
Sotheby’s sale catalogue of 322 lots of Chinese art — export porcelain, Qing ceramics, jades and other material from a number of collections. Many fine items, particularly the ceramics and jades. The most interesting piece is lot 291 (illustrated Plate XXIII), a large
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Qing jade double-handled bowl of archaic kui form that undoubtedly came from Yuanmingyuan. It relates very closely to a Qing imperial “Palace piece” jade vessel and cover again in archaic bronze form that is stated to have been in the Bowering collection and
which was bought in Peking in 1861 from General Straubenzee. (See Sotheby’s 1947: Important Chinese Art: Property of Henry Brown,
lot 108.). A scarce catalogue.

605 Sotheby Parke Bernet: FINE CHINESE JADES. Property from an Important Private Collection..... Hong Kong,
1979. 40 pp. Numerous plates and illustrations, some in colour. 24x23 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Catalogue of a sell-out sale held 29 November 1979 in Hong Kong of 43 lots of jade and 4 lots of rock crystal. Many of superb quality. Included a set of three imperial green jade plaques, a fine white jade table screen, a Qianlong imperial white jade incense burner
and other excellent objects. A scarce catalogue. With list of prices realised.

606 Sotheby Parke Bernet: FINE CHINESE JADES AND WORKS OF ART. New York, 1980. 98 pp. A few colour
and numerous b/w plates throughout. 25x19 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Sotheby Parke Bernet New York sale catalogue of 388 lots of Chinese art, including a large and extremely fine amount of rock crystal
carvings and jades from a number of early US collections, both private and institutions. Also included fine Peking glass and rhinoceros
horn carvings. The auction was held on February 28, 1980. Scarce.

607 Sotheby’s: CATALOGUE OF IMPORTANT CHINESE CERAMICS AND WORKS OF ART. London, 1980.
158 pp. Numerous full page b/w and a few colour plates. 24x18 cm. Paper.
£40.00
Sotheby’s London auction catalogue of the 15th April 1980 sale of 305 lots of Chinese art objects, predominantly ceramics together
with a number of bronzes and pieces in other media. Of particular note for good early ceramics and fine Yuan and Ming porcelains.
Includes property from a number of famous collectors: Lord Cunliffe, Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, R. H de la Mare, Lady Atkey —
and others,including Nelson Rockefeller. Scarce. Tear to top of spine, otherwise fine.

608 Sotheby’s: CHINESE & JAPANESE WORKS OF ART. London, 2005. 182 pp. Colour plates throughout. 27x21
cm. Paper.
£25.00
Sotheby’s London 9 & 10 November 2005 sale catalogue of 900 lots of Chinese and Japanese art. Of particular interest in that the sale
included 57 lots of later Chinese porcelain from the Allen Collection and 18 lots of finely-carved Chinese ivories from the Sir Victor
Sassoon Ivories Collection. Much other interesting material. Scarce.

609 Sotheby’s: FINE CHINESE CERAMICS AND WORKS OF ART. London, 2005. 198 pp. Colour plates
throughout. 27x21 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Sotheby’s London 9 November 2005 sale catalogue of 127 lots of Chinese ceramics and works of art. Included a good number of excellent Song, Ming and Qing ceramics with much other fine material.

610 State Council Information Office: LISHI DE JIYI. The Memory of History. 歷史的記憶. Beijing, 2002. 167 pp.
Colour and b/w plates throughout. 30x24 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
Very interesting work detailing the history of ‘The Hump Route’ used during the Second World War as a supply route between Southwest China and British India. Details the history of the Route, the building of airports, transport and military operations, the role of
Col. Chennault and the recent search and recovery of bombers and fighters that crashed in China. Numerous black-and-white photographs and a dual English and Chinese text much assist.

611 Stein, Rolf: PEINTURES TIBETAINES DE LA VIE DE GESAR. Offprint Arts asiatiques Tome V Fasc. 4.
Paris, 1958. pp. 243-271. 1 colour and 11 b/w full page plates. 27x22 cm. Self-covered.
£15.00
612 Sugimura Yuzo: QING DYNASTY OFFICIAL WARES. Toji Taikei, Volume 46. Tokyo, 1973. 127 pp. 86 plates,
29 in colour, 189 illustrations. 27x19 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
A survey based on holdings in Japanese museum collections showing Chinese imperial wares produced during the Qing dynasty. Includes some exceptional pieces. In Japanese. Scarce.

613 Sun Fuxi ed: XI’AN WENWU JINGHUA: TAOYONG. (Masterpieces of Xi’an’s Cultural Relics: Pottery
Figurines). 西安文物精華 ： 陶俑 。 孫福喜 主編. Xi’an, 2014. 23, 306 pp. 250 pp. colour plates. Numerous
small b/w text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£100.00
Shows 313 examples of Chinese tomb figurines excavated from sites in and around the city of Xi’an in China. The objects date from
the Neolithic to the Ming with extensive amounts of material from the Han through to, and including the Tang dynasty. All illustrated
in colour and described in detail. Site of excavation is given where known. Near dual texts in Chinese and English. A good contribution to the literature on the subject.

614 Sun Qifeng: SUN QIFENG HUAJI. (Collection of Sun Qifeng’s paintings). Shijiazhuang, 1984. 66 pp. 66 plates,
38 in colour. 38x27 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
A collection of paintings, mainly of the bird-and-flower type, by the modern artist Sun Qifeng. In Chinese.

615 Sun Shaokai et al. ed: ZHONG QINGNIAN YOUHUAJIA BAIREN ZUOPIN. (Works by 100 Young and
Middle-aged Oil Painters). 中青年油畫家百人作品 。 孫少楷 等 主編. N.p., 1996. 170 pp. 157 colour plates.
38x27 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
In good colour plates, this book shows the current state of oil painting in the Peoples Republic with works by 100 painters currently
active in the field. In Chinese only.

616 Suntory Art Museum: WATER IN LIFE. An Exhibition Commemorating the New Home of the Suntory Museum
of Art. Tokyo, 2007. xlviii, 159 pp. Numerous colour plates . 18x26 cm. Wrappers.
£40.00
Catalogue of an interesting exhibition exploring the depiction of water in Japanese art in various media — paintings, textiles, lacquer,
glass etc. Foreword, introductions to each section, detailed list of plates and captions in English. Main text in Japanese.

617 Suntory Museum of Art: SAN — HANA TO CHO. (Brilliance — Flowers and Birds). Tokyo, 1986. 103 pp. 79
objects illustrated, 44 also in colour. 28x21 cm. Wrappers.
£10.00
Catalogue of an exhibition to commemorate the 25th birthday of the museum’s opening. The theme is flowers and birds used as decoration on ceramics, lacquer, textiles, etc.
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618 Suzhou Museum ed: SU GONG: GUGONG BOWUYUAN CANG MING QING SU ZUO WENWU ZHAN.
Suzhou Crafts of the Ming and Qing Dynasties from the Palace Museum Collections. 蘇。宮 ： 故宮博物院藏
明清蘇作文物展. Beijing, 2016. 311 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 29x20 cm. Boards. £100.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Suzhou Museum showing 84 examples of Ming and Qing dynasty carved works of art made in Suzhou
for the Chinese imperial court. The items of superb quality and craftsmanship demonstrating the renowned carving skills of Suzhou
craftsmen in the late Ming dynasty and the Qing dynasty through to the Qianlong reign and with much Qianlong material shown. The
focus is on orders and commissions for the imperial court. The exhibition in sections: Outstanding Skill; Impressing the Royal Family; Products of Imperial Orders; Special Orders for the Emperor. The objects loaned from the Gugong Palace Museum in Beijing, the
former imperial palace. Includes jades, lacquers, inkstones, bamboo and items in other materials. Prefaces, captions to plates and brief
abstracts to essays in English. Main text in Chinese. Out-of-print and difficult to obtain.

619 Swallow, R. W: SIDELIGHTS ON PEKING LIFE. Peiping, 1930. xviii, 135 pp. Map. 50 plates with over 100
photographic illustrations. 26x19 cm. Cloth.
£400.00
A very rare item on Peking covering the lesser-known aspects of the city and its life. Sections on: A City of Pleasure, The Hutungs and
Inhabitants, Street Vendors, Pawnshops, Middlemen and Money Lenders, Gates, Street Names and Places of Interest, Feasts and
Restaurants and more. Slight marks and wear to covers. Good, clean condition inside.

620 Sydney L. Moss Ltd: THIS SINGLE FEATHER OF AUSPICIOUS LIGHT. Old Chinese Painting and
Calligraphy. London, 2010. 1363 pp. 730 full page colour plates. 8 foldouts 7 vols. 35x25 cm. Cloth, cloth case.
£1,650.00
A monumental (in all senses of the word) dealer’s catalogue produced to the highest standards showing a total of 108 works by artists
from the late Ming, the Qing dynasty and one from the 20th century. Comprises four volumes of text and illustration plus three separate foldout volumes accordion-style, each reproducing an individual handscroll in its full and original format.
All the works are described in exhaustive detail and illustrated in full. Translations of all inscriptions, poems, colophons and seals.
Almost without exception, all the handscrolls, small and medium-sized albums and fans are reproduced to their actual size and the utmost care has been taken to ensure accurate reproduction of colour and tone. Large paintings are shown in their entirety and with closeup detail.
The paintings include handscrolls by famous artists such as Ding Yunpeng and Wu Bin, together with paintings by many little-known
but highly-accomplished artists. Incorporates a range of styles and formats of Ming and Qing calligraphy, including a few Ming fans
of high quality and great beauty. There is a specific focus on late 17th century paintings from the Anhui and Huangshan schools.
Three unusually large handscrolls are published full size and in their entirety in separate hard bound foldout volumes allowing examination and appreciation of these works in their original format. The three foldouts comprise a calligraphic work by Hsu Lin (Xu
Lin) (1462-1508), a landscape handscroll by Lan Ying (1585-1660s) and a large calligraphic work by Sun Ch’eng-Tse (Sun Chengzi)
(c.1592-1676).
The four text volumes measure 35x25 cm, the 3 foldout volumes measure 50x35 cm.
The work as a whole comprises a marvellous study resource and, furthermore, is a joy to investigate. Its sheer size and scale encourages examination and discovery on an ongoing basis. The text is erudite yet readable.

621 Tainan County Cultural Centre: ZHANG SONGYUAN ZHUANJI GUOHUA PIAODIAO. (The Paintings and
Gourd Carvings of Zhang Songyuan). 張松元專輯國畫瓢雕. Tainan, 2004. 128 pp. Full page colour plates
throughout. 30x23 cm. Wrappers.
£15.00
Catalogue produced to accompany an exhibition in Tainan, Taiwan, showing the work of the Taiwanese painter, Zhang Songyuan,
who paints landscapes in both traditional and modern Chinese styles and who, more unusually, also carves gourds with landscapes
and flowers. Illustrated throughout. In Chinese.

622 TAIWAN DITU. Taiwan in Maps. 台灣地圖. Taibei, 2005. 95 pp. Colour reproductions of maps throughout. 26x19
cm. Paper.
£25.00
A well-illustrated work showing maps of Taiwan from the earliest cartographic envisionings to modern digital maps and satellite images. In Chinese.

623 Taiwan Shifan Daxue ed: TAIWAN WENHUA SHIDIAN. Taiwan Culture Encyclopedia. 台灣文化事典. Taibei,
2004. xxxxii, 1205 pp. 25x18 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
The first comprehensive encyclopaedia devoted to the culture of Taiwan. Co-authored by 130 scholars and containing 1399 entries.
Covers all aspects of the history and culture of the island. In Chinese.

624 Tamamura: CHARACTERISTIC JAPAN. Views and Characters in the Land of the Rising Sun. Kobe, n.d. (c.
1900) Title page plus 18 full page hand-coloured photographs with captions in English. 18x42 cm. Stitched.
Japanese-style. Silk patterned covers.
£800.00
Eighteen hand-coloured panorama-style photographs by the well-known Japanese photographer, Tamamura.
The majority of the photographs (15) in landscape format measuring 11.5 x 29 cm. The last three in portrait format measuring 29 x
11.5 cm. The subject matter ranges from scenery, temples and gardens to geisha girls. The covers in a green silk with a floral pattern.
Bound Japanese-style with ribbons. The front cover embroidered with the outlines of a snow-covered volcano and a winding river. Some
wear to the edges. The covers retaining decent colour with some wear to the edges. Internally fine. Very rare. The first time we have
seen this work.

625 Tan Chung, ed: DUNHUANG ART. Through the Eyes of Duan Wenjie. New Delhi, 1994. 456 pp. Frontispiece,
64 colour plates, many b/w illustrations, glossary, bibliog., index. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
An English translation of the selected writings of Professor Duan, Director of the Dunhuang Academy, with a description of the contents of the Mogao caves.

626 Tao Xiang comp: SHEYUAN SUOJIAN SONGBAN SHUYING. (Reproductions from Song-period Editions
Collected by Tao Xiang). 涉園所見宋版書影 。 陶湘 編. Yangzhou, 1998. 55; 54 folded leaves, Chinese-style.
Reproductions of pages from rare books throughout. 2 vols. 34x23 cm. Stitched brocade, cloth case.
£120.00
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Tao Xiang was a prominent industrialist during the early part of the Republican period, as well as a bibliophile and fine printer. This
work is a excellent facsimile of his own illustrated record (originally issued 1937) of forty Song-period titles which passed through his
hands, displaying, in reproduction, 100 pages from these rare books. It is divided into two collections (‘ji’), and the contents lists give
an indication of dates, publishers and collectors. Out-of-print and scarce.

627 Thomas, F. W: ANCIENT FOLK-LITERATURE FROM NORTH-EASTERN TIBET. Introductions, Texts,
Translation and Notes. Abhandlungen der D. Akademie der Wissen. Berlin, 1952. ix, 203 pp. 7 plates. 29x21 cm.
Paper.
£20.00
The texts edited and discussed in the work are all contained in manuscripts procured from the famous walled-up library in one of the
shrines constituting the settlement at Qianfotong, near Dunhuang.

628 Thomas, Lowell: OUT OF THIS WORLD. Across the Himalayas to Forbidden Tibet. New York, 1950. 320 pp.
Colour frontispiece. Numerous text illustrations. 23x16 cm. Cloth, dustjacket.
£15.00
The story of the author’s trek to the Dalai Lama’s throne at Lhasa. First edition. Yakushi T 49a.

629 Thompson, Julian: THE ALAN CHUANG COLLECTION OF CHINESE PORCELAIN. Hong Kong, 2010.
325, 83 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. Colour text plates. 35x27 cm. Cloth.
£600.00
The Alan Chuang collection is amongst the most important to have been formed in recent years. The collection clearly reflects the collector’s preferences. Thus, vases and cups, rather than dishes and bowls; flowers and landscapes instead of dragons and other more
formal decoration. The ceramics date from the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties and include many important pieces, including a superb
late Yuan Qingbai figure of Guanyin, the only other known example being in the Capital Museum, Beijing. Amongst the Ming wares,
the Chenghua period is well represented. Moving on to Qing dynasty examples, there are numerous imperial wares of fabulous quality, including monochromes, famille-rose and the highly-prized falangcai enamelled porcelains made for the personal use of, and appreciation by, the Yongzheng and Qianlong emperors. Shows a total of 121 superb ceramics. Illustrated throughout with full page
colour plates, many of the pieces being shown in multiple views and with close-up detail. All base marks shown. Introductory and descriptive texts by a renowned expert in the field. Dual texts in Chinese and English. A beautiful book produced to the highest standards.
Very hard to find.

630 Thorp, Robert L: SON OF HEAVEN. Imperial Arts of China. Seattle, 1988. 208 pp. Numerous colour illustrations.
30x23 cm. Paper.
£20.00
A travelling exhibition of 200 of the most significant Chinese Imperial treasures gathered from eight provinces and Beijing covering
all aspects of Chinese art. Stunning objects.

631 Tian Jiaqing ed: YIHEYUAN CANG MING QING JIAJU. (Ming and Qing Dynasty Furniture in the Summer
Palace (Yiheyuan)). 頤和園藏明清家具 。 田家青. Beijing, 2011. 225 pp. Numerous colour plates throughout.
37x27 cm. Cloth.
£90.00
Shows 59 important and extremely fine examples of Chinese furniture in the collection of the Yiheyuan — the Summer Palace on the
outskirts of Beijing. Despite the title, only one example dates from the Ming, the vast majority being from the middle Qing dynasty (with
a number directly attributed to the Qianlong reign) and a couple of early Qing pieces. Of much interest is that a good number of the
pieces show the Yuanmingyuan style, given that much furniture from the destroyed Yuanmingyuan was brought into the new Yiheyuan
Summer Palace. All pieces well illustrated in colour with many being shown in multiple views or with close-up detail. Text in Chinese.

632 Tianjin Museum ed: JIJIN: MING QING TONGLU TEZHAN. Selected Bronze Censers of the Ming and Qing
Dynasties. 吉金 ： 明清銅廬特展. Tianjin, 2015. 293 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. Small colour text
plates. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£150.00
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Tianjin Museum in China showing an extensive and varied selection of very fine Ming and Qing
dynasty bronze incense burners, including imperial examples. The bronzes presumably from the Museum’s collection. A total of 264
exhibits, all illustrated in full page colour and with basemarks shown. Includes numerous Xuande bronzes.
Introduction, prefaces to each section and captions to plates (including dimensions) in English. Main text in Chinese. A very useful
addition to the somewhat sparse literature on the subject.
Now out-of-print and hard to find.

633 Tokugawa Museum of Art: ARTS OF THE DAZZLING KEICHO ERA: FROM MOMOYAMA TO EDO.
Kagayakeru Keicho Jidai no Bijutsu: Momoyama kara Edo e. Nagoya, 2003. ix, 142 pp. Colour illustrations
throughout. 30x23 cm. Paper.
£45.00
An exhibition that focuses on the vibrant art of the Keicho era that saw the establishment of the Edo Bakufu. Shows 78 works in colour
— lacquers, textiles, paintings, screens, ceramics etc. Includes a couple of images depicting foreigners. Plate list in English, otherwise Japanese

634 Topping, Audrey: DAWN WAKES IN THE EAST. New York, 1973. 162 pp. 210 photographs, 125 in colour.
22x27 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
Pictorial record of the author’s return to China in 1966, 1971 and 1972. Fascinating photography from the time of the Cultural Revolution of a closed society.

635 Toscano, Giuseppe M: LA PRIMA MISSIONE CATTOLICA NEL TIBET. (The First Catholic Mission to Tibet).
Parma, 1951. xxi, 320 pp (uncut). 72 illustrations and plates, 4 maps. Bibliography, index. 28x20 cm. Wrappers.
£40.00
Detailed history of the first missions to Tibet in the 17th century, illustrated with contemporary photographs. In Italian, with a preface by Giuseppe Tucci. Rebound in half leather.

636 Tsang, Gerard & Moss, Hugh: CHINESE METALWORK OF THE HU WENMING GROUP. International
Asian Antiques Fair, HK. Hong Kong, 1984. pp. 33-68. 48 objects all illustrated, 14 in colour. Text-figures. Notes.
28x21 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Catalogue for the Fourth International Asian Antiques Fair in Hong Kong. Hu Wenming was a late Ming metalworker whose work
was recorded in ‘Yunjian Zazhi’. This is an exhibition of examples from his workshop. A useful contribution. Scarce.
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637 Tsang, Steve: A MODERN HISTORY OF HONG KONG 1841-1997. London, 2003. xii, 340 pp. Map. 24x16
cm. Cloth.
£15.00
A major new history of Hong Kong from its occupation by the British in 1841 to its return to Chinese Sovereignty in 1997.

638 Tuo Xiaotang ed: HUABEI KANG ZHAN. (The War of Resistance in Northern China). 華北抗戰. Beijing, 1996.
346 pp. B/w photographs throughout. 1 foldout. 37x27 cm. Cloth.
£75.00
A large number of photographs taken between 1937 and 1945 showing the war of resistance against the Japanese in Northern China
(Huabei). Contents range from photographs of leaders and political demonstrations to preparations for battle and military encounters. Some photographs quite grainy in reproduction. The photographs come from the collection of the Beijing Library. A limited edition of 300 copies. In Chinese.

639 Umehara Sueji: INKYO SHUTSUDO HAKUSHOKU DOKI NO KENKYU. Étude sur la Poterie Blanche
Pouillée Dans la Ruine de Capitale des Yin. Mémoire de Toho Bunka Gakuin, Vol. 1. Kyoto, 1932. 6 pp. introduction
in French, 78 pp. Japanese text, 41 plates, plus diagrams. 32x25 cm. Cloth.
£150.00
Studies on Shang-Yin period white pottery found at Anyang. Scarce.

640 Varé, Daniel: THE GATE OF HAPPY SPARROWS. London, 1955. 6th edition. xv, 258 pp. 19x13 cm. Cloth,
dustjacket with slight loss.
£35.00
In the spring of 1912, the author was posted to China as First Secretary to the Italian Legation in Peking. This book is the second volume of the trilogy of beautifully-written books by Vare set in Peking, being the sequel to Maker of Heavenly Trousers and the precursor of The Temple of Costly Experience. This copy with decorative dustjacket lacking flap to inside front cover. Ninth edition. Difficult
to find.

641 Various: RANBIAN HE SHAN JINGQI MENG: QINGZHU ZHONGGUO GONGCHANDANG CHENGLI
95 ZHOU NIAN LIANHUANHUA TEJI. (Dreams of Rivers and Mountains Covered with Banners and Flags:
A Special Compilation of Picture Story Books to Commemorate the 95th Anniversary of the Founding of the
Communist Party of China). 染遍河山旌旗梦 ： 慶祝中國共產黨成立95週年連環畫特輯. Shanghai, 2017.
Various paginations. B/w drawings throughout each volume. 25 vols. 10x13 cm. Paper. Cardboard box with
propaganda scenes.
£300.00
A commemorative production comprising facsimile reprints of 25 lianhuanhua (picture story books) dating from the 1950s through to
the 1970s. These lianhuanhua were incredibly popular in China at the time being cheap and accessible and copiously-illustrated with
black-and-white drawings. Also useful as a propaganda tool for promoting communist ideals. This varied selection ranges across the
genre. Amongst much else we have: Mofan Gongchandangyuan Yang Yun (The Model Communist Yang Yun), Caoyuan zhi Ge (Songs
of the Grasslands), Qing Chuan Liu Dao Guhan Zhuang (The Pure Springs Flows to Guhan Village) and Dang de Nu’er (Daughter
of the Party). Each small book has a colour front cover and inside each page of the story comprises an illustration with text below.
Originals of such works are very hard to find as they were flimsy mass productions so this is an enjoyable compilation of a very particular aspect of Chinese communist literature. All text in Chinese. Produced in a limited edition and hard to obtain.

642 Vinberg, N. A. et al: SOVIETSKAYA ARHIOLOGICHESKAYA LITERATURA: BIBLIOGRAFIYA 19181940. (A Bibliography of Works on Soviet Archaeology 1918-1940). Moscow, 1965. 376 pp. 27x18 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A valuable and very scarce reference on Soviet archaeology. In Russian. Inside front cover cracking at joint with spine. Otherwise fine.

643 von Boselager, Ada: PHOTOGRAPHIC ARCHIVE OF ADA VON BOSELAGER’S RESIDENCY IN
CHINA. Preparatory Manuscript for an Unpublished Book. N.p. (Shanghai) 1939-1949. 576 b/w photographs of
varying size, the majority mounted on paper. Various cm. Loose and mounted on paper.
£2,600.00
A fascinating collection of 576 original silver gelatin photographs ranging in size from around 18x12 cm down to approximately 4x3
cm. The photographs were taken between 1939 (?) and 1946 in China by a German lady, Ada von Boselager, whom, it appears, was
resident in Shanghai. From accompanying typewritten pages, it is clear that von Boselager was planning to publish a book on China,
its people and her travels therein, using the photographs as illustration. The photographs are wide-ranging in content, from street life
in Shanghai to the seaside resort of Tsingtao (Qingdao) visited in 1940, from traditional crafts and occupations to views of temples in
Shanghai and many small photographs of the sights of Peking. The work as a whole comprises a photographic archive of her life in
China, taken during a period when few westerners had the freedom to roam due to the Japanese occupation. The large majority of the
photographs are mounted on paper and all have hand-written subtitles or captions on the back of loose photographs. The photographs
are accompanied by various hand-written and typed papers regarding the photographs and their compilation into a book. This includes
four typewritten pages entitled ‘Mao’s Anstrum und Wir Shanghailander’ dated Summer 1949, relating her experiences in and of China
and, presumably, forming the basis for the book to accompany the photographs. There are also a few sheets relating to Ada von Boselager and copies of two books written by her: ‘Heimat’ (published Shanghai 1940) and ‘Vom Sommerpalast zum Himmelstempel: Ein
Peking Roman’ (published Munich 1956). All text, typed or hand-written, in German.

644 Wan Jinli and Zhang Jian ed: ZHONGGUO FOJIAO WENWU JINGHUA JIANSHANG. (An Appreciation of
China’s Buddhist Treasures). Beijing, 1996. 134 pp. 119 pp. of colour illustrations 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
Pictures and descriptions of the cream of China’s Buddhist treasures. Objects range from sculptures, gold, banners and thangkas to
porcelain and seals. Chinese text only.

645 WAN TANG QIAN KUAN FUFU MU. The Qian Kuan Couple Tombs in Late Tang. 晚唐錢寬夫婦墓. Beijing,
2012. 13, 133 pp. text plus 79 pp. colour plates. Numerous b/w text plates and b/w drawings. A number of foldouts.
29x23 cm. Boards.
£75.00
Archaeological report on the tombs of the parents of Qian Lu, King of the Wuyue State of the Five Dynasties period. Located at Mingtang mountain near the city of Lin’an in China’s Zhejiang province, the tombs were excavated in 1978 and 1980. One tomb was untouched. The tombs yielded fine white-glazed ceramics and green-glazed ceramics with painted designs, together with numerous
interesting gold artefacts, a couple of unusual form. The major finds are illustrated here together with pictures of the tombs’ architecture and interior decoration. Two page abstract in English. Main text in Chinese.
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646 WANG HUI JINGPIN JI. (Masterpieces By Wang Hui). 王翬精品集. Beijing, 1999. 33 pp. text and c. 200 pp.
colour plates. Foldout panorama. 38x27 cm. Cloth.
£170.00
A magnificent, beautifully-illustrated volume showing 57 masterpieces by the Qing dynasty artist Wang Hui. Includes many scrolls reproduced in their entirety. Paintings shown come from the National Palace Museum in Taibei and mainland China museums. In Chinese only. Highly recommended and now out-of-print.

647 WANG JIAN JINGPIN JI. (Masterpieces by Wang Jian). 王鑒精品集. Beijing, 1999. c. 300 pp. Colour plates
throughout. 38x27 cm. Cloth.
£100.00
A fine work showing numerous paintings in fine colour plates by the early Qing master, Wang Jian. Text in Chinese.

648 Wang Qingzheng: ZHONGGUO TAOCI QIANBI BEITIE YANJIU. (Various Researches into Chinese
Ceramics, Coins and Rubbings). 中國陶瓷錢幣碑帖研究 。 汪慶正 著. Shanghai, 2006. 16, 6, 3, 628 pp. 16 pp.
colour plates. B/w text illustrations and drawings. 27x20 cm. Cloth.
£35.00
A large body of essays on the above three topics by an acknowledged Chinese authority. Text in Chinese.

649 Wang Shigu: WANG SHIGU MINGHUA JI: GUOJIA TUSHUGUAN CANG. (Collection of Famous Paintings
by Wang Shigu in the National Library). 王石谷名畫集 ； 國家圖書館藏 。 王石谷 繪. Beijing, 2003. 1, 1, 3, 4,
3 text. 98 b/w illustrations. 36x26 cm. Stitched, cloth case.
£40.00
Facsimile reproduction of a work first published in the 1930s showing landscapes by the Qing artist Wang Hui held in the collection
of the National Library of China. Chinese text.

650 WANG SHIGU HUA JI. (The Paintings of Wang Shigu). 王石谷畫集. Beijing, 2003. 432 pp. Colour plates
throughout both volumes. 2 vols. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£55.00
Pleasing two-volume work showing the work of this Qing dynasty landscape painter. Both volumes illustrated throughout in colour
showing numerous examples of his fine paintings. A prime visual reference. Text in Chinese.

651 WANG SHIMIN JINGPIN JI. (Masterpieces by Wang Shimin). 王時敏精品集. Beijing, 2005. 10, 7 pp. text plus
c. 100 pp. full page colour plates. 38x27 cm. Cloth.
£90.00
Excellent monograph on the work of this Qing dynasty landscape painter. Illustrated throughout with full page colour plates showing
many fine examples of his work. In Chinese.

652 Wang Shiqing: LU XUN. A Biography. Beijing, 1984. 8, i, 343 pp. 8 pp. b/w plates. 18x12 cm. Paper.

£10.00

A biography of this giant of 20th century Chinese literature.

653 Wang, C. C: ALBUM LEAVES. From the Sung and Yuan Dynasties. New York, 1970. 60 pp. 29 b/w plates. 23x20
cm. Paper.
£15.00
A China House Gallery exhibition catalogue covering album leaves ranging from Northern Song portraits to the end of the Yuan period.

654 Welsh, Frank: A BORROWED PLACE. The History of Hong Kong. New York, 1993. 540 pp. Photographs,
illustrations. 24x16 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
A wide-ranging history of Britain’s anomalous ‘insular possession’. This book is a well-illustrated, sparkling valedictory chronicle.

655 Weng, Wan-go & Yang Boda: THE PALACE MUSEUM PEKING. Treasures of the Forbidden City. London,
1982. 319 pp. with 160 colour, 350 b/w photographs & more than 100 other ills. 35x28 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
The Palace Museum in Peking houses the finest collection of Chinese art in the world. This is the first book to be published jointly with
the Palace authorities & illustrates many pieces shown for the first time in the West.

656 Wenzhou Museum ed: ZHONGGUO TAOCI: OU YAO. Ou Porcelain Wares, Chinese Ceramics. 中國陶瓷 ：
甌窯. Beijing, 2012. 311 pp. Full page colour plates throughout. 38x27 cm. Cloth.
£150.00
A good visual survey on the wares of this little-known kiln located in China’s Zhejiang province. The kiln operated for a number of
centuries as is demonstrated by the wealth of material from different dynasties shown here. Includes material from the Eastern Han,
Three Kingdoms, Western and Eastern Jin, Tang, Five Dynasties and Northern and Southern Song. Fine full page colour plates throughout show many fine examples of the kiln’s output. It seems the majority of the objects are held in the Wenzhou Museum. Text in Chinese.

657 White, Ian: ENGLISH CLOCKS FOR THE EASTERN MARKETS. English Clockmakers Trading in China &
the Ottoman Empire 1580-1815. Ticehurst, 2012. 398 pp. Numerous colour and b/w illustrations. 28x22 cm.
Cloth.
£50.00
Discusses the trade English clock and watchmakers conducted with the Chinese and the Ottomans that reached its zenith in the second half of the 18th century, not least, in China, due to the lust of the Qianlong emperor for English timepieces. Many extraordinary
examples were made to satisfy this demand. Describes many of these artefacts and reviews the economics of the trade and the role of
time in Chinese and Ottoman societies.

658 White, Julia M. and Ronald Y. Otsuka: PATHWAYS TO THE AFTERLIFE. Early Chinese Art From the Sze
Hong Collection. Honolulu, 1993. 102 pp. Colour plates. Bibliography, index. 30x26 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Well-illustrated catalogue of an exhibition of the Sze Hong collection at the Denver Art Museum with chiefly (very fine) Neolithic pottery and early bronzes, but extending to Han ceramics and a few pieces of Tang sancai.

659 Wood, Frances: DID MARCO POLO GO TO CHINA? London, 1995. 182 pp. Map. Notes, bibliography, index.
22x14 cm. Paper.
£15.00
Frances Wood questions whether Marco Polo ever reached the country he so vividly describes. Why, within the romantic and detailed
account, is there no mention of such fundamental parts of Chinese life as tea or footbinding or even the Great Wall? A lucid and very
readable study.
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660 Wood, Nigel: ORIENTAL GLAZES. Their Chemistry, Origins and Re-creation. Ceramic Skillbooks No. 4.
London, 1978. 96 pp. 30 illustrations. Appendixes and illustrations. 21x21 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
History of the development of Oriental glazes for over 1000 years. A useful reference work with full instructions for the practising potter to experiment with oriental glazing methods.

661 Wrangham, E. A.; Joe Earle ed: THE INDEX OF INRO ARTISTS. Alnwick, 1995.
c. 380 pp. Over 2,000 signature reproductions. 28x22 cm. Cloth.
£90.00
The first extensive dictionary of Japanese inro artists whose signatures appear on the miniature
medicine-cases called inro. The result of over 35 years’ study by the owner of the world’s most comprehensive collection, the index contains over 2,704 biographies, all with characters.

662 WU CHANGSHUO ZUOPIN JI — HUIHUA. (The Works of Wu Changshuo —
Paintings). 吳昌碩作品集 － 繪畫. Shanghai, 1996. 142 pp. 139 colour illustrations.
38x26 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
The paintings of Wu Changshuo — a few pages of text followed by 139 examples of his art demonstrating a wide range of subject matter. In Chinese only.

663 WU YUN MEISHU ZUOPIN XUAN. (A Selection of Artistic Works of Wu Yun). 吳
耘美術作品選. Beijing, 1980. 5, 76 pp. B/w illustrations throughout. 26x23 cm.
Wrappers.
£40.00
Shows work by the little-known Chinese communist woodblock print artist, Wu Yun. In addition to woodblocks, he drew politically-inspired cartoons and drawings and a few paintings. Active from the 1940s to the late 1970s, his work mirrors the new China. In Chinese.

664 Wu Zhen painter: MO ZHU PU. (An Album of Ink Bamboo Painting). 墨竹譜 。 吳鎮 繪. Beijing, 2011. 1 pp.
explanatory text plus accordion-style colour reproduction of the album. 42x26 cm. Accordion-style.
£60.00
Life-size facsimile reproduction of this impressive album masterpiece by the Yuan dynasty Chinese painter, Wu Zhen. The original
held in the collection of the National Palace Museum in Taibei. Reproduced accordion-style with a total of 22 double-page openings.
One page of explanatory text in Chinese.

665 Xi’an Qujiang Art Museum ed: DONGBOZHAI CANG MING WANLI HUANGJIA JINQI — YI WANLI
XINCHOU (1601) NIAN WEI ZHONGXIN. (Ming Dynasty Wanli Imperial Gold — Including Objects Dated
to the Year 1601). 東波齋藏明萬曆皇家金器 － 以萬曆辛丑（1601）年為中心. Beijing, 2014. 127 pp. Colour
plates (many full page) throughout. 29x21 cm. Half cloth.
£60.00
Illustrates an amazing collection of late Ming Wanli period gold jewellery and objects, many of which are dated 1601. The collection
apparently was in Tianjin in the early 20th century and sold in 1920 to a Japanese collector. The collection was more recently bought
by the Hong Kong collector, Peter Kwok, who founded the Qujiang Art Museum in Xi’an and subsequently donated this astonishing
collection of gold to the museum. Much of the jewellery and objects are made from intricate filigree work and, of particular note
amongst an exceptional group of objects, are gold filigree baskets adorned with gold flowers, gold filigree ruyi sceptres and intricate
filigree boxes and stands. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese.

666 Xiao Xiang et al: CHUGOKU TOJI ZENSHU 8 — CHINESE CERAMICS IN CHINESE COLLECTIONS
8. Tongguan Wares of Changsha. Kyoto, 1982. 189 pp. Japanese text. 195 colour plates & illustrations. Maps. Textfigures. 33x27 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£45.00
With illustrations of many Tang pieces.

667 Xie Senzhan: TAIWAN HUIXIANG. Taiwan Recollected 1895-1945. 台灣回想 。 謝森展 編著. Taibei, 1994.
438 pp. Hundred of duotone plates throughout. Chronology, index. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£95.00
A superb, very well-documented collection of early photography and postcards from Taiwan, arranged thematically. Hundreds of images with detailed and informative captions. The book is a sequel and supplement to the earlier ‘Taiwan Revisited’ with which it is uniform. Dual language text, English and Chinese.

668 XIYANG TONGBANHUA YU ZHONGFA ZHANZHENG. Western Engravings and Etchings and Sino-French
War. 西 洋 銅 版 畫 與 中 法 戰 爭 . Fuzhou, 2008. 206 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. 28x21 cm.
Wrappers.
£70.00
Reproduces numerous illustrations, primarily from French sources (but also a number from the Illustrated London News) showing
scenes and events from the Sino-French War of 1884-85. List of contents in English, otherwise text in Chinese. Out-of-print.

669 XIZANG TANGKA DAQUAN. Selection of Tibetan Thangkas. 西藏唐卡大全. Lhasa, 2005. 14, 220 pp. Colour
plates throughout. 38x27 cm. Boards.
£60.00
289 thangkas showing the variety of this art form are illustrated in good colour. Contents, brief introduction in Chinese and Tibetan.
Captions in Chinese with short Tibetan entries.

670 XU GU HUAJI. (The Paintings of Xu Gu). 虛谷畫集. Beijing, 2005. 435 pp. Colour plates throughout both
volumes. 2 vols. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£55.00
Pleasing two-volume work showing the painting of the 19th century Qing dynasty artist, Xu Gu. He primarily painted birds and flowers but also produced sublime paintings of fruit. Both volumes illustrated throughout in colour. A prime visual reference. Text in Chinese.

671 Xu Yinchi et al. ed: ZHONGGUO KEXUEYUAN TUSHUGUAN ZHENCANG WENXIAN TULU. The
Pictorial Catalogue of Special Collections of Library of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 中國科學院圖書館珍藏
文獻圖錄 。 徐引篪 主編. Beijing, 2002. 13, 145 pp. 254 colour plates. 29x20 cm. Wrappers.
£65.00
Captioned pictures of title-page spreads and contextual shots showing bindings, etc. of selected items from the Academy’s collection
of rarities, dominated by the western scientific treatises and journals that were presumably acquired in the 19th century. With a number of Chinese scientific and technical works and a small section of Chinese ‘shanben’, fine editions. Western items listed and captioned
in the original language, otherwise in Chinese.
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672 Xue Dongxing: QIANNIAN YAOZHOU YAO. A Thousand-Year History of Yaozhou Kiln. 千年耀州窯 。 薛東
星 著. Beijing, 2018. 267 pp. Colour plates throughout, many full page. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.
£120.00
Excellent and very well-illustrated work showing numerous examples of Yaozhou wares. This work chronologically covers the entire
history of the kiln’s output and is divided into sections by dynasty from the Tang onwards to the early 20th century Republic period.
The highlights are, of course, the Song and Jin dynasties and there is a good selection of beautiful wares produced during these two
periods. All the illustrated examples come from the collection of the Yaozhou Kiln Museum at Tongchuan in China’s Shaanxi province.
Illustrated throughout in colour, a good number of the ceramics in multiple views. Captions to plates in English. Main text in Chinese.

673 Yang Gen et al: THE CERAMICS OF CHINA. The Yangshao Culture-The Song Dynasty. London, 1985. 179 pp.
171 colour illustrations. 30x24 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
Brief analysis, and many illustrations, of Chinese ceramics ranging in date from primitive times to the Song period.

674 Yang Junchang, Jett, Paul & Chen Jianli: GOLD IN ANCIENT CHINA 2000-200 BCE. Archaeometallurgy IV.
Beijing, 2017. 281 pp. Colour and b/w illustrations throughout. 26x19 cm. Wrappers.
£75.00
A chronological survey of ancient gold found at sites in China and dating from 2000-200 BC from the Xia through to the Warring States.
Arranged chronologically in chapters and with further subdivision by archaeological site. Well-illustrated and with English text. A most
useful and welcome contribution.

675 Ye Dehui: SHULIN QINGHUA, SHULIN YUHUA. (Pure Talk and Pure Talk Continued on Books and Book
Collecting). 書林清話 、 書林餘話 。 葉德輝 著. Changsha, 1999. 299 pp. 21x14 cm. Paper.
£25.00
Something of a modern classic on traditional Chinese book collecting, this is a delightful text, the first part of which was completed
in 1910 by Ye, who was a controversial conservative scholar from Hunan. Apart from his bibliophile activities, he published, openly,
the first collection of traditional medical works on sex and was executed by the Communists in 1927. In Chinese only. Scarce.

676 Ying Chenxiong: JIEDU ZHONGGUO JIANYAO. Unscramble Chinese Jianyao. 解讀中國建窯 。 應陳雄 著
. Hangzhou, 2016. 179 pp. Colour illustrations throughout. 27x22 cm. Cloth.
£80.00
Detailed and well-illustrated study of various types of jianyao wares from China, particularly those dating from the Song dynasty and
including many fine hare’s fur and oil spot examples. Includes pieces from museums and sites in China, together with examples from
Japanese collections and elsewhere abroad. In Chinese.

677 Yuan Xiaobo and Zhang Lei: LAO DIANYING 1930-1949. Old Movies 1930-1949. 老電影 。 袁嘯波、 張磊
編撰. Shanghai, 2004. 166 pp. B/w illustrations throughout. 28x21 cm. Paper.
£10.00
A delightful work that evokes the golden age of black-and-white cinema in Republican China from 1930-1949. A number of famous
western film stars’ publicity photographs and scenes from Western-made films of the period creep in — pleasing in themselves — but
the majority of the work is devoted to the Chinese cinema of the period — many Chinese film stars and scenes from films are shown.
Great fun and a good reference on early Chinese cinema. Illustrated throughout in black-and-white. Text in Chinese.

678 YUNNAN SHENG BOWUGUAN GUANCANG JINGPIN QUANJI: CIQI. Excellent Collection of Yunnan
Provincial Museum: Porcelain. 雲南省博物館館藏精品全集 ： 瓷器. Kunming, 2012. 300; 249 pp. Full page
colour plates throughout both volumes 2 vols. 29x22 cm. Boards.
£190.00
Well-produced two-volume work showing over 500 of the finest Chinese ceramics dating from the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties held
in the Yunnan Provincial Museum in Kunming. Whilst the Qing dynasty material is of high quality, it is the late Yuan and early Ming
material that is the most interesting. Much of it is not of a high quality but it presents a large selection of provincial material produced
in Yunnan with many previously-unpublished examples. Forewords, list of contents and brief captions to plates in English. Main text
in Chinese. Hard to obtain and out-of-print.

679 Zhang Jinglu ed: ZHONGGUO JINXIANDAI CHUBAN SHILIAO. (Historical Materials Relating to Modern
Publishing in China). 中國近現代出版史料 。 張靜盧 輯註. Shanghai, 2003. 333; 435; 468; 527; 534; 596; 702,
26 pp. A few pp. b/w illustrations per volume. 8 vols. 21x14 cm. Boards.
£90.00
A detailed examination of the publishing industry in China in the late Qing and Republican periods. Much of the focus is on Shanghai and its distinctive publishing culture. Some early communist publications are also discussed. Reprint of a 1950s title. In Chinese.

680 Zhang Rongxian ed: MEIGUO HUABAO SHANG DE ZHONGGUO 1840-1911. China Visualized by
Americans 1840-1911. 美國畫報上的中國 1840-1911 。 張榮献 編. Beijing, 2017. 458 pp. Numerous colour and
b/w text illustrations. 26x19 cm. Wrappers.
£50.00
A large compilation of illustrations relating to China taken from American journals between 1840 and 1911, in effect, from the First
Opium War through to the 1911 Revolution. Interesting insight into the perception of China in the USA during this lengthy period. Title
of each illustration in English, otherwise Chinese text.

681 Zhang Xiaoguang ed: QINGDAI TONGBAN ZHANGONG TU QUANBIAN. (A Complete Series of the Qing
Copperplate Prints Depicting War Victories). 清代銅版戰功圖全編 。 張曉光 撰輯. Beijing, 2003. 112 pp. B/w
plates throughout. 28x29 cm. Cloth.
£50.00
Depicts the nine series of copperplate prints commissioned by the Qianlong Emperor to commemorate the ‘pacification’ of various peoples during the military campaigns of his reign — Xinjiang, Taiwan etc. Illustrated throughout. Text in Chinese.

682 Zhang Xiaoming: ZANGCHUAN FOJIAO. (Buddhism in Tibet). 藏傳佛教 。 張曉明 著. Beijing, 2004. 151 pp.
Colour plates throughout. 29x21 cm. Wrappers.
£20.00
A photo survey of religious life in Tibet from the monasteries and other religious architecture to ceremonies, festivals and worship. Illustrated throughout in colour. Text in Chinese.

683 Zhang Yuanhang & Kyle, G. A. ed: JUEBAN CHANGJIANG: 1910 NIANDAI DE TIELU YINGZAO YU
YANTU FENGWU. The Vanished Yangtze River: During the Construction of a Railway in 1910s. 絕版長江 ：
1910 年代的鐵路營造與沿途風物 。 張遠航 編. Guilin, 2007. 149 pp. B/w plates throughout. 24x26 cm.
Wrappers.
£25.00
Reproduces photographs taken by an American engineer in China, G. A. Kyle, who worked on the construction of a railway from
Xinyang to Chengdu. The photographs show life along the route of the railway together with photographs of the Yangtze River and
the Gorges taken by Kyle, presumably on recreational trips. Interesting black-and-white photography of a then remote part of the
world. In Chinese.
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684 Zhang Yushu et al: KANGXI ZIDIAN. 康熙字典 。 張玉書 等 編 。 同文書局原版中華書局精印. Beijing, n.d.
[1958?] Various pagings of folded leaves, Chinese style in 6 ce. 6 vols. 21x14 cm. Stitched.
£50.00
Very fine and clean copy of the Zhonghua Shuju edition of the famous dictionary which is photographically reproduced from the first
lithographic edition by the Tongwen Shuju (1887), and also issued in very clear lithography. Teng & Biggerstaff, III: 128-29.

685 Zhao Songling et al. comp: BAOYUSHI: JIANSHANG ZHINAN. (Precious Stones: A Connoisseurs’ Guide).
Beijing, 1992. 484 pp. 44 colour illustrations. Text-figures. 20x21 cm. Cloth.
£25.00
An account of Chinese precious stones giving chemical formula as well as historical background to their use. In Chinese.

686 Zhejiang Provincial Museum ed: CUO CAI LOU JIN: ZHEJIANG CHUTU JINYINQI. (Complex Colours
and Engraved Gold: Gold and Silver Objects Excavated in Zhejiang Province). 錯彩鏤金 ： 浙江出土金銀器.
Hangzhou, 2016. 5, 306 pp. Colour plates throughout. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£180.00
Excellent and extensive catalogue of an exhibition at the Zhejiang Provincial Museum in Hangzhou, China, showing rare gold and silver objects excavated at sites in the province. Usefully, the place of excavation is given as is the holding institution. Includes a remarkable amount of Song material, specifically Southern Song, when Hangzhou was the capital. Testament to the wealth and
sophistication of the area at the time. There is also a good amount of Tang items and extensive amounts of Ming. In three main sections: Jewellery; Utensils; Buddhist Items. Hundreds of exquisite items! Much previously-unpublished material. In Chinese. Hard to
obtain.

687 Zhen Yan & Cai Jingfeng: CHINA’S TIBETAN MEDICINE. Beijing, 2005. 16, iv, 361 pp. 16 pp. colour plates.
26x19 cm. Cloth.
£20.00
A detailed study of the principles and practise of Tibetan medicine. In English.

688 Zhengyangmen Administration ed: JIUJING SHIZHAO. Historical Photos of Old Beijing. 舊京史照. Beijing,
1995. 312 pp. 706 b/w photographs. 29x21 cm. Boards.
£35.00
A profusely illustrated work showing old Beijing in photographs. Chapters on city walls, folk customs, scenic spots, the streets, religions, commerce and industry and famous persons. Text in English and Chinese.

689 Li Yi et al. ed: YUANREN HUAFENG. (Yuan Painting). 元人畫風 。 李一 等 編. Zhongguo Gudai Huihua
Dashi Huafeng Xilie. Chongqing, 1997. 6 pp. text and 162 pp. colour plates. 27x19 cm. Boards.
£20.00
A good, useful and cheap overview of Yuan painting with colour reproductions of works by numerous famous artists. In Chinese only.

690 Zhongguo Huabao She comp: JIU ZHONGGUO LUEYING. (Photographs of Old China). Beijing, 1993. 310 pp.
Over 900 photographs illustrated. 30x22 cm. Cloth.
£15.00
An interesting collection of photographs dating between 1900 to 1949 grouped into different subject groups: government, religion, finance, streets, minorities, communications, etc. Although the quality of reproduction is not the best, the subjects are very catching. Chinese text.

691 Wenwu Chubanshe: ZHONGGUO JINSHI JICUI: DI SI HAN: QIN HAN WADANG. (A Collection of the
Finest Chinese Inscriptions on Metal and Stone: Volume 4: Qin and Han Dynasty Tile-Ends). 中國金石集萃 ： 第
四函 ： 秦漢瓦當. Beijing, 1992. 14 pp. folded table of contents, and 100 b/w reproductions of rubbings of
inscriptions. 32x19 cm. Loose sheets, folded in envelopes.
£100.00
Quality reproductions, of rubbings in a traditional format but with both scholarly and artistic significance. This collection has impressive reproductions of inscriptional, decorative and figurative tile-ends. A single case, No. 4, from a series of ten comprising reproductions of rubbings of 1000 of the best and most important Chinese inscriptions dating from the Shang dynasty down to the Qing.
In Chinese.

692 Wenwu Chubanshe: ZHONGGUO JINSHI JICUI: DI SHI HAN: TANGDAI MUZHI. (A Collection of the
Finest Chinese Inscriptions on Metal and Stone: Volume 10: Tang Dynasty Tomb Inscriptions). 中國金石集萃 ：
第十函 ： 唐代墓誌. Beijing, 1995. 100 b/w folded reproductions of rubbings of inscriptions. 32x19 cm. Loose
sheets, folded in envelopes.
£100.00
Quality reproductions, of rubbings in a traditional format but with both scholarly and artistic significance.
A single case, No. 10, from a series of ten comprising reproductions of rubbings of 1000 of the best and most important Chinese inscriptions dating from the Shang dynasty down to the Qing. This Volume 10 comprises 100 actual-size reproductions of rubbings of
inscriptions from important Tang tombs. Each rubbing bears the name and date of the tomb in modern Chinese. All text in Chinese.
Some damage to the cloth case. Contents fine.

693 ZHONGGUO LINGMU DIAOSU QUANJI 1: SHIQIAN ZHI QINDAI. (A Survey of Chinese Tomb Sculpture:
Vol. 1: From Prehistory to the Qin Dynasty). 中國陵墓雕塑全集 1 ： 史前至秦代. Xi’an, 2009. xii, 8, 128, 304,
120 pp. pp. full page colour plates. B/w text plates. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£125.00
Part One of a comprehensive survey of Chinese tomb sculpture in stone and ceramic. This large volume covers the period from prehistory through to and including the Qin dynasty. A few examples from the Neolithic, Shang and Western Zhou, good coverage of Warring States tomb sculpture and extensive coverage of the marvellous life-size warriors and associated material from the Qinshihuang
Mausoleum. A total of 285 examples illustrated in colour, many full page. Good descriptions accompany. Text in Chinese. A good visual reference.

ZHONGGUO MEISHU QUANJI – DIAOSU
694 Wang Ziyun et al: YUANSHI SHEHUI ZHI ZHANGUO DIAOSU. 原始社會之戰國雕塑. Zhongguo Meishu
Quanji — Diaosu 1. Beijing, 1988. 106 pp. text. 190 pp. with 234 colour plates and illustrations. Many b/w text
figures. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£60.00
Deals with sculpture and carvings ranging from the period of primitive society up to the Warring States. Illustrated throughout. A fine
visual reference. In Chinese. A volume in the Zhongguo Meishu Quanji series. Out-of-print.
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695 Shi Yan: SUI TANG DIAOSU. (Sculpture of the Sui and Tang Dynasties). 隋唐雕塑. Zhongguo Meishu Quanji
— Diaosu 4. Beijing, 1988. 102 pp. text. 212 pp. with 209 colour plates and illustrations. Many b/w text figures.
29x22 cm. Cloth.
£60.00
A fine selection of sculptures from throughout China dating from the Sui and Tang. A fine visual reference. In Chinese. A volume in the
Zhongguo Meishu Quanji series. Out-of-print.

696 Wang Ziyun: BINGLINGSI DENG SHIKU DIAOSU. (Cave Temple Sculptures at Binglingsi and Others). 炳靈
寺等石窟雕塑. Zhongguo Meishu Quanji — Diaosu 9. Beijing, 1988. 72 pp. text and 172 pp. with 137 plates and
illustrations in colour. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£65.00
Covers all the stone sculptures in various cave temples at Binglingsi and surrounding areas. The Buddhist statuary dates from the Northern Wei through to the Tang and Song. Excellent visual reference. In Chinese. A volume in the Zhongguo Meishu Quanji series. Outof-print.

697 Chen Minglian: GONGXIAN XIANGTANGSHAN TIANLONGSHAN SHIKE DIAOSU. (Sculptures in the
Grottoes at Gongxian, Xiangtangshan and Tianlongshan). 鞏縣响堂山天龍山石刻雕塑. Zhongguo Meishu Quanji
— Diaosu 13. Beijing, 1989. 94 pp. text. 182 pp. with 215 plates in colour. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
Illustrates and describes the cave sculptures at the Gongxian, Xiangtangshan and Tianlongshan sites. Well-illustrated in colour throughout. A good reference. In Chinese. A volume in the Zhongguo Meishu Quanji series. Out-of-print.

698 ZHONGGUO ZHAN HONG TU. (China’s War against Floods). Beijing, 1991. 224 pp. Colour photographs
throughout. 37x26 cm. Cloth.
£45.00
Graphic photography showing the devastation wrought by floods in China in the Huaihai river region in the summer of 1991. Shows
the physical extent of the flooding, damage wrought and the human suffering caused. A powerful reminder of the battle China has fought
with flooding over the centuries. In Chinese.

699 ZHONGGUO ZHIXIU FUSHI QUANJI SAN: LIDAI FUSHI JUAN (SHANG). (Corpus of Chinese Fabric,
Embroidery and Finery: Volume Three: Clothing: Part One). 中國織繡服飾全集 三 ： 歷代服飾 卷 上. Tianjin,
2004. 492 pp. Colour plates throughout plus a few b/w text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£95.00
The third volume in a series of five on Chinese textiles throughout the ages, this large and copiously-illustrated work covers clothing
and is part one of two. It shows much early illustrations and examples of Chinese clothing as depicted in early paintings, tomb murals and rubbings, tomb figurines etc. Also shows early excavated textiles from tombs. An excellent visual reference. In Chinese.

700 ZHONGGUO ZHIXIU FUSHI QUANJI SI: LIDAI FUSHI JUAN (XIA). (Corpus of Chinese Fabric,
Embroidery and Finery: Volume Four: Clothing: Part Two). 中國織繡服飾全集 四 ： 歷代服飾 卷 下. Tianjin,
2004. 506 pp. Colour plates throughout plus a few b/w text illustrations. 29x22 cm. Cloth.
£95.00
The fourth volume in a series of five on Chinese textiles throughout the ages, this large and copiously-illustrated work covers clothing, primarily court and imperial costumes from the Ming and Qing dynasties. Some earlier excavated material is also shown. Part
Two of two on clothing. An excellent visual reference. In Chinese.

701 Zhou Sizhong: QING GONG CITAI HUAFALANG YANJIU 1716-1789. (Research into Falang Porcelains
Made for the Qing Court 1716-1789). 清宮瓷胎畫琺琅研究1716-1789 。 周思中 著. Beijing, 2008. 6, 3, 2, 302
pp. text plus 6 pp. colour plates. 20x14 cm. Wrappers.
£30.00
A small but detailed work on these superb porcelains made for the emperor’s use and pleasure. The dates used represent the period
during which the best examples were made. In Chinese.

702 Zhu Yuping: ZHONGGUO CIQI: JIANDING YU XINSHANG. (Chinese Ceramics: Authentication and
Connoisseurship). Shanghai, 1993. 8, 250 pp. 94 (small) colour plates. B/w text figures throughout. Tables,
appendixes. 27x20 cm. Boards.
£18.00
Arranged into 200 topics for authentication covering specific wares, types of vessels, marks, etc., this book also includes a reference
list of marks and table of seals. A highly practical handbook. Text in Chinese only.

703 Zhu Yuping: ZHONGGUO SANCAI. (Chinese Sancai Wares). 中國三彩 。 朱裕平 著. Zhonghua Taoci Daolan.
Ji’nan, 2005. 235 pp. Colour plates throughout. 21x15 cm. Paper.
£25.00
A good visual reference to Tang sancai (tricolour) wares. Shows numerous examples of tomb figurines, horses, dishes, ewers and flasks
held in museums in China and elsewhere. Also includes a few sancai examples from later dynasties. Illustrated throughout in colour.
Text in Chinese.

704 Zhu Zhufang: YING HAN TAOCI CIHUI SHOUCE. An English — Chinese Handbook of Ceramic Glossary.
英漢陶瓷詞匯手冊 。 朱竹芳 主編. Shanghai, 2007. 4, 348 pp. 21x15 cm. Paper.
£30.00
A useful handbook for those struggling to find the precise Chinese word for ceramic terminology and related vocabulary. Many technical and artistic terms and vocabulary in addition to more general words. Ranges from Kraak porcelain, surface undulation and lang
yao red glaze to transfer printing, oil-fired kiln and impressed zigzag design. Listed alphabetically in English with the Chinese term
given alongside in characters — no pinyin translation.

705 Zhu Zhuyu: TANG QIAN HUAJIA RENMING CIDIAN. (Dictionary of Pre-Tang Painters’ Names). Beijing,
1961. 76 pp. 21x14 cm. Half-cloth.
£20.00
The 192 biographies of pre-Tang painters are arranged by stroke number. Besides a short biography, there is a list of the artists’ most
famous paintings with sources indicated. T&B 3:168. In Chinese.

706 Zong Fengying: QINGDAI GONGTING FUSHI. (Qing Dynasty Court Costume). 清代宮廷服飾 。 宗鳳英 著
. Zijin Shu Xi 2. Beijing, 2004. 212 pp. Colour illustrations. 25x16 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Essays on aspects of Qing dynasty court costume — the regulations surrounding their wear plus other research and papers. In Chinese.
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